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PREFACE
F all the monuments in which Egypt abounds, there is not one which stimulates
the imagination to the same extent as the Great Sphinx of Giza, the magnificent
man-headed lion which gazes eternally out over the fertile Valley of the Nile, with its face to
the rising sun.

O

Who has not heard of the Sphinx, the monster whose very name has become a bye-word
for mystery 1 Its features, reproduced in a profusion that would have become wearisome in
a lesser work of art, have rendered its appearance familiar to the inhabitants of every civilized
country.
It has been the theme of poets, painters, mUSICIans, theologians and historians, and
yet, in spite of all that, it remained the silent mystery of the ages, the Great Paradox, being
at once the best known and the least known of all the monuments in Egypt. In spite of the
multitude of writers who have dealt with the subject of the Sphinx, n()thing was known
concerning it except its outward appearance, measurements, etc. When it was erected, by
whom, for what reason, what did it represent, these were questions which remained unanswered,
and served to add to its reputation of mysterious silence.

Speaking personally, the Sphinx has always exercised a great and powerful fascination over
my mind, and it had always been the dream of my life to excavate this wonderful monument,
in the hope that more modern methods of excavation would succeed in revealing the secrets,
which the old slip-shod methods had failed to do. Accordingly, when the way was suddenly
opened to me in 1936, the reader can imagine with what eagerness I hastened to set to work
on this long-coveted site!
Before proceeding any further, I should like to say a few words on the subject of the art
of excavation, according to the methods which we applied here on our Giza site. To be very
brief, one might say that the art of successful excavating lies in the observance of these
few rules:(1) Never leave a site until it is oleared down to the level of the natural rock, or in the sites

where rock does not exist, until the undistubed strata of the soil is reached.
(2) Photograph every object as it is found,

in situ, for preference. Also photograph the

work in all its stages, and keep a full diary and register.
(3) Carefully preserve all sculptured fragments, they m'l.y in many cases appear to be of

no interest, but often other pieces of the same object will come to light, perhaps far from the
original fragment, and if all arc carefully preserved, they may in many cases be fitted together,
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(4) Accurately copy all inscriptions, even fragmentary ones, immediately.

These are the

archreologist's most precious finds, and must at all costs be carefully preserved.
(5) Be observant.

A thin streak of plaster in a confused mass of mud debris will show
the direction of a ruined mud-bri.ck wall.. A minute scrap of broken pottery will often date
a large monument.
(6) Above all, keep an open mind.

What may seem to be a proved fact to-day may wear

a very different aspect to-morrow.
These are the rules we have always followed in our excavations. Whether they are successfu I
or not, I leave the reader to judge after reading the following pages.
When I began working upon the Sphinx, there were many wise-heads who laughed, and said
that I laboured in vain on a site t..h.at had been repeatedly plundered and excavated, and which
could not -possibly produce any new evidence concerning the Sphinx.
And that was true to a great extent. The Sphinx site certainly had been repeatedly reworked, and yet it had preserved its secret intact, for the simple reason that the Sphinx itself
is an uninscribed monument, except for the granite stela against its breast, which is, after all,
an addition made when the Sphinx was already considered as an antiquity. All the previous
work had been concentrated upon the Sphinx itself, and only a few metres of its immediate
surroundings to the north and south of it had been laid bare. I determined to widen the
field of investigation, and examine every inch of the ~ound in the whole amphitheatre of the
monument. It seemed at first to be a hopeless task, but by dint of hard work and patience,
.aot to mention the removal of over a quarter of million cubic metres of sand, the ta k was at
length accomplished.
I am happy to say that the effort revealed more than I even dared to hope for; and moreover, most of the monuments discovered opened up an absolutely new field of research concerning
the Sphinx Cult.
Therefore, after ten years' residence actually beside the Sphinx, years spent in daily work
and study among the monuments of the Old Kingdom, a complete study of all the previous
work ever undertaken in connection with the Sphinx; and finally, after the study of the abovementioned mass of material newly come to light, I think that the time has come to put the
facts as we see them, before the world, and present to the reader the Great Sphinx of Giza as he
appears under the searchlight of science.
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THE GREAT SPHINX AND ITS SECRETS
Historical Studies in the Light of
Recent Excavations
I. -INTRODUCTION
T a distance of about ten kilometres from modern Cairo lies the Great Sphinx of
Giza, in the vicinity of the famous Pyramids, the whole group forming one of the
chief wonders of the world. But before attempting to describe this gigantic man-headed lion,
let us first examine its surrounding zone.

A

That part of the rocky ridge which constitutes the necropolis of the Pyramids of Giza, is
a section of the extreme eastern edge of the Libyan Plateau, a desolate highland of nununulitic
limestone rising to a height of about 40 metres above sea-level. It is an exhilarating site,
and commands a magnificent view of the green and fertile 'Nile Valley, with the chain of the
Mokattam Hills in the far distance.
So far as we- are aware at present, the oldest tomb in this necropolis is a large mastaba
of the First Dynasty, lying about a mile and a half to the south-east of the Great Pyramid.
This was discovered in 1904 by M. Barsanti, and excavated by M. Daressy on behalf .of
the Antiquities Department. Its large size and its similarity to the Tomb of King Zet
(First Dynasty) at Abydos, together with the remains of carved ivory objects, stone vases, etc.,
suggest that it must have belonged to some great noble, if not to a member of the
roya'! family (1).
Near to this tomb, but built on a higher level of the :-ioutheru ridge, is a tomb of the
Second Dynasty, which was discovered by Petrie in 1907, and which he was able to date
hy the presence of five jar-sealings bearing the name of King Neter-mll of the Second
Dynasty (2).
Another tomb on the top of the ridge, lying due south of the Great Pyramid, probably
dates to the beginning of the Third Dynasty (3).

(I) PETRIE, .. Gizeh and Rifeh n, p. 2.
(I) Ibid, p. 7.
(I) Ibid, p. 7.
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It would be extremely interesting to know what a season's methodical excavation would
reveal in this place, for the site cannot by any means be ex.nausted. It was abandoned by
Petrie, who was hampered by lack of funds at his disposal, and the necessity for finding a site
which would give spectacular results for the British SJhool of Archrcology in Egypt, on whose
behalf he was excavating at that time. It is interesting to note that this latter tomb of the
Third Dynasty contained a set of marbles for which any modern school-boy would be glad to
" swap" his most treasured " glass alleys".
Up till that dynasty, the tombs of this district, though large, were built on a very modest
scale, when compared with the artificial mountains which the Kings, Zoser, I;Iuni (1) andS lefru had erected at Sakkara, Meydum and Dahshur. When Khufu, the second King of
the Fourth Dynasty, decided to build his gigantic Pyramid, which was destined to make those
of the Third Dynasty appear like mere mole-heaps, he chose for his site the Giza Plateau, and,
as will be seen, he had excellent reasons for so doing.
Fin;t, he needed an abundance of good-quality stone in easily accessible quarnes, which
was not to be found at S:1kkara, where the limestone is of very poor quality. This can easily
be seen in the Step Pyramid of Zoser, where the fragile block3 crumble almost at a touch.
But the limestone of Giza is of glC}d quality, firm and compact and strikingly free from
flaws, a fact which enabled it to be cut into the huge blocks so beloved by the architects
of the Fourth Dynasty (1).
As proof of the excellent quality of tbe local Giza stone, we need only cite the Sphinx itself,
tlle enormous height and bulk of which are cut from a single piece of rock.
Moreover, this good stone lay almost at the base of the monument which Khufu wished
to build, the quarries baving come to light in our excavations. This discount's the old tbeories
that the stone was brought from great distances by the lmited service of the whole nation, which
was enslaved for the purpose. In reality, the stone merely needed quarrying, the problem
of transport being negligible; and as the men only worked on it during the time when the land
was under water from the inundation, and as otherwise they would have been unemployed,
it seems that we must hail Khufu as a public benefactor, rather than the merciless tyrant he
has hitherto been called !
As for the Turah limestone for the easing, and the granite for the interior work, this could
very easily have been floated up to the very foot of the plateau on rafts, during the inundation.

I'} See the

bl(lc~"

fonning the cOl'e-ll1a,onry of the Te:nple of the Sphinx, pa,l"ficularly those of the southl'rn wall (see p. 25).
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Our excavations in the Causeway of Wnas at Sakkara have revealed reliefs which depict
large boats transporting heavy granite columns and cornices from Aswan, and destined for
the funerary temples of Wnas. These actual columns came to light in the Mortuary and Valley
'l'emples of that King (A.S. Vol. XXXVIII, p. 519).
Secondly, such a monument, as Khufu planned, called for a fitting site to display it to
perfection. Here again the Giza Plateau filled the requirements. It was high, it was
conveniently within reach of both Memphis and Heliopolis, it was already a recognized
necropolis, sanctified by the presence of tombs of the First, Second and Third Dynasties, but
was not overcrowded like S.:tkkara, where the tombs are so numerous as to overlap, and we
find mastabas of the Old Kingdom built over those of the Archaic Period. Also in S:lkkam
the ground is honeycombed by vast subterranean necropoli cut in the rock. It is extremely
doubtful if the ground in these places would bear the terrific weight of the Great Pyramid.
Our excavations at Sakkara have shown that the Pyramids of Wnas and its temple was built
over one of these underground necropoli, but this Pyramid is on a much smaller scale than
that of the Great Pyramid (see my " Report on the Sakkara Excavations near the Pyramids
0/ Wnas and Zoser") (1).
Therefore, then, Khufu erected his Pyramid at Giza, and as far as we arc aware, this
was the first great monument to be erected there.
For the remainder of the Fourth Dynasty, the kings and nobles all built their tombs in
the necropolis which took its name from Khufu's Pyramid: " The Necropolis 0/ the Horizon
0/ Khu/u", a.n appellation by which it continued to be known during the Old Kingdom
(especially the western cemetery).
The northern limit of the necropolis is marked by the Great Pyramid group. The three
pyramids are built on a slope of the rock, so that the Second Pyramid lies on a higher
level of ground than that of Khufu, while the Third Pyramid was built on a still higher level,
and this gives them the appearance of having very little difference in their heights, when
seen from the cast, although, in reality, the difference in the heights of the Great and
Third Pyramids is enormous.
Each Pyramid forms the nueleus of a necropolis consisting of the tombs of tbe family, noble:;;
and employees of the king who built the parent Pyramid. The necropolis of Khufu lies
to the west, east and south of the Great Pyramid. That of Khafra lies to the south and
ea.st of the Second Pyramid (PIs. I-LV), with the exception of a few tombs cut in
the rock face that forms the western girdle-waIf of the Second Pyramid. This necropolis

(1)

Annalu du Service des A1lti'luities de l' Eyypte, VoI. XXXVIII, p. 521.
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is partly divided from that of Khufn hy means of a shallow trench cut along the northernside of the causeway of the Second Pyrnmid, and to. which we shall have occasion to refer
to later. The weRtern limit of Khafra's necropolis is the (lliff lying south of his Pyrami(l,
find east of that of Men-kaw-Ra, and which llas he en utilizen by many members of the
royal family, ,yho have cnt out their tombs in its face.
To the south-C'nst of Ehflfrfl's nC'rropolis lies the Pyramid of Queen Khent-kawes (I),
and snrrounding it find flanking tll(' 1\l'nrni(1 ('ity on its northern limit is her necropolis
(Fig. 1).
The Sphinx itself' lies at the
north-eastern edge of the necropolis, a little to the south-east
of the Grea.t Pyramid. Actually
it lies in Khufu's territory, but
this alone does not prove that
he erected it, flS all these different
parts of the necropolis have their
encroaching monuments. Beyond
the Sphinx, and again to the east,
are the "modern" villages of
Nazlit - cs - SClmman (PI. V) and
K.afr Batran, the former having
FIG. I.-THE PYRAMID Ol" QUEEN KHENT-KAWES (EASTERK FACE)
existed in ancient times under the
name of Bllsiris (2). The necropolis as a whole bore the name of Rastaw, from which the God O~iris probably derived
his tit.le of "Lord of Rostaw" (3). Bnt recent excavations have proved that the actual
cavity of the Sphinx and its temple was called" Selepet ", the" Elect" (place of the God).
Let us then pause awhile in the "Elect" and examine the Sphinx as it is revealed by the
light of past and present excavations.

(1) For the history of this Pyramid, see my "E;rcavatiolls at Oiza ", VaL IV.

(2) See the Grreeo·Roman inseriptions found near the Sphinx, p. 123.

(') ef.
Note 2.

GAUTHIEJ~,

"Dictionnui1'e Geographique", VoL Ill, pp. 126-127;

SETHE, "

U"kunden der 18 Dynastie" (Translation), p. 71,

PI. I

CE~lETERY OF KH.HRA A~D SOUTHERN ROCKY RIDGE

PI. II

Pt. III

PI. IV

PI. V

11.-THE EXCAVATION OF THE SPHINX IN ANCIENT TIMES

I

T had long been supposed by many archmologists that the first excavation of the Sphinx
took place during the reign of Khufu, but the text of the inscription, brought forward
as evidence for this theory, has proved to be a late forgery of the New Kingdom priests,
and we can no longer rely on it for historical accuracy (see p. ] Il). AB far as the Sphinx
is concerned, we may dismiss t.he evidence of its age as worthless, unless further authentic
evidence comes to light to confirm it.
The first historical evidence of the excavation of the Sphinx, of which we really possess
material evidence of the truth, occurs in the time of Thothmes IV of the Eighteenth Dynasty,
who set forth the story of his undertaking on the Granite SteIn against the breast of the statue.
Perhaps his father, Amenhotep Il, also made some clearance at the time when he erected the
temple in which he dedicated his famous stela. Breasted and Erman were inclined to doubt
the validity. of the Granite Stela, deeming it to be a Saitic restoration, but Spiegelberg
overrules this supposition (1), and expiains some of the mistakes and irregularities of the
text as being due to careless restoration after the stela had suffered wanton damage by the
fanatical orders of Akhenaton.
However, our excavations made
clusively the claims of Thothmes IV.

In

the zone of the Sphinx m 1936-1937 prove con-

The measures taken by this Pharaoh for the preservation of the monument were very
ingenious, and probably proved effective for some considerable time. After having cleared
away the sand actually encumbering the image, he built a mud-brick wall surrounding it, at
a distance of about 10 metres from the flanks of the creature. At about an equal distance from
this barrier, and on a somewhat higher level of ground, he built another wall, higher and thicker
than the first. At a still greater distance, and running south and east, so as to encompass the
Temple of Khafra as well, was a third wall of even greater thickness. In some places these
walls passed over the tombs of the Old Kingdom, as, for instance, in the case of the Tomb of
Weteth-hetep, where the entrance is completely blocked by a part of one of these walls, and
only a portion of the drum of the doorway is visible (2).

(l) SPIEGBLBERG", .. Orientalistische Litteraturzeitung",
(I)

See my .. Excavat·ions at Giza", Vo!. ll, p. 1.

1904.
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Therefore, it seems that the architects of Thothmes IV had evolved a system of three great
barrages, designed to hold back the sand as a dam holds back water. A considerable portion
of these walls is still standing, and three facts prove that they were undoubtedly the work of
the architects of Tbothmes IV (Fig. 2).

FIG. 2.-'l'HE WALLS OF THOTHMES

IV

First, the pottery, found beside these walls
and sometimes actually embedded in their fabric,
is of the Eighteenth Dynasty Type (Fig. 3).
Secondly, the stelae set in these walls all
belong to the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Dynasty types, and the earliest specimens found
by us is the magnificent series representing
Thothmes IV adoring the local gods.
FIG. 3.-EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY POTTERY
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Thirdly, the most conclusive proof of all is that the bricks of these walls are of the
typical Eighteenth Dynasty size and shape, and some of them are stamped with the Cartouche
of Thothmes IV (Fig. 4).

FIr:. 4.--A

BRICK WITH THE CARTOUCHE OF

TflonDlEs IV

We mUf;t, however, state the fact that while Thothmes should be given the credit for luwing
ral'l'ied out an ingenious scheme. for the preservation of this most interesting monument,
yet he cannot escape blame for the scant consideration and reverence which he displayed
towards his great predecessor, Khafra; for the very ste!::., on which he sets forth his devotion
to the God Hor-em-akhet, is carved on an architrave stolen from the Valley Temple of Khafra.
In fashioning this stela, the mason had merely dressed one side in order to - receive the
inscriptions, leaving the reverse in its original state, and thus betraying both its origin, and
the mentality of its donor. It contrasts Thothmes most unfa,vourably with his father,
Amenhotep n, who venerated the memory of the kings of the Fourth Dynasty (see the Stela
of A-menhotep n, PI. XXXVIII).
From a paragraph in a letter of instructions from an official to his surbordinate, we learn
that Rameses II also carried out repairs on the Sphinx. The letter reads (1) :" I have heard that thou hast taken eight labourers who were working in the 'House of
Thoth of Rameses :\Ieri-Amon, Life, Health, Prosperity'! Satisfied with Truth in Memphis.
Thou shalt deliver them to draw stone for the Sphinx (Hwl) in :\Iemphis."
(1)

Trall'lation:

BREASTED,
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Spiegelberg says that there is no doubt that the letter is referring to the Great Sphinx.
Unfortunately, it is not exactly clear if the instruction8 are to quarry stones for the
Sphinx itself, or for some building in its neighbourhood, but the former conclusion is
the most probable.
We have already seen that Thothmes IV had cleared away the sand from the monument,
and so perhaps later, Rameses repaired the eroded portions of the paws with great blocks
of Turah limestone, which are still visible beneath the late, final casing of small blocks.
The two reparations are quite distinct from one another. Some archwologists ascribe the
first reparation to Thothmes I, which is quite logical.
The most peculiar thing about Rameses in this letter (and undoubtedly one of the most
honest action in his life) was that he had apparently ordered stone to be quarried, and not to be
"borrowed" from other monuments, as was his usual habit! But perhaps this event occurred
in the beginning of his reign, before he had become accustomed to impiety, and filled with
the desire of erecting more and more monuments, a desire which later blinded him to the
usurpation of the works of his ancestors. It must also be remembered that Rameses came of
a family of devotees of the Sphinx, as the monuments left there by his father, Seti I, his son,
Mer-en-Ptah, and himself, show. Moreover, his eldest son, Kha-em-Wast, who predeceased
him, was buried in the near neighbourhood of the Sphinx.
Unfortunately, Petrie discovered instances where Rameses II had robbed the Giza
monuments! The basement of the western hall of the Temple of Ptah at Memphis was
built of red granite casing-stones that must have been taken from the lower courses of the
Second Pyramid (1). Evidently Rameses thought that the generosity, which he displayed
towards the monuments of Giza in the beginning of his reign, demanded a little repayment in
his later years.
We may as well mention here that Rameses II had an Overseer of Works, named May,
who seems to have made up in technical skill what he lacked in conscience. He was attached
to the Temple of Heliopolis, which he built at his Master's command, using the Pyramid and
Mortuary Temple of Khafra as his quarry! As if to prove how little he cared about the
vandalism he was committing, he had the audacity to leave two well-cut inscriptions on the
actual scene of his cnmes. That is to say on the cliff face to the north and west of the
Second Pyramid.
The northern inscription, which is the longest, reads: "The Builder of the Temple,
'Rameses-Shines-in-the-House-of-the-Prince' (in Heliopolis), May, the Justified, the son of the
Director of the Works, Bakenamon, of Thebes".

(1)

PETRIE,

"Memphi8 ", Vol. I, p. 6.
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The western inscription reads: " The Director of the Works of the House of Ra (Heliopolis),
May".
According to Baikie (I), Bakenamon, the father, was doing in Thebes the same evil deeds
that his son was performing in the Giza district; so it seems that they were a hardened pair
of sinners in that direction!
Not content with flaunting his name in our
faces at his actual scene of labour, May appears
to have had the audacity to dedicate a stela
to the Sphinx, a fragment of which came to
light in our excavations (Fig. 5).
Only the left-hand side of the stela has
survived, but enough remains to show that it
was originally divided into two registers, the
upper one of which bore a representation of
the Sphinx couchant upon a flat pedestal.
Below was a vertical inscription, of which we
have only the mutilated remains of the first
three lines.
These lines read: .. Adoration to thy
Ka, 0 Ra-Hor-akhty, to the Ka of the
Director of the Works of the House of Ra,
Chief Artisan III Rameses (II)... the
Great House of the Prince, May . . .
Ra-Hor-em. . ."
From the similarity of the name and
the titles to those given in the graffiti beside
the Second Pyramid, and the style of the
work, I do not think that we need have
any hesitation in ascribing this to the
obnoxious May.
FIG. 5.- THE

(I) BAIXIE, "Egyptian Antiquities in tlie Sile I'alley", p. 134.
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A large votive ear-tablet, dedicated to the Sphinx under the name of Horus, also
appears to belong to May, for it is inscribed: "Made by May".
It is the largest specimen of a votive ear that
has so far come to light in our excavations
(Figs. 6, 30)'
Perhaps after having completed his work of
destruction, May thought that he had better come to
an understanding with his god; and we can imagine
him requesting the Sun-god to look only at the
beauty of the temple which he had built for him in
Heliopolis, and not to trouble his divine mind about
such a trifling matter as to where the stone, from
which it was constructed, came from!
We have no record of any clearance having been
made around the Sphinx during the S.1itic Period,
which is very strange, considering the esteem in
which the ancient monuments were held at that time,
and the fact that we have important monuments
of the Saitic Period in the near vicinity to the Sphinx.
Perhaps the walls of Thothmes IV still held good,
and the guardians of the statue had been able to
keep the sands at bay. It is significant that
Fm. 6.-THE EAR-TABLET OF MAY
Herodotus who visited Egypt under the Persian
Dominion, and who had so much to say about the Pyramids and their neighbourhood,
completely ignores the Sphinx, although we know that its worship was flourishing at that
period, and we even have records of its priesthood (see p. 119). Perhaps the monument
was again under repairs, and so "not at home to visitors". Or perhaps the "Father
of History" was unfortunate in his choice of a dragoman, and fell into the hands of one
of those unpleasant fellows common to all ages and climes, whose sole ambition is to rush
his victims around the monuments as quickly as possible, so that he may be free to seek
fresh prey.
The monuments tell us that much work was carried out around the Sphinx during the
Grroco-Roman Period, not all of which was in the best of taste. As before mentioned, the ugly
outer casing of the statue has been attributed to this period, but in justice it must be said that
there does not seem to be any reason to blame the Ptolemaic architects for this, as it is probably
Roman work. Under Marcus Aurelius (A.D. 161-180) and Septimus S3verus (A.D. 193 -211),
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the pavement of the Sphinx Court was restored; while under Antoninus (A.D. 138-161) and
Verus (A.D. 130-169), the retaining walls had been reinforced. These facts are known to us
from inscriptions found in the immediate neighbourhood of the Sphinx (1).
During this period the Sphinx enjoyed a vogue as a popular place of pilgrimage, which
probably continued until the break-up of the ancient faith. Thereafter, we hear little of the
statue, which remained buried up to its neck in the sand until recent times. But it must always
be remembered that some traces of the cult of the Sphinx remained in the country by tradition,
and was mentioned by the Arab historians (2).

(I) VYSE, .. Operations carried on at the Pyramids
(2)

See All
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n, Vol. HI, p. 119.
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IlL-MODERN EXCAV ATIONS
HE French engineers of Napoleon's Expedition were supposed to have made a considerable
excavation in front of the Sphinx, and had discovered a door, just at the very time
when they were compelled to suspend their operations. Some of the Arabs of the
neighbourhood, who claimed to have been present at that time, told Mariette that they had
seen this door, which, they said, led into the body of the Sphinx. Others went one better,
and said that it led up to the Second Pyramid!

T

What they actually saw was most probably the Granite Stela of Thothmes IV, which, to
the untutored mind, may bear some resemblance to a door, and the details were supplied by
an active imagination and the hope of a liberal reward.
The story of the door leading up to the Second Pyramid may, however, be a lingering
tradition of the covered corridor of the causeway, which certainly did exist, and of which a very
small portion of the eastern extremity still remains.
In 1816, Captain Caviglia commenced to excavate the Sphinx, starting his excavations from
the north by digging a deep trench towards the shoulder of the statue. He experienced
great difficulty as well as clanger to the lives of his men and himself, by reason of the loose
sand, which threatened at every moment to pour into the trench and bury them all. But
by means of wooden planks, he was able to hold back the sand sufficiently to allow him
to reach the base of the statue. By this means, he was able to take the measurements
of the height of the monument from the pavement to the top of the head. He also noted
the double layer of casing on the body, and the remains of the red colour with which it had
been painted. The trench which he made was 20 feet wide at the top, but only about
3 feet wide at the bottom, and as it was such a constant source of peril to all concerned,
Caviglia decided to abandon operations for the time being.
Later, however, hf undertook excavations on a much larger scale, working from the
front of the Sphinx. He employed between sixty to one hundred workmen, and worked
from the beginning of March until the end of June.
The first discovery of any importance was a fragment of the beard of the Sphinx and the
head- of the uraeus from its brow. A little later, he brought to light the Granite Stela of
Thothmes IV and two limestone stelae of Rameses II in the small temple between the paws.
A stone lion was found in situ as though guarding the entrance to the temple, also fragments
of other lions and the head of a small sphinx. All these objects, as well as the stelae and the
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Illasollry of the temple, were painted reel. Clearing eastwards, he soon came to the granite
altar between the paws. According to the description of it and the illustration given by Vysc (1)
this altar had a superstructure, which is now missing.
Near to it he found some small objects, including a libation tank, an offering-table, and
a " stone owl".

This latter was either a fragment of inscribed stone bearing the sign ~ =.:\1,

or else a votive hawk, which Caviglia mistook for an owl.
Caviglia mentioned that the granite altar bore traces of fire, when discovered, and suggests
that these came from the burnt offerings. On some of the stelae which we discovered in this
neighbourhood, worshippers are shown presenting burnt offerings to the Sphinx.
After much difficulty, and in constant danger from the shifting sands, Caviglia then cleared
eastwards along the paws, noting the Greek graffiti inscribed upon them, and continued, still
in an easterly direction, for over one hundred feet. Here he came to a spectacular staircase
of thirty steps leading to a
landing, from which a further
flight of thirteen steps
ascended to the level of the
plain (Fig. 7). This staircase, which was flanked by
mud-brick walls, was of very
late construction, and even
contained stones usurped
from other Greek buildings in
the neighbourhood. On the
landing of the staircase was
a small erection that looked
FIG. 7.-STAIRS LEADING TO THE LEVEL OF THE PLAIN
like a cross between an
auctioneer's rostrum and a
church pulpit, and which boasted of two columns, which, however, did nothing to improve its
appearance. On it was inscribed a poem in honour of the Sphinx (see p. 122).
Before finally abandoning his task, Caviglia traced the approach to the Sphinx for another
135 feet and stated that it took the form of a ramp, flanked on the south by a mud-brick wall.
From this it will be seen that the temple situated in front of the Sphinx must have been
choked with debris, and completely buried at a very remote time. Indeed, it seems
to have disappeared before the Eighteenth Dynasty, for when Amenhotep II built his temple

<'l VYSg, "Operations cxrried on at the Pyramids ", Vol. HI, PI. DL
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to the north of the Sphinx, he actually laiJ his foundations in such a way as to bridge the
western end of the northern passage of the Old Kingdom temple, which must have Leen
completely choked up with debris to allow him to do so (see pp. 149, 150). Thus, in the Homan
Period, they apparently built their staircase and ramp right over the width of the temple,
and were probably totally unaware of its existence.
With the exception of the lower part of the granite altar, and the Stela of Thothmes IV,
all the monuments discovered by
Caviglia have disappeared, some
dispersed among the museums of
the world, while others are untraeed.
Howard Vyse sent the two stelae of
Rameses II to London, but by some
mystery, to which no one seems to
know the answer, they are now to
be seen in the Louvre (Fig. 8) (l).
In the year 1853, Mariette began
to examine the Sphinx, but did not
make a thorough clearance of the
monument, therefore, the conclusions that he reached are mostly
erroneous. One of his theories was

FIG.

8.

-THE STELA OF RAMESES

II

that the Sphinx was a natural phenomena of Nature, and that all that the sculptor had
done was to touch up the head, which, he admits, was skilfully done. He noticed the
double layer of casing on the paws, which, he decided, was originally done to hide the
faults in the rock. He also noted that the monument had been repaired several times,
first under Thothmes IV, and then at intervals, down to the final unsightly restoration
made in Grreco-Roman times.
According to his opinion, it was this continual adding of coats of masonry that was the
cause of the great disproportion between the head, body and paws.
In attempting to solve the riddle of the blind chambers at the sides of the Sphinx, he
makes the absurd statement that they were designed to support the curve of the belly!
And this notwithstanding the fact that the flanks of the creature lie flat along the ground
for their entire length.

(1) See BOREAUX'S Guide, "Anti1uities Eilyptiennes", Vo!. T,

pp. 62,63.
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Mariette also shared the general opinion that there is a hidden chamber concealed in or
under the Sphinx. He denied the fact that the Sphinx rests upon a pedestal in the manner
in which it is shown upon the stelae ; and moreover, he must have been entirely ignorant of
the existence of the Temple of the Sphinx, for he declared that the monument was designed on
a large scale and lacked detail, as it was only intended to be viewed from a distance. He also
gravely stated that the sand, with which the Sphinx was encumbered when he saw it, was not
wind-borne, but had been deposited there artificially; when, by whom and for what reason,
he omits to tell us.
Nevertheless, Mariette's work was a step
into· which he fell, are due to the fact that
impossible to form an accurate opinion of a
are cleared from sand and dehris right down

in the right direction, and most of the errors,
he was working in the half dark. It is quite
monument until both it and its surroundings
to the level of the natural rock.

In his report on the excavations which he carried out at the Sphinx, Maspero gives the early
history of the statue, so far as it was known to him (1), and relates the details of its previous
excavations, but adds nothing new to the facts published by Caviglia and Mariette.
He then goes on to tell us of the two motives which led him to undertake the task of
excavating tIle Sphinx. First, all the work of the Antiquities Department was being carried
out in Upper Egypt, and thus was inaceessible to those tourists who do not travel further
than Cairo. He felt that it was only just to provide something of interest for these people, and
decided that the best present he could offer them was the spectacle of the Sphinx revealed.
His second reason was, as he puts it: " The Sphinx has not yet told us all his secrets ",
and he goes on to say that Pliny, on the testimony of an Alexandrian historian, was of the
opinion that it contained the tomb of a king called Harmakhis.
The Arab writers were also convinced that the Sphinx covered a subterranean chamber,
which they expected to find full of treasure. It was partly this idea which prompted Caviglia
to undertake the excavation of the Sphinx, and some aged Arabs of the district showed Maspero
a deep hole which Perring had violently forced in the back of the Sphinx, in an attempt to
find this supposed hidden chamber. He argued that perhaps one might recognize a grain of
truth in the tradition related by Pliny and the Arabs. The monuments, upon which the Great
Sphinx is figured, i.e. the Stela of Thothmes IV and that of Khufu's Daughter (the Inventory
Stela), show the Sphinx couchant upon a pedestal as high as the animal itself, and decorated
with the panelling so beloved by the architects of the Old Kingdom. The Egyptian artists did

{'} MASPERO,
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not change the form of their gods from mere caprice; therefore, if they represented the Sphinx
as being couchant upon a pedestal, it very probably was so (see p. 81, Fig. 66). This does not
mean to say that it rested upon an isolated cube, free-standing on all sides, likc the pedestal of
an ordinary statue. It was sufficient
that the rock was cut down vertically
on three sides, or even on the side
that faced the plain only, for the Egyptians to consider it to be seated upon
a pedestal as represented on the
Stela of Thothmes IV (l) (see Pl. XL).
If we admit the existence of the
pedestal, the story related by Pliny
would not be impossible, and the tomb
might exist, not in the body of the
Sphinx itself, but in the rectangular
mass on which it was couched. ~Ioreover, if the tomb did not exist,

Fl(;.

g.-A

SMALL COPPER VOTIVE SPHl:-<X

(see

p. 36)

~Iaspero

rightly considered that he had
the hope of discovering some important fact concerning the Sphinx. He asks that if the
Sphinx itself was repeatedly buried in the sand, how much more rapid would be the burial
of its pedestal ~ Perhaps it had not been visible since the time of Khafra. It was certainly
forgotten by the time of Thothmes IV, and he did not descend lower than the paws. ::\Iaspero
then states that the Sphinx is the most ancient monument in Egypt, and argnCi:> that if it
had a pedestal in which tombs were cut, they must have been buried at such a remote period,
perhaps before the erection of the Pyramids, that some of them might have ei:>caped pillage.
He then pointed out what a new field of investigation this hypothesis opened up, and
pleads that the subject be given careful study.
He says: "Nothing is easier than to put it (the theory) into practice. The clearance
made beside the Sphinx leads to bed-rock, upon which the paws of the animal rest. All
that is needed is to push some trenches a little distance to the right and left, and e 'pecially
in front, under the steps of Hadrian (A.D. 117-138). If one encounters only the rock, this
hypothesis is false, and one is limited to bringing to light one of the most astonishing works of
antiquity. If, on the contrary, one encounters sand at a distance of eight or ten metres bcIow
the level of the paws, the pedestal exists, and who knows what onc may hope to find ".
(I) For the real explanation of this pedestal,

see p. 2() and PI. XV.
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Hohling these theories, l\Iaspero has strong reasons for attacking the Sphinx site, but was
faced by a great difficulty, namely the shortage of the funds placed at his disposal, which he
hesitated to employ on a work which, after all, might not produce any certain results. However,
he found a way out of the difficulty by appealing to the generosity of the public, making an
appeal on behalf of the Sphinx, as he had previously done in 1884 on behalf of the work
at Luxor. The" J ourna,[ de Dibats " took upon itself to open a subscription for this object
in France, and M. Renan had waxed eloquent on the interest that the proposed excavations
would afford. The sum asked for "vas 15,000 francs, which seemed to Maspero to be sufficient
for the first step. This amount was collected and placed at his disposal within three days.
His plan of campaign was to clear the Sphinx down to the level of the rock, thus restoring
the monument to the state in which it was in the middle of the Second Century A.D. The walls
were to be repaired in the places where they were damaged, so as to check the encroachment
of the sand, and enable the sum of a few hundred francs, spent annually, to keep the
monument clean and neat.
When this clearance had been attained, he intended to experiment with the trenches, in
order to see if the pedestal really existed or not. In the event of finding the pedestal, he intended
to raise a further subscription, which, as he put it, would give all Europe the chance of sharing
in the honour of the discovery. The 15,000 francs, however, were barely sufficient to clear
away such a vast amount of sand, and it was found necessary to modify the procedure usually
adopted. Formerly, the debris taken from the monuments, was dumped to right and left
of the excavations, but it soon became imperative to transport it as far as possible on to the
plain, in order that the waters of the next inundation might carry it away.
Maspero was able to purchase it set of waggons and about 800 metres of rails from EI-Datra
el-Santa, at a very cheap rate. Instead of transporting these to Luxor as he had originally
intended, he brought them to Giza during the last days of December 1885, and the first trench
was opened in the second week of January 1886, beginning at a distance of about 60 metres
from the chest of the Sphinx.
As soon as the work was commenced, Maspero's duties as Inspector called him to Upper
Egypt, and he was compelled to leave the work in charge of the Reis of the Pyramid Guards,
under the supervision of Emil Brugsch Bey, the Keepe::: of the Museum.
He had no uneasiness in thus leaving the work, for, in his opinion, it was not a task requiring
a great amount of archrcological skill, being merely a matter of re-exposing the ground already
worked by Caviglia and l\'£ariette. The Reis of Sakkara, Rubi Hamzawi Mohammed Abu Hegazi
and Mustafa, were called to collaborate with Atwa Faid, the Reis of the Pyramids, and
they were considered as capable as anyone for removing the sand, provided that an employee
of the Museum would pass by every week to examine the rails and waggons.
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Brugsch Bey did his work well, but after fifteen days of excavation, without having
reached the staircase, he became impatient, and moved the work to beneath the chin of tbe
Sphinx. Results were quickly forthcoming, and most of what Caviglia had seen, the Sbela of
Thothmes IV, and the little temple between the paws, were again laid bare.
But the modification of Maspero's original plan had mixed results. On one hand, it was
disappointing, as it considerably augumented the expenses. -On the other hand, it gave great
joy to the tourists and the people of Cairo, arousing their interest in what Maspero quaintly
terms" a Platonic way", except for one Colonel of the Indian Army, who was ready to put
up a relatively large sum of money for the work, through the hands of Mr. Moncrieff. Apart
from this instance, no one subscribed.
The fellahin, as well as the people of Cairo, refused, and still do refuse, to believe that the
excavations were carried on merely in the interests of science. Twenty stories of hidden treasure,
originated by Makrizi and Abdel-Latif El-Boghdadi, were revived among them. According to
the most "authentic" account, Maspero was searching for the cup of Solomon, the Son of David,
which was buried under the Sphinx. This cup was said to have been cut from a single onyx of
great size, and possessed peculiar properties.
Liquid that was poured into it at once began to spin round, and if it turned from right
to left, it was a sign of prosperity, but if the liquid turned from left to right, it was an omen
of calamity. It was not explained how the Cup of Solomon came to be hidden in the
Sphinx. Anyhow, the Afreets (clemons) who guarded it were apparently playing a had joke
on Maspero, for he never found this mysterious and most useful cup.
The first part of the programme was then put well under the V'''ty of execution, but by
the middle of May, the waggons and system of rails were found to be inadequate; therefore,
Maspero bought a set of Decauville cars, larger and more solid than those he had previously
employed, and said how deeply he regretted not having used these waggons from the start.
Their purchase was the last act of his administration, and he was of the opinion that had
he possessed them earlier, he could have conducted many of the excavations which he had
been compelled to refuse.
The clearance was almost finished when the diggers were sent back to their village in Upper
Egypt, as there was no prospect of finding anything new. In concluding, Maspero stated that
in his opinion, long months would have to elapse before anything of fresh interest was reached,
and the truth or otherwise of his hypothesis could be proved. After he was recalled, the work
of excavating the Sphinx was undertaken by Grebaut, but after bringing to light the walls
examined by Mariette in 1888, he abandoned the excavations a few weeks before his death;
and thus the problem remained practically as Maspero had found it.
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From this account it will be seen that l\faspero a.lso toyed with the idea of the subterranean
chamber and buried treasure. Yet he was the first one to attempt to clear the Sphinx on
anything like scientific lines, and it is unfortunate that it was not until the very end of his
administration that he hit on a sound method of procedure. But we cannot share his
optimism in leaving the work in the charge of his Reises, excellent men though they were.
An archroologist has a heavy responsibility to bear, an obligation to the people of the Past
and to his own generation, and it is only the faithful fulfilment of those trusts that justifies
him in unearthing what the sand has so long covered and preserved.
The next interval between t,he clearances of the Sphinx was, so far as we know, the shortest
one, and in 1925 M. Baraize was entrusted by the Antiquities Department to carry out
excavations there on their behalf.
NI. Baraize certainly freed the statue
from all sides, but instead of clearing
the sand away altogether, he erected
huge barrage-like walls to hold it
back, the demolition of which was
one of our most laborious tasks when
it became necessary to remove them
in 1936-1937. I believe M. Baraize
had taken his inspiration from the
monuments of the Old Kingdom and
built for eternity (Fig. 10).
It was now seen that the Sphinx
was in a perilous state, for in addition to the fact that the sand had
eaten deeply into the softer parts of
the rock, wearing the neck to such
a degree of thinness, that there was
a strong possibility of the first storm
sending the great head crashing to
the ground. The senseless and
criminal actions of Perring in boring
FIG. 10.--THE EASTERN PROTECTIVE WALL
ill ILT BY M. BARAIZE
holes in the monument were also a
source of grave danger, lest water collecting in them from the winter rains should split the
stone. Therefore, it was decided to enect a restoration which would safeguard the Sphinx,
and at the same time be ullobtrusive. The results, I think, are admirable. The lappets
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of the n6mes head-dress have been filled in to the original contours with limestone masonry,
and thus support the great weight of the. head; while the wide cracks which were slashed
across the face, and which were yearly increasing in width, were filled in and coloured to match
the rest of the" complexion". A hole that existed in the top of the head was also filled in,
and the shaft in the back, as well as the cavity lying between the back of the stela and
the breast of the Sphinx, were fitted with iron doors, which tightly closed them.
The Sphinx may now be said to be in a safer condition than it has ever been since the
last priest made his farewell prayers before it.
During the course of his excavations around the Sphinx and its temple, M. Baraize recovered some interesting objects, including some Gncco-Roman stelae (Figf'. 82, 83), a limestone slab, apparently part of a cornice, bearing the cartouches of Rameses IT (Fig. 14), some

Fm.
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slabs, and also some foundation deposits from the Temple of Amenhotep H, which at that
time was still undiscovered. These foundation deposits consist of a set of alabaster
model vases, each bearing an incised inscription inlaid with dark pigment (these inscriptions,
which are identical, read: "The Good God, Aa-kheperu-Ra (Amenhotep H), beloved of
Hor-em-akhet") (Fig. 11 ; PI. VI a); an oval piflce of alabaster, bearing the same inscription
as the vases (Fig. 12); some model implements of copper, and a great quantity of pottery
of various forms (Fig. 13; PIs. VI, b, c, VII). (For other foundation deposits from this
temple, see p. 49).
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He also recovered three stel<lc from a senes erected by Thothmes IV, which will be
dealt with in detail later, and several other small stelae belonging to private persons
(PIs. VIII, IX). PI. X, a, b shows a selection of small objects found by M. Baraize:
"a" is a fragment of a round-topped stela dedicated to Hor-akhty, "b" is a limestone

FI(;. 12.-AN OVAL PmCE or. ALARASTElt

FIG. 13.-MoDEL IMPLEMENTS

m-

COPPER

MODERN BXCAVATIO;ilS
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offering-table, bearing repreRentations of bread, water, lotus-flowers, trussed fowls, etc.
(a r;imilar specimen came to light in our excavations) ; PI. XI: "a" is a pottery mould in which
bread was baked in order to give the loaves the conical shape shown on the monuments ;
"b" is a slab of limestone bearing a crudely carved figure, apparently of a warrior of the

FIG. l4.-A

LIMESTONE SLAB BEARING THE CARTOUCHRS
OF RAMESES

II

late period. PI. XIlI, a, b show~ two fragments from a monument of the Gri1'co-Roman
Period: "a" is a part of a limestone cornice, while "b" is the capital of a column;
PI. XIV: "a" is the head of a limestone statuette of a king, unfol'tunatrly umutmed :
it bears traces of red paint upon the face; "h" is a limestone Llock hearing all incised
insrription in A.ramaic.
PI. XII Rhows a series of miniature votive sphinxes, they are earvecl from limestone, ilnd
arc coloured red, which seems to have been the traditional colol1r of the Sphinx. Another
Rnd of importance was the limeRtone lintel of a doorway of it Jl1u(l-brirk ])\[il(ling. It ]wclrs
an.inscription mentioning the Sphinx under the name of Hwrna (sec p. 100, Fig. 73).
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As before mentioned, M. Baraize also partially cleared the great Fourth Dynasty temple
lying in front of the Sphinx, which, I think, we are fully justified in calling the Temple of
the Sphinx, although it had apparently no direct communication with that monument.

PI.

VI,

a, b, C
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IV.-THE TEMPLE OF THE SPHINX
NTIL recent years the name "Temple of the Sphinx" was borne by the Valley Temple of
Khafra, and had been acquired when the true significance of that building was imperfectly
understood. The real Temple of the Sphinx, which together with the cavity in wh.ich it lies
was called by the Egyptians" Setepet " the "Elect ", shonld be the massive constrnction
lying in front of the Sphinx (PI. XV).

U

Lying a few paces to the north of the Valley Temple of Khafra, it seems so far as the
fa~ade is concerned, to be designed upon the same lines (see Plan: PI. XVI). The two
temples are both facing east, each has an entrance in the northern and southern ends of its
fa\ade, and these fa\ades are lying in line with each other (see Plan: PI. XVI). Moreover,
both temples are constructed of a core of local limestone masonry, and cased inside and outside
with blocks of finely dressed granite. The size of some of the blocks, forming the core of the
Sphinx Temple, is enormous, rivalling, and indeed, often exceeding three times the size of
those used in building the Great Pyramid. Even the fact that these blocks were cut locally,
does not lessen our admiration for the skill and organization that manouvered them into
position (PI. XVII).
Beyund the fa<;ades, the similarity between the two buildings ends, the interior arrangement of the Sphinx Temple being quite different from that of its neighbour, which proves that
it was designed for a different use. It may be mentioned here that this building is the oldest
divine temple, as distinct from a royal mortuary temple yet discovered in Egypt.
Immediately inside the doorways, facing the visitor, are two recesses which held stelae,
or possibly statues. Throughout all the temple it will be noticed that all the important features
are duplicated (see Plan: PI. XVI). For example, we find two entrances, two sets of chambers
in the western wall, two outer passages, etc. This duality was designed to harmonize with the
conception of the King in his dual role. as King of Upper Egypt and King of Lower Egypt.
Throughout the whole period of the Egyptian history, the dual nature of the King amI the
land was never forgotten. Egypt remained the Two Lands, ruled over by a ~onarch who
wore the Double Crown.
Immediately inside the entrances are the porter's rooms, and a short, wide passage which
turns west and gives access to the great court of the temple. This enormous court measures
46x23 metres and was apparently surrounded by a colonnade. At a distance of about 3 m~tr(;s
from the eastern and western walls are two rows of rectangular pillars, measuring 3'50 X
1'50 metres. A similar pillar exists at the northern and southern ends of these rows.
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In front of each pillar is a rectangular depression cut in the rock floor, sloping somewhat
towards the pillars. These were made to accommodate the bases of colossal statues of the
King, purposely designed on a large scale in order that they might not be dwarfed by the
immensity of the Sphinx, as would have been the case with statues that were merely life-sized.
Therefore, the centre of the court was surrounded by ten huge pillars, fronted by colossal
statues of the King who built the temple, and who probably sculptured the Sphinx as well (1).
We may assume that the space between the outer walls and these pillars was originally
roofed over, while the centre of the court was left open. This arrangement would have afforded
a magnificent view of the Sphinx to any person standing in the court.
In the centre of both the eastern and western walls is a large recess measuring about
10 metres wide, and receding back in two stages to a depth of 4'50 metres. The form of these
recesses recalls that of a false-door, and they may have contained large stelae. On the other
hand, they may have been designed to accommodate statues of the God. But whatever they
contained, they are orientated due east and west, as is the axis of the temple, and this suggests
that the recesses held something appertaining to the rising and· setting sun.
In the floor in front of the eastern recess are the sockets for the reception of two
pillars, obelisks, or statues; and a little in advance are the slots for six more pillars. The
same arrangement was followed in respect to the western recess. This additional row of pillars
was undoubtedly added to facilitate the roofing' of the colonnade, which was considerably
widened by the presence of the recesses.
The western wall of the temple is cutin ttre natural rock to a height of 2'50 metres, and
supplemented by enormous blocks of limestone in the upper part. This rock-cut part of the
wall forms the front edge of the pedestal upon which the Sphinx rests.
Indeed, when the temple was intact, and was surmounted by the usual cornice, the Sphinx
must have appeared from the valley, or from the great court, as though it were resting upon
a huge pedestal, exactly as it is shown in the stelae. The fact that some of the stelae show
representations of doors in the pedestal may be explained by the presence of the door-like
niche in the western wall (PIs. XVIII, LVII) (2).
In the thickness of the rock-cut wall, forming the northern side of the outer bay of the
western recess, are cut two chambers; they lie side by side and open to the north. The western
chamber measures 1l'50 X3'0 metres, and the eastern chamber measures 5'50 X 3'0 metres.
A similar arrangement exists on the southern sidt" where the two chambers open to the sonth.
(1) On the other hand, the depre3~jon in the (Joor may hnve been made to f:\CilitMe tile erection of the pillars,

\.) Compare the Stela of Thothmes IV (PI. XL) and the Stda of Rame3es IT, Fig. 8.
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The floors of these chambers are depressed in such a way as to suggest that they were paved
with some other stone, probably alabaster, as many gigantic slabs of this material may be seen
scattered about in various parts of the building.
The presence of a number of large slabs of fine limestone, having one edge curved, suggests
that there was a rounded coping to the inside edge of the roof of the colonnade.
At the northern side of the temple is a passage measuring 31'50 X 3' 0 metres, and running
east-west. The southern wall of the passage is formed by the northern wall of the great court,
while its northern wall is cut in the natural rock. At a distance of about 18' 50 metres from its
entrance, a channel, one metre wide, crosses the passage obliquely from east to west, passing
under the southern wall to the court, and ending in a cutting in the northern wall of the passage.
This channel, which has a total length of 10 metres starts as a mere depression in the floor of
the northern side of the court, and slopes to a depth of 1'25 metres at its end. It is paved
with granite (Fig. 15). The tunnel by \vhich it passes under the wall of the court is plugged
\\"ith block,' of lilllcstone.

FIG.

15.-A

CHANNEL IN THE FLOOR OF THE NOItTHERN PASSAGE
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A similar channel exists in the floor of the passage of the southern entrance, and appears
to have its source at the southern side -of the eastern recess. Perhaps these were drains to
carry off rain-water or iibations.
The western end orthe northern passage is blocked by a rock-cut wall 2'10 metres high,
above which it is choked with :rubble and debris to the level ofthe plateau, and the foundations
of the mud-brick Temple of Amenhotep II were ·laid ael'O~S it (seep. ] 50, Fig. 95). At its
eastern extremity, it ends in a drop of 1'25 metres.
A similarpa,ssage exists on the southern side of the building, measuring 37' 0 X
6'30 metres, separating this tePlple from that of Kbafra. It gives access to the Sphinx Court
from its south-eastern corner (see PI. XVII).
This proves conclusively that the two structures were entirely separate, even though they
conform somewhat to each other,both in their outward appearance, aud iu the materials from
which they were constructed.
On the western side of tIle western wall of the court arc some ~hallow, irregular steps cut
in the masonry, and descending into the Sphinx Court, As these steps are very shallow and
roughly cut, and have no connection with the interior of tbe temple, we may -suppose tbat
they were the foundations of the staircase whicb, in the Gneco-Roman times, was erected
over the buried temple. The architects probably cut these foundations in the wall in the
belief that it was the natural rock, such is the enormous size of the blocks used, and never
suspected the presence of the huge temple lying buried under their feet.
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v.- THE

DATING AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE TEMPLE

UDGING by the style of architecture, and the absence of decoration, or inscriptions, we may
safely assign this temple to a date not exceeding the middle of the Fourth Dynasty.

J

The fact that this temple had no direct communication with the Sphinx Court, seems to
point to one of two conclusions; either it had no connection at all with the Sphinx, or, what
is more probable, the Sphinx was regarded as being so holy that approach to it was forbidden
to all, save only the King and the higher ranks of the priesthood. This was certainly the rule
with regard to the cult images in the later Egyptian temples, but even so, the holy of holies
was always provided with an easy means of access.

In the case of the Sphinx, however, we are left to assume that the royal or priestly
worshipper had either to climb over the back wall of the temple by some means, or else
leave the building altogether and walk round by a narrow passage, to emerge at an
awkward angle in the corner of the court, either methods of approach being exceedingly
undignified and inconvenient.

[intentionally blank]

VI.-THE LATEST EXCAVATIONS UNDERTAKEN
AT 1 HE SPHINX
N the year 1936 the Cairo University Excavations were transferred to the Antiquities
Department, and thus I was enabled to start work on the site surrounding the Sphinx.

I

It had always been the dream of my life to excavate this spot, and I had vainly tried
many times to get permission to work there, but this site was reserved exclusively for the
Department which was carrying on the work there in a desultory manner.
Thanks to the work of 1\1. Baraize, and the protective walls built by him, the actual Court
of the Sphinx, as well as most of its temple, were comparatively free from sand, and merely
needed some cleaning. But this was only for a very limited area, and the remainder of
the surroundings of the Sphinx were wholly encumbered with salld, stones, and debris, the
accumulation of ages; to say nothing of the ruins of mud-brick buildings of different periods.
The site had clearly been in this condition since the Sphinx first came into existence, none
of the modern excavators having ever attempted to clear this part.
Notwithstanding the advantages of more up-to-date methods and C(luipment, wc
experienced many of the difficulties and dangers that beset Caviglia., from the ever-preselltmenace of the treacherous sand-dunes.
Thus, to clear down to the
our excavations, was a Titanic
photographs showing the site as
in the end, we got no thanks,

level of the natural rock, the usual method of proceclme in
task, some idea of wllich may be gained hy comparing the
it used to be, and after we ha.d finished onr work -for which
but . . . ! (PI. XIX, a, b).

In order to effect a rapid clearance, we sometimes a.rrange(l our truck line::; ill tll n'c :-iuperpo::;ed levels, and sometimes spread out fanwise (PI. XX). On each of tlle::;c tracks W<J,:-i
running a group of twelve trucks, ea.ch truck having a. load ca.pacity of onc cubic metre; thus
resulting in the removal of about 1,300 cubic metres of sand a.ncl debris daily, and depositing
it at a distance of over one kilometre.
'Ve commenced our season's work on Octouer 4, 1936, at a spot lying <Jose to the Horthern
and eastern protective walls which M. Baraize had built, a.ncl which wc werc forced to demolish
before we could get down to our ta.sk of excavating. There were a.lso some later mud-brick
structures at this spot, which, after photographing, planning and recording, we were compelled
to pull down. This is always the case when excavating a site that has been occupied at clifferent
sllccessive periods; the latest remain::; being always built above the sand-cngulfed ruins of
the earlier structures.
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After a feW days, we came upon a part of the system of protective walls erected by
Thothmes IV, thus proving the truth of the claims he made on the Granite Stela.
On September 20, our men were working on the clearance of a large mound of mud
deposits and ruined mud-brick buildings, at a spot a little to the north of the Sphinx, and
only a few paces far from the spot where the exc-avations of the Antiquities Department
had ended. In this spot we brought to light "'hat appeared to be the top of a large limestone
stela, above which was a mud-brick ruin (PI. XXI, Fig. 16). Eagerly Vv'e concentrated
all our energies in sinking a shaft down the face of the stone, and found that our first
suppositions were correct, for we had discovered a large stela of the Eighteenth Dynasty type,
bearing twenty-seven ro,,"s of hierogl,"phs, in a perfect state of preservation (PI. XXXVIII).

FiG. 10.--1\1£./\

CLEARI~G MUD DEPOSITS AND MUD-BRiCK H.nNs

Only the ruunded top of the 11I0111111lcnt (which had ubviuur:;ly lJeenleft exposed to the
elements long after the rest of tllc stcb had Lecn safely buried in the sand) had been efface(l.
This part llad originally borne a douLle representation representing [l, king presenting offerings
to the Sphinx. 'With careful har:;te we cleared away the mud deposits and broken potsherds,
,,'ith which the face of the stela was encumbered, and were able to read upon it the Cartouche
of Amenhotcp n. (For the translation of this stela, see p. 74.)
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In the mud, debris and potsherds surrounding the stela, we fOlUld many votive figures of
lions and sphinxes, the former animal seeming to have been particularly sacred to the sun-cult.
These votive figures are made of various materials, including bronze, faience and limestone.
They were found in the mud deposits, a little to the left of the stela and on a level with its
upper part. PI. XXII, a, b shows a limestone lion- although roughly carved, it has a most
pleasing appearance; the expression on the face, the pose of the body, and the crossed
fore-paws being very natural. If not actually modelled from life, it must have been made
by someone who was well acquainted with the leonine form.
On the same day that we recovered this lion, ,ve also brought to light a bowl of red-ware,
containing the remains of some dried blue paint and another bowl and a large dish, also
of red-ware.
The next day we continued our work of clearing the back and front of the stela, and foullll
that a thick wall of mud-bricks lay about four metres to the west of its base. In this place
we found another limestone lion, with a small animal held between its fore-paws and a pottery
bowl (PI. XXIII, a, b). We continued to work at clearing this structure, and the following
day we received a clue as to its significance. This clue took the form of a fine door-post of
white limestone, bearing the Cartouche of the Pharaoh ~Ier-en-Ptah ; and neal'-by in thc sand
were some inscribed and sculptured slabs, clearly belonging to a temple. Two ·days latcr,
another sculptured door-post, fellow to th~ first one, camc to light. "~e continued our work
around the stela, and were rewarded by another inscribed door-post, and somc IIlore red
pottery.
On October 28, wc were clearing away the rcmains of sOllle ruined IIlud-brick building:;
at the back of the stcla, when we came upon a very unusual monUlllcnt. It took the
form of a limcstone naos, in which were carved the figures of Isis and Osiris.
In the meantime some of our mcn continuecl to trace alung the Illwl-lJrick wall below
the stela, which still continued in a south-wcsterly uirection; anu while doing :;0, recovered
soIDe more vessels of red-ware and a c0pper spoon. Another find in thc sallle Vlace was
the torso of a limcstone stat uette of a man.
In the morning of Novcmber 23, we unearthed another stela bearing the Ilame of
Amenhotcp II (see PI. XXXIX). It lay in s/;(u immediately to the north uf the f:reat 8tela,
and at first glancc, appeared to bc common-place, but on careful eXillllina.tion proved. to
possess some very unusual and intcresting features. Its inscriptions were in a good state of
preservation, and still retained some of their original colouring.
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To the left of this stela lay the pedestal and feet of a life-sized statue of Queen Tyaa, the
'wife of Amenhotep Il (see p. 78, Fig. 63). The feet, which are represented as being shod Vi'ith
plaited sandals, are beautifully modelled and shapely, and as these members usually received
but scant attent,ion from the ancient Egyptian srulptors, their beauty makes us regret all the
more the loss of the remainder of the statue. (Unfortunately, we only recovered one
otber portion of tbi<; statue, a fragment bearing part of a leg and the inscribed plinth.)
But our finds for that day were by no means exhausted, for in front of tbe smaller stela
were two limestone door-posts, this time bearing the Cartouche of Amenhotep II ; while a little
to the east, the sand yielded np a fragmentary stela of limestone (Fig. 17). The upper part
of this stela shows the Pharaoh Thothmes IV presenting offerings to the Sphinx.

F[u.

17.--FJL\C;\lE~T:; UF A f:)TEL.\ OF 'l'IJOTIlME::>

IV

Allot her interel::lting little piece caBle to light a few day::; latcr; it i::; t1 small
copper plaque, on which are represented two hawks in relief, standing beak to bcak,
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see Fig. 18.

This, and the miniature copper votive hawk (Fig. 19), which we recovered
on the following day, were probably offerings to the Sphinx under its identification with
the God Hor-akhty.

FIG. IS.-Two

HAWKS IN RELIEF
STANDING BEAK TO BEAK ON
A S~ALL COPPER PLAQUE

FIG. I9.-A

MINIATURE COPPER
VOTIVE HAWK

At the same time our men had uncovered the north-eastern corner of the mud-brick wall ,
which now appeared to surround the stela, and had also recovered a limestone offEring-table.
(Fig. 20).
From the door-posts, sLeiae, and votive figures,
wc bad now no doubts as to the nature of tbe
building we were clearing, and our surmise was
proved correct by an examination of the
text of the Great Steta, in which Amenhotep n
expressly states that he had ordered tl1is steIa
to be set up in a sanctuary in the neighbourhood
of the "Pyramids of Hor-em-akhet" (see pp. 76-77).
Our next task was to trace down the muelbrick wall to find the foundations of the doorposts mentioned above, nnd in so doing, wc came
upon ten fragments of inscri beel and sculptured
limestone, that had once formed part of a fine
stcb, bearing n representation of 'l'hot,hmes 1V
presenting offerings to the Spbinx.

FIG. 20.-A

LIMESTONE OFFERING-TABLE
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After a. while, we located the doorway, and found that it
gave access to a chamber, apparently paved and cased with
limestone. In this chamber lay three inscribed limestone
blocks, one of "hich bore a rough figure of the GOfl Ptah
(Fig. 21).
Outside the mfllIl entrance was a limestone Sphinx,
undoubtedly one of a pair, although its fellow is still missing
(Fig. 22). It. was in this spot that we recovered part of a lrg
and the plinth of the statue of Queen Tyaa.
Near this Spbinx lay two white limestone door-posts,
inscribcn "'ith the Cartouche of Amenhotep n, and another
fragment of the smashed stela.
By Dee-em bel' 3, we ,"vere able to ascertain that, the Great
Stela was housed in a small hall at the rear of the main hall
of the temple. At the north-western end of the main hall
we found a small chapel, which was a later a.ddition to the
original building, and which contained a stela dedicated by
Seti ], bearing a damaged scene representing that Pharaoh
hunting big game in desert (Figs. 23, 74, 75). For the translation
of this stela, see pp. 104-106. In this same chapel we also
FIG. 21.-.-\;-> hSC((lBED LmESTO:-lE BLOCK

FrG. 2.2.-A.

found a small copper votive Sphinx (see p. 17, Fig. 9).

LIMESTONE SPHINX OUTSIDE THE MAIN ENrRANCE OF THE TEMPLE
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23.-THE AUTHOR AT THE TEMPLE OJ!' AMENHOTEP
STELA PROTECTED BY REEDS. THE STELA OF SETT

IN THE BACKGROUND IS
I CAN BE SEEN IN THE

THE GREAT LIMESTONE

FORE(;ROlJ~D

Almost every day the spades of the workers were turning out small objects of interest,
including flint implements (which remained in use throughout the "vhole period of the
Egyptian history) (Fig. 24), copper votive hawks and lions (Fig. 25), and pottery of varions
forms and dates.
Outside the main entrance to the temple, and lying a little to the west, were some rninecl
chambers of mud-brick, the filling of which was mixed with ashes. In one of these rooms
was a circular oven of earthenware, still containing the ashes of the last fire that had been lit
011 it. Later, another room was revealed in this place, and the fact that 2 stclae- onc of which
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hore representations of Thothmes IV sacrificing to the God Ptah, the chief god of the Memphite
triad (PI. XLVI< b) _.- were re-employed in building the walls, proved that this room was
of a much later date than the temple.
Near-by were two pottery vases, and fragments of limestone bearing the name of the Sphinx, as well as a faience
scarab bearing the name of Amon-Ra (Fig. 26).
By December 9, we were able to make out t.he accompanying
plan of the temple with certainty (PI. XXIV).

FIr:.24.-Two FLIKT
I:lIPLE:lIEXTS

\Vhile we were clearing Chamber No. 3 (see Plan: PI. XXIV),
we found it to have been paved with limestone, and accordingly
removed some slabs in order to investigate. \Ve were rewarded
by the discovery that three of them proved to be finely inscribed
door-posts, and bore the name of Set,i 1. This proves that the
temple bad been re-employed as a dwelling-place during a later
period, as the presence of the oven conclusively shows. We also
found a limestone hawk, and part of a slate statuette representing
the God Osiris, in the same place (Fig. 27).

Fw.

25,,--COPPER VOTIVE HAWKS AND LIONS

Fw. 2(1.-A

FATBNCE

SCARAB

Fm. 27.-A PART
OF A SLATE
STATUETTE
OF OSIRIS
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In Room No. 8 were some mud-brick steps, apparently leading up to the roof of the
temple, which shows that it followed the usnal Eighteenth Dynasty type, and was fronted
by a pylon (see Plan: PI. XXIV).
,Vhile we were tracing the rear walls of Rooms Nos. 3 and 4, we found lying to their
west, a number of large jars, covered with mud, and still retaining their original fillings,
whir,h proved to be cremated human remains (Fig. 128). These jars date from the Roman
Prrio(l, and may represent a family burial. They are eloquent testimony of the sanctity
in which the neighhonrhood of the Sphinx was held, even by people who did not follow
the anti ellt rr Iigion.

FIG.

28.-JARS CONTAINING CREMATED HUMAN RE)IAINS

Similar jars to these were found above the lVfastaba of Queen Rekhit-Ra of the Fifth
Dynasty, in the near-by necropolis, and which came to light in our sixth season's work (l).
{I} Sec "Excamtions at Giza", Vo!. VI, p. 2-!3.

5
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While tracing the northern
wall of the temple we found,
in the mud debris, some small
jars of red-ware containing
the bones of shrew mice, an
animal sacred to Horus of
Khemmis (I) (Fig. 29). These
little animals also figure largely
in magic, and must have formed
the bulk of the el{uipment et' a
successful magician, judging by
the number of uses to whieh they
were put (2). The reason why
these mice, several of which
were buried in each jar, should
be interred in this spot, may be
cl ue to an idea that the bodies
of these sacred animals sanrti fied the ground in w hieh thrr
were buried. On the other hand,
it may have been due to the
desire to bury the holy mice in
the ground already sanctified by
the presence of the temple. 0['
they may have been buried by
devotees in the neighbourhood
of the Sphinx, because the latter
was identified on some occaSIOns
with Horus.

FIG. 29.-SMALL JARS OF RED-WARE CONTAINJ.·Q

BO~ES OF SHREW-MICE

Other burials of sacred
animals occurred III onr excavations, where an Old Kingdom
tomb has been re-employed as
an ibis burial-place. A figure

(1) ROWE, "New Light on Objects belonging to the Gen~raT8 Polasimlo and AmMis in the Egyptian Mnscn",',
Tom. XXX VIII, pp. 157-196; MULLER, "Egyp:ian Mythology", p. 165; BUDGE, "The .Mummy", p. 387.
(') CRIFFITB, "Demotic Magical Papyrus".

A.S.,
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of the ibis-headed God Thoth appears upon the wall of the chapel, while the burialchamber is piled almost to the roof with the mummified bodies of the sacred birds.
Near to these jars was a fine sarcophagus cover of white limestone, and a limestone tablet
bearing the representation of a human ear.
These ear-tablets, of which we recovered many examples, are usually to be found in the
vicinity of any sanctuary or temple, and many theories have been put forward to explain their use.
It was once thought that they were dedicated by the deaf in the hope of obtaining a cure of
their affliction (1), while others say that they were made in order to draw the attention of the
God to the prayers of the supplicant (2). Petrie says: "To gain the attention of the gods,
there arose the strange custom of carving ears upon the tablet of prayers. Thus, it was
thought that the god would more readily hear the petitions. In one example there are dozens
of ears on a single tablet".
But it is most probable that we should regard these ears as the actual substitutes for the
ears of the god. Thus, the devotee would make a pilgrimage to a sacred spot, dedicate an
ear-tablet to the god of the sanctuary, and make his prayer or petition orally into the ear, which
was then set up in the wall of the telllple, or buried in the sand surrounding it. The ear would
retain the prayer of the devotee, and his petition would receive the attention of the god.
The inscribed ears nearly all bear the words" made by " followed by the name of the donor.
This perhaps refers to the prayers made in,to the ear, and not to the tablet itself, as might be
supposed at firRt glance.
As regards the tabletR bearing multiple ears, these may be connected with an obsrure
god who was said to possess seventy-seven ears and seventy-Reven eyes, and whose name
is givenby Spiegelberg as Mesze1'-setem (3). Or the ears may be intended to receive separate
petitions, one for each ear, representcel. But most probably they were a " safety-first"
device, based on the idea that if some of the ears should be either wantonly or accidentally
destroyed, at least onc might cscape destruction and store up the prayers for the God's
attention. The same idea underlay thc multiple ka-statues in the Old Kingdom serdabR.
Petrie found many of these ear-tablets at the 'I'emple of Ptah at Memphis; while the
French excavations at Deir-cI-Medineh also recovered many examples (4). According to
Erman (5) these ears were placed in temples to which pilgrimages were made; therefore
it is not surprising to find them in the surroundings of the Sphinx, which, as we shall
see later, a famed place of pilgrimage.
"The Ancient Egyptians H, Vo\. Ill, p. 395.
"Religious Life in Ancient Egypt ", p. lDS.
(S) Sce Rec. Trav., Vo\. XXVI, p. 56, cf. ftlso BRlJGSCH, " Thesau1'1/.s H, J.'ISC. Ae(l. ", p.
tlIrs. inscribed with a prayer to the Goddess Nebet-hetept, beginning: "ListC'n to the request
(.) PETRIE, "Memphis H, Vo\. I, pp. 5, 6.
(') ER}I.!.:\', "The E(JY1J/·iw1 Reliyion ", pp. !-lo!, 145.
(I) WILKINSON,
(') PETRIE,

14:~6.

who rubH,IIl's a steIn with four
ef. II'.B.• \'01. If, p. 289".

(sdm n!Jt),
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Among the notable examples found
following (Figs. 30, 31) : -

III

our excavations, mention may be made of the

(1) This steh, which is of limestone, shows the two ears of the Goel carved in low relief,

and between them the God Hor-em-akhet in the form of a hawk.

At the bottom of the stela,

a horizontal row of hieroglyphs reads: ::: ::: ~ ~ ~ "Made by lJwy". It was found in
the debris to the north of t,he Temple of Amenbotep

n.

1

2

FIG. 30.- VARIOl'S

KINDS OF EAR-TABLETS

(2) A very fine specimen showing a single ear modelled in high relief, and beside it

a small figure of the God Hor-akhty in the form of a hawk perching upon a high pedestal.
It is inscribed: ::: ~

----0

~ ~ ~ "Made by May" (sce p. ID, Fig. 6).
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(3) A miniature ear in green faience, uninscribed.

It was found in the sand to the east

of the Tomb of In-ka-f.
5

3

4

6

8

7

9

10

FIG. 31.-VARIOUS

11

12

KINDS OF EAR-TABLETS

(4) A very interesting tablet bearing a large single ear in high relief, and beneath it the

incised figures of two ha"wks wearing the Double Crown. They are standing beak to beak,
as though whispering together. Are they divine hawks repeating the prayers of the devotee
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into the ear of the God; or do they represent the twin souls of Osiris and Ra, as mentioned in
" the Book of the Dead", performing this same office (I)? It was one of the many votive
objects found in the debris to the north of the Temple of Amenhotep H.
(5) amI (10).

A round-topped stela bearing no less than thirty-one ears! In the lower
part is a scene representing the devotee kneeling in adoration before the Sphinx. Above the
Sphinx is inscribed: "Hor-em-akhet the Great God, hears". Above the man is inscribed:
" Made by the clever scribe, Mer". At the bottom of the stela is a horizontal row of mucherased hieroglyphs. It was found in the sand to the north of the Sphinx Court and had
been broken into two pieces, the lower part coming to light a few days after we had found
the upper part.
(6) The lower part of a small votive ear, of green faience.

em-akhet is inscribed upon it in black ink.
protective wall of the Sphinx.

The name of the God HorFound in the sand to the north of the northern

(7) Another green faience ear, uninscribed.

It was found in the sand in front of Tomb

No. 4.
(8) A small stela bearing two incised ears, and above them a horizontal row of hieroglyphs,

reading: "Hor-(em)-akhet". It was found in the sand to the north of the Sphinx Court.
(9) A fragment of limestone bearing two ears and a Sphinx. The roughness of the work
and the absence of any set style suggest that it was the work of an amateur, rather than that
of a professional mason._ It was found in the cavity lying between the southern wall of the
Temple of Amenhotep H and the Sphin~ Court.

(ll) A square oflimestone on which are carved two ears.
in the sand outside Tomb No. 4.

It is uninscribed, and was found

(12) A tablet which originally bore multiple representations of ears.

They are very
lightly incised, and are now almost invisible. This tablet seems to have been in the process
of being re-used, the surface of the stone suggesting that it was being re-faced. It was found
in the debris of a short passage leading to the first rock-cut tomb in the northern wall of
the amphitheatre.
These ear-tablets are fascinating little objects, and one wishes that we could know
what were the prayers that were whispered into them. But the God keeps the secret of
his worshippers, and no word is revealed to us of the human hopes and longings which these
ears received. Let us, however, hope that the God was kind and granted the petitions of his
devotees (2).
(I)

BUDGE,

"The Book of the Dead ", Ch. XVII.

(2) For the use of ears, see also A.Z., 70, p. 47

O.
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'Vhile our men were working in the sand to the north of the mud-brick enclosl1l'e wall of
the temple, they found a wooden case containing an inscribed block of limestone. The case
which was rotten, fell to pieces at once, but the stone was in a perfect state of preservation
(Fig. 32). The presence of such an object in this spot is a great mystery. It would seem that
the stone was cut out of a tomb in the neighbourhood by some vandal tourist of the Saitic Period,
just as to-day the thoughtless visitor will, if given the chance, damage .a whole wall for
the sake of carrying away a E>Ouvenir of
his visit. Or it may have been taken by
an arti::;t, who wanted a genuine example
of the Old Kingdom work in order to study
it at leisure in hi::; studio. In either case
it seems almost certain that the theft
occurred in the Saitic Period, when such an
exaggerated value was put on all the Old
Kingdom objects (1).
But why, having taken the trouble to
cut the stone out of its place (which seems
to have been the thickness of a doorway)
and having made a wooden case shaped to
fit it, the st,one was then abandoned, it is
difficult to say. Perhaps it was merely
abandoned because its weight and bulk
made it inconvenient to carry away. Or
perhaps, surprised by the necropolis guards,
the thief abandoned it in his flight, and it
lay undisturbed until the shovels of our men
brought it once more to the light of day.

FIG. 32.-AN TNSCRIBED BLOCK OF LIMESTONE

Near to the northern wall of the Sphinx Temple, and the south-eastern corner of the Amenhotep Temple, we found two large pottery jars with their mouths fitted together. They contained a human skeleton, but as they were in a condition too fragile to permit them to be removed
with safety, we left them in situ. This recalls the Babylonian system of burial, and in view
of the many remains appertaining to foreigners found in this area, we may perhaps assume
that these jars represent the interment of some long-forgetten Babylouian visitor who died
far from his native land.

{1} For another explanation of such an inscribed picce, see
bccn preservcd for mere sanctity.

PETRIE, "

History of Egypt", Vol. HI, p. 241.

It may have
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On December 30, we had occasion to move the pedestal of the statue of Queen Tyaa, and
in so doing, found ~bat it covered a small limestone stela, upon which was a representation
of the Sphinx, coated with gilded copper (Fig. 33). It is represented couchant, wearing tIle
nemes head-dress and uraeus, and has wide bracelets, on its fore ancl hind legs. Above its back
IS a horizontal row of hieroglyphs, reading:
"Hor-akhty ".
Bet~veen its forelegs is a stand bearing a libation vase.

'1'he lower part of tIle stcla is
occupied by a representation of a man and woman kneeling in adoration, the woman holding
a sistrum. Behind them stand a boy and a little child, probably their sons.

FIG. 33.-A

SMALL LIMESTONE STELA l'PON WHICH

By December 31, we were fully
satisfied that we had traced the extent
of the Temple of Amenhotep Il, which
was now seen to consist of one large hall
(see Plan: PI. XXIV), a smaller 113.11 and
six roomy side-chambers (Fig. 34). The
entrance opened south-cast, affording
an excellent view of the head and
fore-quarters of the Sph,inx. In the
main body of the temple, the lower
part of the walls was cased with slabs
of white limestone to a 11eigllt of
80 cm. Much of this casing remains
ut situ. The threshold of the main
entrance (PIs. XXV, XXVI, XX VII) is
also paved with white limestone, and a
gangway of the same material, 90 cm.
wide and 9 20 metres long, leads to the
entrance of the inner hall. The first hall
measures 5'30 X 9'0 metres, and has two
doors situated in the southern end of
its western and eastern walls, and giving
access to the side-chambers (PI. XXIV).

THE SPHINX IS REPRESENTED

As already stated, a limestone gangway runs dOlVll the centre of this hall, and in its
northern end is a circular depression cut in one of the slabs, of which it is composed.
This depression seems to have been designed to receive an offering-table of the circular
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type, which would be utterly inappropriate in its present position. Therefore, we may conclude
that this slab was rifled from a neighbouring tomb, after the usual custom of the Ancient
Egyptian builders!
At the northern cnd of this hall is an entrance giving access to the inner hall, before which
is a limestone pavement 2'50 metres wide, and running the width of the hall. The eastern
and western corners are partitioned off by limestone slabs to form two small chapels, the
western one of which contains the Stela of Seti 1.

FIG. M.-THE TI!:MPLE OF AME:\THOTEP

II

WITH HEAD AND FORE-QUARTERS OF THE SPHINX

The inner hall measures 4'90 X 5' 30 metres and retains its limestone dado intact.
The centre of its northern wall is occupied by the Great Stela referred to above, and which,
on thoroughly cleaning, we found to be mounted on two large blocks of limestone, and still in
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its original position. Almost at the northern end of the eastern and western walls of this
hall are two doors leading to the rear side-chambers. Against the eastern wall is a block
of limestone, which may have been the pedestal of a statue.
Thus, the temple was practically complete in all its parts, and although the walls were
denuded down to less than half their original height in many places, the plan of the building
remained perfectly preserved (PI. XXVllI).
When it became a question of finding ::;ome means of preserving the Great Rtela of Amenhotep II from inj ury, the state of the temple immediately suggested to me the idea of effecting
a restoration which would not only protect the stela, but would also have the advantage of
preserving the sculptured doorways as well ; and at the same time show off these monuments
to the best possible advantage, by placing them in the actual positions for which they had
been designed (PI. XXIX). All the work that was needed in this connection was to clean
the inscriptions, set the dOOl:-posts and lintels into their places, and continue the walls up
to a suitable height, and finally roof over the whole structure.
In effecting this restoration, I accordingly used mud-brick to match the original structure as well as possible, reinforced internally with burnt-brick pillars and iron girders, to give
additional strength (PI. XXX). It would not have taken long for the new fabric
to be weathered by the elements to become a really satisfactory match to the original
brickwork.
·When the restoration ,vas complete, it was approved of. by many persons, experts and
amateurs. Indeed, the late Mr. Lucas; whose long experience and technical skill I consulted
as to the best method of preserving the Great Stela from the adverse effects of salt and
exposure, considered that this restoration was not only the best method of safeguarding the
stela, but at the same tiIHe gave the monuments an added interest by displaying them in
the situations for which they had been designed, and so restoring them to their original
appearance.
In spite of this, no sooner had I left the Antiquities Department than this restoration had been promptly demolished, and for some time the stela and door-posts were left
exposed to the elements. Finally the inscribed monuments were covered over by unsightly
wooden planks, and thus the Temple of Amenhotep has remained ever since.
It seems that the ancient custom of destroying the monuments of onc's predecessors
did not die out with the end of the Pharaonic regime after all !

TH~
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Although for convenience's sake this temple has come to be named after Amenhotep II,
the entire building cannot be attributeu to him. He was certainly the founuer, and we
may safely attribute the inner llall and its stela to him; but the outer hall and its chapels
seem to have been auded by later kings down to Rameses IV of the Twentieth Dynasty,
(see p. 110).
Some interesting little objects, which seem ahnost certainly to appertain to this temple,
appeared in the autumn of 1936 in the collection of an Antiquarian in New York, and were
published in an article in the "Cltrom",que d' Egypte", No. 41 (January 1946), p. 46 g. These were
a series of small rectangular tablets of blue faience, inscribed with the prenomen of Amenhotep 11,
and were evidently part of a foundation deposit from some building erected by that King, and
there is very little doubt that this building is none other than our mud-brick temple. Evidence
for this statement occurs in the epithet following the King's name (I). On some of these
plaques the inscription reads: "The Good God, Aa-kheperu-Ra (Amenhotep 11), beloved of
Hor-em-akhet ", which is the same as the inscription of the model alabaster vases, and the
oval alabaster plaque found by IVI. Baraize when excavating the Old Kingdom Temple of the
Sphinx (see p. 21).
But the other examples in the Brooklyn Collection read: "The Good God, Aa-kheperu-Ra
(Amenhotep 11), beloved of Hurna-Hor-em-akhet ". In this inscription, the assimilation of the
names of Hurna and Hor-em-akhet, which we know were both applied to the Sphinx, makes
it clear that the plaques must have come from a deposit appertaining to a building erected in
honour of that God. The only building known to us at present which was erected by Amenhotep II in honour of the Sphinx, is our mud-brick temple, and the similarity of the inscriptions
mentioning the King as being beloved by Hor-em-akhet, to those of the alabaster vases and
plaque found by M. Baraize, suggests that the Brooklyn plaques are also from the same deposit,
and therefore, from the same temple.
But the Brooklyn plaques present a still greater point of interest to us, for they show
what is so far one of the earliest mention that we have of the name of the God Hurna
in Egypt, and its association with Hor-em-akhet, and application to the Sphinx. They also
show two examples of an interesting variant of the writing of the name Hor-em-akhet. Perhaps
this is a similar form of writing to the word given in the Berlin Dictionary (VoI. I, p. 17),
which seems to be the same as that given in VoI. Ill, p. 123.

(I) On the advice of M. CA PART. they were acquired by the Trustees of the Brooklyn Museum.
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At the conclusion of his article concerning these plaques, M. Capart asks if it is not possible
that the Arabic name for the Sphinx of Giza, Abul-Hol, is derived from the ancient name
Hurna ~ I have already published in my "History of Egypt" (Arabic) in 1940 the explanation,
which is given here on pp. 267, 268, to t.he effect that the name Abul-Hol is derived from the
ancient form: Bu-I:lol=" the Place of Ijol ", and that !:Iol is another name for the Sphinx,
and is derived from lJurna.

PI. XIX, a, b
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THE MAIN ENTRANCE.
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PI. XXVI
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PI. XXX

THE STRUCTURE OF THE TEMPLE I~ THE COURSE OF RESTORATION

VII.-THE EXCAVATION OF THE SPHINX AMPHITHEATRE
N addition to the work carried out in the Temple of Amenhotep II, the rest of the Sphinx
amphitheatre was also attended to. It was my aim to clear the whole area, from the
SphiIL"'C on the south to the American Concession on the north; and from the west.ern edge of the
Sphinx Court to the confines of the village of Nazlit-es-Semman on the east. Here it may be
added that we purchased and demolished the hideous modern houses and shops standing just
in front of the SpbiIL"'C, and which had long been an eyesore to the more thoughtful tourists.
The late King Fouad of Egypt, as well as the late King Albert of Belgium, were particularly
disgusted with the shops in front of the Sphinx, and remarked upon it during their visit there
in 1930. They were criticized again by the King of Italy in 1934.

I

As I have already mentioned, the a,rea to the north of t.he Sphinx was in an almost hopeless
state of confusion, being littered with the accumulations of thousands of years. To effect
a clearance on anything like scientific lines, meant shifting every grain of sand, evcry scrap
of debris, and reaching down to the level of the natural rock. Ancl I am happy to say that in
one season we accomplished this task.
As I mentioned before, the trucks were carrying away an average of 1,300 cubic metres of
sand and debris daily, and as this clearance continued from October 4, 1936 to June 10, 1937,
some idea may be gained of the amount 0'£ work which we accomplished, namely the removal of
more than a quarter of a million cubic metres of sand and debris.' The disposal of such a vast
amonnt of debris was in itself a problem, for, owing to a recently introduced system of irrigation, which controls the Nile flood in narrow canals, we could no longer dump it on the plain,
and trust to the waters of the inundation to carry it away; and it was imperative that the
material should not be dumped in a place where it would be likely to cover other fields of
work. But after some deliberation, I hit upon the idea of extending the truck rails down to
the village of Nezlit-es-Semman, and dumping the sand into the hollows and stagnant pools
which had long been a source of trouble to the inhabitants. In this way we were able to get
rid or' our unwanted sand, and at the same time do a good turn to the villagers.

PIs. XXXI and XXXII show the work in progress in front of the Sphinx Temple, while
PI. XIX, a, b shows the same site before and after clearance.
Of course, the discovery of the Great Stela of Amenhotep 11 was the most important and
spectacular find of the season, but we also made some other interesting discoveries, including
the system of protective walls built by Thothmes IV (see p. 5).
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Another find of great importance was the series of stelae, which will be described in
detail in another chapter. These votive stelae were a great surprise to us, for we found that
many of them were dedicated by foreign residents in Egypt, and they give the various
versions of the name of the Sphinx as it was known in the Eighteenth Dynasty. They also
furnish us with the name of the colony in which these people resided, namely the town
of Harronia, probably the hitherto unidentified Horonopolis.
Our first task in starting work in this spot was to pull down the northern protective wall
Accordingly, some of our
of M. Baraize, as it had serYed its purpose, and was now in our way.
men attacked this wall, while others started clearing away the sand to the south-east of it, ancl
in so doing, recovered many small objects of interest, among which was a fine limestone statuette
of a king. It is nninscribed, and l'eprei>ents the Pharaoh in mummy form, symbolizing his
identification with Osiris (PI. XXXIII, a, b). He wears the Double Crown, and the plaited
Osirian beard, and grasps tha ankh-sign t in each hand which project from the tightly swathed
mummy-wrappings, for this statuette, represents the Pharaoh as a mummy, symbolizing
his identification with Osirii>. A rurions feature of this stlltnette is the plinth, which takes
the form of an ohelisk, the esperial emhlem of the solar cult. The fl1re ana hanrls still hear
traces of t,he reel rololll' with which the)' ,,,ere painted.
Near-by this statuette was a pottery lamp of the Coptic Period, decorated with a design
of palm-leaves (Fig. :35).
Later, another party of workmen started clearing the passage lying between the northern wall of the Sphinx Temple, and the cliff face. On October 17, a fresh batch of workers
arrived from Kuft, and we rc-doubled our efforts. The
following day we brought to light a part of the mud-brick
wall of Thothmes IV and also a stone wall that ran north to
south. A fmY days later wc were encoura.ged hy the discovery
of the f:.reat Stela, and devoted all om energies to its
clearance.

Fm. 35.--A
OF THE

POTTERY LAMP
COPTTC PERIOD

The following month, however, wc were able to spare
some of our men to continue the clearance of the sand to
the north-west of the Sphinx. Here we found some more
remains of the wall of Thotlunes IV, and buried in the mud
deposits at its base, a lllllnan skeleton.

A day or two later we found another bnrial in which the corpse was int,erred in two
large jars with the months fitted together, in a manner similar to those discovered near the
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temple, and which were also in a condition too fragile to permit of their removal.
finds in this place included two copper arrow-heads and a bowl (Fig. 36).

Further

On November 22, we decided to clear away the debris from the north of the wall of
the Sphinx Temple, and in so doing, we recovered
a s11)all headless sphinx of limestone, coloured red
and yellow. It bears the Cartouche of Wah-ib-Ra
and proves that the Saitic kings visited this neighbourhood and dedicated votive figures (see p. 118).
At the top of the western end of the passage, lying
north of the Sphinx Templ~, was a wall of rongh
limestone masonry, one of the blocks of which was a
demotic inscription, written in ink, and covered hy a
potsherd, which was mortn,recl on to the wall (Fig. il7).

It proved to be n, reconl of a pilgrimage made
there. Near to this wall, but at a lower level, we
found part of a foundation deposit, similar to that
discovered by M. Baraize at the opposite side of
the temple. It consisted of over eighty different
types of pottery vases, as "'pll ns hyo cylindriral
model alabaster vases bearing the Cnl'tourhe of

Fw.3o,-Two

COPPER ARROW-HEADS
AND A BOWL

Amenhotep Il, and a
semi-circular piece of
alabaster bearing 'the
same cartouche.

FIG. 37.-A

DF.~OTIC INSCRIPTION ON A BLOCK FROM A WALL

By December 29, we
were carrying on work
in two places, clearing
the rock face of the
western cnd of the
amphitheatre, and tracing the northern wall of
the Sphinx Temple.
On extending our work
along the northern side
of the amphitheatre,
we came upon a human
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skeleton in a very fragile state of preservation, and buried quite near to the surface of the sand.
With this skeleton were found 1ls1wbti-figures of faience (Fig. 38).

FIG.

38.-lJsha1>li-FlGURES

OF FAIENCE

In the north-western corner of the amphitheatre
there appeared two parallel walls of rough limestone
masoJH'Y, and natural rock, which formed a kind of
short street or passage. On clearing this passage, we
found that it led to a rock-cut chamber, containing
a (leep burial-shaft. The tomb was uninscribed, and
had been thoroughly plundered in ancient times.
It was a feature of all the tombs subsequently discovered in this area, that all had suffered despoilation
(with one exception, and this contained nothing
worth plundering) !
Many tombs showed plain traces of re-employment both for burial, and apparently as repositories
for stelae and votive figures.

FIG.

39.-AN UN INSCRIBED STELA OF
WHITE LIMESTONE

Out of the debris to the west of this passage,
we recovered a stela of white limestone. It is
uninscribed, and is of a most unusual type, seeming
t.o have been intended to represent a shrine ; it is
unfinished (Fig. 39). Near-by were two pottery dishes
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itlld a fine jar of red-ware (Figs. 40, 41), flll of whirh (hte from the Eighteenth Dynflsty.
Having now reached the northerr~ rock-face, wc procccdc(l to work along it to the cast.,
and in so doing, brought to light another rock-cnt tomh, wltich also proved to be uninscribed

FIG.

40.-Two

POTTERY DISHES

and violated. Some of our men were engaged in clearing
away the sand to the north of the wall of Thotlunes IV, and
FIG. 4l.-A FINE JAR
Ol<' RED-WAR1';
found there a further group of sixty-two ushabti-figures, five of
which were inscrihed, and an amulet in the form of the ,Vazit-sceptre of Eternal Youth (Fig.42).
On January 9, 1937, we were clearing the second passage against the northern cliff face,
and the following objects were recovered from the debris ;(I) A stela bearing a representation of a human ear (see p. 41).
(2) Several small votive stelae, mostly bearing representntions of the Sphinx.
(3) Two damaged votive figures, one being of a hawk and the other
a Sphinx (Fig. 43, a, b).
A

B

FIG.

42.-AN AMULET
IN THE FORM OF
THE WAZIT-SCEPTRE
OF ETERNAL YOUTH

FIG.

43, a, b.-Two

DAMAGED VOTIVE FIGURES OF A HAWK
AND A SPIJ[),TX

The eastern end of the cliff face was heavily encumberecl with clrift-s;mtl, and also with
the ruins and debris of an accumulation of mud-brick structures of y;nious periods, which
on removal, revealed a row of tombs cut in the cliff face (see Plan: PI. XrI).
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The question is : vVere these tombs cut before or after the Sphinx'~ So far as we can tell,
the actual amphitheatre of the Sphinx was formed when Khufu was quarrying the stone for
the core-masonry of his Pyramid. We can guess this by the fact that the stone surrounding
the Sphinx is of excellent quality, especially that lying to the south, and is similar to that of
which the Great Pyramid is constructed. These tombs are mostly cut in the northern cliff
face, so that they open south, a very unusual orientation for an Old IGngdom tomb, which
generally opens to the north or east. Three more tombs are crowded together in the
north-western corner of the amphitheatre, and so face east. The remainder of the walls of
the amphitheatre, which are actually surrounding the Sphinx, have never been used for
burial, although tombs cut in them would have had the more orthodox orientation.
Therefore, we may safely say that the Sphinx preceded the tombs, and as they are mostly
of the late Fourth and Early Fifth Dynasty types, they add valuable evidence for the
precise dating of the Sphinx.
Later, another tomb appeared at the same spot, but at a higher level and below it was
a platform of rubble, on whicil was resting a limestone offering-table (Fig. 50). Near-by
were some stelae of sons of Amenhotep n. The fact that these three stelae were all found in
one spot is a further proof that there was some connection between them (see p. 84 D.).
After a few days we found the drum of the entrance of Tomb No. 4 (see PI. XVI), and this
identified it at once as having belonged to a certain prince named Akh-Ra, of the Old Kingdom,
but it was certainly re-used during the New Kingdom, as can be proved by the scene on the
fa<;ade, which represents standing figures of Amon-Ra and a man kneeling in adoration before
the Sphinx. Between the man and the Sphinx are four vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading:
" Adoration to Hor-akhty, the Great God, the Lord of Heaven, that he may give favour before
his Lord, in praise of Hor-akhty, of the Ka of . .. Mut, the justified . . . the Possessor of
honour". Above the back of the Sphinx is inscribed: " Hor-akhty, the Great God" (Fig. 44).
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On the opposite side of the doorway is a standing figure of thE, God Amon-Ra, above which
is a vertical inscription reading: i, An offering which the King gives, and Amon-Ra" (Fig. 45).
On tbe left-hand thickness of the entrance are two more figures of Amon-Ra, but they are in
a very bad state of preservation.
We have other evi(lcnre of a ronnection between Amon-Ra
and the Sphinx. Tbis occurs on a lintel discovered at Deir-elMedineh. In the centre of the design are two sphinxes arranged
back to back upon high pedestals, in the side of which is represented a door. They are clad in the usual collar, apron, and
hawk's plumage, but instead of wearing the nemes head-dress,
they have short, curled wigs bound by a fillet, and having
a uraeus on the front and streamers down the back, and
surmounted by two tall plumes. In front of each Sphinx is
inscribed: "Amon-Ra, the Lord of the Southern 1pt (Luxor)".
Before the left-hand Sphinx is represented Amenhotep 1I
presenting two jars of wine, while before the right-hand Sphinx,
Amenhotep I presents incense.
The sand in front of the Tomb of Akh-Ra yielded up
a smprising number of objects of various dates, among which
were no less than thirteen small stelae.
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FIG.

45.-A

STANDING FIGURE

OF THE GOD

AM oN-RA

Near to these stelae, we found four limestone votive hawks, a damaged sphinx, and
the head of a black granite statuette of a woman, the latter dating from the Old Kingdom
o
(Figs. 46, et, b, C, 47, et, b).
B
A

FIG.

46, a, b,

C.-FOUR LIMESTONE VOTIVE HAWKS

Below Tomb No. 5 we were fortunate enough to recover a very fine limestone statuette
of a king. It is uninscri.bed, but the features resemble those of Amenhotep Il, and
it may represent that king in his youth. Unfortunately the legs are missing from a little above
the ankles; apart from this, however, the figure is in an almost perfect state of preservation.
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Tt shows the Pharaoh in a standing attitude, with his arms hanging at his sides. The right
hand is holding a handkerchief, while the left one is closed upon some object now chipped off.
He wears the nemes head-dress, with the uraeus upon the brow, and straight false-heard.
Around his hips is the shendyt-kilt, upheld by a belt, in the front of which is t.hrust a dagger.
This statuette is remarkable for the grace and delicacy of its modelling; it is, in fact, a typical example
of the best orthodox work of the Eighteenth Dynasty
(Fig. 4S).
A

B

FIG. 47, a, b.-A

DAMAGED SPHINX
AND THE HEAD OF A BJ,ACK GRANITE
STATUETTE OF A WOMAN

FIG.

48.-A VERY Fem LnlE TONE
STATUETTE OF A KING (AMENHOTEP II ?)

The following day's work in these places revealed a set of ten faience ushabli-figures,
a pottery bowl, and by a singular stroke of good fortnne, the bottom of a stela, the top of
which had come to light a few days before (see p. 43, Fig, 31 [10]).
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Further clearance in the Tomb of Akh-Ra revealed a queer state of confusion; the
serdab, which should be exclusively for the housing of the ka-statues of the owner of the
tomb, was found to contain a limestone stela on which is represented a man presenting
offerings to the Sphinx, some fragments of inscribed limestone, a limestone votive
hawk, and the lower part of a finc white limestone
statuette of a seated man. The latter, being of the
Old Kingdom school, may have formed part of the
original contents of the serdab (Fig. 49).
On January 19, another tomb came to light to
the east of Tomb No. 5 and at a higher level.
In front of its entrance was a limestone offering-table,
standing upon a pedestal (Fig. 50).

FIG. 49.-Tm; LOWER PART 01" A FINE
WHITE L[~[ESTONE STATL'ETTE
UF A S~;ATED MAN

FIG. 50.-A LIMESTONE OFFERINGTABLE ON A PEDESTAL IN FRONT
OF A TOMB

Near thiM Sallle place we unearthed a large lintel, composed of three slabs of tmestone.
It bore two rows of weather-,vorn inscription, giving the titles and name of a certain In-ka-f,
Pricst of the Goddess Hathor. It dates from the Old Kingdom. Other tombs of this period
and latcr came to light in this cliff face.
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Tomb No. 11 seems to have been re-employed as a repository for stelae during the New
Kingdom, for the northern wall is recessed to receive round-topped tablets of var'ous SIzes,
but the tablets themselves are missing.
Outside this tomb we found a stela of crude work, bearing a repIesentation of the Sphinx
wearing the Atef-crown.
On January 31, we revealed the entrance to the Tomb of Kai-whem, and the mouths
of seven brick and rubble shafts lying to its west (see Plan: PI. XVI).
The next few weeks were spent in cleaning the ground level in front of the northern cliff
fac~, gradually working south towards the Sphinx.
By February 3, we had reached the edge of the actual depression in which the Sphinx lay,
and were working in a deep layer of undisturbed sand. In this spot we m'l,de an important
find in the shape gf a fine sec-ted statue of a man, carved from a single block of sa,ndstone.
It represents a middle-aged man of good physique, s\~ated cross-legged in the manner usually
associated with statues of scribes (PIs. XXXIV, XXXV). The hands are pls,ced flat upon the
lap, and between them are five lines of hieroglyphs, incised upon the kilt, and re:1ding (Fig. 51):
" A boon which the King gives, and Ptah-Seker-Osiris, the Lord of Shtyt, and Anubis who
presides over His Mountain, Imyut, Lord of the Holy Land,
(gives) -thousands of bread, beer, cakes, ,oxen, geese,
alabaster vessels and clothing, to the Ka of the Priest of
Sekhmet, Hotep, born of Sat-Ameni ... (I) the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Nefer-ir-ka-Ra, Justified".
On the plinth, supporting the baek of the statue,
are two vertieal rows of hieroglyphs, reading :(1) " A boon whieh the King gives, and Osiris, the
FIG. 51.-THE

INSICRIPTION
OJ!' I:IOTEP

Lord of Dedeu, the Great God, Lord of Abydos: that
he may give an offering of bread and beer to the Ka of
the Priest of Sekhmet, Hotep."

(2) " A boon whieh the King gives, and Allubis, who is upon his Mountain, lmyut, Lord
of the Land (sic): that hE. may give an offering of bread aDd beer to the Ka of the Priest of
Sekhmet, Hotep. v
{'} It is possible that there was a temple for this king in that place, especially if we translate
of •••

~ ~ for the temple
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In front of the pedestal is inscribed: "A boon which the King gives, and Ptah-SekerOsiris, Lord of Shtyt, to the Ka of the Priest of Sekhmet, Hotep".
Except for a slight damage to the nose and the right knee, the statue is in a perfect state
of preservation, and presents a good example of the sculpture of the Twelfth Dynasty. It was
found facing east, and was apparently undisturbed from its original positioIl. Although this
statue undoubtedly dates from the Twelfth Dynasty, the inscription on the lap mentions tbe
name of King Nefer-ir-ka-Ra, of the Fifth Dynasty. Now, the name of this King appearing
in this place, coupled with the fact that the Tomb of Ra-wer, the most famous and favourite
official of King Nefer-ir-ka-Ra, is situated only a stone's throwaway, seems to suggest some
connection between that King and the SpbilL"Y, or its locality. Perhaps he also carried out
some work around the Sphinx, or perhaps he was deified in this district, and has a cult there.
Near the spot, where we found this statue, but not actually with it, were a number of small
votive stelae, some inscribed, some bearing representations of the Rphinx, while quite a number
were ear-tablets. Tbe most interesting of these are:(1) A fragment showing a wheel of a I,ing's chariot, with the bind-quarters of the horses,

and attendants sta.nding in attitudes of humble adoration. It is unfortunate that we wer.e
unable to recover the upper part of this interesting and unusual scene (Fig. 52).

FIG.

52.-A

SMALL FRAGMENTARY VOTIVE STELA SHOWING A WHEEL m' A KING'S CHARIOT,
WITH THE HIND-QUARTERS OF HORSES AND ATTENDANTS STANDING

(2) A small, rectangular tablet, divided into two registers, in the upper one of which is
a scene, so far as I am aware, unique in the history of Egyptian Art. It shows the Sphinx

with two Pyramids in the background, and is drawn according to the rules of modern
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perspective (Fig. 53). In Egyptian art the rule was that any object, particularly sacred
subjects, must be drawn with every part visible. For instance, take the statue of the king
between the fore-paws of the Sphinx, in the stelae of the son of Amenhotep Il, this appears
in the orthodox manner, that is to say it was drawn as though it were in the air above the
paws, or standing beside them. But in the case under discussion, the statue is clearly standing
between the paws, and the lower part of the legs are hidden by the near foreleg of the Sphinx.
Then take the Pyramids: It is a most unusual thing for an Egyptian scene to show any background at all, and in the few examples where such
a thing does occur, it is merely suggested in a most
conventional manner. In this case, we should
expect to see the two Pyramids, showing the
rectangular bases, as in the hieroglyph for "Pyramid"
~, placed one beside the other, quite separate, and
re~ting in the air well above the head and back ofthe
Sphinx. Instead, we sec them in perspective, the
one slightly overlapping thc other, and both their
ba:-;e~ hidden by the body of the Sphinx. )[ol'eo\,cl',
thi~ "icw can actually bc secn by any person standing on thc roof of the Khafra Tcmple, and looking
north-west.
If the arti~t was so reliable and accurate in
his observations in this rcspect, perha]Js we may
ab;o acccpt his evidence as to the decoration of the
f']Jllinx, which shows the wide collar and the hawk's
pi 1lI 11 age. Above the head of the Sphinx appcars
the hawk of Hor akhty, and below it is inscribed:
" Hur-elll-akhet, the Great God, Lord of Heaven".
UIldel'l1eath this scenc is a horizontal· row of
Jlicroglyphs, reading: "l\Iade by the clever scribe,
Mentu-ber".

The bottom register is occupied by a representation of two men, standing in adoration. The one
FIG. 53.-A SMALL RECTANGULAR TABLET
to the right, who is perhaps Mentu-her himself,
DIVIDED INTO Two REGJS'l'ERS
wears a long skirt and a wig reaching to his
shoulders; while his companion, who is drawn on a smaller scale, has a shaven head, and
carries a bag, or perhaps writing equipment, slung over his shoulder. Between the two figures
is a vertical row of hieroglyphs, reading: "Made by the Scribe, Ka-Mut-nekhtu, Justified".
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As no specific relationship is mentioned as existing between these two men, perhaps we
may surmise that they were master and pupil, who dedicated this joint stela as a memento of
a pilgrimage they made together to the Sphinx and Pyramids.
The reverse of the tablet bears a standing figure of a woman. It is uninscribed, and it is
uncertain whether she is connected with the men depicted on the obverse, or if the tablet
had been usurped (Fig. 54).
'Vith these stelae, we found three damaged limestone sphinxes, onc of which bears traces
of red colour, and a clay sealing stamped with the name of Seti 1.
The follo,;ving day revealed a fine pink granite statuette of a man. It was broken clean
in half, but as no part is missing, it may be repaired without difficulty.
It represents a man seated upon a stool, and the attitude and workmanship are typical
of the Old Kingdom (Fig. 55).

FIG. 54.-THE REVERSE SIDE OF THE
RECTANGULAR TABLET, BEARING THE
REPRESENTATION OF A WOMAN STANDING

FIG. 55.-A STATUETTE OF A MAN SEATED
UPON A STOOL
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The confused nature of the site is eloquently demonstrated by the fact that from the same
place where we recovered this Old Kingdom statuette, there also came to light a number of
stelae, apparently dating from the Eighteenth and Ninteenth Dynasties, as well as a glazed
scarab of the Saitic Period, and votive lions and sphinxes of various dates (Fig. 56, a, b, c) ;
and then again, part of the pedestal and foot of a statue of In-ka-f, apparently thrown out
when his tomb was usurped in later times, and which again is clearly Old Kingdom.

B

A

o

FIG.

56, a, b,

C.-VOTIVE SPHINXES

The following day revealed another stela, lJearing the name of Amenhotep n. It was
embedded in a certain mud-brick wall (PI. XXXVI, a) which seems to have been a recognized
place for the dedication of stelae, for, on February 18, we recovered from it no less than
eight more specimens, as well as damaged statuette set in a niche. One of the stelae, which
is almost perfect in its preservation, still bears traces of brilliant blue and yellow paint
(PI. XXXVI, a).
If all these stelac were so coloured, and there is reason to believe that they were, the
wall must have presented as gay an appearance as any modern advertisement hoarding.
As before mentioned, the walls of some of the later structures were partly constructed of
usurped stelae. A broken fragment of one of these is shown in PI. XXXVI, b. It was
originally coloured red, perhaps to imitate red granite, and bore a long, closely written
inscription. The fact that it was built into the fabric of a Roman wall lying at the bottom
of the Sphinx cavity, is proof that this area was cleared at that date.
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The next four days were wholly taken up working this site, and resulted in the discovery
of many interesting objects, differing widely in nature and period. One particularly interesting
object is a small limestone statuette of a man, who is represented seated in a carrying-chair
with a canopy. An inscription on the arm of the chair informs us that he was from Memphis,
and that his name was Hiy (Fig. 57).

FIG. 57.-A SMALI~ L[MESTONI~
STATUEITE OF A MAN SEATJW
IN A CARRYING-CHAW

Another fine piece is a large
limestone naos, seen in Fig. 58.
It was found lying face downwards in the sand, and underneath it were t\VO small stelae
of limestone. The niche in the
centre bcars traces of mortar,
which probaLly held a statuette
in place, but if so, this figure
is now missing. On the jamlJS
FIG. 58.-A LARGE LIMESTONE NAOS
are vertical inscriptions, which
are identical with each other. They rcad: " The Good God, the Lord of Offerings, l\Ien-kheperuRa, the Son of Ra, Tltothmcs (IV), Beloved of Hor-em-akhet ".
On February 25, we moved to a spot a little to the north of the Temple of Alllenhotcp Il,
and there recovered a small amuletic figure in bronze, representing the Apis bull. The presence
of this figure, which is of a late period, coupled with the representation of the same sacred bull
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as mentioned on the Inventory Stela (see pp. 113-116), may indicate that there was a branch
of the Apis cult in this district, as well as at Memphis, which is not at all unlikely, as the
Apis was also considered as an incarnation of the sun (1).
The following days were spent in clearing steadily eastwards, in a line north of the Amenhotep Temple, and each day's work brought its quota of stelae, sphinxes and other small objects.
Among other things was the base of a statue of the sacred hawk, only the feet and tail of which
remain (Fig. 59, a, &). On the front of the pedestal is a damaged statuette of the donor. This
seems to have been intended to be set sideways against a wall, for only the right sid~ of bhe
pedestal is inscribed, and this bears five vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: "A boon which
the King gives, and Horus, the Lord of the Horizon, he who is ~n the Setepet: that he may
B

A

FIG. 59, a, b.-BA~E

01·' A STATUE O.F A SACRED HAWK WITH A DAMAGED STATUETTE OF THE DONOR

give good life, praise, love and reward in every place, to the Ka of he who follows his Master
on water, on land, in the deserts, in the SoutlJ and in the North, he who fills the heart of the
Supporter of the Two Lands (the King), he who is in the heart of the Good God, the Commander
of the Army of the Nubians, Amen-heb, the Justifieu". Note (in Fig. 59 a) the variant to
the usual title of the God: "He who is in the Setepet". Apparently this Amen-heb was
attached to the personal guard of the King, and may have dedicated this statue on the
occasion of one of the royal visits.
(1) MULLER,

"EgYIJtictn

~fjfytltology

", p. 162.
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On March 6, we came upon the foundations of another mud-brick temple, lying immediately
to the north of that of Amenhotep n. It is in a very bad state of preservation being denuded
down to within a few inches of the foundations. It was apparently entered from the west by
means of a flight of steps leading down from a higher level of ground (see Plan: Fig. 60).

FIG. 60.-PLAN oJo' THE MUD-BRICK TEMPLE OF THOTHMES

I 0)

This temple seems to be older than that of Amenhotop n, and may have been built by
Tbothmes I. When compared with the Temple of Amenhotep, its extremely ruinous condition
arouses a suspicion as to whether it had been used to furnish material for the larger structure!
It was erected on a very uneven patch of ground, and the site was accordingly levelled hy means
of a bed of rubble and concrete.
This site also yielded up many small stelac and damaged votive figures of lions, sphinxes
and hawks.
By March 25, we had reached the modern houses at the edge of the village of Nazlit-esSemman, and proceeded to demolish them. Even at this spot, the sand continued to yield
up pottery and votive lions.
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By May Il, we had begun to demolish the huge, barrage-like walls of 1\1. Baraize, south
of the Sphillx, and by May 27 completed the task, and were able to lay bare the approach
to the Sphinx.
Here we removed the ruins of many late mud-brick structures, and mud debris until,
at last, we reached down to the original level of the ground (PI. XXXVII).
And now, once more the visitor can approach the Sphinx in the manner which was intended
by the unknown genins who designed this most wonderful monument.
Bnt our work is by no means finished in this site. Much clearance remains to be made
to the east and south of the Sphin..x and the Valley Temple of Khafra, entailing many more
months of hard, but supremely interesting work, and who knows what secrets the sands
may still be hiding!

PI.

XXXI
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MEN WORKING IN FRONT 01' THE SPHINX TP.MPLF:

PI. XXXIII, U; b

A

A FINE

B

LIMESTONE STATUETTE OF A KING

PI. XXXIV, a, b

PI. XXXV

. A STATUE OF A MrDDLE-AGED MAN SEATED CROSS-I,EGGED

PI. XXXVI, a, b
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THE SPHINX AREA
ARE'A AFTER REMOVAL OF THE RUINS OF LATE MUD-BRICK
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VIlI.-ROYAL VISITORS TO THE SPHINX FROM. THE
EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY DOWN TO THE ROMAN PERIOD
I.-THE NEW KINGDOM

N the early part of the Eighteenth Dynasty, it became suddenly, as far as we know, the
custom for the rulers and the princes of the royal family to visit the Sphinx and its
neighbourhood. The chief purpose of these visits seems tb have been for sport, for the desert
in this region abounded with game of every description, and was known as the" Valley of
Gazelles". So well known was this district, and so famed for its big game, that its name
passed into popular idiom, and in the famous poem, falsely attributed to Pentaour, which
describes the exploits of Rameses II in the battle of Kadesh, the Pharaoh is likened to
"a fierce lion in the Valley of Gazelles (l)".

I

In the scenes that lined the interior walls of the causeway of Wnas at Sakkara are
many representatio)ls of the wild animals of the desert, and these include deer, lyre antelope,
addax, oryx, ibex~ mouffion, dorcas gazelle, wild oxen, lions, leopards, servals, giraffe, foxes,
jackals, wild goats, desert hares, hedgehogs, and jerboas. As the capital of Wnas was at
Heliopolis, and the Valley of Gazelles lay within the boundaries of the Heliopolitan Nome,
these scenes may very possibly represent the wild life to be found in this district, and suggest
that it was probably a popular hunting-ground, even in the Old Kingdom.
Apart from providing good sport, this neighbourbood has the additional advantage of
being within easy distance of both Memphis and Heliopolis, the old secular and religious
capitals respectively.
These royal visitors honoured the Sphinx as their protector and the Guardian of the Desert,
and there is no doubt that it was this kingly patronage that brought the cult of the Sphinx
into such prominence at this time; for since the Twelfth Dynasty it had apparently been in
complete abeyance. As in the case of the cult of Amon and the rise of Thebes, so the cult of
the Sphinx rose into prominence as soon as the district in which it existed became the pleasure
resort of royalty.
This custom of visiting the Sphinx, and the publicity given to its cult, probably gave a
new impetus to the fashion of portraying the king in the form of a sphinx; and this being also
the age of conquest, the Pharaohs delighted in representing themselves in the form of sphinxes
(1) Bee my " Le Poeme dit de Pentaour et le Ra!Jport Olficiel sur la Bataille de Kadesh n, PI. 8; Var. L.D., Vol. Ill, PI. 195.

In reality, Pentaour was not the author of the poem, but was a scribe who made a copy of it upon papyrus.
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trampling upon their prostrate enemlCS. This allegory seems, however, to have originated
in the Old Kingdom, for we find Sahu-Ra in the Fifth Dynasty, portrayed in this manner on
the walls of his temple at Abusir (1) (Fig. 61). It became very popular during the Twelfth
Dynasty, being IIsed by Senuseret In and Amenemhat IT as a pectoral ornammt (see Fig. 110).

10... ,.,.,

8.

FIG. 61.-A

SPHINX TRAMPLING
UPON ITS PROSTRATE ENEMIES

Prince Arnen-rnes :

The first royal" tourist ", of whom we have any record, is Prince Amen-mes, a son of
'J.'hothmes I (1541-1516 B.O.). An inscription on a stone naos, found near the Great Sphinx,
and now in the Louvre, reads:.
" Year 4 under the Majesty of Thothmes I, beloved of Hor-em-akhet, given life like Ra
for ever. There went forth the Eldest King's Son, the Commander in Chief of the Army of
His Father, Amen-mes, living for ever, to take a pleasure walk . . . (2)."
(I) See MACADAM, M.F.L., "The Tem.ple 01 Kawa", T, p. 21, Note 51.

Ancient Records", Vol. 11, p. 231. Text:" Ree. Trav.", Vol. VI', p. 142.
the Sphinx of Giza under the name of Hor·em-akhet (?).
(2) BREASTED, "

Perhap,~

this is the first mention of
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The rest of the inscription is lost, but the name Hor-em-akhet which is given only to the
Sphinx of Giza, and the. situation in which the monument was found, are sufficient evidence
as to where this pleasure walk took place. Again the reference to Thothmes I as the beloved
of Hor-em-akhet is significant. 'Vhy was he styled the beloved of an hitherto somewhat obscure
God? This seems to point to the fact that he was in some way connected with the Sphinx;
and it is not at all unlikely. that he was the builder of the mud-brick temple lying to the northeast of that of Amenhotep n. From the Stela of King Ay, which we shall refer to later,
we know that Thothmes I had a house a)1(1 lands in this neighbourhood, in which case it was
the vogue for big-game
probably either he or his sons who started (or perhaps re-started
hunting in this reglOll.

n

Tholhrnes Ill:
Amen-mes was followed in his associations with the Sphinx by his kinsman
Thothmes Ill, in whose honour a small
stela in the neighbourhood was dedicated
(Fig. 62).

It is not surpnsmg to find a relic of
Thothmes HI in this place, for the hardy
old warrior and empire-builder was also a
noted archer and hunter.
A stela discovered at Armant describes
the exploits of Thothmes III as follows (l) :" Year 22, second month of winter,
day 16. Summary of the deeds of might
and victory which the Good God performed,
being very excellent occasion of valour
FIG. 62.-A SMALL STELA DEDICATED
from the beginning, since the first generaTO THOTHHES III
tion of men. What the Lord of the Gods, the Lord of Hermonthis (modern "Armant "),
did for him was to magnify his victories, so that his conquests might be related for
millions of years to come, omitting to mention the deeds of valour which His Majesty
performed daily, for if one were to mention each occasion by names, they would be too
numerous to put into writing. He shot at a copper ingot, all wood having been split

I'l

MOND

and

MEYETIS, ..

Templea of Al'lIlant" (text), p. 183.
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like reeds. His Majesty set up a sample one in the Temple of Amon-Ra, a target of wrought
copper three digits in thickness, with an arrow of his in it, which he had caused to protrude
three palm-breadths through at the back of it, that he might fulfil the wish of his followers for
success in might and victory. I speak in accordance with what he (actually) did, there is
mither deceit nor falsehood in it. If he spends time in taking recreation in hunting in any
desert, the number of his trophies is greater than the spoils of the whole army. He killed
seven lions when out shooting, in the twinkling of an eye. 'He secured a herd of twelve
wild cattle in an hour, when breakfast time came, their tails to be worn behind him (I).
He despatched 120 elephants in the mountain country on Niy, when coming from Naharain.
He crossed the River Euphrates and cruRhed the towns on its borders, they being laicl waste
with fire for ever. He set up a stela of victory on (its eastern) bank. He bagged a rhinoceros
when shooting in the southern desert region of Nubia, when he went to l\'i'iu to seek out him
who had rebelled against him in that land, etc. etc."
The remainder of the inscription relates to the King's pro\yess:
concern us here.

III

war, and so does not

As we shall see later, the shooting at a copper target, seemingly of a regula.tion dlickness
of three fingers, was the supreme test of archery. The aim was not merely to hit the target,
but to pierce it through. This could only be done by the use of an nl1usllall.v powerful bow,
and was thus a testimony of great physical strength as well as (If unerring mal'bmanship,
for only a very strong man could have drawn Ruch a how.
When shooting, the Egyptian archers stood sideways to tlw targrt, awl holding the bow
at arm's length, drew the arrow back to the car. It will lw understood that such bows
::md arrows were vr.ry formidahle weapons.
Note that the inscription says that Thothmes was in t.]lP JlUbit of amusing himself hy hunting in any desert. That is to say, he must have heen a keen sportsman, and dill not fail to
avail himself of any opportunity to indulge himself in this pastime whenever an opportunity
presented itself. Therefore, we may be sure that he did not neglect to malw thr. mORt of tlle
good hunting to be had in the famous Valley of Gazelles.
Even when on his campaigns abroad, Thothmes found times to relax. from the serious
business of war in order to refresh himself in the chase. The mention of the elephant hunt
at Niy on the Armant Stela has an independent corroboration in an inscription of the
General Amen-em-heb (2). But the latter account reveals another side to the story, and relates
how the hunter became the hunted !
(1) A reference ~o the bull's tail, which, in primitive times, the Kings wore hanging from the back of their bel~8.

(I) PXTJU.R. .. Bi8tory

0/ Egypt", Vo!' H.

p. U-i.
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It seems that on this occasion, his love of hunting nearly cost Thothmes his life, for the
bull of the herd, wounded by the King's arrows, suddenly turned upon him. There is no
doubt that the King's life was in danger, but Amen-em-heb, who was one of his officers, and
a member of the hunting-party, distracted the attention of the enraged beast, which left the
King and pursued Amen-em-heb instead. The latter took refuge between two rocks in the
river, and from this point of vantage, managed to cut the trunk off the elephant, apparently
while it was trying to pull him out of his place of safety. For this act of heroism, the officer
Amen-ern-hob was suitably rewarded by his grateful King.
It would be interesting to know if the great Queen Hatshepsllt, the Aunt amI Motherin-law CIf 'l'hothmes lIT, whu ruled Egypt in her own right, ever came to Ciza. We have
no information on this point, but that lady's partiality for sphinxes is marked, and many
specimens made for her arc in existenc~. It is to be noted that all of Hatshcpsut's sphinxes
are bearded and male, a characteristic gesture on the part of the Queen, who wished always to
stresR upon her Kingship (1).
A'mcnhofpp IT:

The next royal visitor was Amenhotep TT, the son anlI successor of Thothmes lII. Like
his famous father, Amenhotep n was a great sportsman aruI an athlete, as his insC'Tiptions state,
and his mummy-which is that of a tall, powerful man-supports the claim. Indeed, archery
seems to have bern a life-long passion with Amenhotep, for in the Thehan Tomb No. lOH,
which belongs to a certain Min, IHayor of Thinis, who hall in his youth fought in the wari'
of Thothmcs HT, we have an interesting glirnpse of the chil<1hoo(1 of the future champion.
J{in was the tutor of thiR yOlmg Prince Amenhotep IT who in one Rccne is shown as a naked
child Reated in his teacher's lap; this Rhows that he was quite a little fellow at the tinw,
w]wn he was hande<l over to the guidance of the old veteran.
Another pleasing scene shows us ~lin teaching his young charge how to shoot. The little
boy, clad in a loose transparent robe, is aiming his arrows at a rectangular target set upon a post,
in which he has already scored four hits. Behind him stands Min, correcting the pose of
the boy's arms. The inscription reads: "He (:\Iin) gave (the lad) first rules of instruction
in archery, saying: 'Stretch thy bo\" to thy ear, use all the strength of thy arms, fit the
arrow . . . Prince Amenhotep, acting as
"
The scene is entitled: "The Prince (Amenhotep) enjoying a leRson in archery in the
courtyard of the castle in Thinis (2) ".

(') For other Sphinxes of queens and female Sphinxes in general, see p. 183
(I) DAVIES, "

If.

The Bulletin 01 the Metropolitan Museum 01 Art" (1935), pp. 52, 53.
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As already mentioned, Amenhotep 11 built a small temple and dedicated a stela in honour
of the Sphinx. This stela, which measures 4'25 metres high, 2'53 metres wide and 0'53 metre
thick is divided into two registers. The upper register is badly weather-worn, but faint traces
show that it originally bore a duplicate representation of the King offering wine to the Sphinx,
which lies up on a high pedestal.
There was evidently a flaw in the stone in the lower right-hand side of the top register,
and the faulty portion was neatly cut a way by the ancient mason, and a 80uno piece
inserted in the cavity. The lower register of this stela bpars twenty-seven rows of finely
incised hieroglyphs, reading (PI. XXXVIII) :" Live Horus, the Strong Bull, Mighty of Power, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Mighty
of Authority, who appears as King in Thebes ; the Gol~en Horns, he who conquers everything
with his mace in all lands ; the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Aa-kheperu-Ra, the Son of
Ra, Amenhotep, the Divine Ruler of Heliopolis, Son of Amon, who created him, the offspring
of Hor-akhty, the glorious seed of the divine members, whose forms Neit had created, the One
whom the Primordial God of the Two Lands had brought to life in order to seize the reign which
he had conquered; and whom he made to appear himself as King on the Throne of the Living,
and to whom he assigned Egypt under his direction, and the deserts as his subjects; and to
whom he had transmitted the inheritance for ever, and the Kingship to eternity, to whom
he had given the Throne of the Earth, and the magnificent office of the God Atum, and the
possessions of Horns and Set, and the share of the two Goddesses of Upper and Lower Egypt,
and their years in life and welfare; to whom he had placed his Daughter (Maat upon his body,
to whom he had fixed his diadem upon his head.

n

" He had trodden the Nubians under his sandals; the northerners are bowing to his
power, and all the foreign lands are under his fear, and the Gods are under his love. Amon
himself promoted him as the ruler of what his eye is encircling, and what the disk of Ra lightens.
He had taken the whole of Egypt, the South Land and the North Land being under his care;
the Red Land delivers to him its products, while every foreign land is under his protection;
his boundaries are reaching to that which heaven encircles, the lands being in his hand in one
knot. He had appeared as King upon the Great Throne, reuniting himself the Two Great
Magicians (Crowns) ; the Two Mighty Ones (Crowns) had joined his head, and the Atef of Ra
his summit, his front was adorned with the Crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, and he had
taken the bands, the Kheperesh and the Kufieh, the two Grand Feathers are on his head, and
the nemes had enveloped his shoulders. Joined then are the Diadems of Atum, and assigned to
his image, according to the orders of the Gods. Amon, the Primordial God, who had made
him appear, gave the order that he might take the whole land reunited, and without any
omission, (namely he) the Son of Ra, Amenhotep~ the Ruler of Iwn (Heliopolis), the Heir of Ra,
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the Glorious seed of (Amon), the Illustrious Egg of the Divine members, the noble one of
authority, the one, who, on coming forth from the womb, had already set up the White Crown,
the one who had conquered the earth, being one with whom is the fluid of Egypt (the one
who has Egyptian blood in his veins), the one against whom there is no enemy in what the
eye of Atum 'is casting its rays; the strength of Mentu being in his limbs, whose victories are
like those of the Son of Nut (= the God Set), the one who joined the heraldic plant of
Upper Egypt to that of Lower Egypt.
"The Northerners and the Southerners are under his Terror, the one whose share is
that of what Ra is shining upon; the one to whom belongs what the great ocean is encircling, and
~he arm of whose messenger is not repelled along all the lands of the Fenkhew ; and to whom
there is no second against the enemies of Horus (n. There is no other protection of mankind
(except him
the onc to ""horn the Southerners come in bowing, and the Northerners upon
their bellies, reunited, all of them, in his fist; the one whose mace is smashing their heads,
according to what the Lord of the Gods, Amon-Ra-Atum, had ordered; the one who conquers
the lands in triumph without anyone who might equal him in all eternity.

n,

" Now, His Majesty appeared as King, when he was a nice youth, with a perfect body,
after having completed eighteen years 011 his legs in strength. He knew every work of Montu
(= God of War), nobody being like him in the arena. He was a conlloisseur of horses, and there
'vas nobody like him among these numerous soldiers, not a single one of them being able to
draw his bow; and he could not be reached in the foot-race. Strong of arm without being tired,
when he drew the oar. He was rowing in the quarter-deck of his falcon boat, equipped with two
hundred men. They left the shore, and made half a mile of rowing; but then they became
feeble, their limbs growing tired, they could not take breath (any more).
" Then His Majesty was strong with his oar of twenty ells' length. He left the shore, and
landed after having made three miles of rowing against the stream, without ceasing work, while
the people were admiring him, looking at him.
" He did the following thing: he drew three hundred strong bows, comparing their artisans,
in order to discern the ignorant from the skilful. Now, he came, and did what is put before
your faces. He entered his northern place, and be found there were established for him four
targets made of Asiatic copper, the thickness of which was a hand's breadth (1) ; and twenty
ells were between one post and the next. Then His Majesty appeared upon his team of
(1) Note that Amenhot.ep wishes to outrival the cxploits of his father, Thothmes Ill, and so increases the thickncss of the target
from three fingers to onc hand's breadth. We must forgivc the boastfulness of young Amenhotep'; there is no doubt he
felt quite eclipsed by thc glory of his famous father.
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horses, like l\Iontu in his strength. He drew out his bow, and he seized four arrows togetber.
He went north and he shot at it like Montu in his equipment, and his alTOW had COBlC' out at
its back ('Le at the back of the target). Then he attacked another post. That is a thing that
has never been done before, and it has not been heard in narrative (conven;ation): 'An arrow
had been shot against a target of copper, and had come out of it, and. 1.1ad. fallen to the ground';
but only that (such a thing had happened) with the King, who was strong in might, and whom
(Am on-Ra) had strengthened, namely the King of Upper and Lowcr Egypt, Aa-kheperu-Ra,
valorous like Montu.
" Now, when he was still a young princely child, he loved his horses, ancLhe rejuiced with'
them, and he was glad to t,reat them, and he knew their nature, and he was clevcr ill training
them, being deep in plans. Then, when this was heard in the Palace of his Father, Horus the
Strong Bull, who appeared in T11ebes, sweetly touched was the heart of His Majesty concernil~g
it, rejoicing about what was said of his eldest son, and he said in hi~ heart, : ' It is he who will be
the Lord of the entire Land, there being no assailant for him, because he clevotes his heart to
valour, and rejoices in victory. He is still a lovely child, and not yet in the age of doing the
work of Montu, but behold, he has put aside the desires of the body, and. loves the strength,
hecal'se it is God who had put it in his heart to act so, that Egypt might be protected by
him, and might bow down to him '.
"Then His Majesty said to those who were in his surroundings: 'May be given to
him the very nicest horses in the stable of His Majesty which is in Memphis, and say unto
him: Be careful about them, make them vigorous, let them trot. :Manage them if they are
recalcitrant! '
" Now, after that, it was put before the King's Son that he might occupy himself with the
horses of the King's stable, and when he had been making what he had been charged of--whilst
Reshep and Ashtoreth were glad of him- in making everything which his heart liked, he brought
up horses which had no equal, and could not grow tired. When he took the reins, they did
not pour sweat, even in a lrmg gallop. He yoked tbe horses in Memphis, when he was still
young, and stopped at the Sanctuary of Hor-em-akhet. He spent a time there in going round it
(in the chariot) looking at the beauty of the Sanctuary of Khufu and Khafra the Revered.
His heart longed to keep alive their name,· and he put it into his heart.
"Now, he used to fulfil wbat his father Ra had ordered. Nmv, after that, His Majesty
was crowned as King, and the Diadem took its seat upon his head, the emblem of Ra reposing
upon its place; while the land was peaceful like before, under its Master. Aa-khepel'll-Ra govern00. the Two Lands, all the foreign lands being attached to his sandals. .. Then His Majesty
remembered the place where he had rejoiced. himself in the neighbourhood. of the Pyramids
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of ITor-cm-akhet,
and it was orderl2fl to erect a Sanctuary
.
. there, and to erect in it a stela of
limestone, 'on which i~) inscrihed his great name, Aa-kheperu-Ra, beloved of Hor-em-akhet,
to whom is given life etel'llally."
It will be noticed that AmenlJOtep says that he was given the horses from the royal stable
at Memphis, and that he drove from Memphis to the Pyramids, all of which happened in his
youtb. Now, there is a certain scarab in the Petrie Collect-iou, upon which is inscribed:
"Amenhotep II born at Memphis (1)." Here is a tiny seal which literally sets thl2 8eal of truth
upon the narrative of the Great Stela.

The incident related on the steJa, where the Xing, mounted in his chariot, discharges his
arrows at a copper target, has confirmation in another monument of the same Monarch (2).
This occurs on a block of a granite found built into the Third Pylon at Kamak. A. represellt.:'ttion shows Alllenhotcl' II mounted .in his cbariot, and armed with his bow. While tile horses
rush by at full gallop, theK.ing dischat'ges his arrows at a copper shield, which is shown pierced
through by five shaft.s. .A head is another target, also pierced by arrows. The inscription says:
"The King, great in strength, who displayed his dexterity ])efore his army, lw, "hen be
shoots at a plate of c{)pper, cl~:ves it as onc does a dump of papyrus. He disdains all wood,
as hefits his strength. .Mighty of arm, and without f('.,ar, lIe, wben he appears in J:is dwriot,
is the God of War in person".
Concerning the target, the inf;cription says:" This is t.he great plate of mined copper
which His Majesty shot, three fingers in thiekness (3). '1'he hero pierced it with many shafts,
three hand's breadths of them standing' Ollt at the back of the plate
His Majesty did that
of sportsmanship in the face of all the land (4) ".
It is not quite clear if Amenhotep paid another visit to the Sphinx after his coronation,
but as be dedicated the tempk~ and stela, we may assnme that he was present at the
consecration ceremony, and 'also that he probably hunted here.
Thothmes IV, Quee·n l'yaa and P1,ince Amen-em-Apt :

Queen Tyaa, the wife of Amenhotep II and mother of Thothmes IV, dedicat<;d a statue of
herself in her husband's temple, presumably after his death, for the titles of the King's Wife
---_._--_.-------------

-------------------------------~-

History 01 HY!l1Jt ", Vo!. n, p. 162.
A.8. ", V~!. XXVIII, p. 120.
(I) Note that- t-he t.t,iekne';s of the target is t·hree fingers, as in the inscription of Thothmes Ill.
(.) DAVIES, "M.M.A.", 1193fi), p. 49.
(1)

PETRU:, ..

(") CHEVRlER, ..
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and King's Mother show that the statue must have been made during the reign of her son,
Thothmes IV. We recovered a fragment of this statue, which bore inscriptions. The pedestal,
upon which are the shapely feet of the Queen, is inscribed (Fig. 63).
" Everything which is coming forth before AtumHor-akhty (is offered to) the Hereditary Princess, great
in praise, sweet of love, Mistress of the whole Two
Lands, She Who Sees Horns and Set, the King's
Mother, Tyaa, filling the palace with her perfume, the
King's LVIother, Tyaa. All she says is done for her,
the King's Wife, Tyaa, may she live. The Follower of
Horus, and the Priestess of Amon (?), the God's Wife,
Tyaa. The Young Lady of Pe (1sis) ami the Young
Lady of Buto, (1sis) 'lyaa (I). The Daughter of Geb,
tile Powerful Uraeus, the Wife of the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, the God's Wife, Tyaa. The King's
Wife and Mother, the God's Wife, Tyaa. The Cod's
'Wife, Plll'e of Arms, ~ryaa."
On a fragment of plinth is inscribed :" . . . keeping away from me . . . may he dispel
my sadnesf> . . . Tyaa. l\Iay my City God be behind
me, may his Ka be hefore me; may he drive away...
(Every ofTel'ing) before Hor-em-akhet, presiding over
the Setepet, shall be for the Ka of the Hereditary
Princef>s in the Great House of the Mistre. s of the
Wives, the (King's Mother of) Thothmes, who is given
life, good of steps in the House of Amon, the Killg'S
Wife, Tyaa (Fig. 64)."

FIG.

FRAGMENT O~' THB STATUE
OF QUEEN '£\:AA, "VU'B OF

63.-A

AMBNHOTEP

Among the stereotyped official praises (.I11(J titles
in t,he rest of this inscription, there is a tOllch of deep
human feeling in the lines where the Queen prays that
the God may dispel her S,1,(1ne8,'.

II

(1) This Is perhaps the first time we find an ox'tmplo of the Queen idontifieri with his, the Mother of Horus.
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To the west of the Great Stela of Amenhotep, and set in the northern wall of the temple,
is a smaller limestone stela (PI. XXXIX). It is composed of a rectangular panel, surrounded
by a raised frame, and an iIUler rectangular beading, above which is the rounded top of
the stela unfortunately somewhat eroded. This
rounded part is occupied by a winged solar disk,
the usual form of the God Horus of Behdet, of
Horus of Edfu; but in the case of this stela, it
presents a very uncommon feature. The sundisk, with spreading wings and flanking uraei,
is provided with human hands and arms which
support a large cartouche. These members are
represented as emanating directly from the disk
itself. The name of the King contained in the
cartouche, which incorporated the element
"Thoth", is completely erased. On each side of
the cartouche are two horizontal rows of hieroglyphs carved in relief, and reading from the
centre outwards. These inscriptions, which arc
identical, read: "(May) h~ be given life and
welfare, Horus Behdet, the Great God, Lord of
Heaven, coming out of the Horizon".
Here we have a plain reference to Horus of
Edfu, but with an uncommon representation.
The usual form of the winged disk is, as its
name implies, simply the disk of the sun, flanked
by uraei, and provided with wings, but never,
to my knowledge, having human arms. Can
this be an early form of the Aton, or is it merely
a fancy on the part of the artist who designed
the stela?

FIG. G4.-A

FItAGMENT OF THE l'IANTH 01<'

THE STATUE OF QGEEN TYAA

The first theory seems to me to be the most probable, for the stela was made at a time
approaching to that. of Atonism, namely the reign of Thothmes IV (I). If this supposition
is correct, it shows that Aton was not a Syrian importation, as many people suppose,

(I) There is & scarab dated to the reign of Thothmes IV, which bears the name of Aton.
where we read a discussion of the beginning of the Cult of Aton.

See J.E.A., VO), XVII, p. 23,
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but mlS a nat.ive Egyptian Gael, amI apparentIy a development of the old Sun-god
of Heliopolis. It is significant that a rounc1-toppec1 stela of the time of Akhenaton
(Cairo Museulll, No. 34l74) shows an AtOll-disk Ol:CIlPYllIg the place of the winged disk.
Let us t.ry to traee the developlllent of this symbol. Apparently
the earliest repre::;eJltation of the
Bun-god wa::; a divine hawk which
Hew daily Hoc-ros::; the sky. Later
appeared UlC symbol of t.IlC sun's
disk, .ha\·ing Imwk's 'Yings, and
tlunked l>y two uraei, tllis being the
fortH of the deity due to the
assimilation of the symbol::; of the
Uod Ha, and the Hawk God. The
Behc1ety extends its wings all over
the ::;ky to protect the dwellers
upon the earth; and in the same
manner the 'winged disk was placed
on the tops of stelae and lintels of
doorways as a protection against
any evil (Fig. 65 a). A further
development seems to occur in our
stela, where the disk is provided
vvith two human hands and arns,
extended in an attitude of protection, but still retaining its name
of Horus of Behdet (Fig. 65 b).
It then appears three generations later (when Akhenaton had
FIG. 6fJ, ft, b, C.-SYMBOL 0]0' THE SUN-DISK
cut off the connection of the ::;olar
goc1 with the divine hawk, and adored the sun-disk only) shorn of its wings, emitting many
human-handed rays, and called simple Aton (( the Disk" (Fig. 65 c).

Another point of connection between the Aton-disk and our representation is the function of
the arms; those of the Aton are usually represented as supporting and embracing the King; while
those on the Amenhotep Stela are represented supporting and embracing the King's cartouche,
which, in the belief of the ancient Egyptians, was identical with the personality of the King,
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The fact that on the Amenhotep Stela, the name of the King (containing the element
"Thoth "), the sphinxes on the top register 0'£ thc sunken panel, and thc occurrcnce of the name
of Amon in some parts of the text, have all been erased by the Atonists, while great care was
taken by them not to injure the symhol of the winged disk in any way, affords clear proof that
this form was considered as holy, even by these fanatics. But there is anot!lC'r means of
explaining the erasure of the King's
name and figurt>, w]lidl might not
have been <1011C by t.he Atonistf; after
all.
Another steJa foulHl ill our
excavations also Ims the figurc of
Thothmcs IV erased (Fig. 60) tOgctJICl'
with the head of the dOllor of tIle
tablct, who, from the fact that the
King occupies the place of honour 011
tho stela. we may assume to have
been one of hii'\ loyal subjcdF;, and
supporters. Are we then to aRsume
that there was a fierce feud in the
royal family, similar to that waged
between Tbothmes Il, Thothrues TII
and Queen Hatshepsl.lt some yea.rs
previously? Further evidl:'nce of this
t.heory is forthcoming, in a series
of stelae, which we shall deal with
later (set; p. 84 fj.).
But to return to the stela which
we were discnssing: 1f our supposition
is correct and our repre<;entation is
really a forerunner of the AtOll-disk,
it shows that the seed of Atonism was
sown in the reign of Th~thmes IV
and was not imported as a fully
developed cult from Syria, as has b3en
suggested by Sayee and others (1).

(1) SAYeE, "The Religion of Ancient Egypt ", p. 94.

FIG.

66.-A

STELA WITH THE FIGURE OF THOTHMES
AND THE HEAD OF THE DONOR EHASED

IV
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The panel of the stcla is divided into two superposed registers; the upper one of
which is badly damag~d by Akhenaton's iconoclasts. It originally bore a scene representing
the King adoring the Sphinx (repeated in duplicate) and above them, a figure of the
winged disk of the usual type. It is extremely interesting to note that this example of the
disk, which by the remains of its outlines, can be clearly seen to be armless, was ruthiessly erased by the Atonists, while they accepted the armed disk on the top of the stela.
This seems convincing proof t,hat they wholly accepted the latter symbol as representing
their God.

Above the figures of the sphinxes are duplicate horizontal rows of hieroglyphs, reading:
.. Hol'lls Behdet the Great Goel, may he give life". Below this, on the right-hand side,
is inscriLed: "May he give all life and all heaJt.h (Hor)-em-akhet, the -Great God". While on
the I ft-hand side i;; inscribed: .• May he give all life, all pleasure, Hor-em-akhet, the Lord of
Heaven ".
In front of the King, on the right-hand side, is a vertical IOW of hieroglyphs, reading:
" .. Son of' l-lis Body . . . given life and health". While before the King on the left-hand side
is inscrihed: .• The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Lord of Offerings ... given ulllife
and welfare".
The Lower register contains fourteen rows of delicately incised hieroglyphs, reading:.• Live Homs, the Dtrong Bull, Mighty of Power, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Mighty
of Authority, he who makes himse~f appear in ThebcF;; the Golden Horus, be who conquers
Ly his mace ill alllallcls ; the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Aa-kheperu~}{.a, given life. The
Son of Ra, Amenhotep, the Divine Ruler of Jwn (Heliopolis), the Son of (Amon), 'whom he created,
the Offspring of Hor-akhty, the (!lol'ious seeu of the divine members, whose forms Neit had
created. The Primordial God of the Two Lands had brought him to life in order to seize the
reign which he had conquered, he, (the God) made him appear as the King himself upon the
Throne of the Living. He ass~igned to him Egypt under his direction, and the desert as his
subjects. He assigned to him the inheritance for ever, and the kingship to eternity. He gave
to him the Throne of the Earth, and the ma.gnificent office of the God Atum, and the possessions
of Horus :. Id Set, and the share of the Two Goddesses of Upper and Lower Egypt, and their
years in life and welfare. He placed his Daughter (the Goddfss Maat) as an ornament upon
his breast; he fixed his diadem upon his head; he trampled the Nubians under his sandals;
the Northerners bowed to his powers, all the foreign land;; being under his fear. He gathered
the heads of the Nine Bows, and the Two Lands are in his hands. The people are under his
fear, all the Gods are under his Love. (Amon) himself promoted him as the ruler of what his-
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eye encircles, and what the disk of the sun lightens during day-time. He conquers Egypt as
one whole; Upper and Lower Egypt being under his plans. He took control of the products
of the Red Land, and all foreign countries are under his protection. His boundaries are reaching
to that which the heavens encircle, the lands are in one knot. Appearing as King on the
~I:hrone of Horus, he has joined the Two Great Crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt upon his
head, and the Atef-Crown of Ra is upon his head. His front is adorned with the Crown of lTpper
and Lower Egypt; he took the bands of the Khepesh helmet, and the Kufieh. The hvo great
Feathers are on his head, and the Nemes has enibraced his shoulders; gathered are the diadems
of Atum. His likeness was assigned according to the orders of the Gods . . . he made him to
appr.,ar (as King). He ordered that he should seize the whole land together, without exception.
The Son of Ra, the Divine R,uler of Iwn (Heliopolis), given life, stability, welfare and health,
for ever, like Ra."
At the bottom of the inscription is a blank space, sufficient to accommodate three more
rows of hieroglyphs of the same size as those of the main inscription. It is not clear whether
this space was originally left blank, or whether it is a very clean erasure. As will be seen, the
inscription is nothing but an abridged version or the first part of the text of the Great Stela
of Amenhotep.
The inscriptions on the frame were originally inlaid with some blue and yellow substances,
traces of which still remain. The right-hand side of the frame bears a vertical row of hieroglyphs, reading:" The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Strong Bull, Mighty of Power, the Good God,
Lord of Pleasure . . . life and welfare, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two
Lands, Aa-kheperu-Ra, the Son of Ra, his beloved, Amenhotep, the Divine Ruler of Iwn
(Heliopolis), beloved of Hor-em-akhet, given life for ever, life Ra."
The inscription of the left-hand side of the frame reads:" The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Strong Bull, Mighty of Power, the Good God,
like Ra, the offspring of Hor-akhty, Son of Amon, beloved of Montu, the Avenger of the King
of the Gods, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands, Lord of Offering,
Aa-kheperu-Ra, Son of Ra of His Body, Amenhotep, the Divine Ruler of Iwn, beloved of Horem-akhet, given life (for ever like Ra)."
In our excavations there are three stelae, larger and finer than those usually dedicated
by private officials. E~ch stela bears a representation of a youth, apparently a prince, wearing
an elaborately plaited side-lock of hair, and presenting offerings to the Sphinx and a statue of
a king, in two cases, that of Amenhotep n. For convenience's sake we will call these
Stelae " A ", "B", and "C".
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Stela "A" (Fig. 67), which is of limestone, had a rounded top, measures 0·91 X 0·78 metre
and bears a representation of the prince burning incense, and presenting lotus-flowers to the
Sphinx. The lower right-hand corner of the stela is missing, and only the Prince's head, the
lotuses and the incense-burner remain of his portrait. The figure of the Sphinx is, however,
well preserved and full of finely drawn detail. It is represented couchant upon the usnal
high pedestal with a cornice, and wears the Atef-crown, the nernes head-dress, with a uraeus,
a curved Osirian beard, a wide collar and hawk's wings and plumage upon its back. Between
its front paws is a miniature figure of the King, above· which is inscribed: "The Good God,
Lord of the Two Lands,
the Master of Power, Aakheperu-Ra, the Son of Ra,
Amenhotep,
the Divine
Ruler of
Iwn, Beloved
of Hor-emakhet".
Above the
back of the
Sphinx
hovers a
hawk, which
grasps the ankh 1, the symbol
of life, in its talon;.;. Aboye
its outspread wings is inscribed:
"Horns Behdet, the Lord of Heaven,
the Great God of the Parti-cololll'cd
Plumage."

FIG. 67.-THE

STELA,

No. 1,

OF

PRTNC'E "A"

Below the hawk is inscrihed:
"Hor-em-akhet, Who presides oYer
the Sctepet, the Good God, Lord of
Heaven, may he give life and welfnre
like Ra".
To the right of the
inscription is the sign ~ 'Nefer '= happiness
and the Sacred Eye ~, below which are
three vertical rows of finely incised hieroglyphs,
reading: "All vegetables to thy beautiful face, all
good and pure things to thy Ka, 0 Hor-akhty".
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This ins-cription was originally continlled along to the edge of the stela, but these
original rows have been erased. This erasure was very neatly done, great care having
been taken not to injure either the remainder of the inscription, or the head of the Prince.
Stela "B" (Fig. 68) is also of limestone, and measures I' 0 X l' 70 metres. It was
found smashed into four pieces, and thrown in the debris. Like the previously described stela,

FTG. 68.-THE

STELA,

No. 37,

OF PRINCE"

B"
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the workmanship is of excellent quality, the details of the sculptured scenes being rendered
with great care and fidelity to nature; while the hieroglyphs are well cut and neat. It is
divided into three horizontal registers, in the top one of which is a representation of what
appears to be the same Prince, who is shown on Stela "A"; he is presenting a live duck and
:::;ome lotus-flowers to the Sphinx. The Prince wears the plaited side-lock of youth, a wide
collar, and a double row of ronnd, flat beads (I), which appear to have been very fashionable
during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties.
He is clan. in a short hIt. of a style reminiscent of the Old Kingdom, while some of the
titles mentioned on the stcla are also distinctly Old Kingdom in their style. As this stela
undoubtedly belongs to the Eighteenth Dynasty, it would seem that the above-mentioned
details are a deliberate attempt. to be archaic, as though the Prince wished to revive Old
Kingdom fashions. Above his head are five vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: "Hor-emakhet, all vegetables to thy beautiful face, all good and pure things to thy Ka, 0 Hor-akhty,
the Great God, Lord of Love ".
This inscription, being practically identical with that in a similar position on Stela "A",
seems to add weight to the theory that the two monuments belong to the same person.
On carefully examining the stela, it will be seen that the bottom of the last line has been
carefully erased, as well as another vertical ro~w of inscription at the back of the figure of
the Prince. Another erasure was made in front of his face, ~pparently to obliterate a cartouche.
Thus, this Prince should have been of true royal descent, as wc often find the names of
King's children enclosed in a cartouche.
The Sphinx lies upon a high pedestal, as in Stela "A", and is clad in the same manner,
except that here the beard is of the straight type. Between the paws of the Sphinx is a small
statue of Amenhotep Il, above which is inscribed: "The Good God, the Lord of the Two Lanas,
Aa-kheperu-Ra, beloved of Hor-em-akhet". Above the Sphinx is a hawk with outspread wings,
grasping the ankh in its talons; in front of it is inscribed: "Horus Behdet, Lord of Heaven,
the Great God of the parti-coloured Plumage".
Beyond this inscription is the" Nefer" sign and the Sacred Eye, as on Stela " A". Above
the back of the Sphinx are four vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: " Words spoken by
Hor-akhty: '0 beloved son of my body, Lord of the Two Lands, Aa-kheperu-Ra, I have
given to thee all life, welfare and health '."

(I) :For actual 'pccimcn, of the:;e bead necklaces, see the jewels of Tutankhamon in the Cairo Museum; also CARTER, "The Tomb
of Tutallkhamon H, Vo\. n, PI. LXXI.
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Behind the Sphinx stands a god, having the body of a man and the head of a hawk, crowned
with the solar disk and uraeus. He carries the Was-sceptre in his right hand, and the ank!1
in his left one. Above him is in:;;cribeil: "May he give life and welfare like Ra".
The middle registcr is vcry narrow, amI in it are i1isplayed examples of different
kinds of offering:;;. The bottoJll register is o('('upied by nine horizontal tOWS of hieroglyphs
which read ;-"An offering which thc King gives, and Hor-akhty, the great God of the Parti-coloured
Plumage, Hor-em-akhet, presiding over the Setepet: may he give offerings of bread, beer,
water, breeze, incense and oil to the Ka of ... welfare and life, great of love ... among the nohles,
he who enters into the presence of his Father without heing announced (i,e. he is free to enter
into the presence of the King without the formality of an announcement), acting as bodyguard
to the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, beloved, he who is in the heart ... per em Khent ; everybody looks at him, whose dignity is among the multitude. The people speak according to his
words, everybody becomes silent when he fortells ... President of the Stables (1) of the Lord
of the Two Lands, the Chief Overseer of the Horses, the Judge and Vi;~ier, he who is attached
to Nekhen, the Priest of the Goddess Maat, the Mouth who Pacifies the Whole Land, kind
when he hears the words of a messenger ... the Hereditary Prince, the Count, the Sem-priest,
the Director of Every· Kilt, the Divine Father, beloved of the God, the Sole Confidant of the
Great Palace, he who walks to the splendid staircase .. he who knows what is right when thinking
of the tribute, pure of arms under the incense-burner, he pacifies Him Who separates the Sky
from the Earth, with nice aTms when he adores the God on the day of ... House of Osiris ...
pure of fingers, Master of the Secrets of the Temple of Ptab, in the procession of Him Who had
begotten the Gods, the Sem-Priest in the House of Seker ... Horus ... in this place; may you
praise the King, Lord of Eternity, Hor-em-akhet. An o~ering which the King gives ... the
Divine Egg which comes out of him, may you pronounce his noble name ... "
Stela " C" (Fig. 69) was found smashed into fragments; the top right-hand corner is still
missing. It consists of a rectangular panel surrounded by a raised frame, and surmounted
by a cavetto cornice and torus moulding. The figures on the panel are beautifully carved in
relief. The right side of the frame is badly damaged; it bears a vertical row of hieroglyphs,
the remains of which read: " . . . coming out of his body, Amen-em-Apt".
A vertical row of hieroglyphs on the left-hand side of the frame reads: "The King's Attendant on Land and Water,.)Vho is never separated from the steps of the Lord of the Two Lands
(i.e. who follows him everywhere), Great of Praise in the King's House, the Possessor of Love
into the Palace, the King's Son, his beloved, Amen-em-Apt".
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The right side of the top of the frame is missing, and the remaining portion bears the part
of the sun-disk and a uraeus in the centre, while facing it is a human-handed Sphinx holding
a libation jar. This Sphinx is clad in the same manner as those on Stelae "A" and "B", but
has a straight beard and no Atef-crown. Behind it is inscribed: "Hor-akhty" in very large
hieroglyphs.

FIG. 69.-THE STELA "0"

OF PRINCE AMEN-EM-ApT

The panel is divided into two registers, the upper one bearing a scene in which the
young Prince, presumably Amen-en-Apt, is presenting lotus-fiowel~s and incense to the
Sphinx, before which is a statue of a king. Unfortunately, the part of the stone which bore
the upper part of this representation of the king's statue, and the cartouches (if any), is
lacking. The Sphinx lies upon a high pe r1estal, and is clad in a similar mannf'r to the preceding examples, -with the exception that in this case, the Atef-crown is surmounted by the solar
hawk. Above the back of the Sphinx hovers a vulture.
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Behind the prince if! an attendant bearing two tall bouquets of flowers, elabora,tel.v arranged
to incorporate the ankh-sign into their design. At the top of the register is the convent.ional
symbol of the sky F=l, the ends of which are supported upon Was-sceptre
Above the head of
the Prince were three vertical rows of hieroglyphs, the upper parts of which haye disappeared
with the break in the stone, and the lower part of the middle one has been carefully erased.
The remaining signs read: " . . . the Hereditary Prince, the Count".

1.

Above the vulture is a horizontal row of hieroglyphs, reading: "Nekhbet, the White
One of Nekhen, Mistress of Heaven". In front of the vulture is a short inscription, reading:
"Mistress of the Gods". Above the back of the Sphinx a horizontal row of hieroglyphs
reads: " Protection, life, stability, welfare and health behind him like Ra".
The lower part of the panel bears a representation of what appears to be the same Prince
burning intense before the Goddess 18is, who is enthroned within a shrine. Can this be an
indication that 18is was already being worshipped in the small temple near the Great Pyramid
(see p. HO ff) ~ F'rom the roof of the shrine depend lotus-flowers and buds, and the pillars upholding it have lotus capitals and Hathorian abaci. The Goddess, who is seated upon a low-backed
throne, wears upon her head the disk and horns and a uraeus. She holds the Was-sceptre in her
left hand and the ankh-sign in her right one; while before the shrine i~ set a table of offerings.
The Prince stands facing the Goddess, he wears the side-lock of youth, and is clad in a short
kilt, reminiscent of the shendyt of the Old Kingoom. Behind him are two attendants
carrying offerings of game, flowers and vegetables. Underneath this scene are two horizontal
rows of hieroglyphs, reading :-.
" An offering which the King gives, and Hor-em-akhet, the Great God, Lord of Heaven:
that he may give him praise before the King, and his love to him who is in the palace, who is on
earth, following his Ra, in the favour of the Good God, to the Ra of the one who follows the King
in his footsteps, he whom Horus in His Palace (the Ring) loves, the beloved of his brothers ... "
At the back of the shrine is a vertical inscription, reading: "The Mistress of the Gods,
the Only One in Heaven without equal, the Daughter of Atum". In front of the Goddess is
inscribed: "Isis the Great, the Divine Mother". To the extreme right of the 8tela, behincl
the second attenoant, is a vertical row ofhieroglyphs, reading: " The excellent egg which comes
forth from ... (Amen-em) - Apt ".
Here, then, we have no cloubt as to the name and rank of the owner ofthe stela. Now, the
question is : Who are the Princes represented upon these stelae? Are they the same person, or
are they three different youths, perhaps brothers ~ Let us consider the evidence of Stela " A".
We learn from it that a young prince of personable appearance, presented offerings' to the
Sphinx and to a statue of Amenhotep Il, and that some malicious person erasecl the identity of
this prince, but took great care not to injure any divine name or symbol. This enemy was not
an Atonist, as can be gathered from the fact that the name of Amon is uninjured.
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Now let us look at the evidence of Stela "B". Here we fimI a young Prince represented,
who closely resembles the one on Stela "A" (I), and who also honours the Sphinx and a
statue of Amenhotep H. This Prince, who, by the evidence of his side-lock, has not yet come of
age, was represented on a stela inscribed with many high and important titles. The inscription
above the head of the Prince is practically identical with that in t~le same position on Stela " A ".
and this weighs heavily in the favour of the two monuments belonging to the same person.
This st.ela has also suffered mutilation at the hands of some person whose sole aim was to destroy
the identity of the Prince; religious fanaticism was not responsible for this outrage, afl .no divine
symbols have been injured. Before this Prince's face was a cartouchc, the outlines of which
are still recognizible.
Stela "C" shows a Prince, who appears to he the same as those depicted on Stehe "A" and
"B", but whose name, Amen-ern-Apt, has been overlooked by his enemies in two places, that is
to say on the frame of the stelae ; elsewhere it has been erased. This Prince is also represented
as honouring the Sphinx and a king's statue, the name of which, though lost, does not seem
to have been wantonly erased. This Prince also honours the Goddess lsis.
Now let us see what conclusions we can draw:(1) The three stelae are similar in style and workmanship.
(2) They all belong to the same period.

(3) The name of the Prince is given in one instance as Amen-ern-Apt.
(4) This youth was a King's Son and also held other high titles.
(5) In one instance the erased name of the Prince was enclosed in a cartouche.

(6) On two occasions the Princes are definitely presenting offerings to the statue of Amenhotep Il as well as to the Sphinx.
(7) The names of these princes were erased by a personal enemy, who held no spite against

the Gods or the King.
Taking all these things into consideration, it would seem that the Prince represented on
Stelae "B" and "C" is the same person, a son of Amenhotep Il, and perhaps the Crown Prince.
The Prince on Stela "A" may well be the same person, or perhaps a brother. If this is true,
then the most. likely person to have erased their names was Thothmes IV, their younger brother.
When we come to consider the inscription on the Granite Stela, we shall see that the Sphinx
speaks to Thothmes in a dream, and makes a bargain with him, to the effect that if he, the
Prince, will clear away the sand which is encumbering his image, the Sphinx will give him the

------------(1) As the Egypt,ian artist" at this [l:Jriotl p~rtieularly were apt to t~eat fle fe~tures of fleir subjects somewhat con·
vl'ntionally on the reliefs, too muo\ IVcig\t mu~t not bJ given to t:le similarity of the feature3 of Llle Princes.
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Crown ofEgypt. Clearly then, Thothmes was not the Heir to the Throne, if he were, the promise
of the Sphinx would have been meaningless, for he would have automatically become king on the
death of his father. We may suppose, then, that these elder brothers stood in the way
of bis ambitions, and that Thothmes removed them in some way, either by death or disgrace, and then obliterated their names, in order that their very memories might be forgotten.
He may even have fabricated the story of his dream in order to justify his action, and this
would account for the promptitude with which he fulfilled his part of the 'bargain'.
In support of this tlwory, we know that Amenhotep II had several sons, and in his "Hi~lory
01 Egypt" (Vol. Il, p. 165), Petrie says: "Probably there were five or seven other sons of
Amenhotep Il, for in the tomb of the tutor of Tbothmes IV, Hek-er-neheh, (L.D. Ill, 69 ), where
Thothmes is a boy on the tutor's knee, tbere arc several otber king's sons repreRented;
unhappily all their names have been erased, and from the absence of any other mention of
them, it would seem as if their royal brother was unkind to their memory, ifnot to themselves".
I am afraid that this theory does not present Thot.lunes IV in a very favourable light, and
if he was not actually a wholesale murderer (and there seems to be grounds for supposing that
be was), at least be was a cold-hearted egoist. Perhaps he was t,he cause of the sadness which
bis mother, Queen Tyaa, complailJ.s in the inscription on her statue (1).
A similar case of erasure of nallie::; occurs at Kal'l1ak when, in the Nineteenth Dyna::;ty, the
name and portrait of a ::;on of Seti I, perhaps all elder brother of H.ameses Il, were removed
from the battle scenes of Seti I (2).
But to return to the unfortunate Prinee Amen-em-Apt ; be apparently upheld the family tradition of visiting the Sphinx and dedicating stelae, so we may suppose that he was also a hunter in
the Valley of Gazelles. Probably he and his brothers used to hunt regularly in this district, and
among their number was the sly and secretive youth who was afterwards to become Thothmes IV.
Tbe Granite Stela which he erected between the paws of the Sphinx preserves for us the story
of an adventure which is supposed to have befallen him on one of these bunting expeditions,
wbile be was still a prince. It runs as follows (PI. XL) (3):_
( 1)
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not of royal blood, anoth3r r~ason why Thothmes was not the true Heir Apparent.
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" Year I, third month of the first season, day 19, under the }Iajesty of Horus, the Mighty
Bull, begetting radiance, (the Favourite) of the Two Goddesses, enduring in Kingship like Atum,
the Golden Horus, Mighty of Sword, repelling the Nine Bows; the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Men-kheperu-Ra, the Son of Ra, Thothmes IV, Shining in Diadems; belovtd of (Amon),
given life, stability and dominion, like Ra, for ever.
" Live the Good God, the Pon of Atum, Protector of Hor-akhty, Living Image of the AllLord Sovereign, Begotten of Ha, Excellent Heir of Kheperi, beautiful of face like his father, who
came forth equipped with the form of Horus upon him, a King who ... favour with the Ennead
of the Gods; who purifies Heliopolis, who satisfies Ra ; who beautifies Memphis, who presents
Truth to Atum, who offers it to Him who is South of His "Vall (Ptah), who makes a monument
by daily offering to the God who created all things, seeking benefits for the Gods of the South
and the North, who builds their hOll:;es of limestone, who endows all their offerings, Son of Aturn
of His Body, Thothmes IV, tlhiniug in Diadems like Ha, Heir of Horlls UpOll His Throne,
l\Ien-kheperu-Ha, given life.
"When His Majesty was a striplillg, like Horus, the Youth iil KlwllIlllis, hi:; beaut.y was
like the Protector of His Father (I), he seemed like the God himself. The army rejoiced
because of loVf: for him, and he repeated the eircuit of his might like the Son of NLlt
and all the princes and all the great ones . . .
"Behold, he llid a thing which gave him pleasure upon the highlands of the 1\Iemphite
Nome, upon its southern amI northenl road shooting at a target with copper bolts, hunting
lions and the small game of the desert, coursing in his chariot, hi:; hor:;es being swifter
than the 'winll, together with two of hi:; followers, whilE. not a soul knew it.
" Now, when his hour came for giving rest to his followers, it was always at the Setepet
(Sanctuary ofHor-em-akhet), beside Seker in Hostaw, Rennutet in Iat-Ta-Mut (?) ... in the desert
(or necropolis), Mut of the Northern ... (Neit ?), Mistress of the Southern Wall (2). Sekhmet,
presiding over the i\'Iountain, the tlplwdid Place of the Beginning of Time, opposite the Lords of
Kher-aha (Babylon), the sacred road of the Goll:; to the Western Necropolis of Iwn (Heliopolis).
" Now, the very great statue of Kheperi rests in this place the great in power, tIle
splendid in strength, upon which the shadow of Ra tarries. The quarters of Memphis,
and all the cities which are by him come to him, raising their hands for him in praise to
his face, bearing oblations for his Ka.

(l) A title of Horus.
(2) Or Mistress of all North of the Sl>uthern Wall.

ROYAI~
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" One of those days it came to pass that the King's Bon Thothmes came, coursing at the
time of mid-day, and he rested in the shadow of this Great God. Sleep seized him at the hour
when the sun was in its zenith, and he found the Majesty of this Revered God speaking with
his own mouth, as a father. speaks with his son, saying: ' Behold thou me, my son, Thothmes.
1 am thy father, Hor-em-akhet-Kheperi-Ra-Atum; 1 will give to thee my Kingdom upon earth
at the head of the living. Thou shalt wear the White Crown and the Red Crown upon the
Throne of Geb, the Hereditary Prince. The land shall be thine, in its lengt h and in its breadth,
that which the eye of the All-Lord shines upon. The food of the Two Lands shall be thine, the
great trihutc of all countries, the duration of a long period of years. My face is directed to
you, my heart is to you; Thou shalt be to me the protector of my affairs, becausc I am ailing
in all my limbs. Thc sands of the Sanctuary, upon which 1 am, have rea(:hed me; turn to
me in order to do what I desire. I know that thou art my SOll, my protector; behold;
I am with thee, I am thy leader'.
"\Vhen he had finished this speech, tIle King's t)01l awoke, hearing this ... , he understood
the words of the God, and he put them in his heart. He said: 'Come, let us lmstel1 to our houses
in the city; they shall protect the oblations for this God which wc bring for him (or tlw,t wc
may protect
. and that wc may bring): oxen . . . and all young vegetables; and wc shall
give praise to \Vcnnefer . . . Kbafra, the statue made for Atum-Hor-elll-akhet . . . '."
1'lJOthmes IV also dedicated a fine series of stelae whiell seem to Imvc bCCll originally set
up in one of the mud-brick protective walls which he built around the Sphinx. Of this series
of stelae, we have recovered eleven in our excavations. They are of lilllestone, roundtopped,' and measure on an average about 65 X 45 cm. Eaeh one bears a representation of Tbothmes I V, sometimes alone, and sometimes aeeompanied by Queen Nefel'tari,
presenting offerings to various gods and goddesses. These deities arc as follows:~
(l) Thoth, Lord of Khemellew, Wazit, ::\listress of Pe allu Dep (PI. XLI, a, b), ,tlId
Horus of Nekhehw (1'1. XLII).

(2) Seker, the Great Gou, Lord of Shtyt, Amoll-Ha, Lord of ... (PI. XLIII, a, b).
(3) Seshat, Mistress of Writing, Hathor, }Iistress of tbe Sycamore
Hathor, Mistress of Inerty (PI. XLV).
(4) Aturn, Lord of Iwn (Heliopolis), Ptall,
of lat-ta-Mut (PI. XVII) (1).
~--------------

(PI. XLIV a, b),

Lord of Truth (PI. XLVI, a, u), Rellllutct,

._--~---~-_._----~--

----.----- ------

(I) This is the same form of Rennutet a3 mentioned on the Granite Stcla of Thothllle, IV.
harvest, and was perhaps worshipped here to induce the barren land to bear crops.

She was the G.lJ<Jess of the
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While conducting his excavations around the Sphinx, lVI. Baraiz~ found three more stelae
belonging to this series. They bear the representation of Thothmes IV presenting offerings
to the following gods :(1) Ptah (PI. XLVI b),

(2) Isis, Mistress of Heaven (PI. XLVIII).

(3) A Goddess
whose identification is impossible, owing to damage to the stop.e, which has obliterated
both the characteristic head-dress of the Goddess and the inscription giving her name
(PI. XLIX).
Two other specimens from the same series were found by the Von Seiglin Expedition (I).
The deities represented upon them are: Hor-em-akhet and Mut.
Still another stela from this same series is at present in the collection of M. Albert
Eid, of the Khan-el-Khalili, Cairo. On it is a representation of Thothmes IV presenting
flowers to Ra-Atum, who is represented as wearing the Double Crown, and is in full
human form.
These stelae are of special interest, for they provide us with the names of the gods
worshipped in this district; but the list is by no means complete; Osiris and Sekhmet,
for example, who are known to have had shrines here, are omitted. Perhaps the stelae
dedicated to them are destroyed, or are still awaiting discovery, if they are not lying
neglected and forgotten in some foreign collection.
In spite of the suspicions which we may harbour against Thothmes IV, we
must admit "that he did more than any other monarch towards the clearance of
the Sphinx, though this is probably due to his desire to appear as though he were
under an obligation to the God for his Kingship; an insistence on the fact that he had
gained the throne by the express command of the Sphinx. Amenhotep III built the
Temple of Luxor as a similar thank-offering to Amon-Ra, and also, let us whisper in the
hope that the priests would overlook the fact that the King's Mother was a foreign woman,
and not a daughter of the true solar blood!
A rnenltol(;]J

Ill:

Amenhotep Ill, the son and successor of Thothmes IV, was also a great hunter,
and was very proud of his skill in that sport, for he issued two scarabs, one
inscribed with an account of how he had killed 102 fierce lions during ten years of

{I} HOLSCHEU, "iJU8

Grabdenkmal des KU/ligs Chephren ", p. lOll.
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his reign; and the other describing a wild cattle hunt which he lUldertook.
translation of this latter scarab runs a~ follows (Fig. 70) (1) : " Year 2 under the Majesty of King
Amenhotep, given life, and the Great
King's 'Wife, Tiy, living like Ra. Marvel
which happened to His Majesty. One
came to say to His Majesty: 'There are
wild cattle upon the highlands, as far as
the region of Sheta '.

-I

The

t • e_
<:::> 11

"His Majesty sailed downstream in
the royal barge' Khammat' at the time
of evening, beginning the goodly way,
and arriving at the region of Sheta at the
time of morning.
"His Majesty appeared upon a
horse (2), his whole army being behind
him. The commanders and the eitizens
of all the army in its entirety, and the
children with them, were commanded to
keep watch over the wild cattle. Behold,
His' Majesty commanded to cause that
these wild cattle be surrounded by a wall
with an enclosure. His Majesty commanded to count all these wild cattle.
Statement thereof: 107 wild cattle. Statement of that which His Majesty captured
in the hunt on this day: 56 wild cattle.

FIG. 70.-AN INSCRIBED SCARAB OF A~1ENH()TEP

J II

" His Majesty tarried four days to give fire to his horses. His Majesty appeared. upon
a Lorse a second time. Statement of these wild cattle which His Maje~ty captured in the bunt:
~o wild cattle: Total: 76 ,vild cattle"
Breasted thinks that this hunt took place in some spot that could. be reached. in a night
from Memphis (3), and in this case, it could easily he the Valley of Gazelles, tile usual lOyal
hUIlting-ground..
(1) BltEASTEU, "Ancient Record" ", Vo!. If, p. 34;;.
(') A curious statemcnt, a, the Egyi;tia,Jl-; 'eldolll ro,Ic Iwr.<eua<:k. Are we to a-;:;uUle LhaL he
follow the A-;iatic cllstom of his Mot.her', people, and ridc hi, horsCs ?
(3) !3l1EASTED,

"Ancient Records ", Vo!. H, pp, 34;;, 34G.

IIlC,lIl-;

a chariot, or uid Alllcuhotcl' III
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With regard to th~ scarab recording the lion hunts in the text, does not mention any
special locality, and as the eY(;l1t~ recorded are spread over a number of years, wc may conclude
that all the lions were not shot in one place, hut without douht, some of the lions of
the Valley of Gazelles are included in the number of the slain. The text of this scarab runs
as follows (.Fig. 71) :-._.
" Live (here follow~. his official titles) Amenhotep, Ruler
of Thehes, given life, and the Great King's W"ife, Tiy, who
liveth. Statement. of lions which His Majesty brought down
v,'ith his own arrows, from year I to year 10: fierce lions,
102 (1) ."
Another monument of Amenhotep lIT, whit:h ::ieCIllS to
suggest that he visited the Rphinx, is cl, stela disco\'el'f~d by
the \'011 8eiglin Expedition, on which i.s cut the Cartouche of
AUlCllhotep HT (2). The scene on this stela repl'csE'nts a
young, naked hoy i tl the act of offering lot llS- flowers to the
f:oipLinx. The latter lies UpOll the usual high pc(lestal, and
is crowncd with a solar disk, flanked by two unwl. Above
the heacl of the boy was a,n inscription, but it is defaced,
with the exception of the ::;ign ~ , pa.
FIG. 71.-A

SCARAB RECORDINU,

LiON HUNTS

was a statue of a king
but it has been ~rased.
as a young boy refers to
wllen he succeeded to the

Apparently there

hetween the paWH of thE' Sphinx,
This rcprE'sentation of the King
the fact that he was still a minor
throne.

queen Tiy, the fa\'ourite wife of Amellhotep Ill, was represented in the form of a. female
Sphinx (see p. 185).

Aklwnaton:
With regard to Akhellaton, we uo not know for ccrtain if he ever visited this district.
It is quite likely tllat he visite(l Hcliopolis and Memphi:5 (where monuments, depicting him
accompanied by his ro-regent and successor, Semenkh-ka-Ha, have been found) and it is
significant that we have representations of him in the form of a. sphinx (sce p. 180). Also
in most cases, his iconoclasts have spared the imagp, of the Sphinx e). Therefore, it is also
possible that he came here on pilgrimage, but it is very unlikely that. he indulged in any hunting,
such a pastime being foreign to his nature and his creed.
(1) BREASTED,

ib'id, pp. 34(i,347.

(2) HOLSCHElt,

"Das Grabdenkmal des J«(mi(Js Cltephren ", p. 107.

(3) H ii pyqiblc t!lat, on t~1a rare occ:uion', where we fiml a Sp'tinx era,ed, that it wai donc after the rc-action again_t
ba::! set in, and every symb:>l remotely connected with the hat,ed cult W'H dC3lroyed by the murc fanatical reactionaries.

Atoni~m
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'l'utankhamon :

Tutankhamon, the hrother and son-in-law of Akhenaton, 'vas a child of some ten or eleven
years oIel when he came to the throne, :1l1d his mummy ~,p.ems to indicate that he was not more
than nineteen years old at the time of his death. Notwithstanding his youth, and the
politieally trouhlous times in which he lived, the young King carried on the royal traclitions,
and was an ardent sportsman. His funerary equipment affords us ample proof that he
was a mighty hunter, and his tomb contained a profusion of hows, arrows, hoomerangs,
hunting knives, etc. ; while even his perfume-jar bears scenes of hounds pulling down wild
beasts of the desert, and the embroidery on his linen tunic has for a motif similar scenes,
interspersed with female Sphinxes (see p. l89).
The lid of a wooden casket from his tomb shows on one side a panel, beautifully painted in
miniature with a representation of Tutankhamon 1111llting lions. The King is mounted in his
chariot, and is accompanied by a powerful hound, which boldy attacks the lions wounded by
the King's arrows. These animals are drawn with a stark realism and fidelity to nature, which
is simply amazing (1). The other side of the lie1 of this casket bears a hunting scene, in which
the King is shown in pursuit of antelopes, wild asses, hyenas, ostriche;,:, etc.
It is hardly surprising, then, to find that Tutankhamon was among those rulers, who had
visited the Sphinx for the combined purposes of pilgrimage and hunting (and let us add that the
latter reason was probably the far stronger one !). Moreover, he did not fail to dedicate a steIa.
to the Sphinx, the fragments of which came to light in our excavations (Fig. 72).

FIG.

72.-PART OF A STELA DEDICATED TO THE SPHINX BY TUTANKHAMON

------------------------------_._---{'} CAnTER... Tl;e Tond, 01 Tutonkhamon", \'01.

1I, PI. lIT.
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This stela., which bore a representation of Tutankhamon and his young Queen, Ankhcsnamon adoring the Sphinx, has suffered wilful damage, probably at the hands of some fanatical
Atonist, enraged at thc King's return to the old religion. The stela had been smashed to pieces,
and the faces of the King and Queen, the figure of the God, and the name of Amon (occurring
in the Queen's cartouche), 'were roughly hacked out. In fact, the Queen seems to have been
more thoroughly damaged than the King, whether by chance, or for some special reason,
it is difficult to say.
Another monument of Tutankhamon
was found by M. Baraize in a small
mud-brick structure lying a little to the
south-west of the Khafra Valley Temple.
Here, a stone doorway, which had been
usurped by Rameses Il, was found on
careful examination to bear an inscription
of Tutankhamon. In it he refers to
the Sphinx under the name of Hwrna.
This appellation of the Sphinx, and its
connection with the Canaanite settlers in
Egypt, will be discussed in a.nother place
(Fig. n).

FIG.

73.-A

STONE DOORWAY OF TUTANKHAMON,
MaNUM f:NT \ISURPEn R\: R.AM RSES II

It is very probable that the building
in which it was found, as well as some of
those in the immediate neighbourhood of
the Sphinx, were the IJabita.tions of the
priests, n.nd at the same time contained a
suit of rooms suitable to accommodate
the Kings and their entourages when
they came here on their hunting trips.
In this raparity, they would almost be
the prototypes of the more modern dcsert
monastericR, which, while serving as
a habitation for the priests, were yet
capable of accommodating travellers.

The building in question even contained a bath, and it must have given great pleasure
to the royal hunter, coming in all hot from the chase, to plunge into this brimming basin,
and scrub off the dust and grime.
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Another very interesting proof of the young Tutankhamon's presence in this neighbourhood is the beautiful fan of gold and ostrich feathers, which was found in his tomb (I).
On one side of this fan, the King is seen in his chariot, hunting ostriches. On the other
side, he is shown returning home in triumph with the coveted plumes tucked under his arm,
while his attendants are carrying the dead birds. On the handle is an inscription, which states
that this episode took place in the" Eastern Desert of Heliopolis".
Perhaps it was a visit to Giza which inspired Tutankhamon to have himself represented
as a Sphinx trampling upon his enemies as seen on the ends of the painted casket,
referred to above.
King Ay :

King Ay, the successor of Tutankhamon, dedicated a stela in the Temple of Isis, Mistress
of the Pyramids, recording an endowment of land given by him to one of his officials.
The text reads

e) :-
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"Year 3, third month of tIle third scaRon, first clay, (here follows tIw official titulary of
the King) of King Ay, given life. This day, One (t,he King) was in Memphis, and His
Majesty commalHlcd to establish the land of reward to the stranger man, called Teta-Ta for
his wife Mllt-nezmet. It was laid out in the district north of the Field of the Hittites, in
the domain of the House of Thothmes I and the House of Thothmes IV, being a field of
IG4 aromas (I) to thc south of the House of Thothmes IV, its north being the Temple of
Ptah and the House of Thothmes I which is surrounded by the canal, its west being in the
great eastern d~sert, in which thc House of Thothmes I is surrounded by the canal. The Royal
Scribe, and the Chicf of the Granaries, Rames, and the Royal Scribe Meri-Ra and the
Scribc, Thay, came for this business and ordered the Chief Servant, Ra, to establish it. "
This reference to the "Field of the Hittites" is tantalizing. We know that the Hittites
were one of the peoples conquered by Thothmes UL Was this" Field of the Hittites " an
estate worked by these people, brought here as prisoners of war? There is also another
possibility. It was the custom of Thothmes UI to bring back the young princes of the nations
he had conquered and educate them in Egypt; sending them back to their own countries
to rule as his vassals when their education was completed, thus spreading the influence of
Egyptian culture and ideas, and at the same time developing a better understanding between
the conquerers and the conquered.
In this case the" Field of the Hittites " may pcrhaps represent the estates allotted to these
princes, for they would have almoHt certainly received their education at Heliopolis, the
chief educational and theological centre throughout all the periods of Egyptian history.
But whatever may have been the origin of the name" Field of the Hittites ", the chief point
of interest in this inscription is that it introduces to us the fact that at this time foreigners
were settling in tbis district, and even receiving royal grants of land. Later, we shall see that
a colony of people from Canaan were living in a district not far from the Great Spbinx itself.
The fact that King Ay presented this man with land, suggests that he may have been
staying in this district, and Teta-Ta eitber entertained bim or rendered him some service which
demanded a liberal rcvvard. So perhaps we may be allowed to include Ay, as one of the
royal huntsmen.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------_.
(I) About 109 acres.
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A plate of engraved gold, which formed part of the decoration of a quiver of King Ay,
shows that Monarch driving in his chariot, and shooting at a rectangular target set. upon
a post. Tied to this post are two foreign prisoners, while a negro and an Asiatic kneel below
the King's horses, imploring his mercy. Behind the chariot runs the King's hunting honnd
and an attendant with a fan. It would seem that the decoration of this quiver is symbolical.
The figures of the foreigners remind us that Ay was a former Chief of the Cavalry, while the
presence of the hound suggests that he was also a huntsman, and the quiver itself woulcl have
been equally necessary to him in either war or the chase e).
The fact that some faience rings bearing the name of Ay were found in the Temple of Isis
beside the Great Pyramid seems to suggest that he was popular in this district. If, as seems
likely, these rings are really contemporary with the kings whose names they bear, they are
valuable evidences for fixing the date of any monument.in which they are found. As regards
their purpose, they may have been made to commemorate a royal visit, and were perhaps
distributed among the officials and notable. Or they may bear the name of popular kings
and were made and sold by the priests of certain shrines having some connection with
these kings.

lIor-em-heb:
Similar rings, bearing the name of Ror-em-heb, were also found in this same Temple of Isis,
thus connecting this King with the Giza district; but up till now, no inscriptions of Ror-em-heh
have come to light there, so we cannot say in what capacity he came. As he was no longer
young when he came to the throne, it is doubtful if he availed himself of a good day's
sport then; but in his younger days, when he was still an army officer of high rank and had
his head-quarters at Memphis, he may well have been a member of many a merry huntingparty in the Valley of Gazelles.
The first King of the Nineteenth Dynasty, Rameses I, also seems to have been an old
man at the time of his accession, and it is very doubtful if in his short reign of two 01
little more years, he pai~ any lengthy visits to the northern parts of his kingdom. Therefore,
it was his famous son, Seti I, who was to lead his dynasty in the combined pleasure trips
and pilgrimages to the Sphinx.

Seti I:
If we may judge by the evidence of the inscribed limestone door-posts which bear his
name, Seti I added the south-western chamber and staircase to the Temple of Amenhotep IT,
(I)

VAN DE WALLE.

"Chroni'lue d'Egypte n, No. 26, p. :!50.

9
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and also dedicated a stela in this temple. This stela, which is of limestone (Figs, 74, 75)
is rather badly damaged, for it was made in two parts, and the smaller slab of stone,
which formed the righthand edge, is lacking;
while the surface of the
remaining stone has considerably flaked away.
Its present measurement
is about 1'20 metres high
and 0'80 metre wide. It
was originally divided into
t.hree registers, the upper
'one of which is totally
defaced.
The mid dIe
register shows Seti I in a
hunting scene. The Pharaoh is on foot, which is
unusual, as the kings were
accustomed to use their
chariots for hunting; perhaps he was shown thus
in order to prove his
courage to the people as
a man who dared to attack
the savage lion without
even the slight protection
of his chariot, or the easy
means of escape afforded
by the swiftness of his
FIG. 74.-THE STELA, No. 80, OF SETI I
horses. He is armed with
a bow and arrows, and is taking careful aim at a mixed group of oryx and lions in front of
him, The anima.l of which there were apparently some more on the missing slab, fall into
agonized attitudes, pierced by his arrows. Behind the King is a large ankh-sign, provided
with human arms and hands and carrying a long-handled fan (1). Above it is a vertical
row of hieroglyphs, reading: "Given life, stability and dominion behind him for ever".
n

,

Above the head ef the King is a horizontal row of hieroglyphs, reading: "Given life,
like Ra, for ever". In front of the King are sevan vertical rows of hieroglyphs which
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read: " His Majesty goes forth to shine like Ra, when (he rises in the sky). Now, he saw
a great wild lion, as when the divine hawk sees a hoopoe; he saw the bow, then he
took the arrow of Montu and the
bow of Bastet. He killed (the lion)
in a moment, because he is Ra, beloved of his father, Amon. This has
been done in truth, in the presence
of the officials of the palace.
They shouted to the Lord of the
Lands, and their voices reached to
heaven ".
The lower half of the stela bears
seven horizontal rows of hieroglyphs, reading:". . . giving life to the Two
Lands, the two goddesses, called
Renewing Births, powerful of arm,
he who defeats the Nine Bows, the
Golden Horus, He who is repeating
Appearances, mighty of bows in
all the lands; the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, (the Son of) Ra,
Lord of Crowns, Seti Mer-en-Ptah,
given life for ever, like Ra.
"He made it (l:.e. the stela) as
his mom~ment for his father, Hwl,
Hor-em-akhet; he made... He
went forth to promote the places
where the people pray. The Good
God, the mighty and valiant
on the horses in the fighting of
h u n d re d t h 0 usa n d . . . his
soldiers, he who conquers with his
arm, and shouts in front ... of the
cavalry . . . all the foreign lands.

FIG.

75.-THE STELA,

No. 80,

O:F SETI

I
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Who is coming . . . strong, courageous of heart. . . in the midst of the soldiers, beautiful in
front of them (like) Amon-Ra when he rises in the sky . . . at the head of the battle in every
foreign land . . . the rebels. ';Yho is conquering (?) Paw-na-mer . . . troops; clever in holding
his bow, he forces the Asiatics back; who is standing in th~ battlcdielcl with the power of his
father Amon, who is assigning to him victory. "
This is perhaps the only monument we have which reveals Seti in the light of a huntsman,
or refers to his relaxation from the affairs of the kingdom; and although he says that he
kills the lion in truth, it is more probable that Seti hunted here in order to keep alive the royal
traditions of the great days of the Empire, which he was so anxious to revive rather than
for the love of sport itself.
The limestone door-jambs of the south-western chamber in the Temple of Amenhotep II,
referred to above, bear vertical inscriptions, that on the right-hand jamb, reading:
" ... Men-l\'laat-Ra, given life for ever" (PI. L, a, b).
On the right-hand thickness is inscribed: "The Son of Ra, Lord of Crowns, Seti
Mer-en-Ptab; he made it as his monument for his father, Hwl". On the left-hand
jamb is inscribed: "Horus, the Strong Bull, he who maintains life in the Two Lands,
Men-Maat-Ra, given life ".
The left-hand thickness bears the following inscription: "Live the Good qod, the Lord
of Weapons, he who tramples hundreds of thousands; a fighting lion upon his feet; the King
of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Lord of the Two Lands, Men-Maat-Ra; he made it as his
monument for his father, Hor-akhty".
Seti also seems to have added the door-posts to the mam entrance, but the jambs were
later usurped by Mer-en-Ptah. The right-hand thickness bears a scene repesenting Seti I,
and the God Hor-akhty embracing each other, while the God presents the symbol of life tu
the King's face (Fig. 76). Hor-akhty is hawk-headed, and crowned with the solar disk
and uraeus; he wears a wide collar and a short kilt.
Seti wears tbe Kheperesh helmet, a wide collar and bracelets, a short kilt with an ornamental apron, over _which is a long full skirt of transparent material. Above their heads are the
lower parts of two vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: " (I) . . . Seti (Mer)-en-Ptah, given
life like Ra, every day", "(2) Men-Maat (Ra), beloved of Hor-akhty".
Between the King and the God is inscribed: "Life and welfare to thy ... Lord of the
Two Lands, beloved of Ra". At the back of the King is a vertical row of hieroglyphs,
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reading: "All life and protection behind -him, like Ra, for ever". The left-hand thickness bears
a similar scene, but with the figure of a Goddess (Isis ?) substituted for Hor-akhty (Fig. 77).
Above the heads of these figures is inscribed: "Beloved of Hor-em-akhet" "(Like) Ra,
for ever". Between the King and t he Goddess,
and at the back of the King, are vertical
inscriptions, identical with those- appearing in
the same places on the right-hand thickness.
Rameses [1 :

Rameses H, the son of Seti I, also came to
Giza to visit the Sphinx, and left at least four

FIG.

76.-8ETI I AND THE GOD HOR-AKHTY
REPRESENTED EMBRACING EACH OTHER

FIG.

77.-8ETI I AND THE GODDESS ISIS (?)
REPRESENTED EMBRACING EACH OTHER
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stelae as memorials of his presence. Vyse published a reproduction of one of these (I),
but it apparently only represents the upper part of the stela, and shows Rameses burning
incense, and presenting offerings to the Sphinx. The latter is lying upon a high pedestal, in
the side of which is represented a door. The inscriptions, which are apparently not very
well copied, are only giving stereotyped praises of the King and the God Hor-em akhet.
Another of these stelae, now in the British Museum, is inscribed:"Year I under the Majesty of the Horus, the Strong Bnll, beloved of Maat, Nebty,
who protects Egypt, and dominates the foreign countries. Golden Horus, rich in years,
great in victory, King . . . The Good God, renewing as a King, Lord of Strength, valiant
and strong on earth like Montu when he is running; going around on the . . . of the
Nine Bows; pressing the way back; looking after fighting . . . (like) the breath of the
fire when it comes :along and rises ... going through the foreign countries of the end of
the earth; hasting is he, more than the arrow on the bow, he flies like the Golden Falcon
after the ... (running) through the foreign countries like ... like ... the rising of the fire.
The wild lion against the Asiatics, with. the sharp teeth and the sharp claws . . . conquering
without fail, going through combat."
As mentioned before (see p. 8) it would appear as though Rameses II had made some repairs
to the Sphinx, perhaps it was he who added the first coating of masonry of the body and
paws. If this is so, let us hasten to record it in his favour, for unfortunately, it is not often
that we can speak well of Rameses when it comes to the subject of monuments.
M. Baraize found part of a limestone cornice bearing the Cartouche of Rameses I1, but it
is not at all clear if it comes from any of the existing buildings, or from some monument,
now destroyed (see Fig. 14, p. 23).
As already related, Rameses did not scruple to usurp the stone doorway of Tutankbamon.
Indeed there is much evidence of usurpation in this comparatively small group of monuments
around the Sphinx. Even the Stela of Seti I, already alluded. to, was fashioned of slabs
taken from the inner casing of the temple, and mounted on another block bearing inscriptions
relating to Thothmes IV. In this case, however, the known character of Seti I, coupled
with the instances in which he is known to have piously restored ancient monuments, leads
us to suspect that this act of vandalism was carried out without his knowledge. It would
be an easy matter for a dishonest contractor to seize upon any available stone lying to hand,
convert it to his use, and pocket the rlifference which a new stone would have cost in labour

(1) VYSE, "OperatiOn& carried on at the Pyramids in

1837 n, VoI. Ill, p. 117.
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and transport. If the King was only on a brief visit, and would have in all probability
gone back to the capital long before the monument he order6d was well under way, the
deception would pass unnoticed. If, by any chance, he should ever return to inspect the
finished work, the usurped stones would be in their places and be indistinguishable from
new material. But this cannot very well apply to such conspicuous objects as statues
and already existing buildings, and such monuments as Tutankhamon's doorway, and
I am afraid that Rameses II and his son Mer-en-Ptab must be made to bear at least the
greater part of what can only be called their" monumental brigandage ".
But to return to the monuments which Rameses II erected or usurped at the Sphinx,
it will be seen that they refer to him as a warrior, but do not mention any of his sporting
activities. But if he was as bold in civil life
as he was in battle, we can be sure that he
did not hesitate to take full advantage of the
facilities offered by the Giza district; and the
line in the "Poem said to be of Pentaour",
which likens him to "a fierce lion in the
Valley of Gazelles", shows that he must
have been we1J acquainted with the Valley
and its wild denizens.

Mer-en-Ptah :
Mer-en-Ptah left a memento of his visit
to the Sphinx, by usurping the jambs of
the main entrance to the Temple of Amenhotep Il, thus proving himself to be a true
son of his father, Rameses Il. It seems that
he was an elderly man when he came to the
throne, therefore, it is doubtful i.f he indui ged in any strenuous sports (Fig. 78).

Rameses III :
FIG. 78.-JAMBS OF THE MAIN ENTRANCE
We know from the walls of lVIedinet
TO THE TEMPLE OF AMENHOTEP II
Habu that Rameses HI was the great huntsman of the Twentieth Dynasty; therefore, it is not surprising that he was also a visitor
to the Valley of Gazelles. We find his name inscribed on part of a door-jamb belonging

no
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to the Temple of Amenhotep II, but, unfortunately, we did not find any stela or other
inscription giving details of his activities there (Fig. 79).
Rameses IV :

Rameses IV has also left a relic of his activities in the Giza district. It takes the form
of a cylindrical column, on which is inscribed: " ... the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
the Lord of Two Lands, the Lord of Power, the Lord of Offerings, Weser-Ra Setep-enAmon, given life ... (1)".
This monument is interesting as being one of the
very few of those belonging to Rameses IV wbich
appel,ain to the Memphite region.
Rameses VI:

Rameses VI also seems to have been a visitor here,
as we may gather from a fragment of a steIn, bearing
his name and titles, which was discovered near the
Sphinx in 1913.
Pasebekhann (Psousennes) :

Pasebekhanu (Psousenn€s) of the Twenty-first
Dynasty also visited this district. He seems to llave
started rc-Llilding the Temple of Isis which lies to
the east of. the small Pyramid of Khufn's daughter,
Henut-sen ~ ~

r

MlV'M

and which, amalgamated with

the Sphinx, was destined to become a popular place of
worship and pilgrimage during the Saitic Period.

FIG.

79.-A PART OF A DOOR-JAMl3
OF THE TEMPLE OF AMENHOTEP II

(I)

In his" Pyramids and Temples of Giza" (p. 156),
Pctrie says: "Most happily the excavations disclosed
a scene of the King offering to Osiris, and though
much decayed, the cartoucbe was legible, and was in
every hieroglyph, that of Petukhanu (Pasebekhanu) of
the Twenty-first Dynasty. He is represented wearing
the Crown of Lower Rgypt. This, then, gives the
date of the temple, and the character of all the work
agrees well with this epoch".

ef" Zeitschrift fur A[J!J1Jti8che Sprache", Val. XIX, p. 116, C.
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This temple and the stela, which it contained, were found by Mariette in 1858, and the
latter has been one of the stumbling blocks of archooology ever since; for, as we shall see
presently, the stela claims that the temple was found (apparently in ruins) by KilUfu, and was
re-built by him. In which case, it must at the very latest, have been built in the beginning
of the Third Dynasty.
As a matter of fact, we possess theoretical and practical proofs of the falsity of this statement,
which was only made in a later time by the priests, in order to give their sanctuary the reputation
of great age. First, it was dedicated to Isis, Mistress of the Pyramids, but as Khufu was
the first King to build a Pyramid in this district, it is difficult to see why the Goddess should
bear this title. Secondly, the fact that the cult-chapel of the Princess Henut-sen (I), and some
of the Fourth Dynasty mastabas had been usurped in its construction, proves that the temple
1S later than the Old Kingdom.
Most probahly this temple was built during the Eighteenth Dynasty, when the combineu
attractions of the Valley of Gazelles and the Sphinx cult hac] made t.his district popular. The
title" Isis, Mistress of the Pyramid" is probably due to a confusion of the first part of the name
of the Princess (whose cult-chapel, we must remember, forms the nucleus of the temple)
Henut, with the word

l

l

~

~ lwnut, meaning" Mistress", and resultecl in the later Egyptians

identifying the Princess with Isis. It would seem that the cult-chapel ofHenut-sen was repaired
and enlargecl into a temple of Isis, during the early part of the Eighteenth Dynasty, as we can
prove by the presence of faience rings bearings the names of Amenhotep Ill, Tutankhamon,
Ay, and Hor-em-heb, also Seti I and Hameses II of the Nineteenth Dynasty.
According to the late Dr. Ueisner, who excavateu the temple in
sold to pilgrims by the priests.

lU~(j,

these l'lugs Were

The Stela of Prince Amen-ern-Apt (see pp. ~ 8, 8H) shows him presenting offerings to 1sis,
who is enthroned in a shrine having columns with lotus capitals and Hathorian abaci. As the
columns of this temple of 1sis JJave capitals of a similar form, the scene on the stela ·lllay
perhaps be taken to present this sanctuary.
After the reign of Rameses 11, we do not hear any more of the Temple of Isis, until Pasebekhanu, who apparently decided to repair and enlarge it. The work was carried on by one
of his successor, Amen-em-Apt, who continued the structure eastwards from the original Fourth
Dynasty cult chapel (see Plan: PI. LII).

(1) Every pyramid had Oil its castcl'll side a cult-telllple, where the funerary rites

earried out.

of tlw owncr of thc pyramid were

The King's 'pyramids also had mortuary temples situated in the valley for thc worship of the dead Monarch.
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A slab from one of the walls bore a representation of this King presenting offerings to Isis;
and he seems to have been of a pious disposition, for he was one of the Monarchs who were
responsible for the re-bandaging and-safeguarding of the mummies of the High Priest of Amon,
found in the second cache at Deir-el-Bahari in Western. Thebes.

2.---THE TEMPLE OF ISIS IN THE SAITIC PERIOD

Under the Saitic Period, much work was done to the Temple of Isis, as might be expected,
for it was during this time that Egypt experienced a great revival of the old traditions.
It would seem as though the kings of this period sought by restoring the outward appearance
of the Old Kingdom, to restore also the power and prosperity that went with it. So great was
the vogue for Old and Middle Kingdoms styles of Art, that artists took to visiting the ancient
necropoli, in order to study the forms at first hand; moreover, these old necropoli came once
more into favour as places for the better-class burials, and we find many of the gigantic shafts
typical of the age, in the Giza necropolis. The so-called" Campbell's Tomb", north of the
causeway of Khafra, is a good example of this type of burial. Curiously enough, Saitic burial
pits occur in some of the smaller chambers of the Temple of Isis, an unusual thing in Egypt,
and reminiscent of the Christian custom of interring the illustrious dead in cathedrals and
churches.
The temple was now extended eastwards across the wide slireet lying between the lihree
small Pyramids on the west and a row of large, well-built mastabas on the east (PI. LI).
Chambers were actually constructed in the cores of Mastabas Nos. 7130 and 7140
(see Plan: PI. LII), while the extreme eastern hall was built upon the roof of another mastaba.
Moreover, practically all the stones of the masonry had been looted from buildings in the
neighbourhood, and cut to the small size characteristic of this period.
On the northern wall of room " A " is a fine relief, showing a priest kneeling ill adoration
before Isis and the infant Horus (PI. LIII). The work is neatly done and clearly shows the
influence of the Old Kingdom style. The walls of this cha~el also bear many graffiti, recording
the names and professions of visitors, most of whom appear lio have been priests of the neighbouring temples. These graffiti show that there was a revival of the worship of the Fourth
Dynasty kings: Khufu, Khafra, Men-kaw-Ra and Ded-f-Ra. Moreover, they contain what
is apparently the oldest examples of the priests of the Sphinx "Hem-neter Hor-em-akhet".
Chapel" H" contains the remains of some very fine reliefs, still retaining brilliant colouring
in many places (PI. LIV). Among the objects found during the clearance of this temple were
some small limestone sphinxes, and also many statues of the Old Kingdom, which Dr. Reisner
thought were taken from a plundered serdab in order to decorate the temple.
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But by far the most important find was the stela whicll l\1ariette discovered, and which
is now in the Cairo Museum, still wrongly placed among the Old Kingdom objects. It has been
given various names, including the" Stela of Khufu's Daughter" and the" Inventory Stela",
the latter being the more apt, if less romantic-sounding. It is, in fact, a list of the figures of
the Gods which Khufu was supposed to have found when he came to repair the temple.
This stela (Pis. LV, LVI) (1), which is of fine white limestone, measures 70 cm. high
and 42 cm. wide, and consists of a rectangular panel set upright upon a heavy base, and
surrounded on three sides by a frame raised 10 cm. from its surface. This frame and
the upper surface of the pedestal are inscribed, the
~
8 ~
text beginning from the centre of the top bar of the
~
frame and extending down the sides (Fig. 80).

1

J

The inscription on the left-hand. side reads:
" Liv~ Horus Mezdw, the King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Khufu, given life. He made for his mother,
Isis, the Divine Mother, HathoI', Mistress of the
Western Mountain,. a decree made on a stela. He
gave to her a new divine offering, and he built her
temple of stone, renewing what he had found,
namely these Gods in her place".
The right-hand side of the inscription reads:
"Live Horus Mezdw (2), the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, Khufu, given life. He found the
House of Isis, Mistress of the Pyramid, beside the
House of the Sphinx, on the north-west of the
House of Osiris, Lord of Rostaw (3) ; and he built his
Pyramid beside the temple of this Goddess, and he
built a Pyramid for the King's Daughter, Henutsen, beside this tem'ple ".

1
H

~
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FIG. 80.-A

DIAGRAM OF THE
"INVBNTOR Y STELA"

The inscription now jumps to the bottom register of the panel where it continues:
" The Place of Hwrn (the Sphinx), Hor-em-akhet, is on the south of the House of Isis, Mistress
of the Pyramid, and on the north of Osiris, Lord of Rostaw. The plans of the image of
Hor-em-akhet were brought in order to . . . "
{I} Tl'xt: M:ASPERO, " The Da.n'n of Civilizution ", p. 4l:l; DE RouGE,"Recherches s'urZes loJo'll'tI'lI/ellls ", p. 4(j; BRUUSCII,"Thesuur'Us",
Vo!. V. Text Ilnd translation: DAUESSY, "Rev. Trav. ", Vu!. XXX, pp. 2-10. Translatiun: BIU;ASTEV, "AnC'ie11l Rvcords ", VuI. I,
pp. 83-85.

(2) The Horus name of King Khufu.

In our ninth season's excavation" wc ullearthed the remains of this temple, and 'its position eurresponds exactly with the
disposition of the monuments as given in the text of this stela.
(3)
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The inscription continues in the four lines inscribed on the upper surface of the pedestal;
these are very badly worn, but M. Daressy who has made a special study of the monument,
succeeded in deciphering most of the signs, and if we may trust his translations, it reads
(the inscription is completed in the bottom register of the panel, at "E":" ... bring to revision the sayings of the disposition of the Image of the Very Redoubtable.
He restored the statue, all covered in painting, of the Guardian of the Atmosphere, which
guides the winds with his gaze. He made to quarry the hind part of the nemes, which
was lacking, gilded stone, and which had a length of 7 ells (3'70 metres). He came to make
a tour, in order to see the thunderbolt which stands in the place of the Sycamores, so named
because of a great sycamore whose branches were struck when the Lord of Heaven descended
upon the Place of Hor-em-akhet; and also this image, retracing the erasure according to
the above-mentioned disposition, which is written . '.' of all the animals killed at Rostaw.
It is a table for the vases full of these animals, 'which, except for the thighs, were
caten near thcsc seven Gods, demanding. . . (The God gave) the thought in his heart, of
putting a writtcn decree on the side of this (above-mentioncd) Sphinx, in an hour of tire
night (1). The figure of this Goel, being cut in stonc, IS solid, and will exist to eternity,
always having its face regarding thE Orient."
Thc main part of tIle panel is occupied with various representations of sacred statues
and cm blems, arrangcd in [.pur superposed registers, and accompanied by explanatory
iJlscriptions :
The Top Rp.gi:;ter :-(I) A statue of the God )[in, standing upon a pedestal provided with carrying-poles.
It is inscribed: "l\Iin, :wacia wood, height 1 ell, 1 hand (60 cm.) ".
(2) A figurc of a jackal standing upon a support, the front of which ends in a spiral.

Before its front legs is a uraeus; inscribed: "Wep-wat, gilded acacia wood ".
(3) The same as the preceding.
(4) A haw1(, crowned wi.th the disk and plumes, perching upon a papyrus-headed standard,

to which is attached a menat; inscribed:

"Gilded wood ".

(5) An ibis on a perch; inscribed:

"Gilded wood".

The Second Register:(1) ... A portable barque of Isis, on thc prow and stern of which are ffigises of that Goddess.

There is a v~iled naos amidships; it is inscribed: "Support for the splendours of Isis; gilded
wood, inlaid with stones ".
{ll As on the Stela of Thothmes IV, the God gives his instructions in the form of a dream.
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(2) A
inscribed:
nen-stone,
(26'4 cm.)

statue of Isis, crowned with the disk and horns, and seated within a naos; it is
. " Isis the Great, the Divine Mother, Mistress of the Pyramid. Hathor in her barque;
plated with gold; head-clress and maeus of silver. Height: 3 hands, 2 fingers
".

(3) Nepthys, seated upon n. low-backed throne; inscrihed:

"Nepthys, gilded nen-stone,

head-dress of gold; height: 3 hands ".
(4) Isis suckling Horus; it is inscribed:
bronze; height: 2 hands, 2 fingers (19 cm.) ".

"Isis, Mother, nen-stone, head-drE-ss of black

(5) The Goddess Selkt, seated and wearing a scorpion upon her head; inscribed: "Isis-

Selkt, nen-stone, scorpion of gold; height: 2 hands, 2 fingers (19 cm.) ".
The Third Register :-(1) Horus the Child, seated, and inscribed: "Horus the Protector of His Father, ebony,

eyes of inlaid stone; height: 2 bands, 2 fingers (19 cin.) ".
(2) Homs the Cbild, seated, but without a throne, inscribed: "Horus the Child, gilded

wood, eyes of inlaid stone; height: 4 hands, 2 fingers (32 cm.) ".
(3) The God Ptah, standing in a naos; inscribed:

"Ptah, gilded wood ".

(4) Sekhmet, standing and.holding a papyrus sceptre; inscribed: " Sekhmet, black bronze ;
height: 3 hands, 2 fingers (26'4 cm.) ".
(5) Osiris, stal1ding in a naos ; inscribed:

"Osiris, gilded wood, eyes of inlaid stone" .

(6) 18is, Stated and suckling Horus; inscribed: "Isis, Superior of the Great Place; black

bronze; height: 3 bands (22'6 cm.)".
(7) Isis suckling Horus ; inscribed:

"Isis, gilded wood; height: 5 hands" (37' 7 cm.).

(8) Horus, wearing the Double Crown, seated, but without a throne; inscribed" Horus,

who Takes Possession of the Two Lands, gilded wood, eyes of inlaid stone; height: 3 hands,
1 finger (24 '5 cm.) ".
The Fourth Register :-(1) At the top of the space "F" is a figure of the Apis bull, standing on a low pedestal.

It has a disk between its horns, and its special distinguishing marks are engraved upon
its body. It is inscribed: "Apis (1) ".
{'} See the

bron~e

figure of the Apis found near to the Sphinx, p. 65.
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(2) Below the bull is a curious object, consisting of two plumes springing out of a lotusflower, which is set horizontally upon a rectangular pedestal. It is the emblem of the God
Nefer-tum, and is inscribed : "Nefer-tum, gilded wood; height: 3 ells (1'58 metres) ".
(3) Behind the two preceding figures, and occupying the full height of the register, is the
figure of a uraeus having the bead of a woman, and crowned with-the head-dress of the Goddess
Hathor-a disK between two long horns, and surmounted by two' plumes. It is inscribed:
"Uraeus of gilded wood; beight: 1 ell (52'8 cm.) e)".
(4) In space "G" is the representation of a sphinx, couchant upon a high pedestal, and

evidently intended to represent the Great Sphinx of Giza ;. above it is inscribed: ~ which
seems to be a corruption of ~ " seshep " : apparently the first mention of this word
as a name for tbe Sphinx in this district (see p.232) and also ~ ~ "Hor-em-akhet".
This, then, is the contents of the stela that has caused so much controversary in the archmological \vorld. If we could believe its inscriptions, we should have to credit Khufu with having
repaired the Sphinx, apparently after it had been damaged by a thunderbolt. As a matter
of fact, there may be a grain of truth in this part of the story, for the tail of the nemes of the
Sphinx is certainly lacking, and it is not a part, which, by reason of its shape and position, could
be easily broken off, except by a direct blow from some heavy object delivered with terrific
for~e. The scar of this breakage is actually to be seen on the back of t.he Sphinx, as well as
traces of the old mortar with which it was repaired. This scar measures about 4 metres which
accords with the measurements given on the stela ; the extra. 30 cm. damage may easily have
occurred at the last destruction of the tail of the nemes.
Therefore, it is quite likely that the Sphinx was struck by a thunderbolt, but there is no
grain of evidence to show that this event happened in the time of Khufu.
As a matter of fact, the whole stela, in its form, method of inscription, decoration, and the
similarity of the writing to that of the graffiti in the temple, all point to it being entirely the
work of the Twenty-six.tb Dynasty.
Maspero states that in his opinion (2), the Inventory Stela is not an original document
dedicated by Khufu, but is a later copy or perhaps a forgery, made long after the death of
Khufu, to support some fictitious claim of the local priests. He says: "The temple of Isis was
rc-built where it was found during the Twenty-first Dynasty by the Tanite King, Pasebekhanu,

(1) This may pcrhap" rcprc~cnt. the Goddess Rennutct, whom we kno,v to have been worshipped in this district (see the Granite

Stels of Thothmes IV).
(t) lVIASPERO. " Gllide to tlte Caj'ro lIfuseum", 1910,

p. 65.
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and the stela must have been made or restored under this King, or perhaps under one of the
Ethiopian Pharaohs. If it is a copy of a decayed monument, it probably preserves the
arrangement of the original".

It is, as Maspero says, quite possible that this stela is, in actual fact, a copy of an older
document, such occurrences having been known. A good example of such a restoration is the
black Granite Stela of King Shabaka (Twenty-fifth Dynasty), which states that the King had
found the original document being eaten by worms (a papyrus or perhaps a wooden tablet 1)
and" illegible from beginning to end", and he ordered the writing to be made anew "more
beautiful than the one that was before" (I).
Therefore, we have no reason to doubt that the Inventory Stela is a copy of an older
text, and like that of Shabaka, made "more beautiful than the one that was before" by a few
exaggerations designed to enhance the sanctity of the temple, but it is certainly not dating
from the Old Kingdom, as the titles of the gods alone will show.
The attribution to Khufu of the reparation of the Sphinx and the temple is typical of the
mentality of that period, when people were waxing enthusiastic over monuments merely on
account of their real or supposed antiquity. A ·similar craze swept Europe and America only
a few years ago, when any real or manufactured "antique" commanded a high price, far
exceeding its real intrinsic value or artistic worth.
By far the most interesting part of the inscription is tIle account of the thunder-storm.
It seems to bear the stamp of truth, and it would be interesting to know under which king this
event really took place. The mention of a great sycamore tree having also been struck is also
of interest, for there is a similar tree, of immense age, still flourishing a little to the south of
. the Sphinx. These trees often live to a very great age, and the present specimen is said to be
older than the so-called Virgin's Tree at Materieh. It may very well be the offshoot of the
tree mentioned in the stela. It is also this" family" of trees that may have given to Rathor
her title of " Mistress of the Sycamore ", a form under which she was extensively worshipped
in this district.
Needless to say, the figures of the gods which are mentioned on this stela are the suspicious
part of the text, because most of these deities were unknown in these forms or by these titles
during the Old Kingdom. While the materials from which they were made, and the showy
gilding, speak eloquently to us of the degraded taste of the period preceding the Twenty-sixth
Dynasty. These statues were most probably votive offerings from private people, and this
temple, being far from the King's residence, would be uniikely to possess very rich statues, such
being usually royal gifts.
(I)

ER1IAN,

"Eine Denkmal ."tf~mphitisch~r Thp.ologie; SETaE, "Dramatische te:tte". PIs. 12-22.
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Psamtik 11:
Unfortunately, we do not know the names of the Saitic kings who restored this tern plc,
but two clues scem to be given. One of them is a part of a granite statue ofPsamtik n, fonnel
at Giza, and now in the Berlin lHuscmn. It is inscribed: (( Psamtilc n, living for cycr,
beloved of Osiris-Seker, Lord of Hosta\Y ... ib-lb., living like Ha, belovcll of Osiri;;:;, Lord
of Rostaw". This secm;;:; to cOlllwet llim wi t.h tlw t.hrec amalgamatcd place;;:; of worship in
the Giza necropolis.

Wah-ib-Ra:
The other clue is a spbinx of limestone, inscribed witb the name of vVah-ib-Ha, the
Hophra of the Bible, and the Apries of Herodotus. This Sphinx was found in our excavations,
near to the Great Sphinx.
It is painted with red and yellow, and the hawk's wings and
plumage on its back have become conventionalized into a chequered (( saddle-cloth" (Fig. 81).
According to HerQdotus (Book n,
Cb. 163) Wah-ib-Ra was a cruel, vindictive
man, unpopular with his subjects, who
eventually made a succC\ssful revolt against
him. The leader of the rebels, Amasis,
treated ,Vah-ib-Ha \vith honour, and the
two kings ruled conjointly for some time.
During the Persian Period we hear
little about the Sphinx; even tbat old
FIG. 81.-A LIMESTONE SPHINX UF 'YAH-lB-RA
chatterbox, Herodotus, is silent on the
subject, which is a most unusual thing.
It could not have been completely covered witb
sand in his time, as it still retained a p~iesthood ; but evidently it was not considered of much
importance by the dragoman who guided Herodotus, for he evidently did not see the
monument. It is to be regretted that the (( Father of History" is silent upon this subject,
for it would have been interesting to know his opinion about this unique monument, and the
story, savoury or otherwise, that he would have related concerning it !
The worship of lsis, Mistress of the Pyramids, as well as the cults of the Kings of the Fourtb
Dynasty, were still continuing at this time, as can be proved by a stela found in the Serapeum
at Sakkara, and dated in the thirty-fourth year of Darius. It was dedicated by a certain
Psamtik-menkh, who held the offices of Priest of Osiris Apis, the Great God, Isis, Mistress of
the Pyramid, and Priest of Kl1ufl1, Khafra, and Ded-f-Ra, and Priest of Hor-em-akbet.
His son held similar offices

e).

.(1)

See

CHASSINAT,

"Bee. Trav. ", Val.

xxn,

p. 1,3.
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At the time when this stela was inscribed, there was a great revival of the worship of the
Apis bull at Memphis and that animal ought also to have been venerated in this district, at
least in this period, and during the Saitic age, as we can gather by the fact that its image appears
among the sacred statues on the" Inventory Stela " and it was also regarded as an incarnation
of the Sun-god Atum, or better the herald of the God Ra.
The titles of the Priest, Psamtik-menkh appear to be written in the same manner as those
in the graffiti of the Temple of Isis, and the office of Priest of the Deities of Isis, Hor-em-akhet,
Osiris, and the Pyramid Kings was apparently habitually held by one person, which seems to
be a clear proof of the amalgamation of these various cults into what one might almost refer
to as the" Giza FE-deration". In the Saitic Period, and again later, in the Ptolemaic Period,
these places of worship were almost bordering on being" show-places", as they are at the
present day, and I am afraid that the priests were more to be regarded as dragomans in tbe
worldly sense, than as guides in the spiritual one !

3.--Tm<:

GRlF.co-R,OMAN PERIOD

In Grmco-Roman times the Sphinx and its neighbouring monument::; had become a veritable tourist centre, very similar to what it is to-day. with only a very thin veneer of religious
sentiment as the motive for making the visit. These monuments had trnly come to be regarded
as antiquities, and indeed, there is a greater numbcT of years separating the age of the Pyramid
Builders from the Grfeco-Roman Period, than there are between the Grfeco-Roman Period and
our present day.
Under Roman domination, the Sphinx enjoyed a wi(le popularity, bring visited by some
of the Roman Emperors, who made these vi::;its partly out of curiosity, and partly from
their desire to present themselves to the Egyptians as caITying on the Pharaonic traditions
(for political reasons). The Roman Emperors who were represented on the monuments
in the traditional attitudes, wearing the traditional garb of the Pharaohs, and addressed by
the traditional titulary, mURt also pay their homage to the Sphinx in the traditional manner.

Sr.ptimus

Sf,I'eru.~:

Septimus Severus was among the distinguished visitors to the site, and is said to have
erected an altar on the staircase in front of the Sphinx. (He is also said to have repaired the
Colossus of Mtomnon at Thebes.)
10
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:!\Iany of the visitors of this period, royal or otherwise, left records of their presence at the
Sphinx, in the form of either monuments, stelae, or graffiti, Dnd also dedicated many votive
figures, lions again coming into prominence, for this purpose, though sphinxes and hawks also
appear. These inscriptions, which often form'an eloquent picture of the times in which they
were written, may best be left to tell their own story.
The following inscription occurred on a block of limestone discovered by M. Baraizc,
during his excavations at the Sphinx. It is now in the Cairo Museum (Fig. 82). "Offering
of Aragaios, his wife, and their children".

FIG.

82.---\

LIMESTONE BLOCK DISCOVERED NE.-\R THE SPHINX,
NOW IN THE C.URO MUSEUM

'Vhile anol,1Ie1' from t-Iw same 8011rrc, reads: " A.dora.1.ion of Disroros, the stonc·ru!tN, and
his rhil<lrcn, al1(l . . . ". The rest of t,his inscription llad ne"er been comp](·ted (Fig. 83)
in spite of the fad, that its donor was a ston<'·('nttl,l'!
Cm'bin visitors left their inscriptions, either on the Sphinx itself, or on a detached stone
placed near it. These inscriptions are often of a more ambitious nature than those quoted above,
and sometimes they take the form of small poems, in which the visitors attempt to express their
adnliratiol1. Unfortunately for us, most of those survived are in a fragmentary condition.
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A poem of this class, which is somewhat well-preserved, was inscribed on a front claw of the
left paw of the Sphinx, and is now in Paris. It was published in " GTeek and Lat1·n Inscriptions"
hy Letronne (see p. 123).
We possess the entire latter half of another of these poems, which has reached U$ in a very
'5urious manner. A fragment of it had been in the Vienna Museum for over one hundred years,
ani! was published for the first time in 1829. No one knew from whence it came, beyond the
fact that it was purchased in Egypt at the time when Caviglia was making his excavations there
in the vicinity of the Sphinx. In 1926, M. Baraize found four more fragments near the
Sphinx, and a great Austrian Epigraphist discovered that they fitted together with the Vienna
fragment. This poem is very interesting, and conjures up, before our eyes, visions of the f('asts
and gay banquets which used to take place beside the Sphinx, and which sometimos lasteel nll
through the night.

Fw. 83.-A

LIMESTO~E BLOCK

"Tiff

L,\CO\lPLETE INSCRIPTIONS

How similar is this to the present day, when every moonlit night brings its party of
picnic·hrs to the 7.one of the Sphinx, when the silence of the desert is once more broken by
tlw sound of laughter amI singing, amI tIle youthful lovers wander hand in hand round
the Pyramids.
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The following is a translation of the part of the poem that has survived:.

they are perished also,

Those walls of Thebes, which the Muses built;
But the wall that belongs to me has no fear of war;
Tt knows not either the ravages of war or the sobbing.
It rejoices always in feasts and banquets,

And the choruses of young people, united from all parts.
We hear the flutes, not the trumpet of war,
And the blood that waters the ea.rth is of the sacrificial bulls,
Not from the slashed throats of men.
Our ornaments are the festive clothes, not the arms of war,
And our hand'> hold not the scimitar,
But the fraternal cup of the banquet;
And all night long, while the sacrifices are burning;
"We sing hymn,> to Harmakhis,
And our heads are decorated with garlands."

This fragment, especially the haunting beauty of the last two lines, is one of those
scintillating gems that gleam like stars in the darkness of the Past, and make us regret all
the more those treasures which are lost to us for ever.
The Sphinx and its girdle wall were also considered to be a place of special honour, where
stelae were sometimes erected, in order that they might be seen and read by the largest number
of people possible. These stelae do not necessarily bear inscriptions relat,ing to the Sphinx.
Modern excavations have provided us with some examples of this class of monument. There
is a stela, now in the Cairo Museum, which bears a decree from the inhabitants of Busiris, a
village near the Pyramids of Giza (not the ancient Abusir near Memphis) and which at that
time formed part of the Letopolitan Nome. This decree expresses the gratitude of the
people of Busiris towards Pompeius Sabinus, who was at that time (A.D. 22-23) the Governor
of the Nome. The villagHs thanked him for the incorruptible manner in which he administered
justice, for the care which be took in the maintenance of the caIlals, and for his benevolence
towards the workers, etc. It was also saia that the stela was to be erected in the most
conspicuous place in the village, that is to say near the Sphinx. And here it was found by
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M. Baraize. The fact that the text of the stela orders that it would be erected in the most
conspicuous place in the village, coupled with the fact that ili was actually found by the Sphinx,
seems to suggest that Busiris and the modern village of Nazlit-es-Semman are one and the
same place.
Apparently the villagers were fond of issuing decrees, for we have another example coming
from the same place, later in date than the preceding, having becn made for the Emperor
Nero (A.D. 54-68). Like the above-mentioned stela, it was found near to the Sphinx, but
about one hundred years previously, and was published by Caviglia in 1817. The translation
runs as follows:" To Good Fortune. ·Whereas the Emperor Nero Claudius, Ceasar, Augustus Germanicus,
the Good Genius of thc World, in addition to all the benefits he has conferred upon Egypt, hafO
shown the most special care of its interests by sending to us Tiberius Babillius as Governor,
through whose favour and acts of kindness abounding in all good things, Egypt, beholding
the gifts of the Nile yearly increasing, is now, more than ever enjoying the proper rising of
the Deity (the Nile), it has seemed good to the inhabitants of the village of Busiris in the
Letopolitan Nome, who live near the Pyramids, and to the local and village clerks therein, to
vote and dedicate a stone column... It preserves his godlike ... column ... in sacred
characters, to be remembered for ever ... for having come to our Nome, and for having
worshipped the Sun, Armachis, the Overseer and Saviour, and for having been delighted
with the magnificence and ., . of the Pyramids".
The rest of the inscription is mutilated, but it perhaps mentions some work ordered by
Babillius in connection with the Sphinx, he having been struck with the abundance of sand
lying around it. The inscription also expressly says that the stela was to be erected near the
"Great God Helios-Armachis".
A third decree, also found by Caviglia, commemorates the restoration of the retamwg
walls which surrounded the Sphinx, and is dated A.D. 166. The translation reads
as follows :"Thy formidable form is the work of the Immortal Gods. In order to spare thc level,
harvest-bearing land, they placed you in the midst of your cavity, as a rocky island, from which
they had driven back the sand. They placed you as a neighbour to the Pyramids, for our
beholding; not like the Sphinx of Thebes, slain by CEdipus, but as a sacred servant of the divine
Leto, who vigilantly guards the good, lamented Osiris, the Sacred Guide of the Land of

Egypt ..."
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The rema.inder is too fragmenta ry to translate, hut at t,he end, t.he name of the
;:l,uthor, Arriall, appear::;. Thi::; lHan hall refcrre(} to thc Sphinx a.s heing the ::;ervant of Leto,
and it is undoubtcdly a ::;imple aJlu::;ion to thc fad that the Sphinx was inclu([eu in the tel'l'itfll'Y
of the Letopolitun Nome.
With the downfall of the H,Olll,Ul power in Egypt, tIle Sphinx sank into neglcct and oblivion.
The ever-cncroa.ching sand, no longer held at bay by a King'::; commaml, gradually engulfed
the monUlllent, until only the hcad wa::; left above the grouml level, a prey to the elements
and religious fanaticism.
But even then, ncglected alld battcred as it was, the Sphinx still
continued to exercisc its po\vcrful influence ovcr the minds of thosc who beheld it ; and many
guesses and conjectures as to its nature and origin are preserved to us in the writings of the
Arab historians (scc p. ] 55), while its very name passed into popular idiom as a synonym
for enigma in almost every civilized language.
And now once more the sands are cleared avvay, and the Sphinx which preserved its ::;ecret
from even the great conquerors of the Eighteenth Dynasty, has been made to speak at the
command of Science. For we of to-day are in the unique position of knowing more about the
Sphinx than even the Genius who created it; for we see it as it was, and as it became, tracing
its history forwards as well as backwards.
There are many so-called poetic souls who deplore the excavation of the Sphinx, claiming
t,hat it was more romantic and picturesque when half buried in the sand. It seems to me that
these are people of small understanding. Is it not easier to recall the Past when we have
the whole monument clear before us, and the actual evidence in our hands? Surely there is
more romance in the real facts of History than there is in a sand-engulfed meaningless ruin?
Let the Poet visit the Sphinx now; let him study its history and surely his imagination will
at once revive the pomp and splendour of the royal pilgrims. He will hear,t.he thudding of the
hooves of their horses as they career across the desert in pursuit of their fleeing quarry. He will
rejoice in their triumphs and deplore their feuds and jealousies. He will witness t.he religious
ceremonies, and hear the prayers of the pilgrims who come to beg the God to grant them
their human desires; anc!. at the end, he will catch t.he echoes of the songs which the garlanded revclJers sang throughout the livelong night, and wilJ appreciate anew the trite but veracious
saying that "Truth is stranger than fiction".
A.bo, let u::; add, the poets. who always want to ::;ee the Spllinx buried up to the nc(;k
in the sand, are setting their wills against that of the God himself. Did not the SphilL\~ ask
Thothllles I V to rid him of the sand? 'Vhat; then, are we poor arcluco19gists to do; are we
to please the Sphinx or please the poets ? 1 think we had better enlist on the side of the Gou
und Science, and leave the poets to their dreams and lamentations!
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LIST OF THE KINGS CONNECTED WITH THE GREAT SPHINX OF GIZA
A:r\D THEIR ApPROXIMATE DATES

Dynasty

Name

THOTHMES

I

Eighteenth

THOTHMES HI
AMENHOTEP II
1'HoTHMES IV
AMENHOTEP III

"
"
"
"

.
.

TUTANKHAMON ...

"
"
"
Nineteenth

Ay

HOR-EM-HEB

REll I
RAMESES II
MER-EN-PTAH
RAMESES IH
RAMESES IV
R~MESES VI
PASEBEKHANU
WAH-IB-RA
NEKHT-HoR-HEB
EMPEROH. NERO
VERUS
HADRIAN
ANTONINUS
MAReus AURELIUS
SEPTIMUS SEVERUS ...

"
"
Twentieth
"

"
Twenty-first
Twenty-six
Thirty
Roman Period

"
"

"
"

"

(I)
Year

1557 -1501 B.O.
1501-1447 B.C.
1448-1420 B.C.
1420-1411 B.C.
1414-1379 B.C.
1338-1347 n.c.
1350-1347 B.C.
1350-1315 B.C.
1313-1292 B.C.
1292-1225 B.C.
1225-1215 B.C.
1198-1167 B.C.
1167-1161 B.C.
1157- ? B.O.
1085-1067 B.O.
588- 569 B.O.
332 circa. B.O.
A.D.
54-68
A.D. 1:30-169
A.D. 117-138
A.D. 138-161
A.D. 161-181
A.D. 193-211

In the "Chronique d'Egypte" of 1944 (2),)1. Bruyere puts forward an entircly different view
concerning the royal visitors to the Sphinx, and their sporting activities in its neighbourhood,
and says, in effect: "Twenty years ago I attended a conference at the Louvre, in which
I proposed the hypothesis of a relationship between the Great Sphinx of Giza and the sporting
prologue to the ceremonies attending the coronation of the Hereditary Prince, as it appcared
from a close examination of the Dream Stela of Thothmes IV. This hypothesis had receivcd
good support in the importa.nt discovcricti ll'ade by thc Antiquities Departmcnt during thc
dearance of thc Sphin..-x (3).

(') Accurding tu uur knowkdgc of to-day.
(2)

13IWYEIU;, .,

Le ::;1'''':I/.r de (lll.':,eh et

(') The,e arc uur cxcavatiolb uf

lr;.~

b'WeIlces ,ll/. 81./-I;re ", Cltr;>ni'luc d'Egypt.c, (llIU) Nu. :J8, p. 11l.J.!f.

~ho cigh~h

a'ld

Ilin~h

,oa"ull'.
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Recently, M. Van de Walle, in an article entitled "Les Roil) Sportij dans l'Ancienne Egypte",
which appeared in the "Chronique d' Egypte" , No. 26, spoke of these new historical acquisitions,
especially the Stela of Amenhotep II, which treats a certain side of the question with which we
are now occupied. He illustrates his demonstration by reproducing the significant monuments,
which we are going to use here, and consulted in the aforesaid article.
On the other hand, the excavations of the French Institute at Veir-el-lVIedilleh, in 1939,
had found in the Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor a lintel of a granite doorway (No. 105) published
as a photograph in No. 28 of the "Chron'ique d'E'gypte", p. 271, Fig. 2, and three stelae dedicated
by the Royal Scribe Ramose to the little Saviour-god, Shed, in the reign of Hameses lI.
The relationship between these two very dissimilar objects and the subject in question, is
not apparent at first glance. It demands, first of all, an explanation of the Stela of Shed (I),
and the lintel. \Ve know that Shed is a young Horus, the Harpokrates of Khemmis, that is
to say Horus the Son of Isis of Buto and Horbeit. He still carries the side-lock of hair, worn
by the sons of gods and the Crown Princes. It is thought that he appeared at the end of the
Middle Kingdom, that he is a Solar Horus, defending the throne of Ra as the Horus ofthe Osirian
myth defended the throne of Osiris, and was the avenger of his father. As he was armed for
the chase and for war, and was a clever archer and charioteer, he pursued the wild animals of
the desert related to the clan of Set, and was ready to attack the hereditary enemies coming
from the eastern sands. In addition to having these physical qualities, he was well trained in
the science of magic, which he learned from his mother, Isis, the Great ~agician. The Harris
Magical Papyrus and the Metternich Stela teach us that by the absorption of syncretism and
the centralization of Heliopolis, Shed is nothing but the double of Shu, the Son of Atum, the
Inheritor of Ra, who gave his qualities to Anhur, to Anhur-Shu, the warrior armed with the
spear, to Shu the hunter, and to other sons of gods who propose to defend their fathers, and
to do all for the eventual ~al'Tation of Rn.
Thus, endowed with all the spiritual and corporal gifts favourable to this great work, Shed
offers himself as a model to the royal princes called to the succession to the Crown. This is
enough to draw our attention to him here, even if there were no more facts than that under the
Semetic influence of the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty. He received the name of Hourouna,
the Canaanitish structure of which sometimes makes one doubtful of his origin. The new naIr.e
of Shed was the logical consequence of the assimilation of Horus the Son of Isis to Harmakhis.
In reality, at this same epoch, Tanis was counterbalancing the power of Thebes, and the
Great Sphinx of Giza, which was the symbol representative of the Heliopolitan theology, added
this sobriquet of Hourouna to the other names under which it was venerated, Atum-KheperHa-Harmakhis, divine personifications of the seasons of the day and of the year. In reality,
up to the time of Amenhotep HI, the names Harmakhis and Kheper were the predominating
{'} See what is writtcn ahout the God Shed on p. 259, l<'ig. 195, Stela 2.
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ones, specifying in him the hours of the Illornillg, the days of spring, the youthfulncss of the
sun in the fulness of its vigour; anu cClually well, the promise of the futlu'c, and the oracular
science of the seCl'ets of destiny.
It was also known Ly the surname of Hou or Hurna (M. Bruyere now discusses the
origin of the new names of the Sphinx, HOll and Hurna, but his hypothesis is faulty, because he
misinterprets the value of the hieroglyphic sign of the lioll in the m\,ille, amI is apparently
unaware of the variant writings of the name, and thc COlTV,ct form Hwl) (.scc p. 25'1 fJ ).
" Shed and the Dphinx, " that is to say Horlls the Son of his and Hanuukhis, are always
fOllnd united under the same exotic label, and it is this similarity which now leads us to speak
of the Lintel No. 105, as it represents an act of adoration made by two kings of the Eighteenth
Dynasty to the God Amon of Luxor, under the form of a human-headed sphinx.
Without insisting on the originality of the Libyan head-dress of Amon, which COlll\ects
him with Anjiti of Busiris and Anhur of Thinis, and of the falcon's skin of Harmakhis which he
wears, let us mention only the symmetrical arrangement of the scene, the central group of two
identical sphinxes placed back to back, and receiving on the right, incense from the hands of
Amenhotep I and on the left wine from the hands of Amenhotep H.
On the Lintel No. 369 (163) of the BritishlVIuseum, we find a similar arrangement for the
adoration of the triads of Karnak and Elephantine, by Amenhotep I and Thothmes HI-again
kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty.-which exalts the identification of Amon and Khnum under
the complete or partial ram-form of Amon, which was much in favour on the western bank of
the Nile at Thebes.
Without doubt, this arrangement of personalities would present nothing of interest to us
if we did nor remark the same thing on the front of the famous Dream Stela of Thothmes IV
between the paws of the Sphinx at Giza. There, back to haek in the centre, are opposed two
figures similar to the colossus, and at the two extremities, Thothmes IV in his war-helmet,
on the right, offers incense, while in the klaft (nemes) on the left, he offers spherical pots of wine.
The increasing predilection of the Diospolitan Kings for the hybrid form of the Sphinx can be
proved by many examples; but it takes a very significant appearance when we examine the
facts accompanying the occasions on which it was manifested, in the light of texts inscribed
upon stelae.
The relationship being established between the Ureat Sphinx Ha-Atulll, father of all gods,
and Shed, the Crown Prince, by the interpretation of the name of Hourouna, which is common
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to both, since a certain period in history, had, as a parallel, the relationship which afterwards
unites the Sphinx, ancestor of the divine dyn<Ltities and all the Pharaonic offspring, the continuation uf the earthly line.
If we know unly the Dream Stela we could interpret its erection to two incidents, which
in appearance arc mcrc fables, without historical value, namely thc prophetic dream, and its
consequenccs, the removal of the sand from the site. Seen from this angle, the stela is nothing
but Cl foundation stone commemorating a vow provoked by a natural cause, and is a fortuitouti
aet of homage to thc Heliopolitan dogma. Had not Thothmes Il been favoured by an equally
propitious dream in the same place? He constructed for his souvenir the little naos of limestone, No. E3074 of the Louvre, which some savants consider to be apocryphal, and attribute
to Rameses Ill. But the excavations made since 1920 by the Antiquities Department
had discovered around the Sphinx monuments of the same nature, among which is a lintel
of Tutankhamon, mentioning the name of Hourouna, a little votive Sphinx presented by
Rameses Ill, and especially, a great stela of Amenhotep Il (1).

By researches among the collections, and by the methodical continuation of the excavations,
thc list of ex-votos of this kind may ,be extended, and furnish a proof of the hypothesis which
we put here.
The SteIa of Amenhotep Il has a similarity to that of Thothmes IV, and the parallelism
of their texts overthrows the scale of the respective value which ought to be given to the
different parts of the narrative of Thothmes IV. It is now impossible to see in either of these
two stelae a simple account of a pilgrimage left there as a sign of piety by two illustrious
travellers, set at hazard at the foot of the celebrated Image who turned this act of homage to
their personal benefit by employing it to enlarge upon their athletic performances or coursing
prowess.
If we comp3re the condition of the persons concerned, the time and place, the proceeding
of the actions related, their cause and their effect, we shall see that all the circumstances are
intimately related, and governed by a common direction, and are reproduced nearly identically
in both cases.

Let us take by turn these two typical examples. Alllenhotep Il says at the beginning of his
IIlelllorial that he " appeared, in his quality as a king, as a beautiful young man who had taken
knowledge of himself, and had accomplished his eighteenth year on his two legs in full vigour ".

(') I'll" lhe C:reitt lill""lollc Slcb of AIIII'lIholep 11, .scc p. 7-1.
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Amenhotep Il, who was the son to Thothmes III and Crown Prince, was probably associated
to the throne during the lifetime of his old father. He was eightcen years old, a11l1 was without doubt officially crowncd when he came to prostrate him::,;elf at the foot of the Sphinx.
The erection of thi::,; stela, made after this, would, therefore, date to the first year of his reign.
One of the principal aims of the monument seems, then, to fix for posterity the age of
succession to the throne and the legitimacy of his right to the supreme office.
On the other hand, Thotlunes IV begins with these words: "His Majesty wa::,; a child, like
Horus the Youth in Khemmis, beautiful as a god, preferred by his father, highly eonsidercu
by the princes of the blood, and the courtiers, praised by the army, and e::,;pecially beloved by
the God himself".
The stela is dated to year one of his reign; it is ntl turally posterior in date to the dream,
which means that Thothmes was not yet king, and that he made it later, therefore he was only
of the tender age of Horus of Khemmis. This point was fixed, as the Pretender, who had little
. chance of being appointed king, owing to his mother being a concubine, had reason to fear the
intrigues of the harem which was likely to advance the benefit of another prince of the blood,
better related on his mother's side. Also, after showing this physical advantage, his paternal
heritage, he affirms that he enjoys, the preference of his father over all his rival brothers, and
that the choice did not meet with any hostility in the family or the court, and was sanctioned by the army and the god. The dream follows this introduction in order to prove that the
imperious divine will acknowledge this bastflrd as the legitimate inheritor of the King.
This trick, which duped no one, substituted for a deficiency of rights, the advantage of a divinc
election, and the credulous populace were Ratisfied.
This artifice was like currant coinage, it had served with success for Thothmes III and
elsewhere the mystic marriage of the Queen with Amon had given to her offspring the benefit of
direct filiation with the gods.
As a continuation to this introduction which wa::,; uestined to preci::,;ely fix the (late of their
coronation, and to support this historic fact, of which the political aim is clear, by revealillg
without modesty all the exceptional physical and moral qualities of the two candidates to the
throne, was developed the enumeration of proof required and realizeu to show the aptituue
of the future king for his metier. These proofs are of two kinds.
On the onc hand, they are works of piety. Their intention i::,; to sati::,;fy the <tnee::,;tral
divinity by taking measures to preserve the reputed sanctuaries, by the restoration of the
Pharaonic tombs, and by donations to the priestly colleges.
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In Egypt one cannot say whether policy was more religious than religion was political,
as the two domains were mixed together to such an extent that separation between the State
and the Church had never Leen accomplished during the Pharaonic regime. The Throne" sometimes revolted against a temple, Lut not against the Temple, and it never passed the limits of
a schism. On their side, the clergy in their almost forced mingling in temporal affairs were
sometimes uLandoned to questions of person::;, Lut not to questions of principals.
On the other haml, the proof::; required are really tests of ::;kill and endurance; athletic
prodigies and gymnastic prowess, always with satisfactory results, which demonstrate that
the Prince is worthy to receive the investure, Lecause he is endowed with knowledge, moral
and muscular force, which render him capable of" doing the work of Montu ", as it is said on
the Stela of Amenhotep H.
The young Thothmes IV was not an athlete like his father, therefore he insists more upon
the good works which he made in favour of the gods of Heliopolis, and he limits himself to
affirming without supporting proofs that "his strength is amazing, and he maintains it,
as Osiris, the Son of Nut".
On the contrary, Amenhotep Il, proud of his uncommon strength, was pleased to describe
in detail a nautical exploit, throwing in relief the energy of his character and the force of his
arms. The success which he gained was so great that it excited the admiration and enthusiasm
of the crowd, assembled upon the banks of the Nile to be present at the trial.
This makes one to understand that it is not merely a kind of competition, improvised and
disinterested, but a pleasure rowing-match, without witnesses or useful aim.
A symbolism always mixes with royal gestures; it is not forbidden to see in the Tole of
steersman held by the Prince, an assimilation to the god Houl, the celestial steersman of the
barque of Ra, and vanquisher of the sullen efforts of ApeI" against solar navigation. From
this point, the texts of the two stelae offer a most eloquent symmetry, and it is here that we
refer to an article by M. Van de '\Talle for illustration, and we shall follow its order because
it coincides exactly with the trials imposed upon the Crown Princes.
The two royal sons abandon themselves in effect, and in the order described by our colleague,
to a series of gymnastic exercises and sporting prowess, which take place in the same frame
of the Memphite region, embracing all the d~sert region of Giza-Sakkara, and the plain between
Mit Rahinab and Heliopolis.
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In the vast enclosed field, under the eyes of the people assembled, and perhaps under the
presidency of the old King enthroned on the dais of the Palace of Memphis, it was first the
shooting at a target by the archer on foot, and having as successive aims the pole Heb planted
in the ground and the panel of Asiatic copper Dejbet-Khemet-Setit, having the form of an
ingot of the metal of Sinai imported hy the nomadic Setiou. The Prince is here identified with
the young Horus of the morning, who, to the eastern horizon, shoots as an arrow, his first rays
of light; a symbolical identity between the slow progress made on foot at the beginning of the
shooting with the bow, and the rising sun elevating itself gently aboye the eastern desert and
transfixing with its first ray, the country of copper.
Afterwards, the archer, mounted in his chariot, and bounding at the full gallop of his Asiatic
mares, is likened to Shed, the hunter of the sands when he discharges all his quiver at the same
two immobile targets. This exercise, which combined skill in managing the horses with the
ability to shoot with the bow, is the image of the sun, which having bounded oyer the obstructing mountain of the Egyptian horizon, rushes with all speed towards the zenith darting his
luminous rays more and more strongly and rapidly.
Finally, still on the course, the Prince pursues in his chariot the animals at large, famous
for their speed, and considered as the subjects of the Cod Set. Hares, gazelles and ostriches fa))
beneath the infallible blows of the Nimrod.
Formerly, in the marshes of the Delta, the Pharaohs launched the hoomrrang anrl
harpoon against the creatures of the papyrus forests. With his pack of grcyhounds, he also
hunted the beasts of the Wadi. After thc entry of the horse into Egypt, the hunt and the
hunting grounds were led away to more distant theatres. Similarly, in former times, the enemies
of Ra were hunted at the very gates of Memphis, but to-day, one had to track them to their
far off lairs in Libya, Asia and Nubia. For the moment the symbolical carnage is enacted in
the Memphite region, and it is inferred that certain species of animals, at present immigrated
towards the interior, or completely disappeared, at this epoch roamed in Lower Egypt, or that in
accordance with the caprices of an oriental Monarch, a kind of immense zoological park, not far
from the royal palace, conserved a collection of game animals reserved for the Pharaonic hunts.
The real botanical garden of Hatshepsut at Deir-el-Bahari, and the album of representations of
wild flowers of Thothmes III at Karnak, permit us to suppose the construction of a menagerie
for the King's use, just as the temples of certain gods admitted special enclosures for the
zoomorphic substitutes for their divinities.
In the inscription engraved upon the handle of an ostrich feather fan, does not Tutankhamon
boast of having taken these feathers from the bodies of ostriches, which hc had killed with his
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own hand on the plain of Heliopolis? This hunting episode shows at once the existence of an
important herd of these birds in this district, and perhaps equally the necessity for the young
Prince to accomplish in this respect an act of prowe~s proving his superior sportsmanship.
One may ask if such an act did not enter into the category of the trials which were imposed
upon the Heir before assuming the Crown.
The gradation of the scenes reproduced in the article by 1\'1. Van de Walle brings to light
the allegorical sense whieh can be conveniently given to the different targets before the archer.
It is not only a question of the origin or the hardness of the metal pierced by the arrow, it
is exactness with which the panel of copper is made the most representative expression for
the Semitic race of Asia, loathed by the Egyptians as the earthly enemies of Ra. In taking
this for a target, then, he will be called to the supreme charge of defending the interests of his
heavenly father, thus, the Prince does not have to furnish better proofs of his national faith,
llis hereditary hatred, and of the physical courage which he spends in the service of his cause.
In gllaff\.lltee of these patriotic sentiments, an(l of the way in which he is disposed to act,
tlw Goel ~rontu gnid('i'\ the arms of the aT'C'her. He assnre~ him of the victory, and this sponsor
of chivalry eseort;-; in his c.hariot the Pretender, who pierC'es with his <larts the Asiatics imploring
his mercy. He CTowns the ViC'tor, and 011 t.'le ktt~1a of the dream, ordains to 'T'hothnws IV the
sword of honolll',Kh(-p('sh, e·onst~('J'at.ing llis imperishahle glory. '1'11(' captive f4yrians tied to
stakes \"hit'h purport tllP. ('(,PP(,l' pal1(>1 Oil thf' (Ipcoratioll of tJle qnivt·r of King Ay, and thr /llel(~c
of Asiatil's overwhelnlf'd by 1'hot-.ltmcs IV 011 tlw side of his war·(·hariot (10 not prrtnit a. single
doubt as t.o t.he rf'lll signiflealH'c to h(\ al'(T(~diL(·d t.o tJlf' ohjpl'tivf> of' the arclwry.
An ordered su(~cession of the varied t'x(·l'cist·s ( r 1.I1P. programnH\ fix(·d by ritnal, of public
demonstrat.ions destined to 1)]'0\'(' the l'apa(·jtips of the aspirants to tJw royal pow m', seems
evielent hen', )I"01'('.o\,er, aftN' the pl'el'ecling t.riab, oue sees Al1h'rtllOtep II nndergo:lII eg uestrian
examinat.ion : or in an f\xhibition of training, })(' reveals his aptitude to driv.e his chariot
drawn hy untanwel ho)'s('s.

Tf 1.11(' parallelism of tlw two texts extols the interpretation of a sporting pl'elll<le ohligatory
to tlw coronation ceremonies, tll<' place chosen for this examination does not seem to have 1)('('n
an n)'bitH,r~r one, bnt was always the same. One should admit that reason of a political o;'dt>r
flS much ..l S of a religious one had imposed this venerabfc site, where was passed tile infancy
of Horns.
This sacred region effectively included the great royal necropolis of the ancestors, with the
gigantic mauseoleum of Zoser, Kbufu and Kbafra, the solar terpples of Abusir, tbe majestic
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construction of Imhotep surrounding the Step Pyramid, the sanctuary of Heliopolis, and finally,
above all, the prodigious Sphinx of Giza, dominating with his famous statue, all the ensemble
of divine and royal glory. The ancient prestige of the capital of Lower Egypt is the principal
factor in the choice of the arena in which were to be developed the episodes regulated by
tradition, of the athletic ceremonies of the fetes of the coronation. At the close, invariably
favourable to the candidate, of the official trials, under the eyes of the Court, the Church
and the people, the assembly celebrated by acclamations, offering of presents, the manifestation
of joy and loyalty, the young Victor of the tournament.
" The palace of Memphis and the houses of the towns and villages came to him from all
parts, their hands laden with presents," declares the Stela of Thothmes IV.
The old King (Thothmes Ill), who had perhaps come from Thebes to Memphis for this
occasion, received with transports of joy the news of the success attained by his Heir.

" It was heard in the royal.palace, and the Sovereign rejoiced in his heart abollt what was
saicl of his Eldest Son ... He ordered that there be offered to this Prince, the mo~t hf'antifl1l
horses of his ~tnr1," is Rtat('(] on the Stela of Amenhotep TT.
According to c:.nstom it waR a mcR;.;enger 'who came to flnl10111We to the Pharaoh tIw result
of the public manifestation of the skill of his fntnrc SU('('CHRor, aR the protocol enforced that
the Living God should nlwaYH employ an interlll(~diary hetween himself and the ]'('st of the'
mortal world, in order that hy th(~ pdty oriental glory tJw gr('atest puhlicity was given to all
the acts of his lif('. TJw story of 8inuhc PlOV('R to IlH that even if lie W:lH :lll eyewitnesi', the
Sovereign was in l1E'f'd of an intcrprctf'l' to make the ("ol1nmtional s("('lIal"io of tIH~ herald at
arms, announcing by his tnnnpet the advanbgf'ous issu(~ of thl"\ ('xamina1.ion, in order tJlat
he may consecrate the news by memorable words inscribed in the archives destined to
posterity.
After thiR .is the triumph. The young Elect traverRes the field of Iris cX]JloitR, Ilclloed wit.]\
glory in his chariot of virtory, clrawn by the horRes which "'Ne given to him by hi;.; fatlwr, and
in whirh are mOllntrd hy his side esquire, quiver, and his fan-hearer. The people of his
house follow in ot,her chariots and this cortege paSRCS before t]le multitudc ill orcIN to go now
and pay homage for this t,riumph to the Gods and to the spirits of tIle anccRtors. The new
recipil'nt of the :,weptrc then 3c('ompliRhe;.; a kind of ritual pilgrimage to all 1.hf\ sflcrPlI
plar-eR of the region.
" Amenhotep II stopped at the Khenon of Harmakhis,
. the funerary temples of Kheops and of Khephren ... "

Oil
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Thothmes IV "when came the hour of noon, rested with his people near the Sphinx,
at the place sacred since primreval times, and himself went after having visited the famous
sanctuaries of Sokaris, of R.ennutet, of Sekhmet, and having traversed the sacred ways of the
western necropolis of Heliopolis ".
Although it is not clearly stated that a halt was made in any placE in Sakkara, in the
shadow of the Pyramid of Zoser, it is natural to think that the royal investure included,
without doubt, the pageantry of the first Sed feast of the new King in t.he kiosk erected for
this purpose before the eastern face of the great stepped tomb.
Amenhotep II declares precisely: "Then His Majesty appeared as King (was raised to
the supreme dignity) and the Double Crown was placed upon his brow". This detail gives here
an undoubtedly historical value; the stela is not a memento of a hunting party, ::1 performance
of rowing, an exercise of shooting or a carousal, it is the memorial of solem!lities which
accompany the coronation, of the same kind as the foot-race of the Pharaoh and the sacl'ifice
of bulls are the rites of the consecration of a temple. But the most important phase of the
sarrf'd jOlll'l1cy appea.rs to l\a\,(' heen the halt in front of the Rphinx.
Amenhotep II " stopped at the sanctuary of Harmakhis until this happenecl which had
heen ordered him by his father R.a". It shoul(l without doubt be understood that this sanctuary of Harmakhis was that which we call to-day the Temple of the Sphinx, consequently
it is at the foot of the great colossus of Giza, where the Prince, afterwards King, made the
obligatory pause,
The text, sufficiently ambiguous, allows one to suppose that the celebratecl statue was
oracular, as in the legend of CEdipus, and that in this act of submission to the father of all the
gods and kings, it was suitable to consult the divine will of Ra, and the divinatory science of
the god of the Future, Kheper. And by a mysterious sign, or by a miraculous voice, of the
origin of which the Great Seer of HeJiopolis was probably not ignorant, the father of the gods
(lictated to the new king his rules of conduct. It seems th:1t the granite temple was playing
the same role held by Epidaure through the dormitory Abaton of Asclepins, where the faithful
came to ask for a prophetic dream of the wonder worker.
Thothmes IV says explicitly that he was sleeping at the foot of the Sphinx. He hacl, therefore, to have recourse to the artifice of the dream, and this for motives of the order of succession
and legitimacy, as we know. Nothing prevents the thought that this dream was previously
fixed in all its points by the Palace and the Temple, and to see in this occurrence an example
of the modelling of religion in politics. It is true that at this epoch a dogmatic rivalry between
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the theological schools of Karnak and Hcliopolis, which was gently drawing the kings towards
the schism of Atonism, made pOi'!sible the interference of the priests in an affair of state of such
importance as that of the royal succession.
Thothmes IV "lay down in the shadow of the colossus of Khepera and a special sleep had
overtaken him". During this sleep a voice is heard. Khepera affirms that the sleeper is indeed
his very beloved son, in whom he places all his confidence. But he laments over the forgetfulness and ingratitude of men, who turn away from mm to the profit of the god of Thebes, and
allow the sands to cover his shoulders. At least, one should interpret the con1plaint of the
Sphinx as having two demands-the return to the ancient faith and the clearance of his image
from the sand. The god (that is his priests) grieves over the spiritual detachment of the royal
line and of the people, putting, as proof, the neglect to keep the sacred site in order. The exvotos of Thothmes IV and the Stela of Amenhotep II do not at all times clearly express the
subject, but permit the supposition of, if not a seeming request on the part of the Sphinx, at
least the accomplishment of a similar task by these two Kings at the beginning of their reigns.
Amenhotep II " took no rest until he had accomplished all that his father Ra had ordered
to be done . . . and he made to revive the names of Kheops and Khafra".
From what happens in our days, the sanding up of the Sphinx must have been produced
just as rapidly in those times, and in less than the space of a reign, the divine 'effigy and
the funerary temples in its environs were re-covered. The entire site periodically demanded
measures for reparation and works of re-building. The first act that the new King performed
was to deliver the sacred place from the attacks of the sand. Although there are no clear
traces of restoration earlier than those of Thothmes IV, one ought to accept the idea that his
predecessors should also have repaired the injuries of time on the statue of Khepera, as one
of them boasted of having, in addition, made tolive the names of the great builders of the
pyramids, which means, that which was lacking in the state of their mortuary temples, and
maintained the goods of the funerary endowments devised to perpetuate their cult8.
When on the sixteenth day of Epiphi of the season Shemou (Summer) Thothmes IV made his
inspection of the holy places at the conclusion of the sacred trials, he found the colossus eaten
by erosion, and nearly buried in the bottom of his rocky hollow, under a winding-sheet of Rand,
brought by the blowing of the Khamsin wind. At once he engaged himself to remedy this
deplorable state of affairs. "The Prince awoke, and a great calm was on his soul; he said:
'Come, let us hasten to our .clwellings, and bring from them a propitiatory offering in order
that the god may absolve us .. .'." The mutilation at the end of the text does not allow us
to know what followed; nevertheless, by the aid of some parsimonious bribes by the ruin, it
11
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is easy to guess tbat Thothmes IV also engaged himself to make live the names of those, who
sleep under their pyramids, "to celebrate" all the feasts of Ra-Harmakhis, and to raise in his
honour a monument "under the form of a beautiful stela of Aswan granite ".
Before him, Amenhotep II had" ordained to be constructed a chapel near the Sphillx, and
to place in it a stela of beautiful Tura limestone, recounting his high deeds and affirming his
devotion. to Harmakhis".
The place of this edifice, found by the Antiquities Department, allo\vs the verification that
the sanding up was, with a trifling difference, equal to that which Thothmes IV had stated.
If we may see an allegory in this sanding up, one may find it an image speaking of the periodical
invasion of the sand as the enemies of Ra, that is to say the masters of th e eastern and western
sands, a recollection of the invasion of the Shepherds, and of the danger always threatening
of a new Asiatic tide unfolded to the gates of Memphis.
Thus, there were sovereigns who, under the Eighteenth Dynasty faced the sacred sporting
trials in a closed field at Giza, and who, out of gratitude, dedicated these ex-votos to the gigantic
symbol of life and resurrection, and restored his cult, which was likely to fall into oblivion.
One is astonished that they were the only members of a long line of emperots who bad
fulfilled the preliminary conditions of the coronation. Nothwithstanding their marked fervour
for tbe God of Heliopolis, the Eighteenth Dynasty ought not to have been the only one to
have constructed a monum·ent, so small, and of whatever nature it may be, to the giant of Giza.
To tbis title the hunting scarabs of Amenbotep III-by reason of tbe God Khepera, wbo was
represented as a scarab-bad an analogous signification. The slaughter of a great quantity
of lions enters into the category of the hunting exploits imposed by the customs of the
coronation.
To conclude, Thothmes IV had heard the Sphinx say; "My face is turned towards you
on whom 1 have placed all may hopes" and he was armed knight by the gift of a war-horse
for fulfilling the" works of Montu", the exploits of the god by the king, at the head of which
is placed the fight a,gainst the unconquered adversary Asia, the agent of Set.
The stelae of the Sphinx, concieved from our point of view, definitely display their apparent
character of Nimrodian boastfulness and valueless athletic fatuities; they find a reason of bigh
historical value in a fabulous intervention of the divinity and cease to be a regular anecdotal
document, without political value. to become a piece of biographical archive, the importance
of which is to be underlined. That they divulge the same stroke of zeal of the priests of
Heliopolis to preserve the legend of the Sphinx by the learned apologies of his power, by
miracles and by marvellous dreams, by oracles, and by apparitions skilfully appropriated to
the circumstances, is without doubt.
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That all these manouvres, of known usage in all ancient religions, to arrest and retain the
believers, had a more elevated aim than making the gifts of royalty and nobles flow, is an undeniable fact. The political aim of these manifestations is rendered here too apparent to be
eliminated by partiality. In these efforts of the Heliopolitan clergy to perpetuate the faith
in the ancestor of the dynasties, one should probably find the favour which the human head
of the lion enjoyed at this period, and with it, the cult of Houronna participated by the Great
Sphinx of Giza and by Horus the Saviour, Shed.
This theory of M. Bruyere is very plausible, and makes interesting reading, but it seems
to me to lack substantial proof.
One cannot deny that there is a similarity between the texts of the Stela of Amenhotep Il and that of Thothmes IV, but this similarity is superficial, and the texts may be
interpreted in quite another manner. To begin with, if it was a rule that the Crown Princes had
to undergo athletic trails in order to prove their fitness for coronation, we should have heard
a great deal more about it, just as we do about the Heb-sed ceremonies, which was a definitely
established rite.
In addition to the two stelae dealt with by M. Bruyere, we have also in favour of his theory
the hunting Stela ()f Seti I (of the existence of which M. Bruyere was, of course, ignorant) and
the Armant Stela of Thothmes Ill. Thus, we have four important documents (or five, if we
assume the naos of Amen-mes to have been of this order) all recording royal sporting activities,
and with the exception of that of Thothmes Ill, all dedicated to the Sphinx. But when we
examine these stelae, they do not bear out the idea of an ordered succession of events, such
as would have been the fixed case in a fixed ceremony.
That of Thothmes III is a record of all the principal valiant deeds of his reign, and includes
target-shooting and hunting, but does not specifically state that any of these events took
place in the neighbourhood of the Sphinx. Amenhotep Il mentions rowing, archery, footracing, horsemanship, but not hunting. Thothmes IV boasts of his archery and hunting, but
does not mention the other sports; while Seti I speaks only of hunting. Furthermore, we have
the stela which Rameses Il dedicated to the Sphinx in the first year of his reign, which mentions
his warlike prowess, but makes no reference to hunting, archery or any other kind of sport.
With the exception of Thothmes IV, who definitely says that he was alone" with two of
his followers, while not a soul knew it ", all the other kings tell us that their exploits were
witnessed by many persons. This is quite natural, we should expect a crowd to colle?t to watch
any action performed by the King; while from the hunting scarabs of Amenhotep Ill, we know
that the army was employed on hunting trips to help drive the game. Also on the painted
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casket of Tutankhamon we sce soldiers and officials discreetly following the King on foot and
in chariots. But this does not necessarily imply that there was an official audience composed
of palace officials, priests and general populace, which M. Bruyere conjures np before our eyes,
and to which there is not the least allusion in any of the texts.
Finally, as we have already seen, we have found monuments III our excavations
appertaining to several of the most important kings from the Eighteenth Dynasty to Saitic
times, and not one of these bears any reference to any sporting activities of the Monarchs
concerned.
M. Bruyere also refers to a propitious dream recorded on a naos by Thothmes Il. This
monument seems to be the same as the one to which we have just alluded, and which was made
for the Prince Amen-mes, in the reign of Thothmes I. The surviving part of the text does not
mention a dream. He also states that Thothmes IV was not an athlete like his father Amenhotep Il, whereas the Dream Stela plainly states that Thothmes had been "shooting at a target
with bolts of copper, and hunting lions and small game of the desert".
His poetical interpretation of the supposed symbolical meaning of Amenhotep's sporting
activities is far removed from the workings of the Egyptian mind; it is, in fact, pure classical
mythology. It is not the Egyptian Sun-god who drives his splendid chariot across the sky,
shooting his arrows of light, it is Apollo. Also, when did M. Bruyere ever see a representation
of, or a reference to, a Pharaoh driving a chariot drawn by mares? It is a well-known fact that
the Egyptian chariots were drawn by stallions, and on this fact depended the success of the
strategy of the King of Kadesh, when he sent out a mare on heat hefore the Egyptian cavalry
drawn up in battle array, in order to excite their stallions and throw them into confusion.
'Ve would also like to know where, in the text of the Dream Stela, is it said that Montu
"ordains to Thothmes IV the sword of honour, Khepesh, consecrating his imperishable glory"?
The only reference to the Khepesh of this stela is in the Golden Horus name of the King, which
IS "Weser-Khepesh e)".
The description of the young hero's triumphal parade does not occur on either stela, while
the description of the Prince mounted in his chariot and accompanied by his quiver-bearer
and fan-bearer,. for which the quiver of King Ay is cited for reference, is nonsense. To begin
with, in Egypt, the bow case rand quiver hang from the sides of the chariot, with an extra
quiver slung from the shoulder of the occupant of the chariot. The Pharaoh was not a
Knight of Medireval Europe, that he needed an esquire as armour-bearer. Also, on the quiver
of King Ay, the fan-bearer runs behind the chariot, and does not ride with the King.
(,1), GAUTHIER•. "

Le Livre dea Rois", Vol.

n,

pp. 290, .292-295, 300.
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M. Bruyere thinks that the visit of the young princes to the Sphinx was an obligatory
pilgrimage to the sacred' places of the district. On the two stelae in question, there is no suggestion of such a thing. On the other hand, there is no doubt that it was customary for the
Pharaohs to visit the Sphinx, and this may well have been started by the Monarchs of the
Eighteenth Dynasty, whom we know to have been connected with the Memphite region, and
also it seems to be about this time that we see the first mention of the Sphinx as Hor-em-akhet.
But there is nothing to denote that this was more than a custom, and there is no evidence at
all that these were fixed ritual pilgrimages.
He also suggests that the princes may have possibly held their Sed-festivals in the Step
Pyramid Complex of Zoser at Sakkara, although the state of the site reveals to us that most
of this complex was buried under the sand, by the time of the New Kingdom and that what
remained exposed, was being used as a quarry!
M. Bruyere further suggests that the granite Temple at Giza was being used as a dormitory
where the princes slept in order to receive prophetic dreams. vVe have only one account of
such a dream, that of Thothmes IV, and he clearly states that this came to him while he was
sleeping at noontide in the shadow of the Sphinx. Moreover, as, at this time, the real temple
of the Sphinx was completely buried under the sand, as we have proof (see p. 14), it is probable
that the granite temple, which is beside it and on the same level, was also buried. If the line
in the Inventory Stela, where Khufu seems to receive instructions from the Sphinx" in an hour
of the night" really refers to an oracular dream (see p. 114), it may bear our M. Bruyere's contention that the Sphinx was noteu for oracles of this kind. But we must remember that the
text of this stela is a late forgery, and that it may, therefore, be coloured by the already existing
story of Thothmes IV, which would, of course, be well known in the neighbourhood. Neither
in the original text of the dream stela does the Sphinx complain of the ingratitude of men
"who turn away from him to the profit of the God of Thebes". He merely states the fact that
his image had been sanded up, which was doubtless true.
Another instance, where lVl. Bruyere reads more into the texts than the original warrants,
is where he says that Amenhotep II had "ordonne de construire une chapelle pres du sphinx et
d'y placer une stele en beau calcaire de Tourah, racontant ses haut faits et affirmant sa devotion a
Harmakhis". The line in question merely states "and it was ordered to erect a sanctuary there,
and to erect in it a stela of limestone, on which is inscribed his great name, Aa-Kheperu-Ra,
beloved of Hor-em-akhet".
It seems that M. Bruyere is basing his theory on these two isolated stelae, and that the
evidence, which he brings to' support it, is itself not strictly accurate. What really seems to
be the case is that Amenhotep II really was a devotee to sport, as we might expect from a son
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of that hardy old warrior and sportsman Thothmes Ill; and as we have already seen, we have
independent evidence that as a mere child, as well as an adult, he practised archery. Allowing
for a little human boastfulness, and the fact that the King, being divine, must naturally surpass
the deeds of ordinary mortals, the account of the limestone stela probably records a statement
of facts, and as we have already mentioned, the mummy of Amenhotep Il proves him to
have been a tall, muscularly powerful man of the athletic type. In the case of the Stela
of Thothmes IV, we have a combination of two motives for its erection. One of which,
M. Bruyere rightly recognizes as an attempt to legitimize his accession to the throne.
The
other motive is the ingrained desire of the Egyptians to emulate the deeds of their predecessors.
Amenhotep Il had left a monument to the Sphinx, recording his sporting prowess, therefore
his son must do likewise. For this reason, he mentions his archery and hunting at the
beginning of the inscription.
We have already seen that many other kings from the Eighteenth Dynasty onwards left
stelae at the Sphinx recording their visits, which were clearly a custom but not a rite, and a
custom which was also followed by private people. But in none of these other stelae is there
any mention of organized athletic trials. If such trials had really existed, we can be sure that
every king would have been only too glad to have boasted of his success therein, particularly
such a man as Rameses Il, whose stela at the Sphinx is markedly silent as to any mention
of sport.
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IX.-THE ORIGIN OF THE SPHINX
THE LION GUARDIAN

NE is so familiar with the form of the Egyptian Sphinx, which has, indeed, almost come
to symbolize Egypt itself, that one is apt to take it for granted, and to accept it without
enquiring from whence came its hybrid form. Yet like all other things, the Sphinx had a genesis,
and that was the Lion. This we can tell from the pre-dynastic slate palettes, of which we will cite
two examples. Fig. 84 shows a powerful
lion represented in the act of disemboweling
a prostrate man of an un-Egyptian type.
Other men of a similar type lie dead upon
the ground, prey to the carrion-eating birds.
To the right of the lion-group, a prisoner is
pushed forward by a person wearing a
long embroidered robe with an ornamental
border. The foreigners wear a: girdle and
sheath, similar to those of the Bantu of
. the present day, except for one man, who
is naked, and is uncircul1lsized. They all
wear beards resembling the Pharaonic
false-beards.
FIG. 84.-A POWERFUL LION DISEMBOWELING

O

A PROSTRATE MAN

The second example (Fig. 85) shows seven
symLolic fortified towns, which are the picture
signs of their names (1). In the case of the town
"Kaw" (?) (2), it is Leing attacked by a lion, who
undermines its foundations with a pick or hoe.

FIG. 85.-SEVEN SYMBOLIC FORTIFIED TOWNS

What then do these lions represent ?
Mr. Legge, in his article on the slate palettes'
in the "Proceedings of the Society of Biblical
Archffiology" (3), considers that the lions and
other animals shown upon the pre-dynastic slate

(I) The fir"t of these pH,lcUes is now in the 13ritigh Museum in London. See LEOGE, "P.S.H.A. ", VO\. XXII, p. 135.
second palette, see 1h: MOIWA~, "Recherches sur l'Origin de t'Rgypte ", VO\. IT.

(2) Are we to interpret these signs as the first beginning of the hieroglyphic system of writing ?
(3) Vol. XXII, pp. 204-211, 279-310.

For the
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palettes, represent a tribe, whose name and tribal totems were connected with these animals.
Sethe, on the other hand, identifies these lions with .the victorious king, and gives some
very sound reasons for his theory. He recalls that the later Egyptians constantly referred to
the Pharaoh as a "lion ", "like a lion in the battlefield ", "an angry lion" "a lion among
the rulers", etc., and represented him in this form throughout all periods of Egyptian history.
Amenhotep III was particularly fond of being represented as a lion, and the inscriptions
on the two beautiful statues of lions from Gebel Barkal state (Fig. 86): "He made tbis monument to his image living upon eartb, Neb-Maat-Ra, the Lord of Ta-Kemset, the Dweller in the
Mennu of Het-Kha-em Maat".
The text goes on to refer to the King as
a mighty lion, beloved by Amon·Ra (I).
These lions, which arc now in the British
Museum (2), bave been described by Ruskin
as being the finest pieces of animal sculpture
ever known.

It is a most natural thing for a primitive
people, and even for some civilized ones, to
FIG. 86.-A BE<\UTU'UL STATU~~ OF A LION·
liken their chiefs to the most powerful and
FROM GEBEL BARKAL
beautiful animal they knew; and indeed, the
lion has filled and is still filling this role in many different parts of the world. It will be
recalled that one of the titles of the Emperor of Abyssinia was "the Lion of Judah "; while
Chaka, the ~reat King of Zuiuland (~outh Africa) was called "the Black Lion ".
We may then say that the pre-dynastic Egyptian kings were, perhaps, usually represented
as lions I and this allegory continued into dynastic times.
The king was sometimes also represented as a bull, but the leonine type was more ancient,
for it would be the animal best known to a people who were hunters more than agriculturalists.
On the palette of Narmer, which is later than the palettes wc have just described, the king is
represented as a bull. This is clearly an allegory devised by a more settled community of
agriculturalists, whose ideal of power and majesty might very naturally be represented by a
fine bull. Though the actual representation of the king in bovine form did not persist, the
title" Mighty Bull" remained side by side with the leonine representation to the end of the
Pharaonic regime. In classical Arabic, "bull" means "chief" ( J::"" ).

(I) BUDGE, "The ErJiJptian Svdan ", Vol. I, p. 618.
(2) BUDG E,

U

Gllide to the EI}iJ1Jtian Galleries" (Sculpture), p. 121.
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It was perhaps the sight of the bull being used as a draught animal, or slaughtered for food,
that caused the Egyptians to return again to the noble ferocity and savage freedom of the .lion
as a more fitting representation of their rulers.
From its strength and courage, the lion came to be regarded as a powerful guardian,
and in this manner its figure passed into what may be called" magical ornament ", for since
pre-historic times we find the lion acting the part of a guardian.
Its image formed the arms of chairs, and its limbs the legs, as though to guard the occupant
from attack (I). It also forms the pedestal of the thrones of the kings (2). The lion formed
the framework of beds for the living (3), guarding the sleepers from natural and supernatural
enemies, and fulfilled the same function on the biers of the dead (4). Its image in relief, or in
the round, guarded the temple doorways, as at Deir-el-Bahari in Western Thebes, or even as
in the little temple hetween the paws of the Sphinx at Giza.
A tame lion accompanied the king into battle (5), and perhaps also played the part of
palace watch-dog in times of peace; while from a relief at Medinet Habu in Western Thebes,
we know that
a tame lion
accompauied
Rameses III

'(

in the religious
proceSSlons.
Figures of lions
were favoured
as "men" in several games (6)
and

small

figures of these
animals served
Fw. 87.-A BRONZE LLON AS A DOOR-BOLT
as amulets in
pre-dynastic
and dynastic times (7). Lions of bronze acted as door-bolts (8) and as standard weights
(Fig. 87). The head of et lion served as a gargoyle (9), in which capacity it passed into
(1) W1LKINtiflN, " Al",wers ami Oust,)//,s uf the A //cie//t
EY!J7Jtiltlls ", Vol. H, PI. XI, and the statue uf Kha.fra., Cairu
Museum; STl~INpOItFF, "Die KYnst de.r AgY1Jter ", p. ] iU.
(2) See reliefs on the walls of the Causeway of Wnas at

(7) Jbid, l?ig.

Sakkara (not yet published).

(8) MAtil'EJW, "!I'gYl'te ", p. t~ij, Fig. 541.

(") C'AItTElt,

"1'ke 1'umb u/1','tllnkkf1.lIIon", Val. n, 1'1'. 5U, ~U.

«) Ibid, Vol. I, p. lli.
(0) Wltl;tiZlNSKl, " Atlas AltweY!llJt ", S.T. Iti, 14:!.
(6) PETltlE,

"A'rts alld Grafts uf Ancient 8gY1Jt", pp. 1:14, 135.
I~.

(D) WItEtiZINtiKI, "Atlus Altewgyl't". 1:>.'1'. It\l.
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Europe, where it seemed to spread to every faucet and fountain, even down to the present
day. This association of the lion's head with the emission of water, recalls the Goddess
Tefnut, the twin sister of Shu (the first pair of gods created by Ra). Tefnut, whose name
means" the spitter" (1), was represented as a woman with the head of a lion or lioness,
or som~times in completely leonine form, and was the personification of moisture, rain or
dew. Perhaps a lingering tradition of this Goddess, imported into Europe via Greece and
Rome, accounts for the lions on almost every public fountain, ·and explains what is otherwise
a very. inappropriate, yet picturesque, form of ornament. According to Horapollo (2):
"Lions were a type of the inundation in consequence of the Nile rising more abundantly
when the sun is in Leo. Those who anciently presided over the sacred works, made the
water-spouts and passages of fountains in the form of lions".
Apart from the Sphinx and the Goddess Tefnut, many of the Egyptian gods possessed
leonine characteristics. Nefer-Atum, the third member of the Memphite triad, is usually represented as standing upon a lion, while his mother, the Goddess Sekhmet, has the head of a lioness.
The Gud Mahes appears either as a lion, devouring a captive or as a lion-headed man; while
Bes, whose figure forms one of the principal motifs for the decoration of toilet and household
articles, is a dwarfish creature, partly human and partly lion. But to return again to all these
varied and numerous representations, what do they signify ~
In the earliest times, the lion, as we have seen, was the strongest and most imposing animal
known to the Egyptians, 3mL as such, it symbolized the king, or perhaps, as we had better
say in the case of a more primitive people, the tribal chief. The chief or king was the protector
of his people; they looked to him to guard them from their enemies, to lead them into battle,
to find them fresh hunting-grounds, and to feed them in times of famine. The chief and
the lion were one in their minds, therefore the lion amulet probably came into existence in
this manner.
There is, however, no doubt that the innate beauty of its form, and the adaptability of that
to form various uses, were factors which contributed to the popularity ofthe liQn symbol. At the
same time its original purpose never seems to have been forgotten, and the-..leonine guardian
was just as popular with the Egyptians of the Ptolemaic Period as it was in the far-off days
before Menn.
Moreover, it is one of the few animal forms that passed into Arab Art, an example of which
may be seen in the famous fountain of lions of the Alhambra at Grenada, and the lions erected
by EI-Malik-ed-Daher Bibars Bondokdari on the old bridge, at Abul-Mcnnaga, Cairo.

(1) In modern Arabic,
(2) HORAPOLLO,

"tef" means "to spit".

Book I, Ch. 21.
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Then came an occasion when tbe Egyptians wished to create an imposing image for their
God-king, wbo after his death was called the Hor-akbty, the Lord of Heaven. How to represent
him? They had been long familiar with the solar falcon, but desired some finer representation,
as the King, though identified with Horus and
Hor-akhty, was never represented in the same
manner as these gods, namely in the form of a
hawk-headed man.
The idea of using the form of the Lion God,
Ruti, probably occurred first, but it was not the
ideal representation, for the lion had become
asscciated in their minds with ferocity as well as
kingship, and they wished to represent a wise and
powerful but beneficient deity. It is perhaps in tIlls
manner that they evolved the idea of the Sphinx,
which displays on one form the grace and terrific
power of the lion and the superior intellectual power
of a man, and at the same time, Illay be made as a
portrait of the reigning king.
So far as we know at present, the Great Spllinx
of Giza (Fig. 88), is one of the first examples of
these composite monsters (1), and it is certainly the
most famous; so let us pause awhile to examine
it in greater detail, and see if we can arrive at
some idea of its age.

FIG. 88.-TllE

GREAT SPHINX OF

GIZA

The Great Sphinx presents the most usual, and from the ffisthetical point of view, the 111 ost
successful typc of sphinx. It has a powerful leonine body, unencumbered by wings, a well-set
human head wcaring the nemes head-dress (which is most apt, as it suggests, the lion's mane)
the !1l'acus, and at one tiuw, the O~irian heard.
As far as 1 am aware, we only possess one example of a predynastio sphinx, and that
occurs on a slate palette, now in the British Museum (Fig. 89). Tllis creature has the body
of a lion, and the head of a hawk or eagle. It, is provided with wings, which, however, spring
from the middle of its baCk, to which they appcar to be attadlCd by means of cords passing
(1) A female Sphinx was found near the Pyramid of :[lad-ef-Ra ;t~ .'\IHI Roa~h. 1£ thi~ is contemporary with the Pyramid, as it seems
to be, then it is a few years older than the Great Sphinx, and abo indicates that the sphinx-form must have been known at lea~t as
early as the reign of Khufu, for the female form of the Sphinx cannot have been the original one, but must have been adapted from
an already recognized male modpl (?).
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umIer its body. It is represented in the act of springing upon a bull, in a scene depicting wild
animals. A similar creature, in the act of leaping upon a lion, occurs upon an engraved silver
vase from Tell Basta. The group occurs in a scene representing wild animals (as also in the
pre-dynastic palette). The silver vase dates, at the earliest, to the end of the Nineteenth
Dynasty (1).
A'3 far as we can tell, there does not seem to he any
symbolical meaning attached to this pre-dynastic monster
but it is the ancestor of a long line of fabulous creatures,
the descendants of which survive to the present day in
heraldry.
In the reliefs, the Great Sphinx is nearly alway.s represented couchant upon a pedestal, the form of which has
hitherto caused much speculation on the part of archlrologists. It usually takes the form of a high rectangle,
surmounted by a cornice, a typical example of which
occurs in Fig. 94. To this is often added a door or
the. representation of panelling. Out of fifty-one stelae
bearing representations of the Sphinx, and which are
known to have come from Giza, thirty-onc arc shown
upon pedestals of the above-mentioned type, and seven
bear representatiolls of doors. The remaining nineteen
stelue are either damaged, or arc small, crudely carved
and lacking In detail.
PI. XL shows the Sphinx as it appears upon the Stela
of Thothm.€s IV. From this it can be seen that the pedestal
FIG. 89.-A PREDYJ\ASTIC SPHINX
is intended to represent the favourite Old Kingdom Motif of
ON A SLATE PALETTE
.
panelling, so frequently seen on "palaee-fa\'ades" of tomb
walls, and the exterior decoration of sarcophagi. Compare this with Fig. 90, which shows the
same form of decoration applied to a white limestone sarcophagus, and Fig.· 91 which is a
typical palace-fac,'ade of tile Old Kingdom. Both of these examples are of the Giza type,
having been found in our excavation"..
But it will be noticed that the New Kingdom artists were not fully conversant with their
subject, for the details of the wood panelling, interspersed with reed matting, and the cordage
which fastened the latter to the wood~n beams; so minutely and accurately rendered in the
Old Kingdom examples, arc treated on 'the Thothme8 Stela as a conventional design of lines
and rectangles.
(I) EDGAR, A.S., Vol. XXV, p. 256, PI. T, Fig. 1.
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Another
example of this
type of pedestal
occurs In our
excavations on
Stela No. 12.
Here the Sphinx
is clearly represented as though
lying
upon
a
building
surmounted
by a cavetto
cornice and torus
moulding,
and
provided wit h
a doorway
(Fig. 189).
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FIG. 90.-THE DECORATION OF A WHITE LIMESTONE SARCOPHAGUS
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FIG. 91.-PALACF.-FAt;ADE OF THE OLD KINGDOlll

The motif of the two lotus-flowers, tied together by tlleir stalks, has also been interpreted
by the artists of the New Kingdom as merely a meaningless conventional design (Fig. 92).
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The Stela of Nezem-merit, at the Louvre, goes onc step further, and aclds a flight of
SIX steps to the base of the pedC'stal (Fig. 9:-l).
In his description of this stela, M. Moret
says e): "On our
stela,it (the pedestal)
IS in the form of
a naos with a
narrow d 00 r way,
and approached by a
FIG. 92.-MoTIF OF Two staircase. The Stela
LOTUS-FLOWERS
of Khufu's daughter,
which is of a later date, also shows the Sphinx
couchant upon a pedestal in the form of a
naos, but lacking a doorway and a staircase.
What then was the exact form of the pedestal
of the Sphinx (2) ?"
This is the same question which Maspero
asked himself when he was making his fruitless
search for the pedestal of the Sphinx. But
now, thanks to the light thrown upon the
matter by the clearances effected during our
excavations, we are able to give an answer
to the question. The actual pedestal of
the Sphinx is the natural rock upon which
it rests, cut down to a depth of about
2'50 metres below the level of the paws; and
when the temple Sphinx was built, this
FIG. 93 .-STELA OF rNEZEM-MERIT
Pedestal was utilized as tht. lower half of
the western wall of the great court (see p. 26).
Now, as we have already seen, the centre of this western wall was occupied by a large
niche or false-door. Let us look at the Sphinx from the doorway of the temple, or from
the open court, and immediately the form of tbe pedestal is explained! The Spbinx
appears to be lying upon a large, rectangular mass, which in its original state was surmounted by the usual cornice and moulding (3) and would give exactly the impression which
is recorded upon the stelae (PI. LVII). The doorway of the pedestal is the false-door Or niche
(I) ~IORE1', "Rel"le d' },'!lYl,/,ol"g;e ", (Ull fl), p. J.l, PI. IV.

(.) It will be not.ire<l t.hat. )f. ~[oret give~ t.he na.me of t.11I) owner of t.he stela as" Mel'het ", but ~r. BOt'eaux in hi~ GlIidc"An/';qllities

Egyptiellnes ", Vol. T, p, 78, gives it. more correct ly as "Nezem·merit". Apparently ~r. ~[ol'et had confllseJ the sign
with

~

• H.
(3) Parts of the granite cnnice were found fallen in the debris filling the temple and its passa.ges.

t
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of the western wall of the conrt; and we need not
pancies in the details of the representations, for in these
were very lax, and gave free rein to their fancies. In
on the Stela of Thothmes IV is the most accurate,
because it is typical of the Old Kingdom style.
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trouble ourselves· over the descrimatters the ancient Egyptian artists
all probability the design displayed
in spite of its conventionalization,

As further proof of the correctness of
this theory, let us cite Stela No. 9 (Fig. 94)
which shows the Sphinx lying upon a
pedestal of the actual rock upon which
it rests, while before it lies the temple.
The offerings, which, in reality, are
supposed to be deposited inside the temple,
are represented under the rule which
allowed objects inside a building, to be
shown as though standing on top of it,
or even suspended in the air above it.
In the present case they appear as though
standing upon the roof.

1
i

All the stelae showing representations
of the pedestal of the Great Sphinx
of Giza agree in the main points, but
vary in degree according to the skill or
caprice of the artists, or to the amount
of space placed at their disposal (1).
There is, however, a point which has
hitherto been somewhat obscure, but
which our latest excavations have made
FIG. 94.-STEL.'\ fa, 9 SHOWING THE SPHI~X
clear. The Sphinx of Thothmes IV is
LYIKG UPO~ A ROCK PEDESTAL
shmm lying upon a pedestal with the
Old Kingdom panelling, the origin of which we have already traced. How did the artists of
Thothmes IV know that the Sphinx rested upon a pedestal? How did they know what that
pedestal was like? There are two solutions: either the temple was exposed to view, and
they had seen the pedestal for themselves; or else it was copied from an older representation.
Now we know from the text of the Granite Stela that at the time of Thothmes IV the
Cl So far as I am aware, no other spain:', except that of GiLa, is repre2ented on this type of pedestal.
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Rphinx was wholly enrumbered hy the sand, therefore, the t(>mple, which is on a considerably lower lev('l of ground, mllst also have been r'ompldely engulfed. In proof of this,
we must state that the foundations of the Temple of Amenhotep IT were built bridgewise
over the northern passage of the
Sphinx Temple (Fig. 95), while
M. Baraize also found mud-brick
buildings, and even some foundation deposits of Amenhotep IT
above the Sphinx Temple.
Therefore, unless it was
cleared at the same time that
Thothmes IV effected his clearance
of the Sphinx, which is very
unlikely, we can safely say that
the pedestal of the Sphinx had
never been seen either by that
King or by his artists. We are
left, then, to assume that the
artists had copied the representation from some earlier stela.,
which has now vanished.
The Inventory Stela also
claims to he a copy of an older
FIG. 95.-THE NOR.THERN PASSAGE OF TilE SPHINX ~TEMPLE
monument, and it also shows
the Sphinx couchant upon the same type of pedestal', but without detail, due perhaps to
the fact that the artist had not so much sp2.ce at his disposal as on the Granite Stela. But
for the evidence of the inclusion of the name of Hwrna on the Inventory Stela, and the late
form of the titles of the Gods, one would be tempted to state that both of these monuments
had been copied from an older model, with the addition of a few minor a.1terationR to meet
the neecls of the time.
As it is, we may assume that the Rphinx representation of Thothmes IV was copied
from an ancient model, with the arldition of a few minor clwngf'R.
In the case of the stela seen in Fig. 94, wc may aRk the same question: How did the artist
know of the existence of the temple lying in front of the Sphinx, if it was already buried?
In answer we may say that perhaps the monument which gave the form of the pedestal of
the Sphinx was also inscribecl with a reconl of the existence of the tf'mple, or else it
was copied from an older scene, as was customary.

PI. Lnl

I.

Tm:
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X.-THE OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS
CONCERNING THE SPHINX

o definite

facts are known, as to the exact age of the Sphinx, and to whom we
should attribute the honour of its erection. We have not, up to the present, one
single contemporary inscription to enlighten us upon this point.

N

The Egypti"ans of the New Kingdom were equally in the dark cOficerning it, and it is
extremely doubtful if there was a single person living in Egypt at this period, who knew as
much of the true. history' of the monument as we do to-day.
Let us see what the ancient writers have to say concerning the Sphinx and its origin
Unfortunately, the Egyptians pf the New Kingdom were far more interested in identifying
the Sphinx with various forms of the Sun~god than in establishing its early origin, and so
we get mere theology than archmology from their texts.

1.--. AMENHOTEP II (1448-1420 R.e.)

Up to now, the earliest authentic opinion concerning the Sphinx is given by Amenhotep Il,
but even this was written about two thousand years after its erection, and no mention is
made of its originator. On his Great Limestone Stela, Amenhotep U referR to the "Pyramids
of Hor-em akhet", a name which iJerhaps shows that he considered the Sphinx to be older
than the Pyramids. Hf3 refers to the Rphinx under the nanies of Hor-em-akhet and Horakhty which means" Horns in the Horizon" and" Horns who dwells in the Horizon ", the
latter being a god mentiOl)ed -in the Pyramid Texts as being -older than Ra.

2.--THOTHMES

IV (1420-1411

R.e.)

In the story of his dream on the Granite Stela, Thothmes IV sets out what was
apparently his opinion of the Sphinx, and identifies the God with Kheperi-Ra-Atum,
as well as giving it his usual name of Hor"em-akhet. The last legible line of the text, which
is, however, much mutilated, reads: "And we sball give praise to Wennefer
Khafra,
the statue made for Atum-Hor-erp-akhet
"
12
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It is most unfortunate that the text breaks off at this place, for it would appear
that Thothmes in some way connected the Sphinx with Khafra. From the theological point
of view, he apparently regarded the Sphinx as a type of the Sun-god in all his phases, as is
clearly shown by the name "Hor-em-akhet-Kheperi-Ra-Atum". Nevertheless, it is more than
probable that neither Thothmes IV nor the priesthood, attached to the Sphinx (if, indeed
it had a priesthood at that time), knew the truth of the origin of the stat.ne.

If we can take the text as it is (see p. 240) and consider the Sphinx as the equivalent of Atum,
then we can date it back to the first appea.rance of Atum, whose name occurs in the Pyramid
Texts, along with the names of Khepera and Ra (the sun in its three phases), and Hor-akhty,
who is older than all of them. On this basis, we can consider the Sphinx as the oldest god
in Egypt, but unfortunately we are building our hypothesis on New Kingdom texts, which
were written at a time when the Egyptians themselves had probably forgotten the original
traditions of the God. But perhaps they were right, if, as we shall see later, the construction
of the Sphinx Temple can be taken as a material proof of the existence of the Sphinx in the
Old Kingdom.
3.- SETI I (1313-1292 B.C.)

On the stela which he dedicated in the mud-brick Temple of Amenhotep n, Seti I makes
no mention of the early history of the Sphinx. As this Monarch displayed throughout all his
reign a marked interest in the ancient sacred monuments, it is strange that he should make
no reference to the origin of the Great Sphinx. This fact seems to suggest that he could
get no reliable information on the sllbject, and so contented himself by refening to it as the
';place where ,the people pray". On the 'other hand, the text of this stela is somewhat
mutilated, and it may be that gome unlucky chance has destroyed the very sentence tllat would
have been of importance to us. Seti calls the Sphinx by the name of Hwl and Hor-em-akhet,
the usual names in vogue for it during the Eighteenth Dynasty and onwards.

4.-PASEBEKHANT) (Po~orSENNF.~) (1085-10G7 H.C.)

Pasebekhanu partly re-built and decorated the Temple of Isis that lies to the cast of
the Great Pyramid. Later, a stela was set up here giving the previous history of the temple.
The text purports to be a copy of an ancient stela existing in the temple, but is obviously a late
forgery, as has been shown elsewhere (see p. HO). Accordingly, we may take it as expressing
the opinion of the people of this period concerning the Sphinx and Pyramids, and which seems
to have been influenced by the text of the Great Limestone Stela of Amenhotep Il, and the
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other stelae of the Eighteenth Dynasty, as mention is made of the Sphinx under the name of
Hwrna, a name apparently mi.known in Egypt before the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty,
hut very usual at that time. This fact affords clear proof that the stela cannot possibly be
a copy of an Old Kingdom text, as it pretends to be. The stela refers to the Sphinx under
the namt>s Hwrna and Hor-em-akhet (1).

5.--PLINY (A.D.

23)

Pliny says (2) : "In front of the Pyramids is the Sphinx, which is perhaps even more to be
admired than they. It impresses one by its stillness and silence, and is the local divinity of
the inhabitants of the surrounding district. These people believe that it is the Tomb of King
Amais, and they further state that it was carved in some other place and transported to
its present situation. But it is, in i'eality, part of the natural rock, and was carved ·in situ.
In order to conform with the cult, it was painted reel. The circumference of the head is
200 feet (sic !). The length of the body is 143 feet. The height from the belly to the top
of the head in 62 feet (3) ".
Pliny, t.hen, was clearly ignorant of t.he origin of t.he Sphinx, and so \'{ere its worshippers
at that timt>.
From the foregoing accounts, we can ser. that the gr.neral opinion of the ancients was that
the Sphinx was older than the Pyramids. It would he interesting to know the source from
whence they derived this idea. Per}laps it was the natural result of tIle identification of
the Sphinx with the God Horus Behdety. In this way they might easily have supposed it
to have been. pre-dynasti<" and perhaps dated it from the d~Tnast~T of semi-divine kings
known as tlw "Fol1owp.rs of Horns".
In the insc:riptions of the Temple of Horus at Edfu is the following passage: "An(l Horns
of EMu transformed himself int.o a lion which had the face of a man, and which was nowJl('(l
with the Triple Crown (4) ".
_ _ _ _ _•

no

•

_

(I) For a ,1iS~II .. ion "f the name of this Cod, "PP .TrIHN GRAY, ".!olll'llfll of Kprn' RrMIPrIl 8111die.....

\'01.

,·rll.

Janll31'.v HI"!l.

No. I. p. 2i fj.
(') Pliny's works, Book XXXVl. Ch.

xnr.

(3) Actually the measurements of the Sphinx are a. follow", Hei~ht: fiG fel't, length: 240 feet., hei~ht. of ear.: 4 fl'l't G in~he ••
height of nose: 5 feet i inche.'<, width of mout.h: 7 feet,. 7 inchc.•• entire breadth of flH'e; 1:1 fl'ct, 8 inche. m.HnF.KF.R, "R(j.'l1>t",

1929, p. 145).
() R,TDOF....

r,p(jf.1lds of the

God~

", pp. 88--89.
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Curiously enough, the scene which accompanied this text shows the God represented
as a normal lion, which indicates how readily the Sphinx and the lion forms were
interchangeable in the minds of the Egyptians (Fig. 96).

FIG. 96.

-HORUS .REPRESENTED AS A NORMAL LION

XL-THE OPINIONS OF THE ARAB WRITERS CONCERNING
THE SPHINX

T

HE opinions expressed concerning the Sphinx, after the Arab Conquest are few, but
are not without some interest.
l.-ABDEL-LATIF EL-BOGHDAD!

(1)

Abdel-Latif EI-Boghdadi states: "Near to one of the Pyramids IS a colossal head
emerging from the ground. It is called Abul-Hol. It is said that its body is buried in the
ground, and judging by the dimensions of the head, the body should have been 70 cubits in
length. The figure was painted red ".
2.- EL-MAKRIZI (2)

EI-Makrizi says: "In our time, there was a man whose name was Saim-el-Dahr, one
of the Sufis (780 A.H.). This man wanted to remedy some of the religious things, and he went
to the Pyramids and disfigured the face of Abul-Hol, which has remained in that state from
that time until now. From the time of this disfigurement also, the sand has invaded the
cultivated lands of Giza, and the people attribute tbis to the disfigurement of Abul-Hol" (3).
3.-ALI MUBARAK (4)

Ali Mubarak says: "This statue (the Sphinx) is called nowadays Abul-Hol, but used
to be known by the name of Balheeb, as mentioned by EI-Makrizi ".
4.-EL-KODAI

(5)

He says: "The idol of the two pyramids is called Balhouba. It is a large idol, situated
between the two pyramids, and only the head is visible. The mob calls it Abul-Hol and
Balheeb, and believe that it is a talisman to prevent the sand of tbe desert from invading
Giza. In a book entitled " The Wonders of Bu£lding ", it says: "At the Pyramids is a very
huge head and neck protruding from the earth. The people call it Abul-Hol, and think that
its body is buried under tbe ground" (6).
(l) AlIOEL-LATlF Er"-B'JOliOAOY, "Rela.tion de l' EY!/11te ", Vo!. T, p. 106.
(2) EL.~IAK((rzr,

"l\hitat EI·Mahi!i ", Abul-Hol, Part I, p. UH.

(") E'or a similar idea, sce Journal oJ Near Easlern Studies, Vol. VIII, January 194(), No. 1, p. 31.
(4) ALl 3IuUAltAK, "Khil.al •.illis''', Vol. XVI, p. 44.
(5) Er.-Korw,ibid, Part r, p. 1!J7.
(6) Fllr a similar idea, sec Journal oJ Near Easlern Studies, Vu!. VIII, January 194(), Nu. 1, p. 31.
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5.- VA~SLEB (J)

Yansleb says: "Its nose (the Sphinx's) has been broken by a 1\1001', of whom a story
is told in beautiful verses of the Arabic language, and which, in order to be brief, I do not
mention here, as I do not believe it to be true. This same maniac who mutilated the Sphinx
did the same to the lions decorating one of the Cairo bridges, which lions were erected by
El-lVlalik-el-Daher Bibars Bondokdari. But according to Abdel-Latif, the lions and the Sphinx
were mutilated by Sheikh Mohammed, called the 'Faster of his time '. He did this in the
belief that it would be agreeable to God".
It is perfectly clear that the Arab and mediawal writers had no knowledge at all of
the history and origin of the Sphinx. It is also interesting to see that even in Islamic times
the local inhabitants seemed to have regarded it as a beneficent spirit anu protector of their
lands. The same idea is displayed on the Inventory Stela (see pp. 11:1-U6), and occurs again
III Gneco-Roman inscription (see p. 123) (2).
The Arab writers guessed that the body of the Sphinx was buried under the sand, but it is
not clear if at this period they were aware that it was the body of a lion.

(I)

YANSLEB,

"Relazione aello Stuto Present,. dell

EyiUo", p. 266.

(2) See also Journal of Near Eastern Studies, ibid, p. 31.

XII.- THE OPINIONS OF MODERN EGYPTOLOGISTS
CONCERNING THE SPHINX

1.- FLINDERS PETRIE

N his "History of Egypt" Prof. Petrie says (1): "Near this temple (the Valley Temple of
Khafra) stands the Sphinx; and as there is no evidence as to its a.ge, we may consider it here
owing to its position . .. When was this knoll of rock so carved, and by whom? A later
limit is given by the Stela of Thothm~s IV, placed between its paws. .. It must, then, be much
older than his time. On the other hand, it has been supposed to be pre-historic, but there
is some evidence against this. In the middle of the back is an old tomb-shaft; such would
certainly not be made when it was venerated, and it must belong to some tomb which was made
here before the Sphinx was carved. No tombs near this are older than Khufu, nor are any
in this part older than l{hafra. We may see this on looking at the wide causeway in the rock
up to the Second Pyramid. On either hand of that is a crowd of tomb-shafts, but not one is
cut in the whole width of the causeway. In short, the causeway precedes the tombs in the
neighbourhood, but the Sphinx succeeds these tombs".

I

Such is Petrie's opinion, but he is speaking of the causeway before it was fully revealed.
It is true that there are no tombs cut in that part of the causeway that lies near the Sphinx, and
which was the only part of it on view, until I cleared the remainder in 1935-1936. It can now
be seen that the part of it lying to the west of the Sphinx, and extending up to the Second
Pyramid has shafts sunk in its upper surface, as well as tomb-chambers cut in its sides.
Taking the facts as he knew them, Petrie's arguments are sound enough; but unfortunately
he fell into the fatal error of trying t.o form a definite opinion about a site that had been only
partly excavated, a practice that cannot be too strongly condemned.
2.-MASl'ERO

Maspero was at first inclined to relegate the Sphinx to the Pre-dynastic Period. He says (2) :
" The Great Sphinx, Harmakhis, has mounted guard over its (the Libyan Plateau's) northern
extremity ever since the time of the 'Followers of Horus '. "

(1) PETRII'.

"Hi8tOI'Y

0/ Bgypt".

Vol. I, PI'.

(2) "The Dawn of Civilizatif)/l", p. 247.

6~-6!);

11123.
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I~ater,

however, he modifies his opinion (1) and states tha.t the Sphinx: "probably presents
Khafra himself guarding his temples and Pyramid by the magic power possessed by a sphinx".
Further on in t,he same book he says (2) : "Its date (the Sphinx's) has been the subject
of endless discussion. Recent discoveries point to it being Khafra himself, a portrait head
of the Pharaoh with.the body of a lion, guarding his pyramid and temples from all evil by the
magic power possessed by a sphinx".
3.-BRUGSCH

Brugsch says that King Khufu had seen the Sphinx, and that, therefore, it must have existed
before his time, an opinion which he had evidently founded on the famous Inventory Stela,
an object that has proved itself to be a stumbling block
the path of historical research (3).

in

4.-BoRCHARDT

Under the title" Uber das Alter des Sphinx bei Giseh", Borchardt has indulged in an astonishing flight of fancy! He commences by stating that the aim of the article is to investigate
the question of the age of the Sphinx from a new standpoint, and remarked that misleading
results have occurred in the past, by historians basing their theories on the Granite Stela of
Thothmes IV, and the fancied resemblance between the features of the Sphinx and those of
Khafra. Therefore, he proposes to make his investigations from the point of view of the study
of the eye-paint, referring to the line of kohl with which the ancient Egyptians (as well as their
descendants) decorated their eyes.
He says: "In the following, an attempt is made to arrive at the establishing of a date,
from the details of the dress; as this seems to be the only safe way for dealing with Egyptian
sculpture, whereas for the treatment of such questiQns from the purely stylistic point of view,
there is neither sufficient material, nor preliminary studies. To-day, even after adding all the
stylistic observations on the treatment of the portrait, muscles, etc., we must content ourselves
with settling the following study by considering it as a matter of costume; to reduce it from
a matter of calculation, to somet.hing palpable.
" The chief criterion of this sort, which we want to discuss here, consists of the paiut
stripes which are applied to the exterior corners of the eyes of the Sphinx, in a very flat relief,
and with traces of blue paint. To this we should have to apply the law lately fixed by

(1)

"A ./ll anw.tl of BYiJ7ll;rtn Arc!twJlo{JiJ", p. 74.

(2) MASPERO,

ibid, p. 237.

(8) BRUOSCH.
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Herr von Bissing, according to which paint stripes are unknown in the Old Kingdom. This
is confirmed, as far as the Cairo Museum is concerned, but it can be slightly altered according
to monuments belonging to other collections. "
He then proceeds to give a list of statues and reliefs which he had examined, and goes
to a great deal of trouble to " prove" that those examples of Old Kingdom statuary which
unfortunately show eye-paint, and thus upset his theory, are wrongly classified, and belong
to later dates.
Finally, he finds one example that undeniably dates to the Sixth Dynasty and shows eyepaint, an uncompromising specimen that refuses to conform to his theory; therefore, he begins
to juggle with Egyptian history, and wishes to push the beginning of the Middle Kingdom back
to the Sixth Dynasty. Having thus" solved" the greatest limit of the age of the Sphinx,
Borchardt then proceeds to settle its lowest limit, when he calls to his aid the details of the
pleating of the nemes head-dress, and gives a long list of the statues he had examined in this
connection. By some strange process of reasoning, he comes to the conclusion that the grouped
stripes of the nemes only appeared during the Twelfth Dynasty, and observes:
"The grouped stripes of the nemes appear only under the Twelfth Dynasty, perhaps even
only under Amenemhat Ill, because all the objects, with such an arrangement of stripes and
bearing a precise date, belong to his reign; for the other monuments classified as belonging
to the Twelfth Dynasty, it is not excluded that they do not represent Amenemhat Ill. For
this confined limitation of the stripes fashion only to the time of Amenemhat Ill, speaks
also the fact that the statues of Usertsen I (Benwesert I) from Lisht have no such groups, but
regular stripes.
"If we want to limit the period of the gronped stripes only to Amenemhat III or not;
in either case it remains a fact that, after the Twelfth Dynasty, this fashion does not appear
any more . . .

" For dating the Giza Sphinx we deduct the following facts: As the head-dress of the
Sphinx has the broad stripe accompanied by the narrow stripes, the Sphinx can surely not
belong to a period coming after the Twelfth Dynasty. We would, thus, limit the age of
the Sphinx between two staves, an upper one and a lower one.
" According to the paint stripes she (sic) is of the Sixth Dynasty or later, and according
to the head-dress stripes, before the end of the Twelfth Dynasty. If we want to be less cautious,
we would add perhaps at the time of Amenemhat Ill. For this dating there are several
secondary facts, to which we do not want to give much weight: (1) The lack of mention of the
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Sphinx in the Old Kingdom, so far as we know, from the inscriptions now. (2) The lack of objects
belonging to the Old Kingdom in the nenrest neighbourhood of the Sphinx. (3) The presence
of two vertical shafts in the back of- the Sphinx, one of which ends in a tomb chamber, and
contained coffin boards. ~"'rom this we can deduct that a mastaba has perhaps existed on
the back of the Sphinx.
"The original lack of the beard, exactly the same as Amenemhat, is represented. The
presence of the gol's im'1ge in front of the breast, between the paws, is similar to the Middle
Kingdom Sphinx from EI-Kab (Cairo Museum). The traces of this divine image are still visihle.
Lastly, we could also perhaps recognize the portrait of Amenemhat III in the features of the
Sphinx, but, of course, this is very doubtful.
"We can now give an outline of the story of the Sphinx: It was hewn in the
rock by Amenemhat Ill, where there was a mastaba (on the actual back of the Sphinx), and
it was partly built up with hewn stone. It represented the. King in the form of a couchant
lion, with a human head, and a sta.tue of the god before the brea.st, perhaps Harmakhis or Kheper.
As the monument was later covered by sand, Thothmes IV ordered it to be excavated for
the first time. This is shown by the stela. Perhaps the beard was added to the Sphinx at
that time. During the Nineteenth Dynasty, the Sphinx must have again been partly cleared
In later times it was surrounded by a mud-brick wall, to protect it against
from the sand.
the sand of the desert. From the east, a staircase led down to a small chapel before the
god's statue at the breast. All these protective measures were, however, useless, and in 1883
she (sic) was again, cleared, and to-day it would again be necessary."
It seems to me that Borchardt had gone to a great deal of trouble to prove a theory that
it is altogether wrong from, the beginning to the end; that is if he is not having a joke with the
scientific world, and indulging in a little "leg-pulling" at our expense. Note how he refers to
the Sphinx in the femi'nine gender, and at the same time passes observations upon its beard,
and identifies it with the King 1
If Borchardt was really serious about this article, then I think that of all the theories that
he ever put into writing, he must have bitterly regretted having pnblished this one!

5.-BREASTED

Breasted is frankly uncertain ab~ut the age of the Sphinx; he says (1): "Whether the
Sphinx itself is the work of Khafra, is not yet determined. The Great Sphinx, like other
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Egyptian sphinxes, is the portrait of a Pharaoh, anu an obscure reference to Klwfra in an inscription between its fore-paws., dateu fomtcen hundred years latcr ill tlle n·ign of TllOthmes IV,
perhaps shows that in these times he was considered to have llad something to do with it"'.

6,--·BUDGE

Budge is another writer who later re-considers his opinion, for at first lIe says (1): "The
oldest and finest human-headed lion statue is the famous Rphinx at Giza, wllieh was regarded
as the symbol of the Sun-god Ra-Temu-Khepera-Heru-khuti, and was made to keep away evil
spirits from the tombs which are round about it. The age is unknown, but it existed in the
time of Khephren, and was probably very old, evcn at that early period"'.
Later he modified this statement, and in the last edition of "The Mummy'", Ill' says (2) :
"Near this temple (the Khafra Valley Temple) stands that mysterious mOJlllment, tJIe
Sphinx . . . which was at once the symbol of the god Hor-el1l-akhet . . . and of tJle King,
the earthly representative of the god. An inscription, found by Mariette ill the Temple of Isis
near the Pyramid of Khufu, says that Khufu built this temple, and some suppose that it was
he who had this spur of rock carved into the form of a man-headed lion, and parts of it filled
up with masonry to make the contours of the body more perfect. Others take the view that
the Sphinx is a pre-dynastic monument, but this theory has no foundation".

7.--·HALL

Regarding the probable age of the Sphinx, Dr. H. R. Hall says (3): "The Sphinx (AoulHol: "Father of Terror", as the Arabs call it) is of much later date than the Pyramids, and is
probably to be assigned to the time of Amenemhat III (Twelfth Dynasty)".
Later, in. the same book, he modified this statement, and says: "More probable that
the Sphinx and its temple really date from Khafra's time". By "its temple"", Hall is referring
to the Khafra Valley Temple, which has nothing to do with the Sphinx.
In my opinion, the Great Sphinx of Giza was erected after the completion of the Khafra
Pyramid Complex. The evidence which led me to this conclusion is the trench, which runs
down the northern side of the causeway leading from the Valley Temple to the Mort,Rary Temple
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(2) BUDGE, "The ilhwl/l/!!", p. 32.
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of Khafra. This trench, which measures about 2 metres wide and about 1'50 metres deep, is
cut in the rock, and, if contemporary with these monuments, served as a kind of division between
the Necropolis of Khufu on the north and that of Khafra on the south.
The same form of marking boundaries by means of shallow trenches can be seen in
conjunction with rock-cut mastabas, where they are usually cut in the upper surface of the
rock, to define the limits of the tomb.
In the case of the trench we are discussing, it stops abruptly at the western edge of the
cavity of the Sphinx (see Plan: PI. XVI). Now, in the case of a heavy rainfall, this trench would
act as a drain and discharge all its dirty water into the cavity of the Sphinx. Here, then, seems
to be a clear proof that the Sphinx was cut after the causeway, because had it existed before,
the excavators would never have continued cutting the trench right to the edge of the cavity,
it being unthinkable that the sacred enclosure of the God would become the receptacle for
drainage water, even periodically. However, when the Sphinx was cut, this state of affairs
was unavoidable, therefore the architects did their best by plugging the end of the trench with
great blocks of granite; and it is this which forms a convincing proof that the Sphinx was
a later addition to the Khafra Pyramid Complex, but not necessarily belonging to it.
This, then, seems to limit the age of the Sphinx to the latter end of the reign of Khafra
at the very most; moreover, the form of the eye of the statue, the pleating of the nemes and
the conformity of the uraeus, are all in keeping with the Old Kingdom types. Further, as we
have already seen on p. 56 the Sphinx antedates the late Fourth and early Fifth Dynasty tombs
cut in the walls of the amphitheatre, while the style of its temple is without doubt Fourth
Dynasty. As the pedestal of the Rphinx actually forms the lower part of the western wall of
this temple, I think that we cannot but accept this fact as putting the lowest limit to the age
of the Sphinx at the end of the Fourth Dynasty (about 2750 B.c.).
Thus; we may safely take the Giza Sphinx as the best representative of what is the
outstanding example of the Old Kingdom type of Sphinx. But it is not the oldest example,
for in addition to the female Sphinx found at Abu Roash, we have another example from our
excavations. While excavating the Mortuary Temple and rock-cut solar-boats of Khafra, in
the season of 1934- J 935, I came across a limestone fragment which proved to be of the greatest
importance for the dating of the early appearance of the Sphinx in Egypt.
This fragment was the. base and forelegs of a large limestone Sphinx, the paws being as
large as those of a living lion. That it is a true Sphinx and not a lion can be proved by the
lower part of the chest which remains on the pedestal, and shows the lower edge of
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the apron falling forward. In a statue of a lion this junction between the body and the
pedestal would be undercut (Fig. 96 a).

FIG.

96 a.-A

FRAGMENTARY BASE AND FORELEGS 01<' A LARGE LIMESTONE SPHINX

From its position near the western solar-boat of the King, and the characteristic spacing
of the joints of the paws (see p. ] G7), there is no doubt whatever that this fragment relates
to a sphinx of King Khafra, and once and for ever removes any doubt as to the existence
of the Sphinx in the Fourth Dynasty.
Holscher suggested that a pair of sphinxes guarded the entrance to the Valley Temple of
Khafra (I), perhaps our fragment is part of another pair performing the same office in respect
to the Mortuary Temple.
There is no doubt that this latter specimen belongs to Khafra, and there is evidence which
seems to prove that this King was responsible for the erection of the (-heat Sphinx, the facts
111 favour of this t,heol'y being:(1) That the Great Sphinx is later than Khufn can be seen by the evidence of the trench of

thecam;eway, which makes it pl'acticallycertain that it was cut after the causeway was complete.
(2) If wc are to regarcl the Sphinx as a representation of the King-God, then wc must

look for its originator in the king, whose pyramid and temples lie nearest to it, and here again,
the evidence points to Khafra.

(I) HOL9CHxn. . . Da&

Grabdellkmal dc&

Konig&
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(3) It can hardly belong to lVIen-kaw-Ra, for two reasons:

First, it is far from his pyramid

ccmplt'x, and secondly, he was unable to finish even his own temples and pyramid.
(4) That Khafra was responsible for the erection of the Sphinx seems all the more probahlr,
when we study the plans of the Sphinx and Valley Temples (see Plan, PI. XVI). It seems quik
obvious that the two buildings were part of one gigantic scheme, for they conform in outward
appearance, lie on the same axis, and arc constructed of the same materials, and on t 1le samr,
massive scale, as needs l11ust be for a building designed to stand in front of such a colossal and
impressive effigy as the Crcat Rphinx.
Therefore, taking all these tllings into consideration, it seems that we must give the credit
of ('J'('cting this, the world's most wondl'rfll] statLl0, to Kha fra, but always with this reservation·
1-,]ul,t there is not, OM singll\ contemporary inseriptioll whiell eonnects the Sphinx with Khafra,
so sound as it may appeal', wc llIust treat the evidence as circumstantial, until such a time as

a lucky tUJ'1l of the Spadl\ of t.Iw excavator will reveal to the world a definite reference to the
erection of thl' Sphinx.
The l~nd of till' FOllrth Dynasty and the beginning of the Fifth Dynasty give us a ne\\'
type, that of t!tr standing Sphinx.
\Vhile I w.ts
nl(')'('

l~x('a\'a!;ing

thn Pyramid and Complex of Quef'n Klwnt-bwes in ] 933-HI::lt,

cal11e to light tlw torso of

it

st,atllt'(,Lu of a. sphinx in schist, which, from its position

in ill(' Inm'st stra.ta. of tht' dphris filling tllP Valll\Y Temple of tJw Queen, makes us certain in
p!;I(·ing it ill till' Old Kingdom. Unfortunately tIle heacl iR Illissillg, amI the legs a.re bl'ohll

011, hilt t.he

n~maining

stUlllpS,- and the fact that the helly of the animal is frce on all sides,
indieates that it was ill a stanrling
. posture; whilt' tJu' upward lift,

flf

tlit'

shoulders and tilt' widl'l.\· pLlntl'd
fon']e.Q:i<, of w]li(,h !llOI'(' J'('ll1aill than
Of the hind OII<'S, suggest, a post,lIl't'
of defiance.
The body, w hi (' iJ
is graceful anfl well-modelled, is
free from
(Fig. H7).

any

ornamentntioll

The Fifth Dynasty gives us a
new conception of the Sphinx, due
Fm. 97.-A

TORSO OF A STATUETTE OF A SPHJNX

perhaps to the Heliopolitan kings,
who seeing the ffisthetical possibilities

of the sphinx-form, were quick to appropriate it to their own use, and it is perhaps to this
period that we can assign the first "mortalizing" of thc Sphinx.
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As this dynasty claimed to be the direct descendants of the Sun-god himself, and the first
three kings, Wser-ka-f, Sahu-Ra and Nefer-ir-ka-Ra were the actual physical sons of the God,
there was no thought of impiety in their being represented in his image. Therefore, we find
Sahu-Ra representing himself as a powerful lion clad in a hawk's wings and plumage, and
trampling his enemies underfoot. This scene is shown in a magnificent relief from Sahu-Ra's
sun-temple at Abusir, and it is a great misfortune that the head of the figure is destroyed.
But there is a later copy of the same scene, also discovered by Borchardt, in which the heacl
is ~hown to he that of a hawk; this shows the affinity to the hawk's wings and plumage upon
the hack, and agrees with the faet that the ne)..1; time we meet this type (in the Twelfth
nynast~·) the head is again that of a hawk (see Fig. 110).
The Sixth Dynasty gives us an important. example in the shape of the Sphinx of Pepi I
now in ·the LOllvre. Here we have a fine, powerfully modelled lion's body, full of strength
and vigour, united to a huma.n )I(·ad, with a straigllt heard, and r}"own8<1 with the nernei'!
and mac'us. Around the neck is tJw wi(h~ collar, and an apl'On adorns its breast, merging into
the lion's mane behind (Fig. 98). This Sphinx is said to have come from Tanis, but it is

FIG. 98.-A

8PHIKX OF PEPI

I

not certain if that is its original home, as it has been usurped several times by later kings,
including Hameses Il and his son 1Ier-en-Ptah. On the other hand, Montet found a number
of Old Kingdom ohjeets at Tanis, many of which relate to Pepi n.
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Fig. 99 and Fig. 100 show the base and forepart of a black granite Sphinx of Pepi I,
an example that has by some means escaped usurpation, perhaps because it was broken in
ancient times.

FIG.

FIG. l(X>.-THE FOREPART OF BLACK
GRANIn; SPHrNX
OF PEPI I

99.-BASE OF A BLACK GRANITF. SPHINX OF PEPI

I
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There are certain characteristic features by means of which we may distinguish the sphinxe~
of the Old Kingdom from those of the later periods, apart from the general vigorous style which
always charact'erizes the early work. First, during the Old
Kingdom, the eyes of the statues and the human-headed
sphinxes, had the eyelids meeting in a point at the outer
corners, as seen in Fig. 101, while the pleating of the nemes
FI9. lOl.~THE EYE OF A HUMANis arranged as in Fig. 102. The uraeus also has its characHEADED SPHINX
teristic form as in Fig. 103; while the paws also display a
special peculiarity (I). In the paws of the Old Kingdom
Sphinx, the horizontal distance between the roots of the
digits "A" and the top of the knuckle "B", was greater
than the distance between the top of the knuckle "B" and'
the root of the claw "C" (Fig. 104).
These are the principal traits which distinguish the
Old Kingdom work; but the latter rule referring to the paws
cannot be applied to the Great Sphinx, as i,ts paws have been
twice re-cased in later times, arid the original contours lost.

Ot\[)(rR~
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103.-THF. URAEUS' FORM OF
THE OLD KINGDOM
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l04.-Tm: CHARACTERISTIC MEASUREMENTS OF THP.
PA \Vs OF THE SPHINX
OF THE OLD KINGDOM
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It may be wondered why
we have such a shortage of
Old Kingdom sphinxes. This
o.LD KINGDOM.
is especially strange when we
FIG. 102.-Tm; PI.EATING OF THE
NEMES HEAD-DRESS ACCORDING
come to consider the fact that
TO THP. OLD KINfmOM STYLE
the Great Sphinx is one of the
oldest ~xample of a human-headed sphinx that we possess.
It is difficult to imagine a sculptor carving such a magnificent
monument on such a colossal scale,without being familiar with
his subject. In other words, the man who carved the Great
Sphinx is very unlikely to have been the inventor of the form;
he must have been well-acquainted with the idea of a man's head
attached to a leonine body, there being no discordance between
the junction of the head and shoulders. \Vhat, then, has
become of the numerous figures of sphinxes which we are
entitled to suppose existed contemporary with, or even a
little prior to, the Great Sphinx? J t is very unlikely that they
have all perished; and were they merely hidden, surely
over one hundred years of scientific (and alas, unscientific!)

Hyl.'SOi
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trcasure-hunting would have revealed some of them, at leaRt; but not even broken
fragments have appeared. This is all the more to be wondered at, when we remember
that the Old Kingdom was a prolific period for the production of statues and kindred
objects, most of which were of a large size, as for instance the granite hcad of Wser-ka-f
(Cairo Museum).
In the excavations of the Antiquities Department alone, there were found the smashed
remains of between three and four hundred statues of Khafra, many of which were considerably
larger than life, and all executed in hard stones, such as diorite, granite and fine alabaster.
Again, in the Third Dynasty, King Zoser equipped himself with the almost incredible number
of 30,000 stone vases, each of which is estimated to havc taken a skilled worker one year to
make. It speaks much for the high standard of the people of that time, when we realize that
Zoser could actually find sufficient skilled artists to turn out that number of vases, each a
perfect gem of line and finish, in a space of twenty-nine years.
Even private persons, as for instancc, Ra-wer, an official of King Nefer-ir-ka-Ra (sce p. 61)
had over one hundred statues in his tomb, most of which were life-sized C). A black granite
head of a statue of Prince Neb-em-akhet also came to light in our excavations. Notwithstanding
the hardness of the stone, the details of the wig and the modelling of the features are all that
could be desired. This he~d is somewhat larger than life.
So, when we are enquiring into the whereabouts of the Old Kingdom sphinxes, perhaps
we should look to later times, particularly to the early Middle Kingdom. It may be that some
of the best specimens attributed to this period are in reality Old Kingdom wOlk usurped and
altered in detail to meet the prevailing fashion. This is particularly lik~·ly to have been the
case with go~d statiles existing in quantities,in a period known to have been one of conflict
and internal unrest; for in all nations, it is at such periods that the standard of art rapidly
declines, just as it rises during eras of pTosperity~ Therefore, any tendency to usurp statues
would naturally occur at a time when the contemporary artists were unable to reach the
standard demanded by the reigning monarch. It must further be remembered, however,
that haste was also a factor responsible for usurpation, the Pharaoh perhaps demanding
a larger output than could possibly be realized in new work. Therefore, the sculptors resorted
to the alteration and re-inscribing of existing statues, etc., just as is done in the present day
with regards to street names, bridges and other buildings.

(I)

Su my .. Euavation, at Giw", Vo!. J, p. I, O.

XIII.-THE SPHINXES OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM
HE Middle Kingdom provides us with six types of sphinxes, and many examples of most
of these types are fortunately preserved. The most striking of these is the series
commonly known as the "Hyksos" sphinxes, or "Tanis" sphinxes (Figs. 105, 106).

T

These are among the most discussed monuments of the .li:gyptian civilization, many theoril'~
having been brought forward to explain their date and origin.
ln his article on the "So-called Hyksos Monuments" (l), Mr. Engelbach statc:o;
that, in his opinion, these monuments date from the Twelfth Dynasty, and belong either
to Senuseret III or to
Amenemhat HI, most
probably to the latter.
He bases his SUpposItIOn
on the strong resemblance
between the features of
the
Tanis
sphinxes
(and other " Hyksos "
monuments) and those of
Amenemhat Ill, together
with the forms of the
uraci, and the shape of the
eyes, which, in the statues
of the Middle Kingdom,
have the upper eyelid
descending over the lower
one at its outer corner
(Fig. 106) to a greater or
lesser degree. This trait
is certainly to be seen in
the" Hyksos" monuments.
Fm. l05.-A

HVKSOS SPITrNX F1W~1 TANlS

On the other hand, one of the statues known to represent Amenemhat In has Old Kingdom
pleating on the nemes, while the limestone statue of King Zoser, which can be placed with
certainty in the Third Dynasty, hadlVliddle Kingdom pleating on the nemes. The eyes of the
(I) A.S.,

Vol. XXVIII.
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Amenemhat statue show the characteristic overlapping of the upper lids, and as the eyes of
the statue of Zoser are damaged, we cannot say anything concerning them; but it shows that
while Mr. Engelbach was right in his deductions relating to the special features of the statues,
yet variations of a type could, and did, occur.
There is also another point which he
had apparently overlooked. The Tanis
sphinxes all possess that air of grandeur
and majesty inseparable from the best
examples of Old Kingdom statues, and like
these, the Tanis sphinxes also possess that
air of arrested movement. The Tanis
Sphinx is a lion at rest, in so far as it is
represented couchant on a pedestal. But
observe it closely, and you will see that
there is no repose in the figure, every nerve
and every muscle is tense, ready for instant
action; it is the intent motionlessness of
the cat about to spring.

FIG. 10G.-TIfF:

HEAD OF

A TANIS

SPHINX SHOWIN(;

THE DROOP 01? THE UPPER EYELID

This uncanny effect IS also seen in
the dlorite statues of Khafra, even broken
fragments of which retain the air of
terrific energy held in check. So far as
I am aware, this characteristic does not
appear in Egyptian art in any other
fleriod after the early part of the Old
Kingdom.

Also, the leonine bodies of these sphinxes are muscular and stocky, while the later
Egyptian lions are slender and cat-like in form. Their faces certainly i'esemble those of the
statues of Amenemhat III very closely, but they also show a likeness to the statue of Zoser.
If Mr. Englebach was right, and he certainly gave good reasons for some of his theories, then
we may perhaps say that the Tanis sphinxes were made for Amenemhat Ill.
On the other hand, M. Capart gives some very good arguments to uphold his theory that
the Tanis sphinxes and the "Hyksos" monuments are archaic. He also supports Petrie's
statement that one of the sphinxes in the Louvre dates from the Sixth Dynasty, and in this
connection traces the supposed development of the Sphinx, from the lion with only a human
face and beard (the Tanis Sphinx) to the lion with the human face and nemes, which merges
into the lion's mane behind, down to the completely human-headed Sphinx of later times.

THE
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This would be very feasible if we were definitely able to date the Tanis sphinxes to a very remote
period. If, as would appear in M. Capart's theory, the nemes was an attempt to model a royal
head-dress on the style of a lion's mane (and as the king is sometimes identified with a fierce
lion, this is not impossible), then we find Zoser of the Third Dynasty waaring a nem3S which,
though somewhat 'smaller than those of the later periods, is nevertheless a conventional nemes,
and has lost any affinity to a lion's mane, if, indeed, it was ever intended to possess any. The
question now becomes: Were the sculptors of the Archaic Period capable of producing such
magnificent pieces of work as these Tanis sphinxes? It is difficult to judge from Zoser's statue,
as it is sadly disfigured, brit it certainly possesses its artistic m3rits. Som3 of the sm'111er
objects, which are even known to be pre-dynastic, are remarkable for their grace and realism(l).
But could these primitive artists produce such excellent work on a large scale? We cannot
answer, for we have no examples to go upon, unless, as already suggested, some of the works
attributed to a lp.ter period are in reality usurped from this archaic time.
In his remarks in the Catalogue-Guide to the Egyptian Antiquities m the Louvre,
M. Boreaux says (p. 3~): Among the first monuments which exalt the majesty of the King
is the Sphinx, a lion with a human head, symbolizing Hor-em-akhet (Horus in the Horizon) (2).
This shows that the god represents the sun, lighting and vivifying the world. The sphinxes,
then, symbolize the formidable power of the Pharaoh and all the good actions of every kind
which he performed in Egypt, like the beneficent sun.
Usually the sphinxes were placed in front of temples, and often lined the avenues leading
to these temples. The two magnificent specimens of sphinxes which the Louvre possesses,
come from the Salt Collection (1826). One of them is known to have come from Tanis in the
Delta, and that is the very place where Mariette discovered, in 1860, the group of sphinxes now
in the Cairo Museum. The existence of the name of the Hyksos King, Apopi, on one of them,
led him to attribute them to the Hyksos Period. In reality, a close study of these monuments,
and the multiple usurpations which they have undergone, proves that th')y go Inck to a perioi
more ancient than that of the Hyksos ; anu also shows that the Kings of the Nineteenth and
Twenty-first Dynasties lmu collected at Tanis, monuments originally belonging to other cities,
many of which were aneient, even in those days.
Goleni:scheff was :struck by the Dtyle of the sphinxes at Cairo, antI by comparing their
features with those of the statues of AlIlcnelllhat Ill, he concludeu that they belonged to the
Twelfth Dynasty. On the other hand, Flinders Petrie is of the opinion that they uate to the

{Il P';l';tH\ "P"ehi8tul'i"

F:r/!!ZJt", PI. 11, N,-,. 2S.

(') In r,Hlil;y, HUl'-nlll-aldw!· is a name belon:;illg onl!J to the CII-eat Sphin ~ of G,za
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end of the Old Kingdom, while Capart, as we have already seen above, pushes their date back
still further, and wishes to assign them to a period no less remote than the era preceding the
Fourth Dynasty.
Thus, the date of these sphinxes is not yet definitely settled, but concerning those at the
Louvre, Ebers states that one of them certainly belonged to the Middle Kingdom.
Taking into consideration the likeness of the features to those of Amenemhat III and
the style of the uraeus, I am inclined to agree with Mr. Engelbach in placing these monuments
in the Twelfth Dynasty; but we must always leave a narrow margin of doubt.
A similar type to the foregoing, but lacking the grim features that characterize the
" Hykws" sphinxe$, also exists (Fig. 107). This limestone specimen which came from

FIG. I07.-A

LI~HTONE SPHll\X FROM DEIR EL-B,~BARI

DeiI' el-Bahari, is now in the Cairo Museum. It had been usurped in the Eighteenth Dynasty
by Hatshepsut, who, from her usual desire to appear as powerful and kingly as possible, no
doubt eagerly seized upon this sphinx, whose strong leonine characteristics adequately fulfilled
all her requirements.
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The next type possesses a lion's body clad in a shoulder cape and apron; it has a
human head and a straight beard. This form, of which Fig. 108 is an excellent example,
became very popular.
This particular speci en is of red granite, and has been usurped by Rameses n.
This form occurs in various localities, and most of the speCImens have suffered usurpation.

FIG. lO8.-A

RED GRi\NITE SPHINX WITH A HUMAN HEAD AND A STRAWHT BEARD

A pair of sphinxes of this type were found at the Great Temple of Edfu. They were
smashed to fragments, and had been re-used in the filling of the gateway of Rameses IH.
The fragments were brought to Cairo and re-assembled.
These sphinxes do not present any abnormality of form, but they are inscribed:
"The Good God, Lord of the Two Lands, Sa-ankh-ni-Ra, the Son of Ra, Montu-hotep, given
life eternally, the beloved of Horus Behdet ".
The place of this King in history is uncertain, and M. Gauthier suggests placing him in
the period between the Thirteenth and Seventeenth Dynasties (I).
(I) GWTIIIER.

"Deux Sphinx dlt MOYP.l1 Blltpire OriIJinaires d'Edjo'll", A,S., Vol. XXXl, pp. 1-6.
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Another new type is the andro-sphinx with human hands (Fig. 109). This new feature
was probably introduced for artistic reasons, as it only occurs in sphinxes that are performing
some action with the hand, such as hokiing a vase, presenting the Image of Truth, or receiving
the rays of the sun, as we
shall see in a later example.
In all these poses, the human
hand is more graceful than
the round, paddy paw of
t.
the lion.
On the splendid inlaid
pectoral of Senuseret HI,
found at Dahshur, we again
meet the lion with the wings
and plumage of a hawk,
trampling upon its foes,
as it had already appeared
in the sun-temple at Abusir. In this example, wc are more fortunate than in the case of the
Old Kingdom specimen, for it is intact, and reveals a falcon's head, surmounted by two tall
feathers springing from ram's ho:r;ns(Fig. HO). The inclusion of these
ram's horns is a significant point, being a symbol usually associated
with Amon-B,a. The fact that they appear in this capacity, coupled
with the names of some of the Pharaohs of this Dynasty, shows the
first signs of the rise of the cult of Amon-lb, which was later
destined to overshadow all other cults.
FIG. I09.-AN ANDRO-SPHINX WITH HUMAN HANDS

This type clearly depicts the victorious Pharaoh under
the forlll of Horus, and does not represent the God pure
and simple. So far as we can tell, this is the same form as
the eonquering Sphinx of Sahu-Ra.

FIG. lll.-A HAWK-HEADED
SPHINX REPRESENTING
THE GOD HORus

FIG. llO.-A 8PH INX WITH
A LION'S BOllY A ND A
HAWK'S HEAD

A similar type appears on 11 gold pectoral (Fig. 1 J 1)
but here we have the lion's body undecorated, and a simple
hawk's head, covered only by a long wig or head-cloth, such a.s
usually appears on the representations of the animal-headed
gods, and which was cleverly used by the artists to effect a
harmonious junction between even sueh inharmonious elements as
a crocodile's or a serpent's head and a human body. It is seated
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upon its haunches, and from its posItIOn opposite to a similarly posed Set-animal,
we know that it is a divine sphinx, and must represent Horus.
Another, but simpler type is really nothing but a re-appearance of the creature on the
pre-dynastic slate palette. It occurs in the wall-paintings of Beni Hassan, in theform of a
winged lion with the head of a bird of prey. It may be either male or female, and sometimes
the tail ends in a full blown lotus-flower. It is called a "Sefer" but appears to be a monster
of the desert only, and not possessing any special religious signification.
Fig. 112, a, b shows a small ivory sphinx from Abydos, and is of a very unusual type.
From the position in which it was found, and the other objects discovered with it, it
seems to belong to the late Middle Kingdom. Dr. Hall of the British ~Vluseum gave us
his opinion that· it represented one of the Hyksos kings, possibly Khian remorselessly worrying

A.

R

FIG. 112, a, /;.-A

SMALL IVORY SPHINX I'ROJ\'! ABYDOS

an Egyptian, who strnggles in his grasp. His opinion is based on the fact that the profile
of the Sphinx is definitely Syrian and Semetic, and is totally unlike any of the Pharaohs.
The object seems to have formed the handle of an ivory casket, if We may judge by its
shape, and the presence of the peg-holes by means of which it was attached.
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From these examples we see the Sphinx developing new types and new styles; moreover,
there seems to be a tendency towards the royal, rather than towards the divine, nature. With
the exception of the Horus Sphinx on the gold pectoral, all the foregoing specimens are the
portraits of kings in sphinx-form, even though as in the case of the pectoral of Senuseret III,
he may be identified with the god.
The apparent retrogression of the" Hyksos" sphinxes to the more purely leonine form is
very interesting, and may be accounted for by the fact that the Pharaohs of the time, realizing the growing power of the Asiatic states, wished to appear as formidable as possible.
Indeed, this grim ferocious cast of countenance is noticeable in nearly all the royal portraits
of the period. The same motive was, doubtless, responsible for the representation of the
Sphinx trampling upon its enemies.

XIV.-THE SPHINXES OF THE NEW KINGDOM
RONl the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty, we find the Sl)hinx rapidly developing new
forms. We have seen six different types in the Middle Kingdom, but the end of the
New Kingdom furnishes us with no less than sixteen types.

F

The first two of this series seems to be those shown on the axe-blade of King Ahmes I
(Fig. 113, a, b).
On one side of the axe-blade appears a couchant sphinx, having a lion's body
and a bearded human head. The hands and arms are human as far as the elbow and are

FIG. 113, et, b.-THE

AXE-BLADE 01' KING AHMES

I

raised in the act of presenting ofierings, which appears to take the shape of a human head.
Note that this'ls one step further than the Middle Kingdom specimen, whose human hands
extend only to the wrist. The body is becoming slender and cat-like, showing a distinct
breaking away from the thick set form of the early speciI1lens (Fig. 113 a).
The reverse side of the same axe-head reveals our old friend of the pre-dynastic
slate-palettes. He appears in this era as a couchant lion, with the head of a crested eagle, and
with ornamental wings springing from his shoulders. Between the head and t,he upraised wing
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is inscribed: ~ ~ ~ ~ "Beloved of )fontu" ; which seems to indicate that it represents
the King (Fig. 113 b). Perhaps it is an allusion to his destructive power, as this representation occurs under a scene which shows the king smiting a kneeling prisoner (I).
The middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty ushered in a great revival of the Sphinx cult, for
reasons dealt with at length elsewhere (see p. 69), and the Great Sphinx of Giza naturally
came in for a great deal of attention. It is represented on the stelae of the period under its
old form of the man-headed lion (Fig. 114), sometimes having the straight beard and sometimes the Osirian beard. It has,
however, received many additions
to its clothing, for in addition to
the nemes and uraeus of the Old
Kingdom type, we find it wearing
the Atef-crown, wide collar, and
falcon's plumage. It is possible
that these details were added to
the Great Sphinx; it would be an
easy matter to paint the body
decorations of the monument,
while the hole in the top of the
head may originally have been
a socket for the insertion of the
FIG. 114.-THE SPHINX IN THE FORM OF A MAN-HEADED
tongue of a crown, either of stone
LION 'tRAMPLING ON HIS ENE)1H;S
or metaL
In ::mp}Jort of this theory, we have the small, UJH1SlU1l stela showing the pyramids in
perspective, the artist of whic.h--who apparently drew things as he saw them-included
these extra decorations in his picture of the Sphinx (see Fig. 53).
Sometimes the Sphinx is represented with the solar-di8k (PI. LXIII), and sometimes with
a fan beside him (Figs. 114, 192, 197), or a clump of lotus-flowers (Figs. 181, 196). But
nearly ail these forms agree on onc point, they nearly all show the SphiIL'<: couchant upon the
corniced pedestal which we have previously discllssed.
Under this form we find the Sphinx called Hor-em-akhet, Ha-Hor-em-akhet, Hor-akhty,
Ra-Hor-akhty, Hwl and Hwrna ; the two last names being Asiatic importations, as we shall

(I) VERNIER, "O(tt. Gen., BijoU:l:",

PI. XLII.
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see later. Most of the sphinxes of this type were found in the Giza district. The Asiatic
campaigns of Thothmes HI gave an impetus to the fashion of representing the Pharaoh
as the victorious sphinx trampling on his enemies, but now this type is represented as hun!anheaded. Fig. ll4 also shows an example from the throne-arm of Thothmes IVe), while
Fig. ll5 is from the gilt chariot body of the same King (2). In the latter example, the curved
ram'shorns are prominently displayed as thou~hgrowingon the head of the Sphinx. Fig. 116
is from a throne-arm of Amenhotep HI (3).

FIG.

1l5.-THOTHMES IV REPRESENTED
AS THE VICTORIOUS SPHINX 'l'RAMPLI:\,O
ON HIS ENEMIES

FIG.

116.-THE SPHINX AS SEEN ON THE
THRONE-ARM OF AMENHOTEP III

The Amarna Age also gives us another type of sphinx, as shown in a bas-relief of Akhenaton (Fig. 117). This example shows the elongated body of the lion, surmounted by a portrait
head of the King. The arms are human for their entire length, and the hands are raised to
receive the beneficent rays emanating from the Aton disk. The exaggeration of the King's
features suggest that this relief was made fairly late in his reign, as the morbid traits are not
so strongly marked in his earlier portraits. Therefore, the very fact that the King allowed
himself to be portrayed in this form, when he was at the height of his religious fanaticism,

(') Pf:IUtoT

and

ClUl'F:Z,

(2) A.8., Vol. XUf,

p.

"History de I'A'rt", Vo!. HI, p. 770.
n7, Fi~. 13 B.

(3) A.S., V~l. XLII, p. 97, Fig. 13 A.
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show how firmly the image of the Sphinx was int.erwoven with the sun-cult. Akhcnaton
is also represented in the form of a sphinx, presenting the Image of Tru Gh (1).

An unusually
beautiful example
of this t y p e of
sphinx comes from
a relief In the
Temple of Seti I at
Abydos, here the
human arms and
hands are presenting a basket of
food-offerings before
a divine bark (2)
(Fig. 124).
FIG.

Another
sphinx, also said to
be of Akhenaton,
is seen in Fig. 118.
It is of hard white
stone, crudely carved, and g I a zed.
The features are
<'INnly intenderl to
he fI, portrait of
the Heretic King.
Strangely enough,
it was found at
Karnak, and ]s
now III the Cairo
Museum.
(') PERRINO,
(I) CUVERLY

117.-AKHENATON AS A SPHINX

"

"

FIG.

1l8.-A SPHINX OF AKHENATON MADE OF HARD WHITE STONE

"Transactions of I.he Royal S""iely of Literature n, second series, Val. T, PI. Ill.
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A very popular type of sphinx, either in relief or in the round, is the man-headed
lion couchant upon a low pedestal, and wearing either the nemes and uraeus, the
atef or the Double Crown. The body is usually clad in the wide collar, hawk's plumage,
or shoulder cape and apron. Fig. 119 is a magnificent specimen of this type, belonging
to Thothmes Ill.

FIG.

119.-THE SPHrNX AS A MAN-HEADED LION COUCHANT
UPON A Low PEDESTAL (THOTHI\1ES

IJI)

The hawk-headed Sphinx is also seen at this time, either couchant or standing,
and wearing the Double Crown. Figs. 174 and 175 show examples of these from stelae
discovered in our excavations. The fad that they appear mounted upon the high corniced
pedestal, seems to connect them directly with the Great Sphinx.

[intentionally blank]

XV.- THE FEMALE SPHINX

T

HE female Sphinx may be divided into three types: " A " the purely Egyptian form,
differing from the normal male Sphinx only in the head. "B" a special form showing
Syrian or Canaanitish influence, and which for convenience's sake, we will call the Syrian
Sphinx. In addition to its exotic head-dress, this type is often shown with the body of
a lioness. "C" the Greek Sphinx is a re-importation of the Egyptian Sphinx, in Hellenic
guise, and surrounded by new legends amI traditions.
Let us now examine the various examples of these types in detail and see if we can deduce
their significance.
The oldest type is, of course, the purely Egyptian form, a specimen of which came to light
in the excavations of the Institute Franl}aise d'Archreologie Orientale at Abu Roash. This
Sphinx resembles the ordinary male type, even to the head-dress, but the sex is made 'clear by
the beardless face, which is, moreover,coloured yellow, the traditional skin-colour for women.
If this Sphinx is really contemporary with the pyramid of Ded-f-Ra, as it seems to be, then it
antedates the Great Sphinx of Giza by some years. Leibovitch suggests that this Sphiluc
may perhaps represent one of the great Queen-mothers of the Fourth Dynasty (I).
If the King at this period is represented under the form of a male sphinx, it is quite logical
that the Queen should appear as a female sphinx.
If we omit the sphinxes engraved upon scarabs of the Hyksos Period as being too small
and roughly cut to afford us any clear data, our next example of the Egyptian female Sphinx
dates to the Eighteenth Dynasty, and Bruyere suggests that it may even represent Queen
Hatshepsut (2).

In Tomb No. 1332b at Deir-el-Medineh, Bruyere found a damaged relief repre3enting two
female sphinxes. One is almost completely destroyed, but the other retains all the essential
details, and shows that the face was beardless, and in place of the nemes head-dress, wears
the long wig or natural hair usual to women. The shoulders are covered by a wide collar. The
leonine forelegs are replaced by human arms and hands, which are raised at the elbows, and
support a vase of the form

(I) Lr.IBOVICR,

IT.

A bracelet encircles the wrist nearest to the spectator.

"Bull. Inst. d' E,/ypte ", Vo!' XXV, pp. 24;, 24'1.

(S) B1ICYKRE, ..

Pouilles d Deir·el·Medin.h ", Vo!' I. pp. 71-72.
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Against M. Bruyere's suggestion that this Sphinx represents Hatshepsl1t is the fact that
all the sphinxes known of this Queen represent her as a hearded malf', in ac.cordance with
her insistence upon her kingship (1).
A sphinx representing a Queen of Thothmes III is shown in a scene in the Tomb of
the Vizier Rekhmara, which depicts some royal statues. This Sphinx has a beardless face,
and wears the vulture crown of the queens of Egypt, beneath "\vhich descends the heavy tresses
of a "rig usually associated with the Goddess Hathor, and the queens and ladies of the Middle
Kingdom. Illogically, the" tail" of the m'mes head-dress is shown at the back of the head (2).
A serpentine sphinx found at Minya-wal-Shurafa, and now in the Cairo Museum (3),
is strikingly similar to that represented in the Tomb of Rekhmara. Even the tail of the
nemes is shown at the back of the head. The shoulders are clad in the large cape common to
Egyptian sphinxes, as we have seen, and part of the wide collar appears on the breast between
the two tresses of the heavy wig. She also wears the vulture crown. The forelegs are broken
off and lost.
Engelbach was unable to decide whether to place this Sphinx in the Eighteenth Dynasty,
on account of the combination of the vulture crown and the Hathorian wig, which also appear
together on a statue of a queen of Thothmes III from Kom Ombo (4); or to the Twenty~fifth
Dynasty on account of its resemblance to an unfinished Sphinx of King Kashta.
As it closely resembles the representation in the Tomb of Rekhmara and a sphinx of the
Barraco Collection which is known to date from the reign of Thothmes Ill, and as a block of
black granite bearing the name of- this king was also found at Minya-wal-Shurafa, the earlier
dating seems to be the most probable.
A sphinx. almost identical with the preceding one, was found in the Temple of Isis at Rome,
and is now in the Barraco Collection(5). It represents Queen l\Ierit-Ra Hatshepsut, the daughter
of the Great Queen Hatshepsut, and wife of Thothmes Ill. It must have been carried
to
Rome as an Egyptian antiquity about 2000 years ago! Mr. Davies regards this Sphinx as being
the original of the representation in the Tomb of Rekhmara, and suggests that Thothmes III
had his wife represented in this fashion as a protest against the arrogant male sphinxes of
Hatshepsut. He wished to demonstrate that her representation in sphinx-forlll was not in
her OW1l right, but merely as the consort af the lion-king (6).

off

(1) See JI.Af. .4. (1929).
(2) NEW BERRY...

The LiJe DJ Rd'hmam

(3) A.S., Vol. XXXI, p. 128, PI. Ill.

(C) A.S., Vol. XXXI, p. 128.

(6) M.M.A. (1926), p. 13, Fig. !I.

(') Ibid, p. 13.
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A representation of a metal vase, elating also to the reign of Thothmes HI, shows two
cOllchant female sphinxes, back to back, before a cluster of lotus-flowers and buds (I).
Their leonine forelegs terminate in human hands holding thc howl

'Cl

(Fig. lZ0).

A very interesting example occurs in a representation of Amenhotep III and Queen Tiy,
in the Tomb of Khereuf at Thebes (2). On the side of the throne on which Queen Tiy is seated,
is shown a rampant sphinx trampling upon the prostrate forms of a Syrian woman and a negress.
The Rphinx is beardless and female, and the group is an adoption of the well-1..'1lown motif
of the victorious king trampling upon the enemies of Egypt. In this caSfl, the female Sphinx
represent Queen Tiy (Fig. lZI).

FIG. 120.- Two

Fro. 121.-QUI';EN TIY REPRESF.~Tlm IN THE!:

COUCHANT FEMALE SPHINXES
RACK TO BACK

FORM OF A SPHINX

From the Twenty-sixth Dynasty (?) we have two sphinxes of Qllecn Rlwp-en-wr.pr.t, one
of which is in the Cairo Museum, and the other in Berlin (3).
There is no doubt that the sphinxes mentioned above (with the possible exccption of those
on the representation of a vase) are to be regarded as representing queens, and are the logical
female counterpart of the royal male sphinx. The sphinxes on the represented vase may be
merely a decorative element, or they may also represent the Queen.

(') PRISSE D'Av~~~NES,

"Histo'ire de l'Art Egyptien";

LEIBovTTcH,

"Bull. Inst. d'Egypte", Yol. XXV, p. 249.

(!) FA~ltRY, "A Sote on the Tomb of Khereuf at Thebes ". A.S., Vol. XLII, p. 449, PI. XXXIX.
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"History", Vol. Ill, p. 327.
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Let us now examine the so-(~alled "Syrian" type of female sphinx. On a coffer in the
Abbott Collection is represented a creature with a graceful lioness's body, the teats of which
are rendered by a wavy line on the underside of the belly. The forelegs are replaced by human
arms with braceleted wrists. The head is female, and is crowned by a tall head-dress made
famous by the reputed portraits of Queen Nefertiti, and whi<;h is often ralled to-day the
'''Amarna Crown". This is surmuunted by a floral decoration, consisting of a lotus-flower,
buds and foliage, all treated in a VCly conventional manner. She "wears large hoop ear-rings,
and in addition to the usual wide Egyptian collar, she wears a circular medallion bearing the
design of a rosette, and suspended by a narrow ribbon, or chain. This latter feature is usually
associated with the Goddess Ashtor'3th (1). This Sphinx is winged, but unlike the Egyptian
form, the wings are raised high and bent downwards at the tip, the one nearest to the spectator
beiiIg bent at a sharper angle. This ItLst fact led Leibovitch to think that the wings were crossed
and interlaced, as is sometimes seen in the representations of the rekhit birds, and on real birds
in the scenes of fowling, where the pI actice was in use to prevent the captive bird from flying
away. (It is still in use among poultry sellers at the present day.) In reality, the Sphinx's
wings are not crossed, and the sharper depression of the nearer wing-tip is an artistic device
to show that two wings are intended. The tail of the creature is raised high and curved over,
to descend and form an elongated loop. The human arms are bent at the elbows and
the hands are raised in the gesture of adoration. In the reproduction given by Prisse
d'Avennes (2) no cartouche is shown, but Montet
describes it as " a feminine sphinx raising
the arms in sign of adoration before the
cartouche of Queen Hatshepsut" (Fig. 122) (3).
Can it .be that we have here a scribal error
which has confused the Cartouche of Amenhotep IU
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prenomen of Hatshepsut,

FIG. 122.-A

FEMININE SPHINX WITH
ARMS RAISED
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this type of sphinx was well known in the
reign of the former King, but does not seem
to have appeared earlier?
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A compromise between the Egyptian sphinx and the exotic type is seen in the Temple of
Sedeinga in Upper Nubia (1) (Fig. 123), where they are incorporated into a decorative design.
In the centre of this design, two Hathor heads rest upon the sign ~. Flanking them, one
on each side, and facing inwards are two sphinxes. Each has a woman's head, crowned with
the flat-topped Amarna Crown.
Around the neck is a kind of scarf
with floating ends, perhaps the
cape and apron of the normal
Egyptian Sphinx treated in the
style of this period, when floating streamers and ribbons were
all the rage. The sphinxes are
represented pacing forward with
characteristically feline tread.
The tail is carried forward between
the legs, a necessary device to fit
FIG. 123.-DE~lGN jo'ROM THE TEMPL'~ OF SEDEINGA IN UPPER NUBIA

the creature successfully into the curve
of the design. The rendering of the
leonine body is particularly well done
and true to nature. In front of the
face of each sphinx is inscribed:
"The Great Royal Wife, Tiy", which at
once identifies the sphinxes and dates
them to the reign of Amenhotep Ill.

-ll-l

_L-.l~

Fw. 124.-A

MALE SPHINX FRmI THE Tj<~MPLE OF SETI

(1) L.D., Vol. V, PI. 82.
(I) CALVERLY

These sphinxes only differ from
the normal Egyptian type, by their
head-dresses and the position of their
tails, which is here an artistic
necessity. The Sphinx was seemingly
a recognized element in a design of this
type. Fig. 121 is from the Temple of
Seti I at Abydos, but shows a male
sphinx, representing the King (2).
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From the same period comes the Sphinx from the onyx gem of Amenhotep III (Fig. 125).
Here the creature is represented couchant, the forelegs are replaced by human arms and
hands with braceleted wrists. The left hand supports
a cartouche of Amenhotep In and the right one is raised
in adoration. The head-dress is again the flat-topped Amarna
Crown, here encircled by a bandlette and surmounted by a
bouquet of very stylized flowers. In fact, the floral origin of
this element is only made apparent by comparison with
other specimens. Circular ear-rings adorn the ears, a wide
collar
encircles the neck and descends over the shoulders and
FIG. 125.-A SPHINX FROM THE
ONYX GgM OF AMENHOTEP III
chest. The wings are raised high and bent sharply backwards, and the tail is raised and carried in a curved loop.
It has Leen sllgget>ted that this Sphinx, of marked foreign appearance, may perhaps
represent the Mittanian ,,,ife of Amenhotep III (1). On the other hand, it may be a symbolical
figure representing the submission of Egypt's Asiatic possessions to the mighty name of the
Pharaoh.

Female sphinxes appear as motifs in the design on the emLroidered tunic of Tlltankhamon,
now in the Cairo Museum (2). Here they are arranged facing inwards towards the
" sacred tree" (3) (see Fig" 128). Their wings are raised on high, and are only slightly bent at
the tips. Their human arms are raised in adoration to the " sacred tree". Their head-dress
seems to be the usual type of short wig worn by the wife of Tntankhamon as she appears in
several representations, as for example on the bac'k of the Golden Throne (4). This wig is
surmounted by a modins, from which springs a profusion of decorative flowers, intended to reprcsent the lotus as seen from above. Thc tails of these sphinxes are raised high, and curved
over at the tipsy which, LeiLovitch t>uggests, may be the prototype ofthe serpent tails of the pantheistic sphinxes of the Roman Period (,)'ce p. 200). These sphinxes form part of a design ill
\,,'hich the other elements consist of groups of wild animals, chased by hounds or fighting
among themselves, and which also include the hawk-headed sphinxcs or griffons. Thus, it
is in close relationship with the design of the pre-dynastic slate-palette and the Nineteenth
Dynasty silver vase from Tell Basta, and of which the Middle Kingdom link is perhapt>
the hunting scenes of Beni Hassan (5).

(I)

LEIROVITCH,

ibid.

(2) CARTER, "The Tomb oJ Tulankltamon ", Vol. I, p. 172

and CLtl)W~'f)"T," J.fi: . .4. ", Vol. XXVII, p. 128 and PI. X:X.
"7'he Tomb oJ 'j'ulanUuwwn ", Vol. T, PI. XIII.
CO) NEWDELtHY, "Neni RaMan ", Vol. 11, PI. 16.
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Another certainly dated sphinx of this exotic type occurs on the pedestal of a sculptured
group representing King Hor-em-heb and Queen Nezem-lVIut. The form is almost identical
with that of the Sphinx of the Abbott Collection
(Fig. 126) (1).
Four teats are shown on the
underside of the lioness's body, and only one arm
is raised in adoration to the cartouche, which rests
upon the sign ~
According to Davies (3),
this Sphinx may represent "the homage of Syria
or its goddess to the throne".

e).

Still dating to the Eighteenth Dynasty are
the sphinxes represented in the interior decoration

FIG. 12fj.-THE SPHINX WITH ONE ARM
H.USED IN ADORATION TO THE CARTOUCHE

of a faience bowl, found in Gurob (4) (Fig. 127). These two
creatures face each other, and the single arm represented is
raised in adoration before the "sacred tree". In their attitude,
amI the single wing, they resemble the sphinxes on the tunic
of Tutankhamon (Fig. 128), but their head-dress is different, and
i~ an undetailed form of a kerchief type which will 'appear
more dearly in a later exaniple. Thi~ head-dres~ i~ surmounted
hy a cluster of a lotus-flower.

FIG. 127.-Two SPHINXES

EACH OTHER W[TII
THE SACREIl TREE
BETWEEN TH[,"

FACE

Female sphinxes forlU part of. the decoration on two golden vases, which formed part
of the tribute brought hy tlte conquered Syrians to the Pharaohs of the Nineteenth
Dynasty (5). This Sphillx is very ~imilar to tho~e which wc have just discussed, and
wears a detailed forl11 of t.lw head-clress, which wc have already ~een on the sphinxes
from Guroh. This head-dress is
also worn by the Goddess A~htornth,
who, during the
cw Kingdom,
was worshipped at Memphis in
connection with Ptah
The
arms of this sphinx are in. the
same attitude of adoration, but
FIG. 128.-A DF.CORATION OF FEMALE SPHINX
she is wingless.
ON THE TUNIC 0],' TUTANKHAMON

el

(I) CIlAMPOLLIOJ', •• Lcltrc$ alt IJlle dc 111'(("(1$ r6!uth'es

(.) In the <:art.otlche the sigil

(.)

(.)

js an error for
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J1Ja$ie de Turi,." (1824).

XXVI'r, p. It!!.
PETIlIE, .. Illa/wlI, /{UhlUt all'! Gurub", 1'1. XX.4, p. l!l.
Wl\t;SZfNSKI, .. Kulturutlu$", H, 4H, 5!J; MONTE'!', .. He/i'lue" de l' Art", p. Ill.
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Fig. 129 shows a roughly drawn female sphinx on an ostrakon, now in the Cairo
Museum (I). The creature is standing, with the wings raised and the tail curled between
the hind legs.
Under the belly are eight teats, perhaps an attempt to show the
normal four pairs of the feline. She wears the wide collar and pendant medallion, but the
long tress of. hair is different from what we have already seen.

FIG. 129.-A FEMALE SPHINX
WITH WINGS RAISED AND TAIL
ClTRLED BETWEEN HIND LEGS

A similar form of sphinx, but
much more carefully drawn, appears in
Fig. 130 (2). Here the attitude is the
same as the preceding, two wings are
shown, and seven, instead of eight teats.
The head-dress is similar to those of the
Gurob sphinxes, but is surmounted
by a row of buds, and has also a
pendant tress of hair. Between the
feet are lotus-flowers.

FIG. 130.-A -FEMALE
SI'HlNX WrrH HEADDRESS SIMILAR TO
THOSE m' GUROB

From the late period we have a small kohl pot on which a
This
female sphinx forms the decorative motif (Fig. 13]) (3).
Sphinx has lost nearly all the characteristics of her predecessors
of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Her head-dress is faintly reminiscent
of those of the sphinxes on Tutankhamon's tunic, but lacks the floral
bouquet. Only one wing is shown, and that is raised stiffly backwards, and ends in a curve. The creature is seated upon its
haunches in an attitude commonly adopted by a cat, but not by a
lion, and with its raised left paw it plucks at a lotus bud, part of a
floral group before it. In this gesture we have a combination
," .,
of two motifs observed, but confused, by the artist. First, the
raised paw is reminiscent of the earlier sphinxes, wllo raise their
FIG. 131.-A DECORATIVE
MOTIF
arms in adoration. Secondly, the gesture of plucking, the flower
recalls the beautiful ointment spoons and toilet objects of the
New Kingdom, which represent young girls gathering lotus-flowers in the swamps. The
attitude and general appearance is similar to that of the Greek Sphinx, which we shall
discuss later, when speaking of the sphinxes of this period in general.

( 1) DARESSY,

"08traca ", No. 25090, PI. XVIII.

(2) B:>RCHARDT, "Allerhand8 Klein·igheiten ", PI. XIII.
(I) BENEDITE, "Object8 de Toilette" Vol. I, PI. XVII, p.

50;

VON llISSING,

"SteingeJa88e ", PI. IX, p. 129.
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How are we to explain these female sphinxes? It is very clear that those of a purely
Egyptian type are representing queens, in exactly the same manner as the royal male
sphinxes typify the king. Any shadow of doubt about this is removed by the rampant
sphinx on the throne of Queen Tiy. But as the male Sphinx also represents the king
identified" with a god, or even a god, pure and simple, are we justified saying that the
female Sphinx represents a goddess or the queen identified with such ?
There are, indeed, some goddesses with leonine characteristics, such as Sekhmet, Tefnut
and Pakht, the two latter sometimes appearing in complete lion form; but there is nothing
to prove that the queens were ever identified with these goddesses, or with any other, for
that matter.
With the so-called Syrian sphinxes, the case is different. The Sphinx of the Abbott
Collection, that of the pedestal of the group of Hor-em-heb and Nezem-l\fut, and of the vases
of Thothmes IH can hardly represent queens, but they may very easily represent the Goddess
Ashtoreth. In her own land, Ashtoreth does not seem to possess leonine characteristics, but
as we have seen, one of her cult centres in Egypt was at Memphis, where she is sometimes
called" Daughter of Ptah" (I), the deity whose wif'e was the lioness-headed Goddess Sekhmet.
From this source, Ashtoreth may have acquired a local sphinx form.
The sphinxes of Sedeinga certainly represent Queen Tiy, and are more akin to the Egyptian
sphinxes; but those of Gurob, of' the tunic of' Tutankhamon and of the kohl pot, seem to be
purely decorative motifs with no more signification than the amuletic value of the sphinx form;
for we must always remember that Egyptian decoration usually tries to achieve an am uletic
value as well as an artistic one.

(I) MULLER, "Egyptian Mythology", p. 155 and Notes.

[intentionally blank]

XVI.-OTHER SPHINXES OF THE NEW KINGDOM

F

ROM the Fayoum comes a very curious design on a cup (Fig. 132).

It reveals a strong
foreign influence, and represents two sphinxes standing facing each other, with a
conventional sacred palm-tree between them. This sacred or celestial tree occurs in the
religious beliefs of almost every nation, and mystical trees, possessing magical properties, are a

Fw.

132.-SPHINXES FROM THE

FA YOU M

standanI feature of folklorc. In Egypt these trees seelll to be connected with sun-worship;
and we see the holy Pm'sea trce at Heliopolis, which was the earthly counterpart of the
heavenly tree whercon the gods wrote the names of the kings. Sometimes it is figured
as a palm-tree fla.nked by baboons in a posture of a.doration (1); while the "Book of
the Dead" contains many allusions to the heavenly tree.
Again the sun is represented as resting on the topmost branchcs of the hee (2), which recalls
the incident in the "Ta.le of the Two Brothers" (:3), where l3ata places his heart on the topmost
branches of the Acacia tree, and cOlltinues to live as long as the tree flouri~hes, but dies when
it is cut down; only to he reincarnated again by Ineans of a chip of wood from a Pm'sea tree
entering the mouth of the woman who was destined to become his mother.
According to Muller: "Another early concept describes the sky as a huge tree overshadowing the earth, the stars being the fruit or leaves which hang from its branches. When

(1) jIUI,J.I'R, .,

/!;YY1'ti(tn

.If!lthul')~/'I

", 1'. 32.

(Z) f bid, p. 3;;.
(.) ER)IAN,

"The f,iterat(tre uJ ·tlte Ancient E'.l!lptians", p. J,';().
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'the Gods perch on its boughs', they are evidently identified with the stars. The celestial
tree disappears in the morning and the Sun-god rises from its leaves; in the evening he hides
himself again in the foliage, and the tree (or its double of evening tim~) once more spreads
over the world, so that three hundred and sixty-five trees symbolize the year, or two typify
its turning points, or night and day (Pyramid Texts, 1433, etc.) (1)".
This conception of the celestial tree gives the idea of the Tree of Life, whose fruit gives
eternal youth and wisdom (2).
It is also the Tree of Fate upon whose leaves are inscribed the destinies of mankind; and
this idea prevailed in such divergent places as Scandinavia and Arabia. Sometimes this worldt:r:ee is likened to the sycamore, the tree with the widest-spreading branches known to
the Egyptians, and which, in some cases, is still regarded by them as a holy tree (3).

But to return to the Sphinxes of the Fayoum cup: They wear the nemes and the uraeus,
and their elongated leonine bodies are decorated with hawk's wings and plumage. The most
curious part about them is that the beardless human face appears to be female, while the -leonine
body is male, but the phallus is not that of a lion, either in shape or position. This cannot
be accidental, as the Egyptians were particularly naturalistic and observant, when dealing
with animal forms. \Ve also find the same type of hcrmaphroditical sphinx occurring in a
later time, and with the phallus approaching to the human form.
Another new type, certainly due to the rise of the cult of Amon-Ra, is that of the ramheaded Sphinx (Pi. LVIII). As All10n rosc from the position of an ancient, but obscure god
to the head of the Egyptian Pantheon, he usurped, or rather absorbed, the functions of the
hitherto supreme Sun-god, and eallle to be known as Amon-Ra. As his name became fused
with that of the Sun-god, so also did the form of his sacred animal, the ram, became merged
with the solar lion, so producing the Kriosphinx, a form much favoured by Amenhotep Ill,
wh@ erected an avenue of thesc sphinxes leading to the Temple of Khonsu at Karnak.
Therefore, wc may well call the Eighteenth Dynasty the Golden Age of sphinxes, III
so far as numbers and varieties are concerned. But it is a matter of doubt if some of
these overdecorated creatures, balancing tall and unsuitable crowns on .their heads, are to be
compared alsthetically with the noble simplicity of the Great Sphinx, or the austere vigour
of the Tanis type. However, these forms continue in vogue until the end of the Pharaonic
regime, and apparently only three more types, or rather sub-types, were added.

(2)

ibid, p. 35.
cf. Genesis, Ch. n, verse 17.

(3)

See

(1) l\:lULLKR,

MABIE LOUISE BUHL,

"The Go1.de88eIJ 01 the Egyptian T'ree Cult", J.N.E.S., Vot. VI, April 1947, No. 2, p. SO, fj.
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A relief from a Nubian temple of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty (Fig. 133) shows a ramheaded sphinx crowned by a solar disk, couchant upon a pedestal, and overshadowed by

FIG. 133.-A

RAM-HEADED SPHINX
CROWNED BY A SOLAR DISK

a sacred tree. It is styled "Amon Pnubs" (1). Another relief in the Temple of Mut,
at Karnak (Fig. 131), and dating from the reign of Piankhi, shows a human-headed sphinx
couchant at the foot of an obelisk, while behind it is the Persea tree.

FIG. 134.-A

RELIEF IN THE TEMPLE OF MUT
SHOWING A HUMAN-HEADED SPHINX

(I) L.D, Vol. V, 1'1. 9.
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What is the significance of the fact that we have two different representations belonging
to the same period, each showing the sphinx and the tree? In each case also, the solar influence
is strong; the Nubian relief inclurles the solar disk, while the Karnak relief shows the ohelisk,
an ancient and well-known solar emblem.
A third emhlem of interest are the Sphinxes of vVah~ib-R.a, of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty.
Fig. 81 shows an example in the round, found in our excavations, and Fig. ] 35 is from a relief.
Both show the hawk's plumage degenerated into a checked saddle~cloth. In the latter example,
the human arms extend right up to the shoulders.

FIG. 13!'l.-A SPHINX WITH A
SADDLE CLOTH

The only characteristics of the New Kingdom sphinxes is the rule of the front paws, which
display the characteristic measurements seen in Fig. 136 ; and the pleating of the nemes, which
appears as in Fig. ] l!l.

)

I

I

I

~

FIG.136.-A DIAGRAM SHOWJ:-'O
THE CHARACTERISTIC'MEASUREMENTS OF THE FORE-PAWS OF
THE NEW KINGDOM SPHINX

PI. LVIII

A

R.H[-HEAlJEIl~PHI~X

XVII.-THE GRJECO·ROMAN PERIOD

T

HE ~rroco-Roman Perion provides us with four distinct ty~es of sphinxes, each of which
contams sub-types to a greater or lesser (legrce. The mam typrs arc as follmvs:-

(I) The purely Egyptian Sphinx; wmeh, however, often shows Grel'k influence in the
modelling of the face and body.
(2) The purely Greek Sphinx.
(3) The hybrids, 'which show a strong mi:x.rtllre 'of both Greek ann Egyptian elements.
(4) The composite sphinxes.

The Sphinx must have been very popular with the rulers and people of this epoch. In the
comparatively small and monumentally poor site of Canopus, there is a remarkably large
percentage of sphinxes, some of which are considerably older than the site in which they now
lie, and appear to have been brought there from some other place. One particularly goon
example is a small alabaster sphinx, the head and hind quarters of which are lacking, but the
anatomical details of the lion's body are rendered with truth and vigour. All the sphinxes,
now remaining on the Canopic site, are strictly of the Egyptian type, and were probably the
work of Egyptian sculptors.
The Serapeum at Sakkara also provides some excellent examples of Grroco-Roman sphinxes.
shows ~ specimen which still retains its Egyptian character, but lacks the characteristic pleating of the nemes, and the lines of the shoulder cape. It bears a Greek inscription
on the breast (now in the Cairo Museum).

Fig. 137.-A.

GR1I!.('o-RO~L\N SPHn,x
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Fig. 138 Rhows another example, fine
the features.

III

detail, but showing Greek influence

III

PI. LIX, a illustrates a good example of the hybrid Sphinx. The head-dress is purely
Egyptian, but the modelling of the lion's body, and the position of the crossed fore-paws,
are entirely Greek in conception and trcatmcnt. Compare this with thc limeFltone lion fonnd
beside the Great Stela of Amcnhotep n.

FIG.

138.-A

SPHINX WITH GREEK IC\TFLUEJ'\CE IN THE FEATURES

PI. LIX, b shows a further step towards the Hellenization of the Sphinx. Here we see
the lion's body with the head and breasts of a woman. The hair, arranged in long emls,
frames the face in the Egyptian style. The Osiride statue between the breasts is also
Egyptian. Can this be intended to represent Isis in the form of a sphinx, protecting
Osiris (I) ?
Still more Greek in design is PI. LIX, c which, Maspero states, came from
Coptos. The pose of the lioness's body, the wings, and the general treatment are all
Greek, but the style of the hair-dressing shows the remains of an Egyptian influAnce.
In the Bucheum was found a female sphinx in connection with a late mastaba. The
head shows a purely Greek influence, while the treatment of the body is Egyptian, except for
the human breasts (2).
(I) From Kom

~radi.

Cl) MO~D

MEYERS, "
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Fllyollm.
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Fig. 139 shows a golden bracelet, now in the Cairo :\ruseum, the ends of which terminate
in two winged sphinxes. Herc the Egyptian influence is practieally nil.
The terra-cotta Sphinx of the Alexandria .Museum is also purely Greek in conception and
execution (Fig. 140).

FIG. 139.-WINGED SPHINXES ON A
GOLD BRACELET

",Ve now come to t"wo types that have survived
from earlier ages. Fig. 141 shows the monster of
the slate palette in Greek form, and of female sex.
In the earlier representations, the female
'Sefer' was represcnted
with the teats of a
lioness, but here it
is provided with the
breast~ of a woman,
probably
borrowed
from the form of the
female Sphinx.
FIG. 140.-A TERRA-COTTA
SPHINX

Fig. 142 shows a hawk-headed sphinx from the western wall of the Osiris Chamber at
Philre (I). With the exceptioIl; of the disk and horns, this specimen resemblcs the one
on the golden pectoral of the Twelfh Dynasty, and like it, represents Horns.

FIG. 14l.-THE SPHINX AS A MONSTER

------------(1)

WEIQALL, ..

.--.--_._--,..

__

FrG. 14~.-.\ HAWK-HEADED SPHINX
. _--~----

.

Report on the Antiquities of Lvu'a c\·".bw", PI. X\·l.
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A very interesting, if not beautiful types of, sphinxes appear up on a series of stelae, which
from tlu similarity of their forms to those on the coinage of Hadrian and Trajan, suggest that
they must be a little prior to, or contemporary with, the reign of the former (A.D.1l7-138).
Like all other forms of art, this type starts in a comparatively simple manner. Fig. 143
shows a bas-relief jn the Cairo Museum. It represents Ho sphinx with a beardless human facc
set upon a lion's body. As in the Fayoum BpJlinx(~s, of the 'Eighteenth Dynasty, the phallus
is not leonine in- form. The back is
clothed in hawk's plumage, and from
its centre spring a pair of wings, the
whole being apparently attached to
the body by means af crossed chains
passing under t,he belly (l).
From the rump springs a hawk's
head crowned with the solar disk and
ram's horns, and turned to face the
tail of the Sphinx, which ends in a
cobra. Protruding from the chest,
and occupying the place of the female
breaRt, is the head of a crocodile.
1'he human head-represented full
FIG. 143.-..-\ SPHINX WITH A BEARDLESS HTli\lAN
face-is covered with a mass of curl.,'
11' A('E SET llPO:--r A LTO~'S BODY
hair, framed by the nemes, and surmounted by ""hat appears to be the disk and horns of the Goddess Isis. From the shoulders
hangs an apron, which extends the fulllC'llgth ofthe body underneath. Above the tail is an
indistinct object that appears to be a cobra ercct upon a pedestal. Uncler the feet of the
Sphinx is a long cobra, which uprears its hC'ad in front; while small serpents are twisted
around the legs above the paws.
Another example, also in the Cairo Museum, shows a sphinx, more Egyptian in conception,
having a human head in profile, with an Osirian beard, attached to the thick, stumpy leoninc
body (Fig. 144). It wears a long wig bound by a ribbon, and surmounted by a disk and plumcs
set upon ram's horns, and flanked by uraei. The body is clad in the shoulder cape and apron,
and has a ram's head protruding from the shoulder and facing to the rear of the Sphinx.
In the upper left-hand corner is the tip of a wing, perhaps belonging to a solar disk or It
hawk, now broken off.
(1) Compare this with the monster on the pre.dyna.;tic slate· palette (aee Fig. 82).
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Before the Sphinx is a large, full-faced representation of the God Bes, brandishing a large
knife. The whole was enclosecl in a plain, rectangtIlar frame, but the left-llUn(1 side of the
monllment is totally destroyed.
PI. LX, a shows
yet another of the
composite
sphinxes,
also preserved in the
Cairo Museum. It is
rnrlosed in a fram(' of
Egyptian type, consisting of a cornice of un1Pi
beneath which IS :1
.'olar disk, flanked by
uraei, the whole being
slIpported by columns
with lotus capitals.
The 8phinx seems
to JJave a woman's
head, wearing a crown
similar to that of the
preceding e x a m p I ('.
It is shown full-face.
The leonine hod y has a
FIG. 144.--..\ GREEK SPHINX MORE EOYPTIAN IN CO)lCEI'TlO~, WITH
tail ending in a Ilraeus,
A Hu,rAN H'·:An TN PROFILE
:ll1d anothC'r large
serpent forms a pathway under its feet. In its right front and left hind paw it holds a knife,
and with its left front and right hind paw, it crushes a serpent. From the gronnd hehinc1
it springs a lotus-flower, and above its back hovers a hawk.
The style is a mixture of Egyptian and Greek influences. PI. LX, b shows a crudely
sculptured sphinx: whose human head is beardless and is clad in the nemes and uraeus.
As in the other examples, the tail ends in a uraeus. It also tramples on a large serpent.
Under its body can be seen the leg and body of a crocodile, the head of which protrudes from
the breast of the Sphinx. From the top of the head of the Sphinx springs the head of an ape,
and from its shoulders, the head of a ram (n. Above its back is a seated griffon, with a
circular object, perhaps a sun-disk bet'ween its paws.
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An extreme development of this type came from Luxor, and is now in the museum of the
College of the Saint.e FamiIIe at Cairo. It is enclosed in a rectangular frame of Egyptian style.
The Sphinx treads upon a large uraeus. andha,s a tail ending in a serpent's head. Its chest is
covered by an apron, from which protrudes a crocodile's head, in the same position as in
the previous examples. The human head is represented in the full-face, and is beardless.
It is framed by a typically Egyptian nemes, surmounted by three pairs of ram's horns and
a rudimentary crown. Above the back is a disk and bull's horns, as can be seen crowning
the statues of the God Khonsu; while in the upper left-hand corner is a winged disk with
a single uraeus (?).
Surrounding the human head like an aureola are the heads of eight animals, those to the
right being a bull (Apis), a crocodile (Sebek), a hawk (Horus), and a ram (Amon). Those to the
left are an ibis (Thoth), a cynocephalus (Thoth or Hapi) the Son of Horus, a jackal (Anubis), and
a lion (Sekhmet, Tefnut, Pakht or Mahes). What then do these nightmare creations represent 1
The leonine body, the beardless human face (except in one example) and the crocodile's head
taking the place of the human breast, all seem to suggest a creature at one male and female,
a generator, a producer and a nourisher.
Are we to interpret these sphinxes as Egypt, the producer and sustainer of life from
whose breasts issues the life-giving Nile, symbolized by the crocodile, and who tramples the
unfertile desert, the serpent, under her feet? The animal heads seem clearly to represent her
most popular gods. It is significant that this same type, and developed in the same way,
should form the motif for the coinage of Hadrian and Trajan; but it is not clear if these
stelae were copied from the coins or vice versa, or if the two were contemporary, both being
based on a symbolism. current at that time.

PI. LIX, a, b,
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A

HELLENIC SPHI1'\X WITH THE BODY (H' A
LION AND THE HEAD .'\1'\ I) Hm:ASTS
OF .\ \r O~IAS

A

SPHI:\.\ ~I()RE GREEK IN DESJGN
WITH. LlO:\ESS'" BOIl...-

A1'\I'

WmG;S

PI. LX a, b

A

A

COMPOSITE SPHINX

B

A

SPHINX SnOWING A MIXTURE OF EGYPTIAN AND nRl<:F:K INFLUENOE

XVIII.-THE APPEARANCE OF THE SPHINX IN ASIA
INCE the beginning of this study we have limited our discussion to the Sphinx in Egypt,
and in Egypt only. Now let us see if Egypt was the original home of the Sphinx,
or if was borrowed from another country. It is a very curious coincidence that we find these
countries in the neighbourhood of Egypt possessing sphinxes, 'which, if not actually identical
with those of Egypt, at least resembling them more or less strongly in some point or other. In
my opinion, it is most probable that Egypt is the home of the Sphinx, and that it was copied
from here by the Asiatics, the Mycenams, and the Greeks, each of whom made some alterations
to its nature or appearance, to fit in with their own mentality and culture. Let us now
examine the Sphinx in each of these countries separately.

S

The first appearance of the composite monster in Asia was the griffon, a winged lion with
the head and forelegs of a bird of prey. Fig. 145 illustrates such a creature from a cylinder of
usa (Elam), dated 3000 RC. (1) which would make it coincide with
the Second or Third Egyptian Dynasty, and thus it is considerably later than the monster of the pre-dynastic slate-palette·
The workmanship also is vcry crude, and in no way equals the
Egyptian examplc.
As in Egypt, so in Asia \\"c find the pure lion or pure bull
form alternatiJig with the Bphinx. These types and wb-t,ypes
seemed to remain in voguc for a vast nlll1lUer of years, changing only slightly in the method of representation, according to
the local tastes of the district in which they occurred.

FIG. 146.-THE
(I)

CONTE:;"W,

SBHlNX AS A GRIFF1N-}'ROM MEGlDDO

".JI1(l'Itlwl d' A"chawloyie Orie:nlale ", p. 395.

(') M.M.A., Vu!. XXXIU, No. 2, p. 42.

FIG. 145.-AN ASIATIC
COMPOSITE MONSTER

'Ve meet the griffin again in
an example from l\Iegiduo, dating
from the Thirteenth Century RC.,
and coinciding with the late
Eighteenth or early ineteenth
Dynasty of Egypt (Fig. 146).
Except for the pose, the details
of this creature are identical with
that on the axe of Ahmes I, but
again, the Egyptian example is
the older (Z).
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Fig. 147 sho\y a female sphinx also from }Iegidclo (I). Had ,,'e not known for certain
the place in which it \\'as found, we should have oeen teJ11]Jtecl to clas,' it as piece ur .-\.milm<L
"'ark; and ODe call c\'en see in it a likeness to S0111e of the less flattering portraits uf Queen
Nefertiti.
The Sphinx is couchant, and it,s attitude is similar to that of the Sphinx all the onyx gem
of Amcnhotep III (sce Fig. 125). But instead of holding a cartollche like her Egyptian prototype, ::;he holds a cup of the form)? containing twu
elongated cones, which Keimer suggests may be the
ointment cones worn by the Egyptia ns a L feasts. The
head-dress consists uf t.he Amarna Crown, surmolmted
hy "'hat is clearly a kerchief or turban, and resembles
t.he .bead-dress of t,he Sphinx of the tribute vase of the
Nil~et(~pnth Dynasty, and those of Guroh (lice Fig. 1~7).
TJle pelluant tress is like that of the Sphinx of
the o::;trakon and that of the Borchardt Collectioll.
Surmounting the head-dress is a confused floral
bouquet. She wears a wide collar of Egyptian type,
and shows only a single wing, as the Gurob sphinxes.
Foul' prominent teats are shown under the belly; and
lastly, she lies upon a mat of purely Egyptian forlll (2).

FIG.

147.-;-A

FEMAJ,E SPJnNX

FROM l\1EGIDDO

Cordon Loud attributes this Sphinx to t)le Thir'
teenth Century B.e. (3) on account of the presence of
an ivory box belonging to a messenger of Ral1leses Ill,
which was among the
oojects in this find.

Are we to consider this sphinx as an example of Egyptian
workmanship imported into Syria, or is it local work consciously copying or much influenced by an Egyptian model?
A carved ivory sphinx from Jimroud (Assyria), now in the
British Museum (Fig. 148), definitely shows its Egyptian
origin, eyen the design on its collar and apron is decidedly
Egyptian in form. This specimen dates from the Ninth
Century RC'., and corresponds with the Twenty-first
(I) LOUD, "'fhe Afegi£lJo ivories ", Ilhut.mted, Lond.JIl

(2) .il M.A. (1938). p. 39.

C)

LOUD, ibid.

News, 2;-), 1937.

148.-An IVORY SPHINX
FROM NnmOUD (ASSYRIA)

FIG.
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Egyptian Dynasty. It is by no means an isolated example. IJeing t'Yl'LI·;tl of l11[1n.\- ::;pecimem;
kno"'n, "'hich arc of the same date and localit,y, and ,,,hLC!J \";try IJllL little frum cad other, anJ
tha.t in minor lletaib only.
Another ::;pecimen from Nimroud,
now in the British Museum, i::; shown
in Fig. 149. Here the Egyptian influence is prat:tically nil. .Beyond the
original conception of the man-headed
lioll- in this case winged- this ungain1y monster, with its five legs (so
placed as to render the crwture complete when seen from front or side
view), its heavy barrel-:..;lwpecl body,
long legs, and hard, bony paws, is far
removed from the graceful strength
of the Egyptian Sphinx. Note also
the typical Ass)'ria11 head, and the
awkward manner in which the head
and wings join the body. This specimen, which came from the palace
of Ashur-nasir-pa.I, King of Assyria,
i~ dated about 883-88!) E.C., and is
abo contemporary with the Twentyfirst Egyptian Dynasty.

FIG. 149. -

AXOTJlER SPECI\[E~ OF' A SPIUNX
FRO'I NBIROUD

.--------------------

Fig.
shows

a

150

group

of two sphinxes
facing each other
before a conventional

tree,

a

similar then le to
that

which

we

have already seen
on the Fayoum
FIG. 150.-RA\I-HE.-\DED ASIATIC SPHINXES

cup, but in this
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case having the head of a ram. Here also, the genetalia are made
seen on a feline, and are emphasized by gilding (I).
This group is dated to about 721
Twenty-fifth Dynasty of Egypt.

FIG. 151.-A

SPHINX FROM

SEN.JlRLI \V ITI-J THE BODY
OF A WIN GED LION AND
A HuMAN HL·\D SPRINGING
FROlll ITS HEAD

B.C.,

111

a manner never

or at the time of the

From Senjirli comes the unpleasing form of sphinx which shows
a winged lion, 'from whose head springs a human head wearing
the White Crown and uraeus of Egypt. It also shows the plaited
side-lock of Horus. Like some of the composite sphinxes of Egypt,
its tail ends in a serpent's head (2).
The form of the lion is purely Asiatic, so are the features
of the human head; but the crown and the hair are typically
Egyptian (Fig. 151).

A retrogression to the pure lion form occurs at Babel, III the fine basalt group shown in
Fig. 152. Here the motif is purely Egyptian, and shows the yietoriolls lion trampling upon
its prostrate enemy. The work is crllde, and lacking in detail, uut gi\'cs a satisfying impression from its grand conception and monulllent,al simplicit,y. It is llated to about 605 E.C.
amI is contemporary with the Twenty-sixth Egyptian Dynasty e).

FIG.

152.-THE SPHINX AS A VH-:TORIOUS LION TRAMPLI:-;rU
UPOJ\ ITS PRo::;ntATE ENEMY

---_._---anti .I>A~CL'l, "Arslmz Tash" (l!l:H), PI. XXVII.
"'l'lte Collection of Pau.l IJobro"Vsky", p. IR.
PARIBENI, "Arcltitettara dell Oriente Antico", p. 273.

(1) 'fHEREAU

(2) VLKENTIEV,
(3)
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Fig. 153 shows a damaged sphinx which displays a strong Egyptian influence. It appears
to be female, and in this case apparently presents the first type of female sphinx in Asia
(unless the Sphinx of the Megiddo ivory is really to be classed as local work). Note how the
raised fore-paw rests upon a lotus-flower.
Fig. 154 shows another example of the same style of work, but bearded and definitely
male.

1"11;. ][j4.-

DA~I.\GED SPHlNX, APPARENTLY
T.HF~ FlR~T TYPE UL" FE;\/ALE SPHINX, 1N ASIA

F1G.

]53. - .\

ANUTHER EXAMPLE 01<' THE

SAME 'VOHK BUT BEAHIlED AND
DEFDllTELY ~IALE

Both these examples are from Arslall 'rash, and date from about the Eighth Century
or at the time of the Twenty-fifth Egyptian Dynasty.

B.C.,

From the foregoing account, it can Le SCen that III each of the parallel types, the
Egyptian Sphinx prccedes the Asiatic example, and that, therefore, Egypt llIust be the
birthplace of the Sphinx.
By nature, the Asiatic ~phinx seems to resemble the Egyptian type, and fulfils much
the same role, appearing as a guardian of doorways, and in similar situations.

[intentionally blank]

XIX.- THE SPHINX IN GREECE AND MYCENJE
E ~aYe already ~een that the first appearance of the female Sphin~ in ~gypt was
durmg the Old Kmdgom. It app€ared on scarabs of the Hyksos Penod, dIsappeared
for a while, only to re-appear again in the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Now let us
examine the Sphinx of Greece, which is always female, and uy comparing it with the oldest
examples of the Egyptian female Sphinx, we shall see if We can arrive at any relationship
between the two.

W

It may seem strange to us at first to see that the Greeks, in copying the Sphinxirom Egypt,
should pick upon the female type, which is, after all, very rare, and by no means typical of the
Egyptian sphinx. But we have to allow for the inherent love of physical beauty, so strongly
developed in the ancient Greeks. The idea of the ~.phinx appeale<l to their romantic and highly
imaginative mentality, while the combination of the ueauty of woman and the feline grace of
the lion, commended itself to their cesthetic taste.

From the pictorial point of view, there seems to be but little resemblance between the
sphinxes of Egypt and Greece, uut we must always bear in mind that our knowledge of the
Hyksos sphinxes is confined to the examples represented on scarabs, which are of necessity
sma.ll and lacking in d.etail. Neither do the Egyptian female sphinxes of the Eighteenth
Dynasty outwardly resemble the Hellenic type; while a casual glance reveals no similarity
of nature. However, on closer examination, it will be seen that these changes observed
in the Greek Sphinx do not affect the inherent nature of the creature, while its solar affinity
remained unchanged, as we shall see later.
The most notable example of the Greek Sphinx" and the one most frequently portrayed,
is the monster which plays such a significant part in the tragedy of ffidipus ; and as reference
will frequently be made to this form, let us briefly outline the story here. There are several
versions of the ffidipus legend known e), but the most popular one runs as follows:
" Laius, the first King of Thebes (Greece), and Iocaste, his wife, were childless, and on
questioning the oracle on this matter, were informed that if a son should be born to them, he
would live to be his father's murderer. Accordingly, when at last Iocaste gave birth to a boy,
his parents pierced his feet, and exposed him on Mount Citharon, to be the prey of wild beasts.

(') Strangely enough, Homer makes
(about 750 ]l.c.).

)10

mention of the Sphinx, and the first reference oecurs

ill

HBSIOD.

"Theo!ll)/;Y"
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" However, the child was found by a shepherd of King Polybus of Corinth, and his wife,
lVIerope, who took pity on the child and adopted him, bringing him up as their own son, and
named him CEdipus on account of his swollen feet when found.
" Later in his life, he was taunted by one of the Corinthians with not being the King's real
son. Therefore, he had recourse to the oracle to determine the truth of the matter. However,
the oracle replied only that he was destined to slay his father, and commit incest with
his mother.
" Still believing Polybus to be his real father, CEdipus determined never again to return
to Corinth, in order that the prophecy might not be fulfilled. On the road, while he was
travelling between Delphi and Daulis, CEdipus chanced to meet Laius, the two men being, of
course, unknown to each other. The Theban King's charioteer wished to push him roughly
out of the way, and in. the quarrel which ensued, CEdipus slew Laius and his charioteer,
and thus the first part of the prophecy was fulfilled.
" Meanwhile, the Sphinx had appeared on the top of a high cliff outside Thebes, having,
according to Appolodorus, come thither from Ethiopia. Having been taught by the Muses
a certain riddle, she waylaid every passer-by, propounding this riddle to them, and in the event
of their being unable to answer it, slaying them. No one had found the solution, and every
day the monstcr claimed fresh victims, sparing ncither rank nor beauty.
" Each day the Thebans mct in their market-place, and discussed the problem, offering the
Kingship of Thebcs, and the hand of Queen Iocaste in marriage, to anyone who should rid them
of the monstcr. But none had lived to claim the rewar"d.
"When CEdipus chanced to pass this way, the Sphinx seized upon him, and propounded the
riddle to him as follows: 'What is it that goes on four legs in the morning, on two legs at noon,
and on three legs in the evening, and is weakest when its legs are most'?
" After some consideration, CEdipus answered: 'l\lan! in the morning of his life he crawls
on all fours; in his noontide he walks erect upon his two legs; but in the evening of his life,
as an old man, he uses a staff, which is "a third leg; and in his infancy and in his old age
he is weakest'.
" This was the correct answer, and the Sphinx in a fit of rage, leapt down the cliff and was
dashed to pieces. CEdipus returned to the city, where he was welcomed as king, and straightway
married to Iocaste, both parties being unaware of the relationship existing between them,
And thus, the second part of the prophecy was fulfilled.
"Some years later, after Iocaste had born childrcn to ffidipus, the truth of their
relationship was revealed by the oracle. In shame and remorse, Iocaste committed suicide, and
CEdipus put out his own eyes."
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A fresco at Tuna-el-Gebel (Hermopolis 'Vest) represents ffidipus confronting the Sphinx
at the gates of Thebes (Fig. 155) (I). Although the scene is painted in the classical style, the
artist has clearly been influenced by Egyptian, or one might say, Giza traditions, for he has
placed his purely Grrecian Sphinx on the high, corniced
pedestal, similar to those upon which the Great Sphinx
is represented on many of the stelue from the Giza site.
The legend of ffidipus explains the meaning of the
word "sphinx" which means "strangler" and has come
to be used to denote the whole family of human-headed
lions, as well as the purely Greek type. But there exists
also other variants of the name. Hesiod gives it as
Pix (2). These variants seem to be reminiscent of the
Sphinx of the legend. "When the form imigrated to the
west, it appeared in Latin as PJX (3). Other forms
are: ~(lLyt ~<:pLt Qt(lLut In Egyptian the Sphinx
is sometimes called seshep-ankh the living statue (4).

FIG.

155.-CEDIPus CONFRONTING THE

SPHINX AT THE GATES OF THEEBS

There are several elements in the ffidipus legend which are distinctly related to
the Egyptian form. First, there is the strong solar affinity as displayed in the famous riddle
itself, which the Sphinx was said to have learned from the Muses, who were attendants of the
Sun-god. In it we can recognize the reference to the infant as a clear allusion to the Egyptian
idea, which represented the early morning sun as a child, rising out of a lotus-flower. Man
in his prime is Kheper, the sun in its noonday strength is Ra; while the old man with his
staff is Atum, the aged God of the setting sun, tottering feebly towards the west.
It would seem as though the Greeks themselves recognized the solar elements contained
in the riddle, which, in the version of Arachloba, reduces the periods of human life to the three
periods of the day. Then there is the tradition, which describes the Sphinx as having come
from Ethiopia, which clearly shows that the Greeks assigned to it an African origin, and
laid no claim to having been its originator.

A further factor in favour of the Egyptian origin of the Greek Sphinx is its nature; and at
first glance, this seems to be a paradox; for the Greek monster is a malicious demon, while the
Egyptian type is a benificent guardian. But the Egyptian Sphinx is kindly disposed only
towards its chosen people, the Egyptians. How numerous are the representations of the
(I) GABRA, .. Rctpl)Ort sllr les FOllilles d' Hcrmnpolis Du est

n, PI. XLVI.

(2) 2 Gloss d' H es;od Ch.
(I) Plntu••. picis-accusal'i!.
(I) See Jrorterbuch der Aegyplischen Sprache, Vol. IV,

p. 536 =

~ ~ ~

f

= Seshep·Ankh.
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Egyptian Sphinx trampling upon the foreign enemIes of Egypt? And how natural that
strangers, ignorant of the true meaning of the allegory, seeing only the wretched plight of
the victims, represented under the claws of t.he Sphinx, should conceive I)f it as a ravishing
monRter, descending upon their territory, and exacting its daily toll of victims.

FIG. ] 56.-A

Moreover, it seems as though the Greek
artists and sculptors, even one of such great
renown as PhidiaR, were deeply influenced
by Egyptian art forms when representing
the Bphinx. When choosing a motif for
the decoration of the sides of the throne
of Zens, PhidiaR Reem~ to have been conRcionsly influenced by the decoration on
the RideR of t,he t]lrones of Amenhotep
TIT (Fig. 156) and Thothmes IV (Fig, 114)
to say nothing of the many other groups
l'f'})\'csenting the vidorious Sphinx trampling nnd mauling its enemieR.

SPHINX FRO~1 THE THRONE

OF AMENHOTEP

III
an~

their affinity of design to the
Egyptian original, as well as the
similarity of the place which
they adorn, is very marked.
(Fig. 157) (I).
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The Greek Sphinx maintains
its baleful characteristics on
almost all occasions, and this
particularly seems to connect it
with death. Hence we find it
figuring as an ornament upon
sarcophagi (Fig. 167).
According to Weiker and
Furtwangler, the Sphinx IS a
demon of enrapturing death.
This would connect it with such

Fragmcllts of the group by Phidias
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FIG. 157.-THE SPHINX OF PHIDIAS

{I} FmTz EICHLER," Thebanische S1Jhinx", Jareshefte des Osterreichischell Archaeologischen Instituts in H'ien,

Vol. XXX, pp. 75-110.
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creatures as sirens, harpies, etc. ; and indeed, it is sometimes represented as partaking of the
form of these demons. Fig. 158 shows a painting from a Corinthian aryballos, where the
monster is represented as having a woman's head, with long, flowing hair, hugc spreading
wings, the front feet of a bird of prey, and a lion's body.
Here the Sphinx partakes of the nature of the siren (I).
Harrison considers that it represents the evillydisposed soul of a dead person, personi fled as a strangler;
and this would class it wit.h such beings as the vampire,
incubus, or the enraged Ka, an evil g]lost of t.he :Egyptians
which comes in the night to snatch away sleeping ehildren.
According to R. C. Jebb (2), the Sphinx was a symbol
of demonic might, both physical and mental; and he
states that in Greek art, the sphinxes, represented upon
sepulchral monuments, are often the emblems of the
inconquerable and inscrutable might, which lays men low.
FIG. 158. - PAINTING SHOWING
Rut it seemf; more likely that these funerary sphinxes are
THE MONSTER WITH A WOMAN'S
a perverted ccho of the Egyptian tradition, which makes
HEAD, SPREADING 'VINGS AND
A LION'S BODY
the Sphinx the vigilant guardian of the tombs. But
there is one very great departure from the Egyptian
tradition; the Greek Sphinx is conquered and humhled, hut the Egyptian Sphinx is never
tamed or vanquished. Is this due to the foreigners' sub-conscious wish to humble thf\ pride of
the ronquC'l'ing sphinx; or is it that the female monster, partaking of the essellce of womanhood, must by the law of nature, submit to man?
Plntarch compares the Sphinx with the insinuatiug power of love; while other writers
compare it sarcastically with the hetaires, especially those of Megare (3). Attempts have been
made to compare it with Aphrodite, owing to the fact that figurf\s of sphinxes were used to
decorate perfume vases, mirrors and other articles of the feminine toilet. '~Te have at least
one example of this use of the Sphinx form in Egypt, where a kohl pot from the late period is
decorated with a figure of a sphinx (see p. 190).

(I) EnOAR, "One!. Vases", PI. IV, No. 26lGi;.

(O) cf. SOPHOCLF.S, "fEdipus Tyrahwus", p. 227 fJ.
(') Apo"t. Xl, 15. Diogen. 6.35. Arsen., 35, 36. Herych., Suidas; Aristo.

Achain, 738.

[intentionally blank]

XX.- THE SPHINX IN GREEK ART
OR the origin of the outward form of the Greek Sphinx, we must look to lVlyceme and
the Ai:gean Isles.

F

The presence of the composite monster occurs very early in Mycenrnan art, the eagle-headed
lion appearing in a fresco in the First Palace of Knosso, at about 2000 H.C., or contemporary
with the Twelfth Egyptian Dynasty.
Here we see the griffin wingless, but adorned with the feathered crest and spiral decorations which are a feature of the griffin of the axe-blade of Ahmes 1. TJ1is suggests that the
Egyptians m~y have borrowed the spiral motif from MycenG8; although this form of
decoration was extensively used on Egyptian scarabs during the Twelfth Dynasty.

At about the time of the
Eighteenth Dynasty, Egypt came
into close contact with Cyprus,
and nlllch commercial intercourse
took place, which did not fail to
have its enect on the art of the
two countries, although Egypt
still appears to have lent m(·re
than she borrowed.
An excellent example of the Egypt ian
influence on Cyprian art may be
seen in the sacrificial cups in
Figs. 159, 160, 161.
Fig. 159 shows a cup from
Dali, the central motif of which is
purely Egyptian, represents the
well-known device of the Pharaoh
slaying his enemies. The inner
FIG. 159.-A SACRIFICIAL CVP FROM DALI
zone of decoration shows a procession of winged sphinxes trampling on prostrate enemies. Except for the position of the
wings, one would say that these sphinxes were from Egypt, the products of Egyptian
craftsmen. The outer zone shows groups of men, also in the Egyptian style, fighting with
lions and winged monsters.
61
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Still very Egyptian

FIG. 160.-A

III

appearance, but displaying a stronger foreign element, is Fig. 160.
The rosette is a typical Egyptian
motif, and was lavishly used during
the Eighteenth, Nineteenth and
Twentieth Dynasties, occurring
in such widely divergent spheres as
metal-work and glazed ware (I).
The inner zone bears winged
sphinxes crowned with the solar
disks and uraeus(2). The middle zone
shows a mixture of Egyptian and
foreign elements, with the Egyptian
predominating; but the outer zone
has the foreign element in exceSR.

SACRIFICIAL CUP DISPLAYING
THE FOREIGN ELEMENTS

Fig. 161 shows the Asiatic influence predominating, although the
Egyptian element is still strong.
The hawk in the central motif, the
couchant sphinxes on the inner zone,
and the kneeling archer, are distinctly Egyptian, but the horse and
the fighting bulls betray a foreign
origin. In the outer ZOIW the influence is again mixed, and varies
from the typically Egyptian group
of the Pharaoh smiting his enemies
before the hawk-headed god and the
winged goddesses, to the sem!Egyptian Sphinxes and the purely
Asiatic animal groups.
Fro.

16J.-A

SACRIFICIAl, CUP WITH A MIXTURE OF

EGYPTIAN AND MYCENAi:AN STYLES

(I) PETRIE. "Arts arId emfl8 nf AlItienl. RgY1'/ ", Figs. 108, 117.
(") The solar cult agai n.

2) 7
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On the other hand, Fig. 162 shows a seal from the same period, but from Zakro,
and here the influence is entirely foreign (I). Evans refers to the wings of this monster
as being those of a butterfly, and attempts to read a religious
significance into them (2).
But they seem to me to be clearly
bat's wings, and as such would connect the creature with the vampires
of southern Europe and other evil powers of the darkness; a faint
re-echo of the double Sphinx Aker, through whose body the sun
travelled during the hours of the night.
FIG. 162.-A

The little winged sphinxes seated upon the cover of the sarcophagus
of Amathonte (Fig. 163) are faintly reminiscent of the Egyptian type
ill the treatment of the

SEAL

FROM ZAKRO, SHOWING
A
SPHINX
WITH THE WINGS
OF A BUTTERFLY

wings, but chiefly in the underlying idea which
associates them with the protection of the dead.
The coneI' of the sarcophagus bears a distinctly
Egyptian border of lotus flowers and buds (3).
The sphinxes on tJle ivory comb from
Spata (Fig. 164), on the other hand, display
a head-dress that is dearly of Hittite origin (4)
and. which was destined. to enjoy a widf, vogu~

FIG.

)G::l.-,rr~(:En

SPHT:\XES SENrEn lJPO~

THr-: ('(1\"~:R OF THE SAR('OPRAl:yrS

FIG.

164.-SPHINxEs 0)/ A~ IVORY COMB FROM SPATA

OF A,IATHONTE

"La Ci'iili,ation P1'ehelleni')ue8 ".
"Tl,c Palace of lIIin~'8 ", Vol. In, p. }!W.
(3) PICARJ), "La Sculpta.re Antique", Vo!. J, p. 21i.
(') The Amarna at't had produced a fashion of portraying flutteTing ribbons and streamers on such diverse objects as a royal
crown allll a horse's harness.
(') DlJSSAUD,

(') EVAI'S,
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archaic Greek art. We find this form occurring on sheets of beaten gold from
the third Tomb of the Acropolis of Mycenre, at Lalysos, and in the treasure of Ephesus (l).

III

From Hagia Triada comes the crouching Sphinx shown in Fig. 165, which seems to
display Assyrian, rather than Egyptian, traits.
A beautiful example dated about 560 R.e.,
and contemporary with the Twenty-sixth Dynasty
of Egypt, is seen in Fig. 165. Here we are
approaching to the true Greek Sphinx, but the
Egyptian element is still to be seen ill the treatment of the wings, and the covering of the
breast.
FIG. 165.-THE

ASSYRIAN SPHINX

One of the most graceful and pleasing
of the foreign sphinxes may be seen in the
group shown in Fig. 167, and which adorn
the end of a sarcophagus from Sidon
(400 B.c., and contemporary with the
Twenty-ninth Egyptian Dynasty). Here
the beautiful faces, graceful vigorous
bodies and harmonious grouping, constitnte a very charming whole.
The
Egyptian influence is lacking altogether,
except again in the underlying idea of the
Sphinx acting as a guardian of the dead,
as we shall discuss more fully in another
chapter.
This latter type seems to have been
the one most frequently used by the Greeks
in the classical period; and ',ye find it in
many and varied situations, displaying
but little variation of detail, and that

(1) ..

Diction'naire des Antiquit'ies" (the Greek Sphinx).

FIG. 166.-A

WINGED GREEK SPHINX
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only in such unimportant matters as the style of the hairdressing, and the posture of
the body. Its naturally artistic forill, and its versatile adaptability rendered it a popular
motif of decoration, even when theologically its presence was meaningless.
It will Le noLicefl that the
bodies of mallY of these later
Cheek sphinxes resemble the
bitch more than the lion, this
probably being due to the fact
that the artists were more
familiar with the canine than t.he
leonine form, whereas in Egy pt,
the lion was common, and its
form was familiar to all.

That the Greeks intended
the Sphinx to be leonine, can Le
proved by the tails, which always
carry the characteristic tassel of
hail', this appendage never
appearing naturally on any breed
of dog, either ancient or modern.

FIG.

16i.-SPIIINXES ADORNING A SARCOPHAGUS FROM SIDON

From the foregoing pages we can see that the Greek Sphinx, despite its apparent physical
and mental differences, is nevertheless, derived from the Sphinx of Egypt; and its pedigree may
be given thus:
EGYPT

t
MYCENlE

BABYLON

t
AEGEAN ISLES

CLASSICAL GREECE

It is curious tl) note that with the growth of Hellenic culture III Egypt under
the Ptolemies, the Greek Sphinx was re-introduced into Egypt, thus returning to its
original home under a new guise, and surrounded by a crop of new legends.
For an interesting article on the spread of the Sphinx from Egypt to Greece, and its
final return to Egypt, see LEIBOVITCH, "Quelques Elements de la Decoration Egyptienne
sous le' Nouvel Empire", Bull. Inst. D'Egypte, Vol. XXV, p. 245 ff.

[intentionally blank]

XXI.-THE RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SPHINX

] . - WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THE SPHINr'~

p to the present moment we have been dealing with the outward aspects of the
Sphinx, so now let us try to examine what wc may term its inner and theological
significance. To begin with, what was the name by which the Sphinx was known in the
Fourth Dynasty? One of the very surprising facts about the Sphinx is that in all the
tombs of the Old Kingdom necropoli, not one inscription mentions the man-headed lion by
any name known to us, although we have indisputable proof that sphinxes were in existence
as early as the Fourth Dynasty (see p. 56). Nevertheless, like all other animate or inanimate
objects, they certainly must have possessed a name.

U

It has hitherto been thought that sphinxes were not referred to in writing until the time
of the Eighteenth Dynasty, but, as we shall see below, careful and patient study has revealed
to us that the Sphinx was known and mentioned in the Pyramid Texts, which in their written
form date to the end of the Fifth Dynasty, but of which many parts have a far earlier origin.
An earlier 'mention than this has so far not come to light.

The fact that no mention of sphinxes is made in any of the private tombs of the
Old Kingdom necropoli may be due to anyone of several reasons. First, the Sphinx is inseparably connected with royalty; no private person, or even a prince, has ever been represented
in the form of a sphinx, so far as we can tell from the monuments that over one hundred
years of excavation have revealed to us. Therefore, perhaps it was regarded as the god of
royalty alone, and had no connection at all with non-royal persons. This would account for
our finding mention of it in the Pyramid Texts, if not in private tombs, and it would also
explain the silence of the Fourth Dynasty, for at that period the buildings, especially the royal
tombs, are characterised by an almost complete lack of inscriptions. As an example, take
the Great Pyramid (itself not its mortuary temple), the long passages and chambers of
which are devoid of even a sin.<sle hieroglyph (if we except the quarrymen's gang-names
daubed in red paint on certain stones).
Secondly, the only gods mentioned in the tombs are those intimately connected with the
dead, and with their future existence in the Other 'Vorld. If the Sphinx did have such
a function, which its identification with Atum renders possible, mention of it has so far
escaped us, and it is not until the Eighteenth Dynasty that we find proof of the Sphinx
acting ill this capacity.
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The earliest conception of the functions of the Sphinx seems to have been th,tt of a
guardian of the tombs and their contents (see p. 213), but it is not until the Eighteenth Dynasty
that we find a sphinx, and that is the Great Sphinx of Giza, mentioned in the offering-formulae
and the same is true of Atum, with whom it was identified.
Let us now examine the first appearance of the name of the Sphinx as it was mentioned
m the Pyramid Texts. Line 2081 Breads: "He (i.e. the dead King) is, taken to Ruti
(the Sphinx) and presented to Atum". Here we have a distinct allusion to the identification
of the Sphinx with Atum.
It was Naville who first pointed out the connection between this word" Ruti " and the
Sphinx, .and he referred especially to its occurrence in the" Book of the Dead". In a series of
articles in a revue called" Sphinx" (I), Naville first draws attention to the connection of the
Sphinx with Atum, quoting, as his references, Bergmann (2) and Lefebure(3) and the line from the
Granite Stela of Thothmes IV, which says: " I am thy father, Hor-em-akhet-Kheperi-Ra-Atum".
He also cites other sphinxes, such as that of Pithom, as bein~ attached to Atum. He did not
fail to notice that on the Inventory Stela, and in the Harris Magical Papyrus, the Great Sphinx

of Giza is called

~ ~ ~ or ~ ~ ~

!W'N'A

~ ~ or, ~ ~ ~ !J1

' but he mistakes

the final interchangeable L or R (the lion sign) for a determinative, and so pronounces the word
" Hu " an error followed by many other writers, and even by the Berlin Dictionary. But,
however, he rightly recognized it as an appellation peculiar to the Great Sphinx of Giza.
He was also quick to recognize the essential interchangeability between the lion and
the Sphinx, stating that, in his opinion, it was the leonine body of the latter that was the most
important part, and cites as proof the modern name of Wadi Seboua, so named on account
of the avenue of sphinxes leading up to the temple. "Wadi Seboua" means in Arabic the
"Valley of Lions", and is so named despite the fact that the creatures lining the avenue are
sphinxes. He also points out that in the late epoch, the word" ru "=" lion' , is sometimes
determined by a sphinx (4).

Then he comes to the name

::= 1 Jj
~

"Ruti" as it appears

in the" B00k of the Dead", and which he applies to the androcephalic Sphinx in its
connection with Atum-Harmakhis, especially in the chapter where the God is considered as
the giver of breath to the dead.

(I) Voh. V. X and XXI.
(2) A.Z. (1880) p. 50.
(3) Rituel, p. 85 fj.
(f) PIEHL, "Sphinx", Vol. Ill,

p. 128.
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Ch. 38, line 2, says: " I am AtUlll who come out of Nil, going toward::; the cele::;tial
lake, when I have received my dwelling ill Amenti. I speak with the Happy One::;, whose
dwellings are hidden; my splendour is the splendour of Ruti (the Sphinx), and I traverse

the lake henhenw (1) ,~~ 0 ~

=:

of Kheperi" (the Sun-god in the morning).

Ch. 38 B, line 2: " I am Ruti (the Sphinx) the first-born of Ra".
Ch. 3, line 2: " 0 Atum, who appears as Master of the Lake, who shines as Uuti, who
maketh thine orders to be heard by those who are before thee ".
Ch. 41, line 2: "0 Atum, I was rendered shining before Ruti, the Great God, who opens
t,he door of Geb". (Variant texts read: "I have rendered Ruti shining ".)
Ch. 78, line 18: reveals the Sphinx as the presenter of the nemes, its usual head-dress,
and refers to it as the guardian of the House of the Nemes.

Again Naville quotes from the text :-Ch. 78, line 21 : " The nemes was given to me by the Sphinx ".
Ch. 78, line 23: " The Sphinx hath taken off his nemes for me".

The two lions appear to be a survival of a much earlier school of thought, a time when the
funerary texts were intended for the sole use of the Pharaoh. No private persons have been
represented on the monuments habitually wearing the n€mes (2), therefore, these lines mnst
have been written for funerary texts which were originally for royal use. Wften the royal
funerary texts at length became the property of the population in general, they also adopted
the royal funerary equipment, and we see the nem€s include among the clothing of the
deceased in the painted equipment depicted inside the wooden sarcophagi of the Heracleopolitan Period (3).
Naville then propounds an ingenious theory in which he states that the Sphinx represents
the gods Shu and Tefnut ; the male human head representing Shu, and the lion's body the
Goddess Tefnut. But this theory seems to lack proof.
When Naville first published his opinion concerning Ruti, and the identification of the
Sphinx with Atum, Gardiner disagreed with him. Later, however, he changed his opinion,
and said that: "Ruti

.= 1

~ is a lion-god connected with Atum, seems to me as to

Naville, quite evident".
('I A name of a lake in the llnderwJrld.
&

(I) A wooden .tatue of an official of thc TwtMth Dyna,;ty iB repre"ented wearing what, appear; to be a nemes. according to
photo in GARSTANG'S "Burial GUS/Oln8 of Ancient Egypt", p. 104, Fig. 93.
(3) L.'lCAU, "Sal'cophages Anterieur au Moyen Empire", Vol. I, PI. LIV.
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\rhether the Sphinx is more solar deity or more Pharaoh is a question which the
Egyptians themselves, who made it, could probably not have answered. Can it be regarded
as in any way parallel to the boats of the sun at Abu Gurab (1) ?
Apparently Gardiner is offering the suggestion that, the Ureat Sphinx may personify the
dead king, in the same IlIanncr in which the solar boat at the Temple of the Sun at Abu Gurab
persollifics the divine boats in which he is expectell to sail to his heavenly abode.
Whcn writing this, Gardiner was not, of
course, aware of the solar boats belonging to the
Khafra Pyramid Complex, which came to light
in our excavations of 1934-1935 (2).
As we
should expect, the divine solar boats doubtless
received adoration in this district, and the small
stela shown in Fig. 168, seems to give some
support to this theory. It is Stela No. 28,
and was fOlmd in onr excavations, beside the
Temple of Amenhotep IT. It is quite unique in
our collection. The surface is almost entirely
occupied by a scene depicting a man, clad in
a long, full kilt, standing before an altar, upon
which rests a model solar boat. The whole
scene is very peculiar in appearance, and were
it not for the Egyptian name of the donor, we
should be tempted to attribute it to a foreign
pilgrim. To begin with, the man is represented as carrying a papyrus wand, an emblem
F w. 168.- STELA No. 28
usually carried by goddesses, but I believe,
not elsewh':lre by men
moreover, he is represented. standing on a pedestal, as though
he were a statue. Then the solar boat-which is itself of a normal type, and has the upturned
prow and stern, orn::.tmented by figures of the divine hawks crownei with the solar disk-has,
in the naos amidships, a strange-looking male figure, also carrying the papyrus wand. The
head of this figure S3ems to be coverad by a round skull-cap, frJ!ll which hangs the side-lock
of youth. Above th'3 b::>at is inscribed: "May the King be grcLcious and give . . . " (here a chip
Occurs ill the surface of the stone, followed by the signs: ~ ~ ~ "Praise" (n.

(n ;

(') GALWINEU,

(2)

"Uee.

7'rao ", Vol. XXXlV, p. tiG.

See my "ELcuoatio/t.1 at Giza ", Vol. VI, Part 1.
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Between the figure of the donor and the altar is inscribed: " Made by the Fall-bearer
Ptah-khu ".

e?)

The boat is clearly intended to be that of the Sun-god, as may be seen by tbe solar hawks
with which it is adorned, but the figure in the naos is difficult to explain. It is unlikely to he
that of Ra himself, as he is rarely represented in purely human form, and when so depicted
in the only example known to me, he is crowned with a large sun-disk, which this figure is not (I),
nor does it seem to represent Atum. Judging by the side-lock, it might represent Horus
the son of Isis, Shed 01' Khonsu, but nOlle of these gods appear dressed in such a costume. Nor
does it seem to represent a king. The only alternative, we can suggest, is that it represents
the deceased himself sailing in the 801ar boat, a hitherto royal privilege, which, from the time
of the Middle Kingdom onwards, was available to "the Man in the Street" (2).

2.-THE SPHINX AND THE SACRED BOATS

As the Sphinx represents a form of the Sun-god, it is not surprising to find it appearing in the solar boat. A relief from Luxor Temple, dating from the reign of Amenhotep Ill,
shows the God Amon enthroned in the solar boat, which before him is a small figure of
a sphinx, placed upon the perch-like standard which is common to sacred objects (3).
An interesting scene occurs on the lid of a sarcophagus of the Saitic Period. This lid is
divided longitudinally into two equal halves, on one of which is represented the Day-boat
of the sun, carrying the solar disk, in which is represented the primitive reed floats (4) and
before it the Goddesses Isis and Nepthys. It is towed by a ram-headed God and the Four
Sons of Horus.
On the other side of the lid is the Night-boat of the sun, in which is the Sun-god in the
form of a mummied hawk, lying on a bier under a catafalque amidships. It is crowned with
a solar disk. In front of this God stands the God Thoth and the deceased, their hands raised
in adoration. In the bows of the'boat is a human-headed sphinx, crowned with the atef diadem
and clad in hawk's plumage; it stands on a low, rectangular dais. The boat is towed by Anubis
and two jackals. Here the presence of the Sphinx in the Night-solar-boat, and its absence in
the Day-boat, connects it with night, death and the Underworld, and thus with Atum and
lwf, the nocturnal Sun-gods.
(I) See

BRIJYERE,

"/<'()ltille8 de Deir. el J1lcdineh ", 1'1. VI[;

SELL\1 HASSAN, "

E.rc(J;va!iolls at Ci,a ", Vol.

(') See "Rxcavations at Giza", VoL VI, Part I. p. 151 fj.
(') /bi'l, p. 13S, Fig. G=!.
(t) }<'or a discuRsion of the !'eell,f1oats and their cOlllwetioll with the solar buats, see ibid, p. J fj.

vr,

Part I, p. 48, Fig. W.
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The Sphinx also appears in other divine boats, for example, in sacred boat of Amon, named
Weser-hat. This was an actual vessel in which the statue of the God was carried in the sacred
processions, and played a prominent part in the ceremony known as the "Beautiful Feast of
the Valley", which was celebrated at Thebes. There are many representations of this
gorgeously decorated boat, dating from the Eighteenth Dynasty to the Roman Period, when
the human-headed Sphinx, crowned with the atef diadem, stands in the bows (1).
The Sphinx also stands in the bows of the divine tug-boat, which, manned by the King
and the Souls of Pe and Nekhen, is represented towing the barque of' Amon-Ra, on the Second
Pylon at Karnak (2).
The Sphinx also takes its place in the bows of the divine boats of other Gods, and in the
Temple of Seti I at Abydos it fulfils this function in the boats of rsis, Horus the Son of Isis,
Amon-Ra, .i\£ut, Khonsu, Ptah, and the deified King Seti 1(3).
In these examples, the Sphinx perhaps personifies the King.
The Sphinx also occurs on the large wooden model boats which were found in the Tomb
of Amenhotep H, in the Valley of Kings. The exact nature of these wooden boats is not clear,
the absence of the characteristic prow and stern posts seems to preclude them from being
solar boats (4).
On boat No. 4944 is a kind of enclosure, open at the front, just behind the supports of the
steering oars. The sides of this enclosure are decorated in relief with a sphinx, crowned with
the atef diadem, and trampling on a prostrate enemy. ·In front of it is a cartouche, erased.
The hull of the boat is painted in colours. On the extremity of the prow is a lotus-flower,
followed by the head of a ram, surmounted by a uraeus, and posed upon a pedestal in the form
of a pylon. Next comes the head of a hawk crowned by a solar disk, and mounted on a pedestal
of a similar form to the preceding. Then comes the sacred eye ~ also on the same type of
pedestal, followed by two hawks which protect the C.utouche

C ~ mJ
0

!

of Amenhotep H

with their wings. Next comes a ram-headed sphinx, with a uraeus upon its head, and
an elaborate feather fan behind its back. It crushes the head of a Syrian enemy who lies
prostrate under its paws. In front of this sphinx is inscribed: "Amon-Ra, Lord of Heaven",
as we should expect from the ram's head of the Sphinx. Then follows a blank space, after

(') F.)UCART,

"[,a Belle Fete de la ValUe", B.f.F.A.O. Vol.

xxrv,

PIs.

r,

Ill, VI, X, XI, XII, XIII.

(Z) Ibid, PI. V.
(.) CAI.VERLY
(') DARESSY,

Itnrl 13R·)O.\IE, "Tlte Temple of Kin(J Sethos I at Abyrl08", Vo!. I, Pis. 19, 22, 27, 30, :H ; Vol.
"POlti!te.s de l·~ Vallie des RiDs ". p. 239, Pl8. XLVlII, XLIX.

n,

PIs. 1,5,10, ll, 23, 35.
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which is a narrow panel in which is depicted a human-headed sphinx, crowned with the
atef, and trampling on a fallen enemy, whose beard and costume proclaim him to be a nati ve
of Punt. Behind the Sphinx is a fan and a winged disk. A similar narrow panel decorates
the beginning of the stern, but the enemy IS a negro. Although there is no inscription,
these sphinxes perhaps represent the king.
Following a blank space, come three figures of Montu, the God of War, hawk-headed, and
crowned with the solar disk surmounted by a pair of tall plumes. They are all transfixing
prostrate enemies with their spears, the first victim being a Syrian, the second a negro and the
third a Libyan. In front of each god is inscribed his name: "Montu, Lord of . . .",
" Montu in the Midst of Thebes ", and" ... Montu, Lord of Zerti (l)". Behind the last Montu
is a hawk-headed sphinx, crowned with the solar disk, and trampling on a Tehenu (Libyan). It is
inscribed: "Montu, Lord of Hermonthis". Last of all comes a winged figure of the Goddess
Maat kneeling on the sign"=7. This last sphinx is very interesting, for it shows that Montu
cOlild also be represented in this form. Its function as a destroyer of Egypt's enemies reminds
us of the many groups where we see the king as a sphinx trampling on foreigners, and this
rais_es a question. Did the king copy t,his symbol from Montu, the God of War, or did the God
borrow it from a form already established by the king? Were it not that this form hasexisteJ
for the king at least as early as the Fifth Dynasty, we should be inclined to think that the
God was the original triumphant sphinx.
The wooden model boats Nos. 4945 and 4946 carry similar decoration (2).

3.--THE SPHINX AS AKER

As we have already seen, the Sphinx was sometimes regarded as the guardian of the
dead and of the necropolis.
It is per'haps this aspect of the Sphinx which led to its form
being sometimes employed to represent Aker, the God of the Underworld. I have discussed
the nature of this god in some detail elsewhere e), and it now remains to consider his outward
form and his connection with the Sphinx.
According to the texts of the Old, Middle and New Kingdoms, Aker could be regarded
as personifying the Underworld, or part of it, the Guardian of the Underworld, the spirit of
the earth--either hostile or beneficent (4), or even the cultivated land (5).
(I) An important town in the fourth Nome of Upper Egypt, saered to JIontu, a.bout 1i miles south of Luxnr.
GAUTHlF:H,
"Dictionnaire Geographique ", Vo!. VI, p. 131.
(2) DORESSY, ibid, pp. 241, 242, P!. XLVIII.
(3) "Excavation8 at Giza ", Vo!' VI, Part I,
(4) So also, the Sphinx was of a dual nature, kindly and beneficent to the Egyptians, but an implacable destroyer of their
enemies.
(5) In later time. the Great Sphinx was also regarded as the guardian of the cultivated lands.
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In the Pyramid Texts, the writing of the name of Aker is frequently determined by
the forequarters of a Sphinx ~ (Line 796 B, Mer-en-Ra), or by a double sphinx joined
in the middle ~ (Line 555 A, Nefer-ka-Ra), or ~ (Line 325 A, Wnas and Pepi), or by a
norma] lion ~ (Line 393 B, Wnis). In the New Kingdom the double lion appears
as a determinative (1).
The name has also the plural form Akerw, and in the Old and Middle Kingdoms is
determined with the signs we have already seen, but in addition to these, it may, in the New
Kingdom, be determined by a sphinx (2).
In the New Kingdom we begin to get actual representations of Aker, these occurring principally in the royal tombs of the Valley of Kings, where they form part of the scenes
reprEsenting the night journey of the Sun-god. Aker is here personifying a part of the Underworld through or over which the nocturnal Sun-god must pass. Fig. 169 is from the Tomb
of Rameses IV and shows Aker in the form of a double sphinx, its bodies covered by the
hawk's plumage. The left-hand is labelled: "Fair entrance", and the right-hand one is
"Fair Exit". Both heads of the Sphinx support the solar boat in which the Sun-god travels
with his companions Hw 0) and Sia (3) ..

FiG. IG9.-A

SCENE FROM THE TOMB OF RAMESES

IV

The appellation of the two heads here connect Aker with the setting and rising sun. "Fair
entrance" is where the setting sun enters the dark Underworld, to emerge next morning in
the eastern horizon at the "Fair exit". This at once reminds us of the two lions, who, in the
(1) BUDGF., "Book of the Dead" (text), Vol.

n,

p. 61,

~,

etc.

(2) SF.THF., .4.;',., Vol. LIX. PI. 58.
(.) RES()UF.

"Eyyptological and J.>.hilulngical E~,~IlY8 n. VoJ. I V, PI. XV (l;Iu = command, and Sia

= understanding).
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Book of the Dead" are shown seated back to back and support the sun-disk in the horizon cQJ
between them. In Ch. XVII of the" Book of the Dead" these lions are called: Yesterday
and Tomorrow, and the text concerning them says (Middle Kingdom version): "I was
Yesterday, I know tomorrow". "It is Osiris". "As to Yesterday, it is this Osiris." "As for
Tomorrow, it is this beaming (?). "
rr

The New Kingdom version reads: "I am Yesterday, 1 know Tomorrow". "What is that?".
" As to Yesterday, it is Osiris, as for Tomorrow, it is Ra" (l).
In the Papyrus of Qenna, the two lions crowned with solar disks are seated back to back
before a clump of papyrus plants. They represent the gods of the evening sun and of the
morning sun (2).
This form of the double lion-god was made and worn as an amulet, and some specimens
were found in the neighbourhood of the Great Sphinx (see p. 241).
The most interesting form of Aker as the Underworld Sphinx is in the Tomb of Seti I,
where it occurs in a scene representing the Fifth Division of the Underworld, according
to the book" Imy Dwat" (3). This division is called" Rostaw" which from the time of the
Middle Kingdom is the local Memphite name for the Underworld kingdom of Osiris or Seker
(the two Gods were fused under the name Seker-Osiris), and it is perhaps included in the book
" ]my Dwat " as the survival of a religious tradition of an Underworld once complete in itself.
The name "Rostaw' was also given to the Giza necropolis (see p. 4) and the reference to
the Temple of Osiris, "Lord of Rostaw" occurs on the Inventory Stela (see p. 113).
In this representation from the Tomb of Seti I, we see the forequarters of two sphinxes
protruding from the lower curve of the ends of an oval (PI. LXI). This oval contains a monsterous serpent, winged, and having a double head and a tail terminating in a human head.
Between the wings stands a hawk-headed god.
There is nothing to indicate precisely the name of the god, but it is interesting to note
that in his hawk's head we have again a connection between this bird and the Sphinx. Above
all this rises what appears to be a pyramid surmounted by a human head. The Sphinx forms
coupled with this pyramid suggests that the Underworld Rostaw was moulded upon its earthly
counterpart. In this scene the name given to the sphinxes is Iwf, which during the New
Kingdom was one of the names of the Night Sun-god.

(I)

GRAl'OW.

(2) nUDGE,

"Religiose

Ur1r;u'rul~n",

pp. 11, 12.

"The Book of the Dead", p. 81.

(3) LEFEBURE. "Le Tombeau de Seti 1", Pis. XXVII. XXVIII.
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This is perhaps the clue which gives us the explanation of why the spirit of the Underworld
should be represented as a sphinx. I wf, the Night Sun-god, is nothing but another and later
form of Atum, and Atum, as we have already seen, was identified with the Sphinx.
Therefore, it is not surprising that in personifying the spirit of the Underworld, or that
part of it through which the Sun-god passed on his nightly journey, the priestly scribes should
choose the most striking emblem of Atum, the Night Sun-god, namely, the Sphinx.
As we have seen, it is in the Pyramid Texts that we have apparently the oldest reference
for the identification of the Sphinx with Atum, under the name of Ruti ; it is also in the Pyramid
Texts that we have what is up till ilOW the first example of the writing of the name of Aker
determined by the forequarters of a sphinx.
The reason why we find the double representation of Aker, either as a sphinx or as a lion,
IS because of the dual nature of the Sun-god, the young sun of the day, Horus, or Ra, and
the old sun of the night, Atum or I wf.
4.-THE SPHINX AS A DEMON

We have seen that the Sphinx can represent the beneficent Sun-god and the royal majesty
and victorious power of the kings; it \",as the protector of Egypt and the Egyptians, but the
terror of their foreign enemies. But for a limited time, and in a special locality, the Sphinx
could be a demon of Hell, dreaded even hy those Egyptians who did not know the correct magical
formulae for dealing with it.
During the First Intermediate Period, when Egypt was in an upheaval of revolution,
following the breakdown of the royal power at the end of the Old Kingdom, the cry was for
Democracy, democracy in religious as we]] as in worldly affairs. Hitherto entry into the Solar
Paradise was the exclusive right of the kings llnd llohles, and the only religious literature
which has survived to us from this period was written for these exalted personages. But now
the "}\fan in the Street" was claiming t,he same after-life as his betters, and to meet this demand
the combined priesthoods of Hermopolis, Heliopolis and Memphis devised an edition of the
royal funerary texts, interspersed with material from the old popular religion of Osiris, and
from this produced two types of religio-funerary literature.
One of these works was a loose collection of miscellaneous magical spells and prayers, known
to-day as the "Coffin Texts" (I). The second was a more or less set work, known nowadays
as the" Book of the Two ·Ways".
(I) DE BUCK, "The

ElJypliall GO.oil1 Te.rld ", Vok I, 11, Ill.
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This latter work purported to be a guide-book to Paradise, and consisted of a map of the
route with cxplanatory text, and sometimes illustrations. Accordi'ng to this work, the deccased
had a rhoice of two roads, onc by land an;<1 onc by water; theRe were divided from each other
by a lake of fire. Eadl led to Paradise, but each was guarderl by fearRome rlemons, and it was
only by the knowledge of the special Rpells and paSSWOl'dR,
contained in this work, that the deceaRed coul(1 hope to
reach his goal. Thesc demons were of hideous and impossihle shapes, but in two cases they arc dearly intcnderl
to be sphinxes.
In the first example (Fig. 170) the creature is shown
FIG. 170.-THE DEMO"N SPHINX
galloping towards the deceased. It has a human head \vith
GALLOPING TOWARDS THE DECF.ASED
the royal or divine beard, and is crowned with a sun-disk on
ram's horns. The borly and hind legs are leonine in form, but the front legs seem to be
intended to resemble a maggot, doubtless because these disgusting creatures were feared cn
account of the corruption and destruction on the corpse. Its tail, held stiffly erect, is that of
the Set-animal. The text concerning it reads: "The Blasphemer, who repulses the Crocodile.
This is the Guardian of the Bend (of the road); this is his name (l) ".
The second sphinx (Fig. 171) has a bearded human head, with a feather stuck in its hair.
Th'e body is leonine, but the tail is bushy. In one fore-paw it clutches a lizard, and its head
is turned as though it were looking behind it. Its name and
function are stated as follows (2): "His name is Makty-neter
(Divine Protector
This is the Guardian of the Bend.
It is he who is the guardian therein ".

n.

FIG. 171.- ANOTHER SPHINX
WITH A BEARDED HUMAN
HEAD AND A FEATHER
IN ITS HAIR

It seems as though the Sphinx was chosen for this function
because of its power, and its connection with Aker and Atum,
and was exercising its dangerous qualities only on those who were
unable to recite the required spell. If this last supposition is
correct, then we have an early form of the Sphinx incident in the
legend of CEdipus, where the monster destroys those who were
unable to answer its riddle.

But to return to the question of the name ofthe Sphinx: Curiously enough, Naville mentions
a name which he says sometimes refers to the Sphinx, and that is "seshep" ; but he dismisses it
as being of no importance, it having a general meaning of "image" or "figure".
(1) LACAU, '''Sul'cophugea Anlerieur au "Vducellc Emph'e ", Vol. I, p. 192.
(2) Ibid, pp. 192 (33).
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Gardiner, however, has made a more minute study of the word, which he includes in his
"Notes on the Story 01 Sinuhe" (1) and he mentions the variants ~ ~
~

as it is sometimes written -@-

Sf

Tof "seshep-ankh", and

which means the "living statue", and certainly seems to have

been used to denote a sphinx. While referring to this word in thc "Story of Sinuhe", Gardiner
makes a very important and interesting statement. He says: "If ".'ISp" in the "Sinuhe"
passage means "sphinx", and I have little doubt that it docs, it must be an abbreviation for
"ssp-Alum", "Image of Atum"(2) and the tradition that the Sphinx \vas an image of the Pharaoh
in the form of the Sun-god, then it must go back at least as far as the Twelfth Dynasty
(the date of thc "Story of Sinuhe ").
These remarks of Gardiner caused Naville to change his opinion somewhat (2).
It has also been suggested that the word" seshep-ankh" was corrupted by the Greeks into
their word" sphinx", which is not at all impossible (for the meaning of the Greek word
"sphinx", see p. 211).

In the above-mentioned article, Gardiner quotes some examples of the use of the word
".seshep-ankh", in sentences where the meaning is undeniably" sphinx ", as the determinative
clearly shows. But unless the name was changed in the course of time, these words" ruti " and
" Ijeshep" or "seshep-ankh" apply to sphinxes as a general type, and are not the particular
name of anyone specimen. What then was the name of the Great Sphinx of Giza ?
It is surprising to know that it is not until the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty that
we find any written reference to the Great Sphinx, and it is only by a lucky chance that a small
fragment· of an inscribed naos has survived from the wreck of the past, which gives the name
of the Sphinx as Hor-em-akhet, the Harmakhis of the Greeks. This piece is dated in the
fourth year of Thothmes I and is the first direct reference to the Great Sp4inx which we have.

Here, at least We have definite ground upon which we can tread but unfortunately, at the
time in which our evidence occurs, the Sphinx was already regarded as an antiquity, and it
is more than possible that much of its original significance had been forgotten even by the
Egyptians themselves.
But side by side with the name Hor-em-akhet (Horus in the Horizon), we find the Sphinx
called Hor-akhty (Horus the Dweller in the Horizon), and this name has a profoundly interesting
meaning. So let us try now and trace its origin and development, for it penetrates into the
very roots of the Egyptian religion.

(1)

Rec. Trav., Vol. 34, p. 66.

(.) N£.VILLE, .. Sphin:l:

"0 Vol. XXI, p. 12

p.
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In late times the God Hor-akhty appeared in several forms. He could be represented as
a sphinx with the head of a hawk, or with a human head, as a hawk-headed man, or as a simple
hawk, and many representations of him occur upon our stelne showing him in these guises.
It will be seen that in each case the hawk-like nature of the god is more or less prominently
expressed, and this is the clue which leads us to the heart of the mystery.

First, in the dawn of Egyptian history the hawk was the symbol of the Great God of the
Western Delta Kingdom, whose two eyes were the sun and the moon. 'Whenthe rule of the
Delta kings expanded, and they made Heliopolis their capital; the priests of that city, who
had hitherto worshipped the solar disk, mingled the two faiths together for political purposes,
and represented the god as a man with the head of a hawk, and crowned with the solar disk;
and they called him either Ra-Horus or Hor-akhty.
In the beliefs of the Egyptians, the king was the earthly representation of this god, and
we have material proof that the dead king especially was called Hor-akhty, for the name
appears in this sense in the Pyramid Texts, as the following lines make clear: -

Line 337;"Words spoken: 'Had been placed the reed-floats of Heaven for Ra, he, therefore,
traverses with them to t~e Horizon;
" Had been placed the reed-floats of Heaven for Hor-akhty, therefore, Horus, the Inhabitant of the Horizon traverses with them to Ra;
"Had been placed the reed-floats of Heaven for Wnas, he, therefore, traverses with
them to the Horizon to Ra ;
"Had been placed the reed-floats of Heaven for Wnas, . he, therefore, traverses with them
to Hor-akhty to Ra. "
(For this identification of the King with Hor-akhty, ! ee " Excavations at Giza ", Vo!. VI.
Part I, p. 4.)
This text gives us the oldest mention of the dead king sailing to the western horizon
of heaven (l), and must be of extreme antiquity for a people to imagine the king using such
a primitive means of navigation as a pair of reed-floats. Here is another instance of the
crystallization of ideas, so often occurring in the Egyptian religion, owing to the extreme
conservatism of the people, which stoutly refused to abandon any formula or custom
hallowed by long usage (2).
(') Pyramid Texis. lme 337.
(i) For the que3tion of the reed·l1oats and t.he solar journe,Y, see

"Excavatioll~

.
at Giza". Vu!. VI, Part. I,. p. 1

D.
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When Khafra cut the Great Sphinx, it was made in his likeness, i.e. in the likeness of
Hor-akhty, with whom he was identified. In later times, when the king was no longer called
"Neter-aa" "the Great God", but was called instead "Sa-Rn:' "the Son of Ra", the appellation
of Hor-akhty was also ch'oppecl, and the Great
Sphinx passed from being a cl11a1 likeness of the
King amI the God anil both its image and the
name Hor-akhty came to represent t.he god nlone.

T'otive Stelm found around the Sphinx:
And now, before going any further into the
names of the Sphinx, let us examine the votive
stelae found around this monument during 0111'
excavations, and see what they reveal to liS
concerning the question of Hor-akhty.
First, we have five stelae on which the name
Hor-akhty C\-

c2J appears alone (1). They are:

~ 0\\

(Fig. 33); No. 31 (Fig. 172); No. 47 (Fig. 173); No. 41
(Fig. 1R2) ; and No. 22 (PI. LXIV).
FIG. l'i2.-STELA No. 31

This name also appears
alone on the limestone doorposts, \yhich Seti I added to
the Temple of Amenhotep II,
on which the King says :
"He made it as his monument for his fat her,
Hor-akhty" (see p. 106 and
PI. L, b).

FIG.

173.-STELA

No. 47
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There are also examples of stelae where Hor-akhty appears among other names of the
Sun-god, but in these examples the representation of the God usually has some special
feature, as for instance on Stela No. 1 (Fig. 67) where the God is addressed as Hor-akhty
and Hor-em-akhet, and represented as a couchant sphinx, clad in the wings and plumage
of a hawk. Here we have a reminiscence of the old hawk-god of the 'Western Delta,
fused with the solar lion of Heliopolis.
Stela No. 37 (Fig. 68) gives an interesting representation, or perhaps dual representation,
for in addition to the plumage-clad sphinx wearing the Atef-crown, we have also Hwl
represented as a hawk-headed man crowned with the solar disk; and this is again reminiscent of the ancient fusion of the faith of the old hawk kings with the Heliopolitan cult of
Ha, the disk of the sun.
The name appears as ~ ~
Hor-akhty on the srnall Stcla
of Amenhotep II (Pl. XXXIX),
but owing to wanton erasure,
we are unable to deterlllinc tIle
aspect under which the Gou was
represented, beyond the fact that
he was ill sphinx-form.
Tb e God is referred to as

Hor-a khty on the Great Stela of
Amenhotep ]I (PI. XXXVIII),
but here again we are only able
to determine that he was represented as a sphinx, and we may
suppose that it was clad in the
usual pIu mage.
Two other very interesting
stelae are Nos. 40 and 49; they
but almost
are llllinscribecl,
certainly represent the S}Jhinx
under his form of Hor-akht-y.
On Stela No. 10 (Fig. 174),
we i'ee the couchant lion on the
FIG. 174.-STELA No. 40
high, corniced pedestal; but he
is represented here with the head of a hawk, and is crowned 'with the Double Diadem.
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Before him is tbe figure of a king wearing the Kh(~persh helmet, and presellting an offering
of lotus-·flowers. Unfortunately the surface of the stone is badly eroded, and any InSCrIptions that there may have been, have long since disappeared.
Stela No. 49 (Fig. 175) shows the hawk-headed
lion standing upon the high pedestal, a most unusual
position. It also wears the Double Crown.

In both these examples the presence of the
hawk's head denotes the form of Hor-akhty; while
the high pedestal seems to be a clear proof that
the Great Sphinx of Giza is intended (1).
Stela No. 50 (Fig. 176) shows the God in the
form of a hawk, crowned with the Double Diacl
and having a votive ear inscribed before him.

FIG. 175.-STELA No. 49

A fragmentary stela, No. 5:3 (Fig. 177),
bears a similar l'epl'c::;entation, but includes
a large sun-disk, with a single pendant
urea us, a tOllch of the influence of the
Heliopolitan priesthood.

FIG. 177.-A FRAGMENTARY
STELA No. 53

FIG. 176.-STELA No. 50

----------------(1)

In the case of fitela No. 4(l, the standing figure of the Sphin:< may be a rClllini"c-ence ut" the old royal Sphinx of King Sahu·ra.
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No. 55 (Fig. 31 [ 4]) gives a double representation of the God in his form of a hawk.
But the theologians of the ew Kingdom were not content with such a comparatively
simple designation, and they wished to stress more forcibly upon the solar affinity of the
Sphinx. Thus we find the name Ra-Hor-akhty existing beside Hor-akhty, and even occurring
in the same inscription wit.h it. This is a later invention of the Heliopolitan priesthood and
their school of thought e). But here we must stress upon the fact that although the
composite names of the Sun-god, containing the element Ra, were frequently applied to the
Sphinx, it was never, so far as we can tell, actually identified with Ra alone. Ra is very
seldom represented as having a human head, but Atum, on the contrary, has always a
human head crowned with the White Crown or the Double Crown, except in very rare cases,
where he may be represented with the head of an ichneumon.
We have two examples ofsteJae whue the name Ra-Hor-akhty is mentioned alone. Stela
No. 5 (Fig. 178) is a small, rectangular tablet on which is a sil1lpk, well-drawn figure of a
sphinx, carved. in low relief. Before its face is inscribed: "Ra-Hor-akhty".
The name Ra-Hor-akhty
also occurs on the right-hand
jamb of the main entrance to
the Temple of Amenhotep IT,
and is accompanied by a representation of the god in the form
of a hawk-headed man crowned
with the solar disk. The scene
represents the God Ra-Hor-akhty
and the King Seti J standing,
and affectionately embracing each
other; while the God presents
the ankh-sign of life to the King's
face (see Fig. 76).

FIG.

178.-STELA

No. 5

Ra-Hor-akhty IS also mentioned in the same inscription as the other names of the
Sun-god, but in each case he is only represented as a plumage-clad sphinx, and thiE
clearly proves the artificiality of the name, for 110 additional emblem has been added to
the figure of the Sphinx, which would warrant the inclusion of the element "Ra" into
the name.
(1)

SETHE,

Urge8chichte, 121.
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Stela No. 83 (Fig. 179) gives the name of the God as (( Ra-Hor-akhty, the Great God".
In this case the God is represented as a couchant sphinx. Above it is inscribed: (( RaHor-akhty the Great God, Atum,
who hears the prayers, he who dwells
in ·Shliyt". This inscription is very
interesting. for it shows that the
Sphinx is here definitely identified
with Atum as a funerary god, as we
may see by the epithet: "He who
dwells in Shtyt" (1), which is also held
by Ptah-Seker, Anubis and Osiris.
The lower part of the s t e I a is
occupied by the representation of two
men bearing floral offerings, to which
the leading figure has added a holocaust. In front of thc leading figurc
is inscribed: "~Iade hy the one
praiscd by hi::; Lorcl, the Overseer of
the Builders of the Lord of the
Two Lands, the beloved of Ptah,
Her-nefer, J llstified".
Above his companion is a horizontal row of hieroglyphs. While in
front of him is inscribed hi::; nallle:
(( Mer-Ptah ".
As proof that the Sphinx it::;elf is
meant by these composite names, wc
FrG. 179.-STELA No. 8~
find in Stela No. 37 (Fig. 68) the
following designation: (( Ra-Hor-akhty, the Great God of the Multicoloured Plumage, Horem-akhet, who presides over the Select Place (Setepet) ", the latter part of the titlc being,
~s we have already seen, the especial designation of the Great Sphiu..'\:.
Another very
significant point about this inscription is that the name occurs in the place hitherto
cccupied by Anubis, or later, by Osiris, in the Old offering formula, and thus constitutes
one of our earliest proofs of the function of the Sphiu..'\: as the God of the dead, as well as
the guardian of their tombs. See also the previously discussed stela.
(1) Shtyt meltns temple or tomb in the underworld; sec W.b., 4, p. 559.
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Sometimes the beliefs of the Heliopolitan school of thought alone predominate, and we
find the Sun-god addressed simply as Ra, but the fact that the stelae so inscribed have
been found beside the Sphinx shows that although the Sphinx does not actually represent
Ra himself, it is cloSEly and inseparably connected with the Sun-cult.
One of these stelae dedicated to Ra, and found in the vicinity of the Great Sphinx, is
worthy of mention, both for the sake of its uncommon form, and for the interesting hymn with
which it is inscribed. It tllkes the form of a naos (PI. LXII), in which is a statuette of the
deceased kneeling in an attitude of adoratIOn. The top and sides of the frame of the naos bear
two rows of hiefl)glyphs, reading from the top centre downwards, and concluding in a single
vertical row, inscribed on the front of the kilt of the Deceased. This inscription reads :"Adoration to Ra in the early morning, when he riseth in the horizon of heaven, by the
Chief W'ab-priest of Amon, Nekht.
"Hail to thy face, 0 Ra, when thou risest, the Mysterious among the Gods; when thou
risest, thou shinest upon the Two Lands.
"Adoration to Ra when he sets in life, by the W'ab-priest, the Carrier of the Offering-table,
Nekht, the son of the W'ab-priest of Khonsu, the Chief of the Second Phyle, Kha, Justified.
"He says: 'The arms of thy mother are thy protection.
of Aman, Nekht, Justified'.

The King's Son, the Chief Priest

"He says : 'Thou risest, thou doest exist, thou shinest in thy kingdom, thou wanderest
to heaven . . . . Thou reposestin the Manrlit Boat daily and everyday. The Chief W'ab-priest
of Amon, Nekht, Justified'.
"He says: 'Thou comest in peace, thou doest embrace the earth, and thy two arms
join the eastern mountains, Thy Majesty took the venerability ('i.e. he became as a venerable
old mall) ; thou didst make thy body of Yesterday (i.e. re-ereates himself. in the same
form everyday)'."
Here we see the name "Ra" used as a general term for the Sun-god, unqualified by any
special name to denote the morning or evening sun.
It would also seem as though the name Ra for the Sun-god is either the oldest name
for it, or else it arose in a place where the standard of culture was higher than in any other
part of Egypt, for we find the name Ra used in the old Egyptian language to mean" day",
"time" and kindred words, and the disk had become the symbol with which they were written.

For example 0 ~

I~'

the God Ra <=> 0 "the sun" or "day".
~I
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As we have already seen (pp. 151,152), the Sphinx was associated with Atum from the earliest
time, but during the New Kingdom, when it had come also to be regarded as a god of the
dead, we find this relationship to the aged God of the setting sun more strongly emphasized,
and on the pedestal of the statue of Queen Tyaa, we find the God referred to as AtumHor-akhty (Fig. 63).
But it must not be thought that these names were a contradictory muddle, such is far
from the case. They are all names of the Sun-god and represent him in his different phases;
and as the Sphinx was the incarnation of the Sun-god, these names were rightly applied to
him in addition to, and side by side with, his own personal name. Similar instances occur in
other religions, where God is recognized as the One Supreme Being, but nevertheless, possesses
numerous names expressive of his manifold attributes.
Now let us return to the personal name of the Sphinx, which applies only to the Great
Sphinx of Giza; I refer to Hor-em-Akhet " Homs in the Horizon".
As already stated, our first example of this name applied to the Sphinx, occurs on
a fragment of a naos of Thothmes I, and at that time the Sphinx was apparently regarded
as a God of the dead. Before giving any examples of the use of this name, let us see if we
can arrive at a satisfactory explanation of its origin. The word "akbet" means "horizon",
but as early as the Fourth· Dynasty it had acquired another symbolical meaning of "tomb"
as we know from the ancient name of the Great Pyramid, which was" Akhet Khufu" = the
Horizon of Khufu.
This seems to be due to the fact that the horizon was the dwelling-place of the heavenly
God, especially Homs, in bis connection with the Sun-cult. He had an eastern horizon, from
which he arose in the morning, and a western one in which he set in the evening. Now, the
living king was identified with Horus, as the dead king was identified with Hor-akhty;
therefore, Khufu named the place where he was to set in the evening of his life, his "horizon".
From thence the name was extended to the whole necropolis which came to be called
"The NecropoliR belonging to the Horizon of Khufu"; and as the necropoli of the ancient
Egyptians were generally situated on the western bank of the Nile, the appellation was an apt
one, for the dead go down to their tombs as the sun goes down to its western horizon.
Therefore, the name Hor-em-akhet can mean simply "Horus in the Horizon", which is an apt
designation for a Sun-god; but it also bears a deeper significance of Horus in the Necropolis,
which exactly described the Sphinx of Giza, because it is the western desert in which the
monument is situated, and the western desert is the western horizon of the Sun-god. Also
the Sphinx is resting in it, as are the dead kings and their people, and in this way, the original
connection of the Sphinx with the Giza necropolis is maintained. Is this name Hor-em-akhet
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also a reminiscence of the time when the Sphinx really represented Khafra, the dead King in
his horizon (necropolis), and which became a divine name when the Great Sphinx was regarded
only as a God and no longer as the God-king, namely at the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty~
Also we must remember that the Sphinx lie.s in a depression between two
hills, which is the exact form of the hieroglyph cQ] "akhet" "horizon", the
great head of the statue appearing from the valley like the disk in the hieroglyph. It is interesting to note thas two amulets in this form were found in
the neighbourhood of the Sphinx. A variant of this type of amulet is seen
in Fig. 180 which represents the double lion-god, Aker, with the disk of the
sun between its two heads, the whole still preserving the outline of the horizon.

FIG.

] 80.-A N

AMULETJC
FIGURE m'
AKER

As we have already seen, the name Hor-akhty could refer to the dead king, and this was
also the case with Hor-em-akhet. The living king was called "Horus in his Palace", while the
dead king was "Horus in his Horizon", and as the passage in the "Story of Sinuhe"
runs: " . . . the God (i.e. the King) entered his Double Horizon, the King Sehetep-ib-Ra
sprang to heaven ulliting himself with the solar disk and the limbs of the God were absorbed
111 him who had created them" (1).
Later 011 in the same story, the death of the King is agam alluded to in these terms:
a journey to the Horizon, in the Pala.ce of the King of the Two Egypts (2)".
This seems to indicate that the name was known in this sense as eady as the Twelfth
Dynasty, which is t,he date in which the story is set.
There seems now but little doubt at all that the Great Sphinx was regarded as the guardian
of the dead, an attribution which its situatioJl at the entrance to the necropolis renders very
suitable. From this attribution it was only natural t l1at the Sp hinx should come to be identified
with Atum, the setting sun, according to the Heliopolitan school of thought, whose worship
dates from the Old Kingdom, and is mentioned in the Pyramid Texts. Originally perhaps,
the idea was that the God-king, and later the God alone, was like Atum situated here in the
western horizon, and froln thence, he became the protector of the dead in the west.
This connection of the Sphinx with the dead was even more strongly insisted
later Egyptians, who made it say: "I protect thy sepulchral chapel, I watch
sepulchral chamber, I keep away the stranger who would enter, I overthrow the foes
weapons, I drive the wicked from thy tomb, I annihilate thy opponents . . . so
are no more (3). "
(1) MaSI'ERO, "Pop,da'r StariM of Ancient EgYl'/", p. 75.
(2) Ibid, p. 77.
(3)

A.Z., Vol. XVIfI, p. 50.

on by the
over thy
with their
that they
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Here there is no doubt at all of the function of the Sphinx as the guardian of the dead.
But it also appears as the god of the dead in the same manner as Hor-akhty, and on the Stela of
Amen-em-Apt (see p. 88), we find Hor-em-akhet taking the place of Anubis in the offeringformula.
But now we come to a curious point. 'We have already seen that the earliest mention of
the name of Hor-em-akhet, as applied to the God, appears in the reign of Thothmes I ; but
in common with the names of other popular gods, that of Hor-em-akhet was also used as a
personal name by the devout, especially by the people of Memphis. The earliest example we
have occurring in this capacity is under the reign of Amenhotep J, where it appears on a
stela now in the Lou"re (C. 34) The name is written "Hor-ein-akhet", the brother and Scribe
of the King's Relative, Atef-nefert"(l).
The fact that at this early date the name had become popular enough to be adopted by
such ultra-conservative people as the Egyptians for use as a personal name, is a proof that it
must have been long familiar to their ears; and we may surmise that it was known to them at
least as early as the end of the Seventeenth Dynasty, and very probably long before that, but
we have no concrete eviden~e for this.
A fragment of papyrus, hearing part of a funerary text known as the" Chapter of Opening
the Mouth", was discovered by Quibell at Sakkara in 1906, and given the name of the deceased
as Hor-em-akhet and identifies him with the composite god of the Memphite necropolis,
Seker-Osiris (2).
Another example occurs in the necropolis of Chza in the Tomb of Thery, there were discovered two stela belonging to a certain Hor-em-akhet, one of which is now in Boston, and the
other in Brussels (3).
Still another stela, now in the Louvre, was dedicated to the Apis bull by one, Hor-em-akhet,
who was the father and father-in-law oftwo priests of Ptah, and doubtless a citizen of Memphis (4).
It occurs again in a tomb at Sakkal'a ; this time the name being that of the High
Priest of Memphis, under the reign of Ptolemy IV. It is written: ~ ~ cQJ. The stela on
which this name occurs is now in the British Museum (5).

Another stela bears the name of Hor-em-akhet, the son of 'An-m-!z'f and is dated to the reign
of Ptolemy III (6).
(1) See,

for Hrll··em·akhet appea.ring

('j

.-l.S., Vol. XXU, p. IBa.

(3)

PURTt;R

a

per~onn.lname,

and Moss, " Me/l/lJhi" ", p. 65.

(') LEIBl.EIN,
(0) S()C

a..~

"Did. No lit. HierofJ. ", p. 1234.

"Guide" (Sculpture). pp. 267, 268.

(") BRl'GSCH,

"ThesaurU8 ", pp. 915, 916.

RANK],;, "Die A:J!JIJlischen Personenllalllen ", pp. 247, 251.
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An even more interesting inscription is that of the great functionary, Hor-em-akhet, the son
of the SeQem of Ptah, and who was entitled (I): "The good Temple-slave of Sekhmet, the
good lover of Ptah, the great Hereditary Prince, the Director of the Artisans of Ptah, the Priest
of Arsinoe (2)".
It will be noticed that m the majority of the above-mentioned examples, these names
date from the Ptolemaic Period, which pro~ed that the name itself, and therefore the Sphinx
must have been very well known at this time; and yet we have found practically no monuments
relating to the Ptolemaic Period around the Sphinx.

But the use of this name was by no means confined to private persons, and in the Twentyfifth Dynasty we meet with the name Hor-em-akhet Qebeh, which was borne by a son of
King Shabaka, the Ethiopian. A statue of this King, now in the Cairo Museum, gives the
name as ~ ~~, and says that he was one honoured before Hor-em-akhet (the Sphinx) (3).
Q

A king, bearing the name Hor-em-akhet, appears to have ruled in the beginning of the reign
of Ptolemy Epiphanes. In an article entitled "The King Hur-em-akhet", M. Revilloutsays : (4)
"A scarab bearing the legend Hor-em-akhet, Lord of Memphis" must refer to the Ethiopian
King who ruled over Thebes at the beginning of the reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes. The fact
that he is also called 'Lord of Memphis' suggests that he ruled all Egypt.
We have no exact evidence as to the career of this mysterious king, beyond the fact that
he seems to have actually existed. Perhaps he was a descendant of Nekht-neb-f, the last
Pharaoh of the Thirtieth Dynasty, who fled to Ethiopia when Ochus the Persian won the
victory that made him master of Egypt; and he may have revolted against the rule of the
Ptolemies, and even succeeded in holding the conntry for a while.
Lovers of romance will perhaps be interested to know that it was upon the supposed
career of this king that the late Sir Rider Haggard based his celebrated novel" Cleopatra ".
But the paths of the historian and the novelist diverge somewhat, and as much as we
should like to, I am afraid that we cannot accept all of Haggar..d's very interesting theories as
to the date for the reign of King Hor-em-akhet, or as the Greeks called him: Harmakhis.
But to return to the name of Hor-em-akhet in its proper use, that is as the personal name
of the Great Sphinx; we have in our excavations the following stelae where this name appears
alone :A stela (PI. LXIII) bearing the name of the Sphinx: "Hor-em-akhet, the Great God".
rectangular in shape.
(I) Sedem a kind of servant or attendant, literally a

" hearer".

ibl:d, p. 1316.
(3) Cat. Gen. statues et ,statuettes de Rois et ParticuZ.iers, Tome Ill, ~. 12-13.

(2) LElBI.EIN,

(') " Rev, EIJY. ", VoJ. X, p. 86.

It is
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The top part is occupied by thr, representation of the winged sun. Below this is the representation of two sphinxes, face to fLee; each is seated on a pedestal and wears the nemes headdl'e.c;s with the uraeus and the sun-disk. Over the two sphinxes is the following inscription ;"Hor-em-akhet, the Great God, that he may give him life, happiness, praise and love.
The Lord of Heaven that he might give life, health, prosperity and intelligence."
RelO\v the rr,pl'csr,ntation of the sphinxes is a man on the right, kneeling and raising hi:hands in adoration, giving juhilation to Hor-em-akhet, who presides in the Setepet, the scrihe,
etc. etc.
No. 20 (Fig. 181);
Herc the God is
represented in the form of a couchant sphinx,
wearing upon its head a crown of ram's horns,
surmounted by the solar-disk and two tall plumes.
Before its fore-paws is a bunch of lotus-flowers
and buds, while above its back is a single-winged
disk, which indicates that it dates from the
reign of Thothmes IV. Below the Sphinx are

FIG. ]81.- STELA No. 20

two horizontal rows of hieroglyphs, reading:
" A boon which the King gives, and which
Hor-em-akhet (gives) ; may they give to
him happiness in every place. Made by
Inhermes ".
No. 41 (Fig. 182); It is of very crude
workmanship, and represents the Sphinx,
wearing the Atef-crown.

FIG.

182.-STELA

No. 41
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No. 48 (Fig. 18:~): It is also of very crude work, "and the Sphinx appears to be wearmg
a short square-cut wig, rather than the traditional nemcs head-dress.
No. 54 (Fig. 184):
This is a fragment of a very fine stela; note tIlc forccful
rendcring of the lion's body, am] the clearcut hieroglyphs. The triple cornice of the
pedestal is unusual.

FIG. 183.-STELA Nc. 48

FIG. 184.-STELA No. 54

No. 57 (Fig. 185): This is one of the
votive ear-tablets, and is dedicated to
Hor-em-akhet (see p. 44).

No. 71 (Fig. 186): This is again
only a fragment, and depicts the God in
the guise of a plumage-clad sphinx.
FIG. 185.-STELA No. 57

FIG. 186.-STELA No. 71
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No. 84 (Fig. 187): It is of a velY unusual type, and bears an inscription recording
an endowment made by Thothmes IV in respect to the Temple of tlw Sphinx (perhaps that of
Anwnhotep II). The text is badly prrserved, but enough remains to SIlOI\' that Thothmes IV
had Sf't n. ifle a sppcificd number of acres of land, nppnrcntly in PhU'necia (Dahi), with the
object of pl'o\'icling a daily offering to the Sphinx (I).
The name of Hor-em-akhet also occurs on the left-hanfl
jamb of the main entrance to the Temple of Amenhotep IT,
where King Seti I is represented embracing a Goddess, and
is stylrd: "Reloved of Hor-em-akhct" (Fig. 77). It also
appears on three of the other inscribed doorways of that
temple (PIs. XXV, XXYI).
We have also about fifteen examples in which the name
Hor-em-akhet appears in the same inscription with other
names of the Sun-god (2).
In most cases, the representation of the God on these
stelae display him in the form of a couchant sphinx, resting
on the usual high pedestal; but in two examples, he is represented as a hawk (3).
One example, No. 37, bears a dual
representation of the Sphinx and the hawk-headed god referred
to on p. 85 (Fig. 68).
In two instances we see giYen the
full title of "Hor-em-akhet, presiding over the Select Place".
(PIs. LXVI, Fig. 68) and in both we have the representation
of the hawk-headed God standing beside the Sphinx.

Fw. 187.-STELA No. 84

On Stela No. 39 this God is styled "Ptah-Seker-Osiris,
presiding over the West, the Great God, who is in Rostaw",
Here we see again the influence of Memphis, for tbis deity is
the omposite god of the dead, as worshipped in that city, being
a fusion of Ptah, the cbief God of Memphis, Seker, the God of
the 1cmphite necropolis, which l::\urvi ved to this day in the name
of Sakkara, and Osiris, the great God of the Dead. This inscription corroborates that on the Granite Stela of Thothmes IV,
mentioning a sanctuary of Seker at Rostaw, which should be
somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Sphinx.

(I) Fur thi.- King's :tssociation with Canaan, etc., Bee e.,pl1cially, HllWE, .. 0.11. of 8carab8 ill the Pal. A,',},. Museum

No fiR.
(') The~e are Nos. J, 9, 11, 15, 16, 21,22,29, 36, 37, 38, 64,
(S)

Nos. 15 and 54-.

8/),

SI, 82.

n, PI. XXVll,
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Wc have also an example which shows clear evidence of the inAuencc of Heliopolis, ~o. 78.
(Fig. ] 88) and gives a variant of the name: "Ra-Hor-cm-akhet ".
Tllc

reprr.::scntation shows the

usual couchant

Rpllinx, but aboyc it:> hack is a large solar disk, frol1l
which depends a single uraeus.
There is a curious point to be noticed upon thesc
stelar, nncl that is a detail concprning the offerings.
In almost every case the offerings spt llcfore the Sphinx
are of a vcgetarian kind, or flowe!'s, frui t, incense, \\'ine
or \vater.

Only on rare occasions do we see ficsh

offerings, which is strange, when onc considers tha t
these were presented to a Goel having the body of a
lion, and who was, moreover, intimately connected
with the hawk.
Can 'vc aCcolmt for this hy the fact that the
Sphinx, sitnated in the l]esert, lacked onl.v the products
of tile cultivation?

(It is to Lr noted that on the

nnp, occasions when flesh-offerings are presented to the
f-ipIlinx,

they take the form of water-fowl.)

offerings that the Sphinx came to bp rega I'dI'd

Fre.

1~8.--R-rEI.A

No. is

Tt-, llIay also he due to tItis peculiarity of the
;IS

the guardian of the eultivated lands, unless,

of course, the reverse is trur, anI] tLesl' otTl'!'ings were presentcl] because of tllis function of
the Rphi nx.

Moreover, in its mall ift.station as a God of the deal], thr. Rph iIlX could he jllf'nti fied

with Osiris, who ,,'as also a god of the cultivation, or with Akrr, who sOIllPtiIllP:, J!ersollificl]
tlw cult iva tecl lands, or through Aker, with Geb, \\' ho was the fa the!' of all \"(>get a tilll1.
']'he name Hor-eln-akbet remained in vogue as an appellation of' t II(! Spllinx, until tlIe
rlownfRll of Pagani:ml.

The Origin oj the Name H1./Ton anlZ Abul-Tfol:
Ko\\' let us consider some of the ot.her nRmes of the Rphinx,

OlW

of' \"hi!'ll

SlIl'\'IVCS 111

a

corrupt form to the present day.
In modern Arabic, the Sphinx
"The Father of Terror"(l).
a romantic history.
(') This name, and it;;

IS

called ., Abul-Hol", wllieh is wrongly translated as

In reality, the name is a very ancient onc, and is linked up with

Let us then trace it to its very source.

PI'('OI1POu~

tmn·,lation,

wa~

e,,)Jl employed by the Arab historians, and is

~till

used b,r the modern Egyptians.

18
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In the winter of 1933-1934, M. Montet discovered at Tanis, about 100 kilos from the frontiers of Asia, a large group of statuary representing Rameses 11 as a young child, crowned with
the solar disk holding a reed in his hand, and sheltering beneath the breast of a large hawk.
By an ingenious deVice of the sculptor, this granite group spells the Egyptian form of the name
of Rameses. The sun-disk 0 is "Ra", the child is "mes" rn, and the reed is "sw"1 = " Ra.messu". But apart from its artistic and other merits, this group has proved to be of great
importance, for on the sides of the base is an inscription, reading: "The Son of Ra, Rameses,
beloved of Amon, the beloved of Hwron ".
Hwron is the great hawk who is shown protecting the King. Who, then, is this God, a.nd
wha.t are llis functions? This is a question which has long awaited a satisfactory answer, and
I believe that in the light of recent discoveries, we are now in a position to clear up the mystery.
Before the discovery made by Montet, the name of this God was only known from two
Egyptian sources. One being the Harris Magical Papyrus, where it occurs four times in a
spell for rendering wolves harmless, and to which we shall refer later. The other source is a
fragment of a sphinx or lion, found at Tell-el-Maskhouta, which is inscribed: "Hwrna of the
Lebanon" (I).
But the name of Hwron was known from the Greek inscription: and many articles have
been written concerning this god, some of them being very near to the truth. Bo before dealing
with the new material which the recent discoveries have placed before us, let us survey the
pioneer work that had already been done. The following are the writers who have dealt
with this subject :1. JOUGUET.--" C.R. Aead." (1909), p. 354.

2.

P~RDIZET.·-"

Rev. Ane." (1904), p. 59, and recently "Cultes et Myths du Pangee",
p. 20, Note 3.

3. LEFEB"CRE.--" Le Dieu Haron d'Egypte", A.S., Vo1. XX, p. 237.
4. DARESSY.-" Le Dieu Haron sur les Monnaies rlu Nome Disospolite", A.S., Vo1. XXI,
p. 7.
5. LEFEBURE.-" Bas-reliefs du Dieu Haron", A.S., Vo1. XXIV.
6. GARDINER.- -" ,f.E.A.", Yo1. V, p. 268.
7. EDGAR.-" A.8.", Vol, XXII, p. 79.
8. MONTET.-" Rev. Bib." (1935).

a8

(') LEJBOVITCH, "A.S. ", Vol. XLI", p. 1~1. He('cnt discoveries showed that Hwron W>lS known during the Middle Kingdom
l'art of proper names (sre FOSENER, .. Prince .t Pays d'Asie d de Nabie " (Bruxelles, 1940).
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9.

10.

ALBRIGHT.--"

24~

The American Jou.rnal (!f Semetic Languages and Literature ", Vo!. LIlT,
pp. 1, 12.

VIROLLRAUD.-"

Rev. et Etude Semitiques ", (1937), p. 36.

In his article in the Rev. Bib. (1935), Montet at first suggests that perhaps Hwron is but
another form of the God Horus, a divine hawk. But that is unlikely, as the cult of Horus as the
hawk, though certainly very widely spread during the Old Kingdom, was not so much practised
in the Nineteenth Dynasty as to warrant Rameses Il causing it to appear 80 prominently
in the Tanis group. But we have evidence of a God called Hwrna, whose cult was known
in Egypt from the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and it may have been imported during
the reign of Thothmes Ill, or Amenhotep n, at a time when Egypt was kt'eping open house
to any foreign ideas or fashions, particularly those of Syria and Phoonecia, and this is the time
when other foreign gods, Anat, Ashtoreth, Reshep and Qedesh. made their appearance in the
Land of the Nile. In the case of Ashtoreth, it was her second visit here, for she was known in
Egypt during the Hyksos Period, and was expelled with her Asiatic protectors at the downfall
of their power (see p. 277), and only reappeared after peace had been restored between the two
nations, by means of the foreign marriages of Thothmes IV and Amenhotep Ill.
It has also been suggested that the name of the last King of the Eighteenth Dynasty, Horem-heb, would be more correctly transcribed as Hwron-em-heb; but I cannot find any decisive
proofs to support this theory. In fact, Montet's reading and interpretation of the name
Hor-em-heb has been questionBd and contradicted. Seele has pertinently pointed out that
Hor-em-heh was a native of the town Hatnesut which was the centre of the cult of the native
God Horus (KEITH SERf.E, J.N.E.S., IV [1945], p. 239). It is, therefore, natural that in loyalty
to his antecedents, he should hear a theophoric name compounded with the name of his local
god and meaning" Horus in festival" (see J.N.E.S., Vo!. VIII. (1949), No. 1, p. 27 ff·).

Before the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty, Hwron had become associated with Horus, and
by the time of the reign of Rameses Ill, the partnership of these two deities seemed to be much
in demand by the magicians, for we find their coupled names appearing in the Harris Magical
Papyrus, in a charm for procuring protection for the crops and herds. The first passage mentioning Hwron, is on Reverse I, 7, which is a spell for disabling a wolf. It reads: "Hwron
make thy fangs impotent, thy foreleg is cut off by Asaphes, (Homs, Son of his) after Anat hath
cut thee down".
Anat was a Syrio-Canaanitish goddess who fells the wolf in the incantation, even as she
overthrows the demon Mot in the Ugaritic legend of Baal and Mot.
The second passage occurs on Reverse Il, I, and is placed at the end of the same spell.
It readS: "Thou art the Valiant Shepherd, Hwron ".
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The third pasRage is in the next line, and begins a new spell to give protection against all
wild beasts or demons. It reads: " 0 Hwron, drive the beasts from the harvest field, 0 Horus,
let none enter ".
Here we must remind the reader of the tradition which credit the Great Sphinx with t.he
protection of the cultivated lands; as hinted at in the text of the Inventory SteJa (see p.1l3fj.).
and is clearly referred to in the Grl£co-Roman inscriptions (see p. 123), and which persisted
among the local fellaheen, even after the Arab conquest and the adoption of Islam (p. 155).
Nor is this the only connection between the god Hwron and the Sphinx, as we shall see later.
We have just mentioned a group from Tanis representing Hwron in the form of a hawk
protecting Rameses n : from Tell-el-1Vlaskhouta comes a similar figure of a divine hawk protecting the Cartouche of Rameses n. Here the hawk is called Hor-akhty (1). A similar group
to that of Tanis, but with the King represented as an adult, was found at Heliopolis. The
ha'Nk is here called Homs, the King is Nekht-Hor-heb, and the group forms a cryptograph
of his name (2). On a standard represented in the Chapel of Osiris in the Temple of Seti I
at Abydos, Horus as a large hawk is shown protecting Seti 1.
Thus we hav~ four groups of a similar import, with a principal motif of a large hawk
protecting the King; but the name of the hawk may be either Hwron, Hor-akhty or Horus.
This can only mean that these three gods were closely associated with each other in the minds
of the Egyptians, if not actually different aspects of the same god.
A stela in the Cairo Museum, which is believed to have come from the eastern Delta, represents Hwron, Amon-Ra and Reshep. As the deities found together on one stela are usually
all of a simpler nature, we must see an accordance between these three divinities. In the case
of Amon-Ra this is not difficult, for he is also called Hor-akhty, as in the Harris Magical
Papyrus: "Adoration to Amoll-Ra-Hor-akhty, who created himself" (3).
As we have seen, Hor-akhty and Hwron were identified. In an article on this stela
(in A.S., Vo!. XLIV, p. 173 fj.) Leibovitch discusses the question of the possible connection
between Reshep and Hwron, through the identification of the latter with Her-shef who
is associated with Hwrna in a magical spell (4).
Concerning the identification of Horus with Hwron, we have a stela which seems to have
some bearing on the matter, for it refers to the Sphinx under the name of Horus, and was
(') NAVILLE,

"The Store {"ity of PithOOt", PI. XII.

(2) WINLOCK, "Recent Purcha8es of Egypt,,'an SCUZ,Jt'ul'e ",

"Die Alayisclte Papyrus Harri,,", p. 32. 1.
() Ibid, p. 85, 22-25.

(") LANGE,

iVL~LA.,

Vol. XXIX (1934), p, 18i, Fig. 2.
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moreover dedicated by a man of seemingly Asiatic extractioll. It is an important document,
as it seems to form a connecting link between the Gods Horus and Rwron, througb the
medium of the Sphinx.
Stela No. 12 (Fig. IS!)) appears to have.
been dedicated by a pilgrim, wbo was of foreign
extraction on his mother's side, if we may judge
by the sound of her name: Wer-na-ra.
The
smface of this stela is almost entirely occupied
by the representation of a man offering incense
to the Bphinx which, crowned ,,,ith the Double
Diadcm, lies upon a high pedestal provided with
a cornice, and having a door in its side (seep. 1";'7).
Above the back of tllc Sphinx is a large winged
sacred eye, which ext.ends its wings in an attitude
of protection.
Above this scene are six vertical rows of
hieroglyphs, reading: "A boon which the King
gives, and Rorus, the Great God, the Lord of
Heaven, Ruler of Thebes.
bde by the W'abpriest of the Scribe of Rathor, Mistress of the
Sycamore of the South, Ahmcs ".

FIG. 189.-STELA No. 12

On the pedestal of the Npllinx IS a horizontal row of hieroglyphs, reading: "Born of the
Mistress of the Rouse, "'er-I1<l-I'<l ". On the right-hand edgc of the stela is inscribcd: "Made
by the Scribe of Rathor, l\listrcss of the Sycamore of the South, Ahmes, Justified".
The left-hand edge "'as also inscribed, but the signs are now so badly damaged as to be
unreadable.
The title of Rathor, "~Iistress of the Sycamore of the South .. may refer to a local form
of the Goddess, and is perhaps connected with the sycamore tree to the south of the Great Sphinx,
as mentioned on the Inventory Stela (see p. ll~ ff.).
The greatest point of interest about this little tablet is that here the Sphinx is definitely
identified with Ronts, amI is unqualified by any other name. This all goes to prove the innn.te
solar character of the Sphinx, which made its form readily adaptable to receive any name of the
Sun-god ,vhich its worshippers chose to give, according either to their personal religious beliefs
or to the traditions in which tbey hnd been reared. The fact that it is herc identified with
Horus, recalls the fusion of that God with Hwron, as seen in the Harris ~Iagical Papyrus.
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After studying all the material available to him, Montet finally came to the conclusion
that Hwron and Horus were two gods distinct from each other, though similar in form. But
it remained for M. Virolleaud to add the point which tipped the scale in favour of l\Iontet's
contention; and that was a passage in the" Poem of Ras Shamra (Ugarit).
In the legend of Keret, King of Sidon, it is said that the King Keret was once seriously
ill with a malady of the nose and throat; but when he began to recover, and his appetite returned
he begged his wife to prepare him a good meal.
" Kill a lamb, and I will eat of it," he cried. His wife prepared the feast, and Keret
ate continuously for three days, after which he retired to the interior of the palace, to take
some rest.
But the son of King Keret was led astray by a demon of revolt, and rushing to the palace,
he entered unannounced into the presence of his father, and began reproaching him in very
severe terms, accusing him of not fulfilling his duty to the state.
" Give justice," cried the youth, "to the widow and the orphan. Drive away the
robbers who extort the poor people. Give food to the hungry. If you will not do these things,
then abdicate the throne, and I will sit in your place"!
But King Keret, who had regained his force, stood up to drive away his son, and cursed
him in the following terms: " Hwron, will break your head, Ashtoreth will break your skull (l)".
This story seems to show that H wron was considered to be the especial protector of the
King, quick to take revenge on rebels and traitors; a function which we exactly find him
fulfilling for Rameses Il, as can be seen in the Tanis group (2).
Here, also, we find a link with the sun-cult of Egypt. Have we not seen the Sphinx protecting the temples, tombs and statues of the King? Or the human-armed sun-disk protecting
the royal cartouche (see p. 79), or the solar hawk hovering over the head of the King?
But Hwron may also have had another side to his nature; he may, like the Sphinx, have
been also a god of the dead.
Albright suggests identifying him with such gods as Attys, Adonis, and Tammuz; while
III a Greck inscription at Delos, dated 2 B.C. and which was published by Plassart (3), we
find Hwron mentioned as being a god of the town of Yamnia in Palestine, and aRsociated
with Herakle8.
(') H would appear a~ though A~htoreth was the female companion of Hwron, just as her E~.vptiall COllntcl])art, HatllOr, was
sometimes considered as the female companion of Horu~. Ro a"o thc "~yrian ,. female sphinxes ,eem to have a connection with
Ashtoret.h, just a., Hwron may be represented as a sphinx.
(2) See also the discussion of this point, Journal of Near Eastern Studies, VOI; vur, January 1949, No. 1, p. 29 g.
(3) PUSSART, "Le Sand:uai're de la GltUe du _~[onte Gyllthe", p. 27!l.
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All the above-mentioned deities were what may be termed fertility gods, like Osiris of
Egypt, who possessed somewhat of the same nature. They were also gods of the dead.
The mention of Hwron in connection with the town of Yamnia also occurs in the abovementioned "Poem of Ras Shamra" , which was written twelve hundred years before the Greek
inscription. This town is situated to the west of Jerusalem, not far from the sea, and near to
a district called Bet Harun, a significant name as its meaning is "House of H wron". Therefore,
in consideration of this latter fact, and the fact that Yamnia was known for at least twelve
hundred years to have been the home of the god Hwron, I do not think that we need to search
any further for his place of origin. As additional evidence in favour of this theory, we have in
Arabia- and Palestine, other place-names compounded with the name of Hwron. For example;
Wadi Hawran in the Syrian Desert and another Wadi Hawran in the Nejed (I). Perhaps all
these places were originally ancient seats of the cult of Hwron.
In his article in the "American Journal of Semetic Languages and Literature" , Albright
puts forward a theory that the etymology of the place-name Hwron may mean" depression ",
"bottom" (as of a well) and similar words; and that the name of the god may have a kindred
significance, perhaps signifying" the Deep Onc", or the" One Inhabiting the Underworld".
A parallel is thc Biblical Sheol, which means not only the Underworld, but also the presiding
spirit of the place. This leads us once more to the Sphinx in its depression in the Libyan
Plateau, Horus in the Hori7.0n. It may also accord with the identification of the Sphinx with
Aker, who is at once the Underworld, and the Spirit of the Underworld.
Therefore, let us follow Hwron once more into Egypt, and try to trace his career in the
light of recent discoveries.
As we have seen, Montet stated that the earliest mention of the god Hwron (2) in Egypt
was at the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty in the reign of Hor-em-heb. But from the Excavations of the Antiquities Department at Giza are the foundation deposits of Amenhotep II
which bear this name.
Among the numerous stelae found in the immediate vicinity of the Sphinx in our
excavations of 1936--1938, there are many which give the name of Hwrna, and its
variant Hwl.

(I) Yal)ut-Wu,tcnfekl,

n

H, 358.

In the inscribed figurines representing the enemies or the Pharaoh or the later Twelfth Dynasty whieh were publidherl
by l'osener in 1940, occur three names- compounded with Hrn, prcsuma.bly Horoll (G. P08e1ler PrincM et Pay8 d'A8ie et de la
.
Nubie (1940). See also J.N.E.S., VoI. VIrI, No. I, p. 2.
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Let us first examme the group of twelve which give the name as Hwrna. The first of
this series to come to light was o. 38 (Fig. 190), which bore a large figure of a hawk, very
finely executed and full of delicate detail. Behind the hawk are three vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: "0 Hwrna, Hor-em-akhet, may he give praise and love to the 1(a of the
~erYant of I\her-aha (the Egyptian Babylon) (1), Neb-neny".
At first \\'0 were extremrly puzzl.
ed oyer the leading word of the
inscription, which did not seem to
make any sense at all; and we were
even inclined to look upon it as a
mistake on the part of the sculptor,
although the general excellence of the
work seemed to refute any imputation
of carelessness. But when other stelae,
bearing the same name, kept coming
to light, we began to suspect the truth
of the matter, namely that we were
dealing with a foreign god. Moreover,
we were confirmed 111 our suspICIOns

FIG. 190.-STELA

0

38

by the fact that in most of the specimens, wc found the
name of the donor had an outlandishly foreign sound to it.
Stela No. 3 (Fig. 191), is interesting on account of
its inscriptions, which help to throw light on the functions
{Il For the mentIOn of Khel"·aba, see the Granite Stela o( Thothmes IV.

FIG. 191.-STELA No. 3
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of the solar god. The stela is divided into two registers, in the upper one of which is seen
the usual winged sun-disk, and underneath it, tIle Sphillx, dad in llawk's plumage anu
coul:hant on a penestal with a cornice.
In the lower registcr is the badly preserved figure of the donor, but enough remalllS
to show that he was a shaven-headed man clad in the ample and fanciful kilt affected by
the upper classes at the end of the Eighteenth and beginning of the Kineteenth Dynasty.
In each hand he holds aloft a small brazier, on which reposes a burnt offcring, consisting of
water-fowl. In front of him are fonr vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: "Receiving
the good things of Hwrna, Ra-Hor-em-akhet".
The passage, where Tha the owner
of the Stela asks for a "Goodly burial",
clearly shows that Hwrna, whom he
identifies with Ra-Hor-em-akhet, ]s
regarded by him as a god of the dead
as well as of the living.
Stela No. 6 (Fig. 192) ]s also
divided into two registers, showing in
the upper one the couchant Sphinx
before a table of offerings. It is clad
in the hawk's plumage, and crowned
with the Double Diadem, while its
back is shaded by a large fan. Before
the face of the God is inscribed:
" Hwrna ".
Below this scene is a representation
of two men, apparently father and son.
The larger figure is kneeling in adoration,
and before him a vertical inscription,
reading: "Made by the Steward of the
Great House, Amen-em-isit-neb".

FIG. 192.-STELA No. 6

Behind him stands a smaller figure of a man, clad in a military or police uniform (1).
There was originally a vertical row of hieroglyphs in front of him, but owing to a break 111
the stone and surface erosion, only two signs can be read, which are: ~ ~ pa.

<'}

Sce PE'fR!F., .. El Amarua ", Vo!. H, pp. 15, 18, 20, -12.
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Ste]a TO. 9 (Fig. 94) is of a type similar to the preceding, but contains some extra
details worth noting. First, it is surmounted by a winged sun-disk, designated "HorBehdet ". Secondly, in front of the plumage-clad Sphinx is a representation of its temple.
Thirdly, the donor is an army officer. This man's portrait appears in the lower register,
where he is shown holding his peculiar baton standard. Before and behind him is an
inscription, reading: "Adoration to Hor-em-akhet in his name of Hwrna. I give praise
to thy beautiful face, I make content thy beauties. Thou art the Only One who will exist till
etel'nity, while all people ,,,ill die. Mayest thou give me good life, while I am following thy
I\a. For the I(a of the Fan-bearer of the Phyle of the Amon-nekht Regiment Khery-itef-u".
Here we have a statement that is of the greatest
yalue to theology and philology, for here is a definite
declaration that H wrna is a god identified with Horem-akhet, and the two are regarded as the personification of the One Eternal God. It is not often that we
are so fortunate as to get such a clear and definite
statement from the monuments.

FIG. 193.-STF.LA

No.

15

Stela No. 15 (Fig. 193) again represents the god
in the form of a hawk, and so proves that he is really
to be regarded as the same deity who is seen protecting
the infant Rameses in the Tanis group, and therefore
to be identified with the Canaanitish Hwron. Behind
the hawk is a vertical inscription, which reads:
"0 Hwrn[l-Hor-em-akhet, may he give favour and
love to the Ka of Amen-em-heb".

On 8tela No. 22 (PI. LXIV), wc again see the winged disk of Hor-Bhedet the Great God
at the top, this time flanked hy uraei ; while the God is represented as a couchant sphinx,
clad in the usual hav.k's plumage. Between its paws is a curious covered jar; while a heap
of offerings, surmounted by a lighted censer, is piled up before him. In front of the Sphinx
is inscribed: "Ra-Hor-akhty, Lord of Heaven". Above its back is inscribed: "Coming forth
from the Horizon".
This may well be applied to the Great Sphinx which actually seems to be coming forth
from the horizon of the \vestern desert. In the lower half of the stela is a representation of the
donor, kneeling in adoration; and before him are six vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading:
"Adoration to Ha-Hor-em-akhet, and making obeisance to Hwrna, that he may give life,
prosperity and health, and a happy pleasant life. without misfortune, and a sound mouth
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before the I,ord of the Two Lands, and a goodly burial after an old agf', in order to attain
to the dignity in peace, while mine eyes are beholding thy beauties; to the Ka of the official,
Nehy, justified and possessed of honour".
In this charmingly human petition, we again see that the God is regarded as being
concerned with the dead, not merely as a guardian of the tomb, but as a provider of
a burial.
A very unusual feature occurs on Stela No. 29 (PI. LXV) which r ortrays a large
figure of a cow in the bottom register. The surface of the stone is badly eroded, but
enough remains of the details to show that the cow is tethered, and is being milked by a
woman who kneels beneath her. In front of this cow, but turning his back to her is tbe
figure of a man with his arms raised in adoration. The inscriptions are so badly eroded
as to be almost illegible. but at the extreme right-hand side can be seen: "Made by
Pa-Ra-em-heb (I) ".
The upper register bears the usual representation of the couchant Sphinx, about which
there is no uncommon detail to remark upon. Above its back and before its face is an
inscription, reading" A boon which the King gives, and a boon which Hwrna-Hor-em-akhet
the Great God, the Lord of Heaven. .. Pa-Ra-em-heb".
The scene on Stela No. 39 (PI. LXVI) has already been mentioned on p. 246 in connection
with Hor-em-akhet, but there remain a few points of interest to be added.
First, we must draw attention to the figure of the donor and a lady, probably his
wife, who are represented adoring the Sphinx and the God Ptah-Seker-Osiris; between
them and the Gods is a large pile of offerings, which included flesh. Above the two Gods
is inscribed: "Hwrna-Hor-em-akhet, the Great God, presiding over the Select Place,
Ptah-Seker-Osiris-Khenty-Amenti, the Great God who Dwells in Rostaw".
Above the worshippers and the offerings are six vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading:
"Adoration to Hwrna, and kissing the earth to Sokaris, that they may give life,
prosperity, and health to the Ka of Shui (?), the Overseer of the Scribes of the Lord of
his beloved of the desire of his heart, the
the Two Lands, Amen-wah-sw (and his wife
Mistress of the House, Mut-em-weir."

n,

{'} Anothet· Pa-Ra-em-heb is mentioned on a stela at Beisan in Pale4ine. This stp-la is dedicated to Mekal, the local deity.
cj. ROWE. "TOIJOlj'fUIJhy und Hi8tory of De/lt-Shun n, pp. 14, 15, I)\. 33.
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Unfortunately the lower part of the stela is in a bad state of preservation, which is most
diappointing, as it appears to have been largely, if not entirely, occupied by a vertical inscription: Only three lines from the left-hand side remain, and they real! :" Adoration to thy Ka, thou Living God, Hwrna-Hor-em-akhet, who presides over the
Select Place, and kissing the earth for Ptah-Seker, the Lord of Shtyt, and all the Gods, Lords
of Rostaw, (that they may give) offerings of bread, beer . . . cool water (?) . . . Atum . . . "
It would have been most iuteresting to ha vc known the end
of this inscription.

A variant of the name of H wrna
occurs on Stela No. 14 (Fig. 194),
which gives the name of the God as
Hwrnana. It bears on its upper
part the usual representation of the
Sphinx, above which is inscribed:
" Hwrnana, the Great God, Lord
of Heaven ".
Below is a kneeling figure of
the donor, ,\'110 clasps a small kid or
gazelle under his left arm. In front
of him is inscribed: " Made by the
Goat-herd m(~ . . . to the Great
God ".

FIG.

194.--STEL.~

The animal under his arm may
bc an offering which he intends to
present to the God, or it may be
merely the symbol of his calling.

No. 14

Now let us consider the seven examples which give the variant of Hwrna, namely Hwl (1).
Here we must mention that in Egyptian, the signs

c::::::>

or

~

are interchangeable as R or

L, hence we see the variants ~ ~ c::::::> ~ , determined by a sphinx, or

~,1? ~
(I)

See

11.\30

, where the lion-sign is replaced by a sphinx.
for fie pl'O:lullciatiOIl of thc

U<1:1IC

of this God,

GARDI:S-ER,

i ~ ~, or sometimes

"'l'he IVilbour Pa.pyrtiS·',

n,

Commcutary, p. :l15 f.
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On one example the determinative takes the form of a hawk, and this is a further
proof that we are dealing with the Canaanitish god Hwroll, tbe divine hawk, whose figure
appears as the protector of the infant Rameses II at Tanis (1).
Stela No. 2 (Fig. 195) bears clear
evidence of foreign influence, both
in its scenes and inscriptions. As
usual, it is divided into two registers,
but the upper one, contrary to the
general practice, is made much deeper
than the lower one. On it are sculptured three gods, all of whom are in
a standing attitude. The figure to the
rigbt represents a hawk-headed man,
who carries the ankh-sign in his left
hand. His right lwnd i~ clasped in
that of a youthful, naked god, ,,yho
stands before him; and mingled in
their grasp-so that it is difficult to
say to whom they belong- are various
weapons and the Was-sceptre. Probably the weapons belong to the
younger god, as "\Ye shall sec later.
The young god wears the plaited
side-lock of youth, emblpl'l of Horus
the Son of 1sis. To the extreme lefthand side of the register is the figure
of a goddess, who wears a strange,
flounced dress,
upheld by cord
Fw. ] 95.-STb:LA o. 2
braces (2). She has no characteristic
head-dress, save a uraeus upon her brow, and her natural long bair. She holds the Wassceptre in ber left band and the "ankh" in her right onc. Another foreign characteristic
is the wide spacing of tbe feet of this figure, which gives the impression that she is rapidly
striding along. Egyptian goddesses-and women- are represented with their feet placed together.
(I) I mu~t, bc lx~rdoned for digre3sin~, but mll~t add that

l-tIlITlCSCS rcally hall this gl'Ollj1 made for himself, and did not
it!
(2) ef. the costume of thc Asiatic womcn prisoncrs of war, dcpictcd in thc Tomb of Hor-cm-heb; F,aMAN, "AgY1J1en mid
A gyptisl'1les Lebdeli ", Ta£. 42, 2.

USlll'p
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Above these figures is an inscription consisting of six rows of hieroglyphs, two of
which read from left to right, while the remainder read from right to left. The former read:
"The Son of Isis, sweet of Love"; while the latter are translated: "Shed, the Great God, the
Lord of Heaven, the Clever Archer, beloved of Egypt". Over the Goddess is written :"Meteri (1)
this God's mother". Are we to consider this Goddess as the mother of the God Shed and
thus counted as a new Goddess in the Egyptian pantheon which is not known as far as I can tell ?
The text, accompanying the scene, calls Shed: the Great God, Lord of Heaven, the Clever
Archer, heloved of Egypt; and over that Goddess is written: "mt1jw this God's MotheT".
Is there any relation between this Goddess and the Mitannian Goddess Mitra (see RENE
DUSSAUD, "Les Religions Des Hittites et Des Hourrites Des Pheneciens et Des SYTiens",
pp. :104, :iHO, 409; JACQUER VANDIER "La Religion Egyptienne", p. 224, where Mitra is called:
"La (/ral/(le ill ere (the Great Mother)".
The 10"'er register depicts a man kneeling in an
attitude of adoration. Before him are six vertir-al rows
of hieroglyphs, nnd a seventh row behind his hack
completes the inscription, which reads: "Giving adoration to Pa-Shed, and kissing the earth to Isis the
Great, and praising Horus the Son of Isis, that they
may give life and welfare c\'er~' day to the Ka of the
Measurer {If Hwl, PBill·.
Stela No. 13 (Fig. 196) does not present any
particularly unusual features, and follows the general
type. Tt shows the ~phinx couchant upon a pedestal,
which has a door in the side. Before it are two
offering-tahles bearing libation-vases and lotus-flower:,; ;
while behind the Sphinx is a cluster of lotus-flowers.
Above the scene is a vertical inscription, reading:
"A boon which the King gives, and a boon which Hwl
FIG. Hl6.-STELA No. ]3
(gives) ". In the lower register are a man and a
woman kneeling before a laden table of offcl'ing:", the man burning incense and the woman
carrvin a an offering of lotus-flowers. An inscl'iption slll'l'ounding these figures reads: "Made
"
0
by the Scribe Yukh, of the Granaries of the Douhle Forecourt, life, prosperity and health,
and the Cbantress, the Mistress of the House, Sepet, Justified".
This would appear to be a funerary stela made on behalf of the woman, who is referred
to as "Justified", denoting that she is already dead.
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On the Stela No. 7 (PI. LXVII), the Sphinx is named Hwl and the name is determined
with a hawk. It is curious and, at the same time, remarkable to note here that the donor of
the stela is doing salutation to the Ka of the Akhet (i.e. the Ka of the horizon of the Great
God), undoubtedly meaning the Sphinx.
Notice here that the King is standing in a miniature form in front of the Sphinx, but giving
him his back and facing the offering-table charged with victuals and a brazier.
Now we come to a very fine specimen
of these foreign stelae; I refer to No. 34
(Fig. 197). It is in an excellent state of
preservation, and even bears traces of its
original bri lliant ccloming; moreover, it
possesses an additional interest, by reason of
the fact that it was one of those stelae
which we found actually in situ, set in the
mud-brick wall to the north of the court
of the Sphinx.
The upper r~gistcr shows the Sphinx
couchant upon a flat pedestal. Tt is
crowned by the Double Diadem, and wears
the Osirian beard, while the body is clad in
the hawk's plumage. Its back is shaded
by a large fan, and before its breast is a
curious double representation of a statue,
which, judging by the shendyt kilt and the
examples given 011 other stelae, appears
to be a king (or two kings ?), although
in this case neither crown nor uraeus is
visible.

FrG. 197.-STELA

o. 34,

On the edge of the pedestal is a laaen offering-table, surmounted by a censer. Before the
Sphinx stands the figure of an elderly man, as his lined face and comfortable paunch denotes.
He is clad in a long, finely pleated robe, and wears his own hair in place of the conventional
wig. This, as though to compensate for the somewhat negligent manner in which it is arranged,
is coloured vivid auburn, wl1ich coupled with the evidently advanced years of its owner,
leads us to suspect that the old gentleman was not entirely ignorant of the excellent properties
of the henna plant!
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Above the table are five vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading: ' Hwl, the Great God, the
Lord of Heaven, Ruler of Eternity. Adoration to Hwl-Atum, Father of the Gods, that he
may give a long and prosperous life to the Scribe, Tw-tw-ia, Justified, the possessor of honour".
The lower register shows us Tw-tw-ia again, this time hccompanied by his sister and two
brothers, and still resplendent in the glory of his flaming locks! In front of him is a vertical
inscription, reading: "Adoration to thy 1\:a, 0 Hwl, the Great God, Lord of Heaven may
he gin' lifc that thc body may be in joy, to the Ka of the Scribe of the Offering-table of the
Lord of the Two Lands, Tw-tw-ia, Justified".
By this, we may deduce that the old gentleman was of a somewhat worldly disposition.
Bchincl lJim appears the figure of a lady, bearing an offering of lotus-flowers, and before
llcr is inscribed: "His sister, the Mistress of the House, his beloved, I-ia ".
Rchind this pair are the figures of their tvvo brothers, who, being represented on a smaller
scalp, arc prohably younger members of the family. In front of the first one is inscribed:
" His brother, A-hy-ia ", and in
front of the second is inscribed:
"His brother, I-ia ". The name
of the latter, being the same as
that borne by his sister, must have
caused a great deal of eonfusion
to their friends (1).
But for our present purposc,
the most interesting part of th is
very human stela, is the identification of Hwl with Atum. It serves
to show that H wl was connected
with the setting sun, which links
it up on one side with Hor-akhty
and Hor-em-akhet, and on the
other side with the Canaanitish
god Hwron (Horon).
Stela No. 66 (Fig. Hl8) also
bears the name of Hwl, which is
inscribed in front of a figure of a sphinx. The lower register shows a representation of a
kneeling man and woman, while behind them sta:nds a boy. Behind each person is inscribed
his or her name.
FI(:. 198.-STELA

No. 66

(I) Note that the name, of this family lun-e a totally un.Egyptian sound and structure.
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The latest examples of these names of the Sun-god, actually found in the immediate
vicinity of the Sphinx, occur on three monuments dating from the reign of Seti T, at tIle
beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty.
One of these is a beautifully preserved stela, dedicated by a Vizier of the "?haraoh. It is
Stela No. 21 (Fig. 199). As usual, it is divided into two registers, the upper one of which is
surmounted by a winged disk and uraei, below which is a kneeling figure of Seti I presenting
libation vases to the Sphinx. In front of the king, and level with his head-dress of ram's horns
ana pI umes, is inscribed: "The Lord
of the Two Lands, Men-:J'!aat-Ra, the
Lord of Diadem, Seti 1\1er-en-Ptah,
who is given life".
Above the Sphinx are three vertical rows of hieroglyphs, reading:
" Giving adoration to H wl, and kissing
the earth for Hor-em-akhet, that he
may give life, prosperity and health,
intelligence and favour every day, to
the Ka of the Chief Vizier (~) of the
Lord of the Two Lands, Haity ".
The fact that the text gives the
pronoun "He", following the names of
Hwl and Hor-em-akhet, proves that
Haity considered them to be hut two
nanws for a single god.
Stela No. 80 (Figs. 74 ancl75) is that
which Seti I erected in the Temple
of Amenhotep Il, and he mentions
on it that he made it as a monument
for his father Hwl.

FlG. 199.-1')TELA No. 21

This same sentence occurs on the limestone door-posts of the south-western chamber which
Seti added to the same temple (see p. 106), but here the lion-sign is replaced by a sphinx, thus:

~ ~ : : and is written in such a manner as to make us doubt if it is to be read as the letter L,
or as a determinative. On the other hand, this Sphinx-sign may serve the double
the letter L and a determinative, as was frequently the case in ancient Egypt.

p1l1'pOSC

of

19
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If a decisive proof were needed to convince us that Hwrna and its variant, H wI,. were
indeed the same god as the Canaanitish Hwron, that proof is forthcoming in Stela No. 87
(Fig. 200), which is perhaps one of the most curious of all the stelae discovered in this neighbourhood, a.nd at the same time one of the most
interesting, for it preserves the name of the God
Hwron intact and thus gives the finalirrefutable proof that he was really worshipped here.

The stela itself is rectangular in shape, and
takes the form of a naos, in the niche of which
IS a very strange figure of the god.

FIG. 200.-STELA No. 87

This effigy was appa.rently in the form of
a mummified hawk, the head of which is carved
in one with the stone of the stela. Below
this, the stone was cut away to the required
outline of the body, which was then modelled
in red earthenware, and inserted in the cavity.
This body, a large part of which had fallen out,
was shaped like that of Osiris, and the projection of t,he elbows from the sides suggests
that, like the latter god, this deity was holding
something in his hands.
This mummiform
body also shows very clearly that Hwron was
here regarded as a gocl of the dead.

Above the ni.che of the stela is a winged disk, but the upward curve of the wings shows
clearly an Asiatic origin. Down the right-hand side of the stela, a vertical row of lightly incised
hieroglyphs reach: "The Assistant of the Overseer of the Artisans of ... in the House
of Hwroll ".
This stela was recovered with a number of small objects of varIOUS dates, lying
loose sand to tne north of the Sphinx Court.

In

the

That these names of Hwrna, Hwl and Hwron did not pass out of use, may be seen in the
passage in the Inventory Stela which reads: "The place of Hwrna-Hor-em-akhet is on the
south", etc. (see p. 113 fj.), though this was doubtless copied by the later priests from the
examples occurring upon the earlier stelae.
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Before leaving the subject of these stelae, we must first mention a very important specimen,
which has served to help in solving what has long been a geographical mystery, and this is
Stela No. ] 6 (Fig. 201). In form it is similar to most of the preceding examples, showing
a couchant sphinx in the npper register, and a kneeling man and woman in the lower one.
The inscription above the Sphinx reads: "0 Hor-em-akhet, the One of Harronia, the Great God",
While the inscription in the lower register reads: "A boon \\,llic-II the Eing gives to thy Ka,
o One of Harronia, Hor-em-akhet the Great
God. May he give life, prosperity and health to
the Ka of the Sculptor of the Lord of the Two
Lands, Dhwty-nekht. His sister, his beloved,
the Mistress of the House, Anth-em-heb ".
Here we have a clear reference to a town
bearing the name of Harronia, and apparently
connected with Hwrna and the Sphinx. Now
it has long been known from the Greek inscriptions that there was a town called Horonopolis
(thc city of Horon) and many archroologists
have tried, but unsuccessfully, to locate it.
In a lengthy article in the "Journal of Egyptian
Archreology", Gardiner tried to fix it at Pithom
in the Delta, but the theory V>'aS not altogether
convincing, and Heronopolis had come to be
l'rgitl'dec1 as a lost city (1).

FlG. 201.-Sn:LA No. 1li

Rut our stela from Giza affords a powerful clue, for we learn from it that it town of the
god Hwron certainly existed, and the fact that it seemed to be in some way connected with the
Sphinx, led us to suspect that it must be somewhere in the neighbourhood. Therefore,
we studied all the place-names of the small districts and villages, lying between Memphis and
Heliopolis, and were rewarded by discovering a large site, situated within two miles of the
Sphinx itself, and which is now divided into two villages, bearing the names of North
Harronia and South Harronia.

It seemed almost too good to be true, but a little investigation soon proved it to be an
ancient site; aml some inscribed slabs of large size were recovered from it.

(') Tller!' i". 1101\"('\'01', the po~sibility that.there were two (lit.ies: called Horonopolis. Thl' presenl'e of the i(I'OUP of Rame.'es [J
and the Clod H.wl'On <,t. Tanis sug~est thfl,t there should have been a sanctuar~' of tchis god somcwhe,'c iu the vicinity. There is a Yillage
called to·day :\Iit·el·Haroon in DakahHya Province, :\1arkaz :\fit Ghamr, in the Delta.
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Therefore, I think that we may safely say that the lost city of Harronia (Horonopolis) had
been located at last and that it even bears its old Pre-Hellinic name, unchanged. 3'Iore than
that we have a strong clue as to the class of people who inhabited this town. Most of the
names of the donors on the Sphinx stelae, particularly those bearing the names of Hwl or
Hwrna, appear to be distinctly foreign in formation. This, coupled with the Canaanitish god
they worshipped, leads us to suggest that they were Canaanites. In other words, we have here
a record of a Semetic people, who, without a doubt, lived by themselves away from the
native population, in .the town of Harronia. These people, perceiving the likeness of the
Sphinx in his role of protector of the king, clad in the plumage of a hawk, and sometimes even
represented with the head of a hawk (or even simply as a ha\vk) to their god Hwron of Ras
Shamra, identified the two gods as one. The fact that the two deities could also be regarded
as gods of the dead, encouraged this fusion.
Although uninscribed, there are some small votive
stelae, which by reason of their style and workmanship,
and the treatment of the scenes, seem to suggest that they
had been made by these foreign settlers in the neighbourhood of the Sphinx. Typical examples of this class of
stelae are the follmying :

"TO..5-1

(Fig. 202). -- This stela presents some
points of intere~t, de~pite its wretched crudeness of
execution. The upper register represents the Sphillx
couchant, but without a perlestal. Between its fore-pa \\'s
is a full-blown lotus-flower, a variation, or perhaps a
misrepresentation of the covered jar seen on Stela No. 22
(PI. LXIV). Notice the un-Egyptian treatment of the body
of the Sphinx, and its foreign features, particularly the
FIG. 202.-STF.LA No. 54
eye, which is typically Asiatic. In the lower register are
the figures of two men, standing in adoration, one on each ~ic1e of an offering-table. The
larger figure wears a costume, which though Egyptian in style, is more akin to that of the
Old Kingdom, than to that of the later period, to which this stela clearly belongs. The
smaller figure is merely scratched in outline on the stela, but plainly shows a foreign dress
and a pointed cap, suggesting the head-dress of the Phcenecians and other people of Canaan, etc.
Stcla

This stela was made for a foreigner, and apparently by a foreign hand. The extreme
crudeness of the work suggests that it was executed by an amateur, who, while wishing to
depict a traditional Egyptian scene, was unable, in spite of himself, to forget the art-forms of
his native land.
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Stela No. 61 (Fig. 203).-This is far better work, and more orthodox in style than the

preceding stela. The upper register shows the Sphinx couchant upon the usual pedestal.
It is clad in the hawk's plumage and crowned with the Double Diadem. Before it are two
offering-taoles placed together, and laden with provisions, illducling joints of meat, and
surmounted by a lighted bra.:;:ier.
In the lower register is the figure of a woman,
kneeling in front of four offering-tables, similar to
those mentioned above. Although uninscribed,
there are indications that this stela was dedicated
by a foreign~r. First, the woman's hair is dressed
in a style similar to that of the sister of Tw-tw-ia
on Stela No. 34, while her costume is the· same as
that of the lady represented on the reverse of Stela
No. 35. Secondly, the offerings to the Sphinx
include meat, which is not offered to him in those
representations where the donors are clearly
Egyptians. Is it possible that the flesh-offcring was
given to the Sphinx only when it was identified
with the Canaanitish Hwron, the divine hawk?
How these people came to settle in Egypt, and
why and when they left, we have not, as yet, any
written inscription to tell us. Bnt w'c may guess that
they migrated here in the first place in the beginning
of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

FIG. 203.-STELA No. 61

After the time of Seti I, we have no further news of them (so far as the monuments
discovered up to date reveal). ·We may perhaps then consider them as one of the tribes of
Israelites who left Egypt with the Exodus of the Jews. This is all the nnre probable when we
remember that the Israelites were said to have inhabited a district lying between Horonopolis
and Rameses (Pe-Ramses =Kantir); while the Biblical description of the green and fertile
Land of Gose-hen aptly described the Delta in these parts.
Finally, let us return once more to the name Hwl, and see what had become of it.
As before mentioned, the Great Sphinx is named by the modern E~yptians Abul-hol, the
" Father of Terror". As a matter of fact, this name has nothing to do with either "Father"
01' "Terror ", it being simply a corruption of
~ ~ } ~ or
~ ~ per-Hwl, or
bw-Hwl, an ancient Egyptian name, meaning the" Place of Hwl " (1) and we have also
the form pr-Hwron.

J

{I} See the Inventory Stelll, p. 113

fJ.
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That this name has survived intact in the place of the purely Egyptian Hor-em-akhet or
Hor-akhty is readily understood, when we remember the affinity between Arabic and that
other branch of the Semetic language from which Hwl is derived.
TI/I:, Stela 01 Pa-Ra-em-Heb,-Now we must mention one of the most interesting of the
stelae discovered in the Sphinx zone. 'l'llis is No. 83 (PIs. LXVIII, a, b, LXIX, a, b, c) which
was discovered 1'n situ near to the entrance of the Temple of Amenhotep 11. It is very
unusual, both in form and inscription, being of abnormal thickness (66 cm. high, 57 cm. wide
and 18 cm. thick) and is sculptured on all its surfaces, except the base thus necessitating its
erectio'1 in an open space, which would leave it free on every side.

It is inscribed with a long hymn ir:. praise of Sun-god, which
interest, being, as one might say, an epitome of the philosophy
The fact that this stela was dedicated to the Sphinx, and· found
its temple, together with the clear reference to the fusion of the
positive proof of the innate, undeniable solar character of the

contains passageg of unique
of the College of Heliopolis.
in the immediate vicinity of.
names of the Sun-god, is a
Sphinx.

Judging by the style of the work, and the ideas expressed in the text, 1 think we may
consider this monument as dating from about the Twenty-first Dynasty.
The scene on the obverse of the stela (PI. LXVIII, a, b) represents the donor of the
monument, standing in an attitude of adoration before the God Atum, who is represented
as a bearded man, crowned with the Double Diadem, and carrying the ·Was-sceptre in his
right hand, and the "ankh " in his left one. Behind him is the figure of a goddess, who,
judging from her head-dress of disk and horns, should be a form of Hathor or Isis.
On the reverse, (PI. LXIX, a, b, c) the dOllor is shown in a similar attitude as Oll the
olJVerse, but here be is adoring Ra-Hor-akhty in the form of a hawk-beaded mall, crowned
with a large solar disk and uraeus. He is accompanied by a figure of a goddess similar
to that on the obverse.

The inscription runs as follows:(I)
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" Hail to thee, King of the Gods, Atum-Kheperi, in the begimllIJg who has begotten himEdf,
and brougbt up himself as the Unique Lord, the One who came into existence, and no other
came into existence with him.
" He made the names of the Gods before the mountains and the deserts were, and the things
under the earth . . . but thee and thy hands, thou hast made them in a moment.
" Thou extendest the ropes (for the plan), and thou didst form the lands; no any other
God or Goddess did it (or before was made any God or any Goddess).
" Thou didst make secret the Underworld . . . and the earth is under thy leading.
didst make high the sky to elevate your Ba, in thy name of Kai (the High).

Thou

" Thou hast built for thee a castle in the holy desert, with hidden name, and thou risest
in the day opposite to them, in thy manner of every morning eternally.
" A boon which the King gives, and Atum, Lord of the Two Lands of Heliopolis, the Good
God, Lord of the Two Lands of Heliopolis, the Good God, Lord of .
" A boon which the King gives and lws-aas.t, .Ylistress of Heaven, Mistress af An Lands:
may they give a nice lifetime in their favour for the Director of the 'Works, l'a-Ra-em-heb,
the Justified, the Possessor of venerability.
" Praising Ra . . . by the Director of the Works (?), Pa-Ra-em-heb, the Justified. He says:
'Hail to thee Kheperi-Atum-Hor-akhty, born in the sky, the Great ... whose breast is adorned,
and with beautiful face, with the Two Great Feathers' (I).
'" Thou art rising beautifully every morning, according to what all the Gods said, and
applauded in . . . the evening. . . Thou art early born . . . out of thy Mother every day.
Thou art crossing the sky with a good winu . . Thou art trav~rsing the sky in the boat.
Thou. .. the boat . . .
" Praising Ra when he shines in the horizon . . . what is above and beneath the sky.
" The sky is jubilating, the earth is shouting of joy. The crew of Ra do praising every
day. Smitten is the enemy of Atum every day, smitten is the enemy of Ra every day. Ra
comes forth in triumph, Ra comes forth in triumph, Ra comes forth in triumph, Ra comes
forth in triumph (2).
(1) A bead-dress.

It seelllS to bave
originate i when the Khcr·heb used to recit~ the magical formnlae to the four points of the compass, and thus tbe gods who
presided over them. See for this, .. Excavaliolta at Gi.ta ", Vol. VI, Part H.
(2) This fourfold repctition is common in Egyptian religious and magical tcxts since a very early period.
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" A boon which the King gives and the Goddess ... the Mother of the Solar Horus Hathor,
Mistress of Hetepet (1); may they give intelligence, favour, and love and offerings, to the Ka
of the Director of all the Works of the King, Pa-Ra-em-heb, Justified, the son of Pa-anket.
"Praising Ra-Hor-akhty-Atum, the One who is in Heliopolis, by the Director of All the
Works of the King, Pa-Ra-em-Heb. Thou risest and shinest, thou risest, and shinest the Holy
Apes, Amy and Haiyty adore thee, and every god and every goddess of ... is praising thee
every day_ Thou art in heaven, and cross the sky; and knoweth even the plans of the
Dwat (2). The Great Khenu in Hermonthis (3) ..
Thebes.
"Hail to thee who rises as Gold (4) ; he who jubilates when Ra is rising, rejoicing.
rejoicing Mistress of the borns (1) Diadem on the brows; strong of heart as the.
of the solar boats. Bastet and Uto rich of names; khentyt, hbyt, Queen in Pe, companion
of Ra whom he loveth, his Sole One. The One on the head of Atum, in the chapel with
secret words in . .
" The Great Ones are pralsmg

made is hahy praise which is sweet to them (1)."

It is extremely interesting to observe how this hymn begins with the story of the Creation,
and the recognition of the Sun-god as the Supreme Being, the self-created Architect of the
Universe. Moreover, there is a great similarity between this account of the Creation, and
that given in Genesis, and other religious books (5); a similarity extending even to the passage
mentioning the creation of the gods (angels) before the world came into existence.

That the composer of this hymn was not ignorant of the famous hymn of Akhenaton, may
be seen in the line where he says: " Thou hast made high the sky to elevate thy Ba (Soul) ".
Compare this with the hymn of Akhenaton, which says: (6) " Thou didst make distant the sky
m order to rise therein".
This seems to indicate either that the writer of the hymn was conversant with, and slightly influenced by the Aton hymn, or else the latter and the hymn we are dealing with are derived
from a common and much older sourCe, most probably of Heliopolitan origin. In reality,
(I) A place near Heliopolis.
(2) A name for the Underworld.
(3) A town near Thebe', the modern Armant.

(C) A name for the G"dde,s Hathor, who i, now- addrc3sed in the hymn.

(5) Some of the id"as of this hymn are certainly taken from the Decr~cs of Amon during the Twcnty-lirdt Dynasty;
see MASPERO, "Momies Roya/es", Pis. XXV.XXVII, ED. MEYER, "GoUe.staat, militer herrsclvtft und standeweaen in Aegypten".
Akademie der Wi3Sen,chaften xxvn Sitzung Phil-hist. kr. 1928. pp. 495.532. Here we see Amon as the sole creator of the
ultiver3c, and the other Go!, arJ aIJo his creation and are his dependants, and subordinates.
C") BREASTED, "The Dawn of Conscience ", p. 285.
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these ideas are a new development of the unity of the unseen sole God (Amon-Ra), 3S
compared with Aton who was personified. in the solar disk with the clifference that Aton
was the only god worshipped, while, on th3 other hand, Amon-Ra let other gods to be
worshipped besid~ him.
The following passage is perhaps the gem of the whole inscription, affording at once an
interesting idea poetically expressed, and showing a clear connection between the solar cult,
the Sphinx and its surrounding monuments. I refer to the passage which says: "Thou hast
built for thee a castle in the Holy Desert, with hidden name (Shtyt), and thou risest in the sky
opposite to them after thy manner of every morning, for ever".
This also seems to show that at the time when this stela was made, the Egyptians had
completely forgotten the origin of the Sphinx and its temple, and were inclined to attribute
their erection to divine agency. This idea is clearly expressed in the Grreco-Roman inscriptions
on the paws of the Sphinx, where it says: "The formidable form is the work of the Immortal
Gods" (see p. 123). Indeed, the remarkable skill displayed in these monuments, the precision of detail, combined with their colossal dimensions, and the huge stones used in their
construction, might well lead the people of a more degenerate age to see in them a clear
evidence of divine handiwork.
The terms in which the deity is addressed are also instructive. For example, compare how
the sections of the hymn begin: "Praising Ra", etc., referring to the general idea of the Sun-god,
and then proceeding to qualify him under his different aspects, by use of the names Atum,
Kheperi, Hor-akhty, etc. Yet all the while the connection between the Sun-god and the
Sphinx is never lost sight of, as we may see by the reference to the Sphinx Temple, and the very
fact that the stela was dedicated to the Sphinx.
The mention of the holy apes refers to the spirits in ape-form who were supposed to greet
the Sun-god at his rising and at his setting. This idea probably grew out of the observation
that these animals really have the habit of gathering together at sunrise and sunset, and
chattering shrilly, a phenomenon similar to the morning and evening clamour of a rookery.
This naturally gave the impression that the creatures were greeting the Sun-god. Many little
amuletic figures of these animals have been found in the vicinity of the Sphinx. during the course
of successive excavations there.
Thus, from the forgoing account, one can see how the Sphinx by reason of its unusually
gigantic size, and the genius of its originator, who imparted to its features that air of god-like
aloofness, has attracted the attention of the Egyptians from the beginning of its history, down
to the Arab Conquest.
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And still it attracts its admirers, who come yearly from all parts of the earth to gaze
fascinated upon its wonderful face.
People have enjoyed contemplating the riddle of the Sphinx, there are many who do not
want to see that riddle solved; for by so doing, they are for ever deprived of a fruitful and
pleasant field of speculation.
But we are sorry, for Science must go forward; and under its powerful light, the Sphinx
stands clearly revealed, freed alike from the encumbering sands of the desert and from the
enshrouding mists of superstition and ignorance with which it has hitherto been hidden.
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APPENDIX I
THE FORM OF THE SPHINX OCCURRING UPON
SCARABS AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
It would seem as though the represertation of the Sphinx appears upon scarabs for the first time during
the Hyksos Period, that is to say the Hyksos Period is the earliest date to which we can assign these scarabs
with any degree of certainty. An example of a scarab of ;Qed-nefer-Ra is given by Fraser (1), which shows

a couchant man-headed sphinx, and above it the name of the King

4

t •.

This scarab is, however,

not really contemporary with this King, who lived in the period after the Sixth and not later than the
Eighth Dynasty. In reality, it is later, and may even be from. the Saitic Period, when an attempt was m~de
to revive the ancient art and traditions. Another factor against it being prior to the Hyksos Period, is the
fact that it is an isolated example, whereas in the Hyksos Period, this form of Scarab was common (2).
We may assume that the invaders, coming as strangers to the country, were firstly impressed with
the idea of the Sphinx, their Asiatic minds being already accustomed to the combination of human and
animal forms, as shown in the art of their own land, and they readily adopted it as a representation both
of a divine beiJ:.g and of a conquering monarch (3).
They were also apparently impressed with the scarab, and recognized in it, as in the Sphinx, a convenient
means of spreading their propaganda, in a form in which it would be perfectly understood by the Egyptians;
therefore they issued a number of these scarabs showing the conqueril'g Sphinx trampling upon its foes, a motif
which no doubt appealed to their war-like nature. Moreover, they displayed a glim sense of humour in using
against the Egyptians a device long since employed by these latter people in respect to other nations.
It must have been a fruitful source of rage and shame to a patriotic Egyptian to see a king of the hated conquerors represented in a manner which his ultra-conservative mind was accustomed. to associate with the onceall-powerful Pharaoh. If these scarab talismans, so decoratef\ were dishibuted to the officials to be worn by
them, with perhaps vindictive persecution in the case of failure to comply with the regulation to wear them, it
must have been one of the cruelest acts of the conquerors, for it struck a blow at the very heart of the national
pride of the Egyptians. Similar milder instances can be seen in modern times in those countries ruled by a
powerful political organization. Many persons, though at heart hating and disapproving of these movements,
are compelled through well-grounded fear of persecution to adopt the badges and outward. forms of the oppressors.

When represented in the above-mentioned manner, no legend accompanies the Sphinx, the idea being that
the plain representation of the physical power of the conqm·ring king, was sufficient magic to conjure with.

(') FRASER,

UP.S.B.A.", Vol. XXI, PI. H, No. 29.

(2) !\fany scarab3 of a late period, which bear the name3' of pharaohs of the Fourth Dynasty, are known.

(I) Observe how they were quick to u,urp the fine, black Sphinxes of T'mis.
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In those examples where the Sphinx is shown as a female, it most probably repreEents AEhtoreth, the great
Patron Goddess of the Canaanites (1), The fact that in the Eighteenth Dynasty, this goddess also appeared
in the form of a female sphinx supports this theory, and the fact that the Hyksos also represented
the Egyptian God Set, whose cult they adopted, identifying him ·'with their god Baal, in the same manner,
~,e. with the head of the characteristic Set-animal and the body of a lion, also agrees with this theory.
These Hyksos scarab sphinxes are often represented as wearing, or associated with the Red Crown
of Lower Egypt, perhaps referring to the complete dominion of the Delta by the conquerors, who, though
nominally rulers of the entire country, seemed to possess less authority in the south, from which quarter
eventually arose the power which was to terminate their hated rule.
These Hyksos scarab sphinxes are all characterized by the air of brutal vigour seen m the Tanis
sphinxes, and these probably serve(l. as the model or inspiration for the scarab sphinxes. This characteristic
is apparent even when the cutting of the scarab is crudely done (see PI. LXX, No, 6).
It is to be noted that the scarabs of this period were used as talismans, as can be proved by the

hieroglyphic signs often inscribed upon them.
" good" and " evil"; while No. 8 bears

No. 6 (PI. LXX) shows the signs

T"life".

! and ~ representing

The later sphinx scarabs may be divided into three classes:(1) Those representing the divine sphinx, either Hor-em- Akhet himself, or another god, perhaps of
a solar nature, who was identified with the Sphinx.
(2) The King in the form of a sphinx, either alone, trampling upon his enemlCS, or accompanied by
symbolic emblf'ms.
(3) Scarabs bearing the sphinx, the name of a god, and a lOyal cartouche. The divine name in this
latter dass denoting the deity which was identified with the sphinx, protecting the King (personified by the
cartouche) just as in the larger examples in the round, the sphinx guards the temples and tombs, and just
as the arms of the sun on the small Stela of Amenhotep 11 protect the Cartouche of Thothmes III (see p. 80).
In some cases the Sphinx is depicted on the scarabs with its head turned in a reverse direction to
its body. This had a special significance, and refers to the action of the god in listening to the prayers' of
his worshippers. This can perhaps be proved by No. 36401 of the Cairo Museum, where the sign ~ s4m
= " hearing" accompanied the representation of a jackal with a reversed head. This attitude is a perfectly
natural one; the worshipper cries out for aid, and the god turns his head to hearken to the petitions
of the mortal (2).

(1) After the expulsion of the Hyksos, A~htoreth disappears, owing to the dete,tation which was felt to anything appertaining to the hated race. She re·a.ppears in Egypt wllen friendly relations had been established between Egypt and Asia in the

middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty.
(2) GRENFELL, Rec. Trav., XXXII, p. 136, PI. IV, Nos. 187, 188, 189, 190. A similar example to No. 190 is in the KingFouad Collection, Cairo Museum. See also PETRIE, "Mem1lhis n, Vo!. I (1909j, PI. XIII, ear-stelae.
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In almost every case of a figure represented in this position upon a Ecarab, the sign ~ appears also
either clearly drawn or debased in style through ignorant copyists or through constant repetition. This at once
reminds us of the votive ears found around the Sphinx at Giza and suggests that he was a god particularly
prone to listen to the prayers of his devotees. This class of scarab is clearly a talisman (I).
Another favourite device on the talisman scarabs is that of the name of a powerful king whose cartouche
was considered a "name to conjure with".
This explains the fact that we often find the names of the Pyramid builders inscribed upon sacrabs,
although this form of talisman was unknown in the Fourth Dynasty. These scarabs are most probably of
the Saitic Period, when there was a great revival of the worship of these kings.
Another King whose scarabs are very numerous is Thothmes Ill, and a great many of them bear representations of sphinxes. These come mostly under the heading of Classes 2 and 3 (see p. 278). Many of
them are contemporary with that Pharaoh, and show him a8 a sphinx trampling his enemies or couchant,
but wearing the Kheperish war-helmet, which was introduced into Egypt by the Hyksos. Perhaps these
scarabs were issued by the king or by his viziers, to commemorate his many victories in his Asiatic campaigns.
But the Cartouche of Thothmes III remained a word of power long after his death, and it was certainly
the most frequently used name in this connection.
The Eighteenth Dynasty, being the age of conquest, most of the royal scarabs of this period bear representations of sphinxes of the three classes mentioned before. Sometimes the figure of the sphinx is
substituted for that of a lion-but the poses are identical-which proves the close connection between 'the
sphinx and the sun, even ill the secular form.

(1) The scarabs bearing the divine sphinx (or any other deity) alone, may have been issued by t,he priests of the different
sanctuaries to be sold to pilgrims. In this connection, certain scarabs bear such inscriptions such as "a token of a journey
to Thebcs", WARD in P.B.B.A., Vo\. XXIII, p. 29, No. 268.
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APPENDIX II
NOTES ON THE SPHINXES OCCURRING ON EGYPTIAN
SCARABS AND SEALS FROM EGYPT AND PALESTINE, TOGETHER
WITH REFERENCES TO SPHINX AMULETS

t.-Scarabs and Seals
The portrayal of the sphinx on Egyptian scarabs and seals has never received the attention it deserves,
and it is, therefore, fitting that a general account of the same should be included in the present volume, such
account dealing with examples found not only in Egypt, but also in Palestine. In the latter connection the
flo-called "Phoonician" types are mostly excluded, as being beyond the scope of this chapter. So as to
make the survey as complete as possible, there are added bibliographical references to all the examples
quoted.
From the details set out below in the Chronological List, it will be observed that
and seals giving the sphinx:

OIl

the examples of scarabs

(a) has the body of a lion;
(b) is either passant, couehant, or seated on its haunches;
(e) is with (1) or without (2) wings; and finally;
(d) has the head of a man or a woman, or that of an animal (usually a ram) or a bird (usually a hawk).

One interesting example which is couchant and winged (PETRIE, "B.D.S.", PI. XV, No. 1028) has the
head of the God Set; this dates from the Nineteenth Dynasty.
It is extremely important to note that the sphinx or griffin of the desert, which appeared on the
pre-dynastic slate-palette and ia the hunting scenes of Beni Hassan in the Twelfth Dynasty, survives on
certain scarabs of the Hyksos Period, found, for example, at Tell-el- 'Ajjul, Tell Beit Mirsim, and Gezer in
Palestine, and also in Egypt where the creature is associated with conver.tional desert symbols (3).

(1) The winged sphinx (especially those having the head of a bird of prey) is generally referred to a. a griffin.

~J ~

Its wings are either

~~

laid flat on its back or are outstretched. In the New Kingdom it was called
c
and usually represented the
fighting king of Egypt,. cf. ROWE, "C.E.S.P. M.", p. 251, No. S. 60; lV.b., Vol I, p. 225. BlTDOE. "An E(JY1Jfian Hieroglyphic
Dictionary", (1920), p. 1:15. HALL," The CilJilization of Greece in the BI'uJI?e A le", p. 2i8, belie\'es t.hat the hawk-headed griffin
was borrowed from Egypt during the :\liddle :\1inoan Era., HlOO-l,380 D.C. (Twelfth-8evcntpenth Dyna.sty) ?
(2) "'hen a winged sphinx is shown of scarabs amI seat., the wings arc always represented raise(l.

This may be due to

Asiatic influence, hut is more likely done for the sake of clarity, as no detail is possible in the very limited space of the outline
of the

~ody.

(S) R0WE, .. C.E.S.P.lof. ", Scarabs Nos. 181, 299, 301, 182, 303 (Palestine examples); NEWBERRY,

Nos. 8, 10 (Egyptian examples).

"Sa"ab,", PI. XXV,
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As will be seen presently, the sphinx (with the body of a lion) makes its appearance of Hyks08 scarabs
and seals under the following forms :3.-Seated:

1.- Passant :
(a) With the head of a man.
woman.
(b)
"
an
animal, winged.
(c)
"
bird, winged.
(d)
"
hawk.
(e)

(f)

"
"

hawk, winged.

(a) With the head of a man.
(b)

"

(c)

"

(d)

"

(e)

"

2.-Co'Uchant :

man, winged.
woman.
hawk.
hawk, winged.

(a) With the head of a man.
(b)
(c)

"
"

woman.
hawk, winged.

It is unnecessary to give here the details of the first appearar.ce of the later types of sphinxes
on scarabs and seals, for these details are set out in the Summary of the Chronological List.

From what can be seen at present, the Sphinx or griffin on the scarabs and seals represents, respectively.
and at various periods, the following :(i) A mythological desert creature, especially in the Hyksos era.

.(2) A God, usually Amon (1), but

occasiop'~lly

Atum (2).

(3) The King, in various attributes, including that of a triumphant warrior trampling on the enemy.
(4) The Queen and even a Goddess (1) (8).
In connection with No. 3, perhaps a certain Twenty-sixth-Dynasty scarab, showing a passant, winged
sphinx, with the head of a Semite (4) actually represents an Asiatic king. This fXample was found
in Palestine, and is now one of the treasures of the Palestine Archffiological Museum. See also the" Asiatic
Sphinx" of HALL, "Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, etc., in the British Museum ", p. 246, No. 2463
(Time of Sheshonk IV).

(1) The name of the god is generally written near the sphinx on the scarab or seal.
(2) This we gather from a sphinx shown on a scarab of Akhenaton which bas

~

(sic) behind it, and

!

in

fro~

(ef. HALL.

"O.E.8.B.M.", p. 195. No. 19(7). The Great Sphinx of Giza is doubtless referred to here, for on tbe Dream Stela of Thotbmes IV,
the Sphinx Is named HOf.em-akhet.Ra-Kheperi-Atum.
(3) This is certainly what some of the female-headed sphinxes must represent.

cl. also the so-called

"Asiat~c

Spb.inx ",

female.headed and winged, figured in the text of ROWE... Catalogue of Egy~tian Scardobs in tbe, Palestine Museum". p. 173,
No. 722. Like her statues, the sphinxes on the scarabs of Hatshepsut are man·headed. cl. the Chronological List.
(') ROWII, " C.E.S.P.M. ". p. 214, No. 911.
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2.-The Chronological List of Scarabs and Seals
This list gives in chronological order brief det3ils of the representative types of sphinxes met with on
certain scarabs and some seals from Egypt and Palestine (I). It has not been possible, unfortunately, to include
all the examples of sphinxes known, because certain of the publications of Ecarabs and seals are sadly lacking in
details, which would allow even an approximate date to be placed on many of the objects. This is especially
so in the case of scarabs, where drawings or photographs of the backs and sidcs are usually left out. Again,
the drawings themselves are not always very good, no doubt in many cases due to fhe state of the originals,
so in many instances one is left in doubt as to what kind of a head the sphinx is supposed to have :_
Form

Description

References

I.-HYKSOS

(FU'TEENTH-SrXTEEXTH DYNASTIES)

Passant

Man-headed

ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 48, No. 181; p. 78, 301; N:EwBERRY,
"S.S.S.", PI. VII, No. 36600. NEWBERRY, "Scarabs", PI. XXV,
Nos. 8, 9.

Passant

Female-headed

ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 79, No. 303 (Head is reversed); NEWDERRY,
" Scarabs ", PI. XXV, No. 7.

Passant
Passant

Animal-headed (1),
winged
Hawk-headed

Passant

Hawk-headed,winged

NEWBERRY, "Scarabs ", PI. XXV, No. 11.

Passant

Bird-headed

ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", pp. 48, 49, No. 182.

Couchant

Man-headed

HORNBLOWER, "J.E.A.", VIII, PI. XXI, No. 21.

Couchant

Female-headed

Couchant
. Seated

Hawk-headed, winged
Man-headed

Seated

Man-headed,winged

Seated

Female-headed

NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. VII, No. 36367.
ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 78, No. 299.

NEWBERRY, "Scarabs", PI. XXV, No. 10; PETRIE, "Hyksos Cities",
PI. IX, No. 167 (doubtful).
ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p.221, No. 3063.
Ibid, pp. 70, 71, No. 266•
PETRIE, "B.n.S.", p. 23, No. 1259 (head reversed);

Ibid, p. 23, No. 808; ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 79, No. 303 (head
reversed).

Seated

Hawk-headed

Seated

Hawk-headed,winged

Ibid, p. 79, No. 302.
Ibid, p. 221.
ll.-AMENHOTEP

I (EwHTEENTH DYNASTY)

Passant

Ram-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 44, No. 414.

Couchant

Man-headed

Ibid, p. 45, No. 415; PETRIE, "H.S.", No. 958.

Couchant

Hawk-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 45, No. 416.

Seated

Man-headed

I bid, No. 876.

(1) All the Palestine examples are in RUWE,

"C. E.S.P. M." .
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Form

Descri pi tion

Reference

III.-THOTHMES

I (EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

Couehant

Man-headed

PETRIE, "H.S.", No. 667.

Seated

Man-headed

Ibid, No. 876. cf. also PETRIE, "S.C.", PI. XXV, 18.3.4.

IV.-HATSHEPSUT

Couehant

Man-headed

Couehant

Hawk-headed (?),

(EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 57, No. 539.
PETRIE, "H.S.", No. 889; BUDGE, "Meux", p. 107, No. 379.

winged

V.-THOTHMES

III (EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

Man-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 97, No. 1002, p. 98, No. 1014 (head reversed),
p. 99, No. 1016; RowE, "C.E.S.B.M.", pp. 112, 113, No. 476,
pp. 241, 242, No. S. 23; NEWllERRY, " Scarabs ", PI. XXVIII,
No. 12; WARD, "P.S.B.A.", VoI. XXII, PI. Ill, No. 108, PI. IV, 301.

Passant

Man-headed, winged

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 100, No. 1028 (Nineteenth Dynasty Of latef
fc-issue ).

Passant

Hawk-headed

Couch&nt

Man-headed

Passant

I bid, p. 99, No. 1020.

i
I

Couehant

i\'Ian-headed, winged

Couehant

Ram-headed

Seated

Man-headed

Ibid, p. 97, Nos. 1001, 1003, p. 98, No. 1005, p. 100, No. 1023, p. 102,
No. 1041 ; BUDGE, "Fitzu;illial/i", No. 116; GRENFELL, "Rec. TratJ.",
VoI. XXXIII, PI. IV, No. 197; ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.". p. 1i4,
No. 482, pr. 241, 242, No. 23 ; NEWBERRY, " Scarabs", 1)1. XXVIII,
- Nos'. 15, 27, 31.

I HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.",
!

Ibid, PI. 101, No. 1035 (Nineteenth Dynasty re-issue).

Ii Ibid, p. 97, No. 999; NEWBERRY, "8.S.S.", PI. Ill, No. 36157;
I cf. PETRIE, "H.S.", pp. 31,33,35, and "S.C.", PI. XXVII, 18, 6, 49-55.
VI.--AMENHOTEP

Passant

Man-headed

Passant

Hawk-headed

Couchant

Man-headed

p. 102, No. 1044.

III (EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

WARD, "P.S.B.A. ", VoI. :XXII, PI. IV, No. 470; HALL,"C.E.S.B.llC',
p. 157; No. 1589, p. 163, No. 1648; RowE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 245,
No. 8.38, -pp. 245, 246, No. S.39.
HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 162, No. 1645.
WARD, "P.S.B.A.", VoI. XXII, PI. IV, Nos. 481, 499.
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Form

Couchant

Dpscription

Hawk-headed

Referonce

HALL, "O.E.S.B.M.", p. 162, No. 1644, p. 163, No. 1649 (I) ;
NEWBERRY, " Scarabs", PI. XXX, No. 5; cf. PETRIE, "H.S.", p.36.
and "S.O.", PI. XXX, 18, 7, 17-21.
VII.-THOTHMES

IV (EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

Passant

Man-headed

HALL, "O.E.S.B.M.", p. 169, No. 1707.

Couchant

Man-headed

Ibid, p. 169, No. 1709 ; WARD, "P.S.B.A.", VoI. XXII, PI. IV, No. 64.

Seated

Hawk-headed

NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. IV, No. 36026; cf. PeTRIE, "H.S.", p. 37.
VIII.-AMENHOTEP

III (EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

Passant

l\Ian-headcIl

HALL, "O.E.S.B.M.", p. 185, No. 1851, p. 186, 1856; WARD,"P.S.B.A.",
VoI. XXII, PI. IV, No. 18.

Couchant

Man-headed

NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. VII, No. 36336; BUDGE, "Meux", p. 290,
Nos. 1520, 1523; RowE, "O.E.S.P.M.", p. 134, No. 560, p. 246,
No. S.41.

Couchant

Ram-headed

Couchant

Hawk-headed

HALL, "O.E.S.B.M.",
Dynasties re-issue).

Man-head",d

No.

1856 (Eighteenth-Nineteenth

Ibid, p. 18, No. 1855; cf. PETRIE, "H.S.", pp. 38, 39.
IX.-AKHENATON

Couchant

p. 186,

(EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

HALL, "O.E.S.B.M," p. 195, No. 1947. cf. PETRIE, "S.O", PI. XXXVI,
18.10.12.
X.-HOR-EM-HEB (EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY)

Couchant

Man-headed

HALL, "O.E.S.B.M", p. 198, No. 1975.
XI.-(EIGHTEENTH DYNASTY (GENERAL)

Passant

Man-headed

NEWBERiw, "S.S.S", PI. VU, No. 36342 (2); RoWE, "O.E.S.P.M.",
p. 139, No. 580, pp. 139, 140, No. 681.

Passant

Hawk-headed

Ibid, p. 140, No. 582.

(1) It is possible that No. 1619 is hawk·headed and not man-headed.

e/. GRENFELL, "J.E.A.",Vol. .11, p. 22
(hawk on uraeus) ; FRAsER, PI. VIII, No. 239 (goose on uraeus). Also NEWBERRY, "&arab8 ", p. 55, the hawk over the I&rt1ch oC
Pepi I stands on a uraeus. See also ibid, PI. VIII, No. 10 (Kbafra).
(I) This sphinx stands on the tail of a uraeus, t,be head of which is in front of the sphinx;
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Form

Reference

Description

NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. VII, No. 36424.

Paflsant

Ibis-headed(l), winged

Couchant

Man-head.ed

I bid, PI. VII, No. 36933.

Couchant

Hawk-headed, winged

I bid, PI. VII, No. 36941.

Coucbant

Ibis-headed

Seated

Man-headed, winged

Seated

Hawk-headed

WARD, "P.S.B.A.", VoI. XXIII, p. 84, PI. XIII, No. 314
may, however, be later).

(thi~

example

NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. VII, No. 36392.

I bid, PI. XII, No. 37381.

XlI.-EIGHTEENTH-NINETEENTH DYNASTY (GENERAL)
ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 151, No. 635.

Passant

Man-headed

Passant

Bird-heade~., winged

Couchant

Man-headed

RowE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 244, No. S.3.

Couchant

Ram-headed

Ibis, p. 151, No. 636.

Ib1:d, p. 151, No. 634.

XIlI.-SET! I (NINETEENTH DYNASTY)
"Scarabs ", PI. XXXV, No. 9.

Passant

Man-headed

NEWBERRY,

Couchant

Man-headed

Ibid, No. 1416;

cJ.

PETRIE, "S.C.", PI. XXXIX, 19.2.3.43.

XIV.-RAMESES II (NINETEENTH DYNASTY)
Passant

Man-headed

NEWBERRY, "Scarabs ", PI. XXXV, No. 9.

Couchant

Man-headed

HALl., "C.R.S.B.M.", p. 223, No. 2231.

Couchant

Ram-headed

Ibid, p. 223, Nos. 2227, 2228, 2230; NEWBERRY, "Scarabs", PI. XXXIV,
No. 27, PI. XXXV, No. 3; cf. PETRIE, "H.S"., pp. 48,49,50, and
"S.C.", PI. XL, 19.3.27.28.

XV.-NINETEENTH DYNASTY (GENERAL)
NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. XV, No. 37237.

Passant

Man-headed, wingcll.

Passant

Hawk-headed

Ibid, PI. VII, No. 36771.

Passant

Ram-headed

I bid, PI. IX, No. 36339.

(') The beak is long, like that of an ibis;

cf. the couchant example given below.
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Couchant

Reference

Description

Man-headed
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Ibid, PI. VII, Nos. 36404, 37304; RowE," C.E.S.P.M.", p. 175,
No. 729, p. 176, No. 730.

Couchant

Man-hea{l.ed, winged

Couehant

Ram-headed

Couchant

Hawk-headed, winged

NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. XV, No. 3695, 66.
NEWBERRY, "8.S.S.", PI. IX, No. 36324; ROWE, "C.E.S.P.lI1.",
p. 176, No. 731.
NEWBERRY, "S.S.S.", PI. VII, No. 36985.

XVI.-RAMESES III (TWEN'rIETH DYNASTY)
Passant

Man-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 234, No. 2335;
PI. XLV, 20.1.12.

cJ.

PETRIE, "S.C.",

XVII.-SHESHONK (TWENTY-SECOND DYNASTY)
Seated

Man-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 246, No.
cJ. PETRIE, "S.C.", PI. L, 22.9.3.4.

2463,

"Asiatic Sphinx";

XVIII.-TwENTY-SECONP DYNASTY (1)
Passant

Hawk-headed

ROWE, " C.E.S.P.M.", p. 264, No. S.103.

XIX.-SHAUAKA (TWENTY-FII"TH DYNASTY)
Passant

Hawk-headed

Couchant

Man-headed

PETRIE, " H.S.", No. 1885.

Ibid, No. 941; NEWBERRY, "Scarabs ", PI. XXXVII, No. 29;
WARD, "P.S.B.A.", VoI. XXII, PI. VII, No. 500.

XX.-Ml':N-KA-RA (TWENTY-l"IrrH DYNASTY)
Couchant

Man-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 3, No. 27; NEWBERRY, "S.S.8. ", PI. I,
No. 3600; ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 207, No. 884.

Couchant

Hawk-headed (1)

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 4, No. 35;
25.A.21.

cf. PETRIE, "S.C.", PI. LII,
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Form

Reference

Description

XXI.-MEN-KHEPER-RA (1) (RA-MENY), (TWENTY-l<'IFTH DYNASTY)
Couchant

Man-headed

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 128, No. 1304, No. 1486, p. 147, No. 1495
[here used as a hieroglyph (2), p. 153, No. 1561].

Seated

Hawk-headed, winged.,

PETRIE," H.S.", No. 1951; cf. PETRIE, "S.C.", PI. LIII, 25.0.14.16.

XXII.-SHABAKA (?) (TWENTY-FIFTH DYNASTY)
S~ated

Hawk-headed, wingedl ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 208, No. 886.

XXIII.-PSAMTIK I (TWENTY-SIXTH DYNASTY)
Couchallt

HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 253, No. 2527; PETRIE, "H.S., No. 1921.

Man-headed

XXI V.:-WAH -In-RA (TWENTY-SIXTH DYNASJ'Y)
Couchallt

., $camus", PI. XXXIII,N o. II; cJ.
"An Essay un Scambs", 188 1, p. 54, No. CLXXII.

NEWBERRY,

Man-headed

LOFTIE,

1

XXV.-TWENTY-SIXTH DYNASTY RE-ISSUE OF EARLY SCARABS
Couchant

I HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 13, No. 134.

Man-headed

XXVI.-TwENTY-SIXTH DYNASTY
Passant

Man-headeil., winged

Couchant

Ram-headed

ROWE, "C.E.S.P.M.", p. 214, No. 911 (has a head of a Semite).
HALL, "C.E.S.B.M.", p. 20, No. 191.

XX-VII.-HELLENISTIC, FOURTH-THIRD CENTURY B.C.
Couchant

IHawk-headed, winged j RowE,

"C.E.S.P.M.", p. 296, No. 2815.

(l) Often confused with the pre-nomen of Thothmes Ill.

(') In the J...'tte Period the cotlchant sphinx was frequently used for ~;
the Thirti"th Dynasty: HALL, "C.E.S.IJ.l'rl.", p. 296, No. 2815..

cf. for example, in tile name of Nekht·neb·f I of
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3.-Summary of the Chronological List of Scarabs and Seals
This particular list gives in a concise form details of all the various types of sphinxes shown 011
the scarabs and seals mentioned in the foregoing list. It does not, however, include the additional examples
with the word "cf. ", or those in the addendum below. In any case, the information now ~iven is very
representative, and clearly illustrates in a general way the various types of sphinxes met with on scarabs
and seals:I.-PASSANl'
Man-headed ...

First appearell

Man-head.ed, winged

III

Nineteenth Dyrasty
or later

"

Female-headed

Hyksos Period

"

Animal-headed (1), winged

"
"

Bird-headed, winged
Hawk-headed

"
"
"
"

"

Hawk-headed, winged

"
"

Ibis (1)-heao.ed, winged
Ram-hl'aded

Hyksos Period

Eighteenth
Dynasty
Amenhotep I

"
II.-CoucHANT

Man-headed ...

First appeared

Man-headed, winged ...

"

Female-headed

"

Ram-headed

"

Hawk-headed

"

Hawk-headed, wilJged

"

Ibis-headed ...

"

III

Hyksos PeriulI
Thothmes

III

Hyksos Pel'iol!
Bighteenth-Nineteenth Dynasty
Amen hotep

I

Hyksos Period
Eighteenth
Dynasty

lIl.-SEATED

Man -headed

First appeared in Hyksos Period

:Man-heaned, winged
Female-headed
Hawk-headed
Hawk-headed, winged

.. '.

"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"

Compare also the doubtful sphinx with wings (1) datiI'g from the Eleventh Dynasty or earlier, alrea(l.y
mentioned in the first part of this appendix (see p. 281). See further in " Revue Egytologique ", Vo!. 11,
p. 145, Vo!. X, p. 86, for a King Harmakhis, in the later instance called" Lord of Memphis" (see p. 243).
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4. - Other Scarabs and Seals Showing the Sphinx,
not chronologically arranged
This addendum does not, of course, profess to be complete, but it gives the Lames- of many of
the more or less important publications containing references to the sphinx on Ec.arabs and seals. Other
references will be found in the various memoirs of excavations, etc. See ef'pecially NEWBERRY, "Scarabs",
pp. 99-101:BUDGE.-- " Meux ", Nos. 493 (used as a hieroglyphic), 668, 686, 688, 702, 1565, 1572, 1589, 1684
(with a hare).
" Wilkinson ", No. 59 (an interesting example).
" Fitzwilliam ", Nos. 83, 168, 203, 229.
BIRCH.- "Alnwick ", Nos. 722, 820, 848, 855, 856, 948, 931, 1019, 1037, 1102, 1104.
FRASER.- Nos. 63, 200, 229, 240, 248, 297, 301, 382.
GRENFELL.- " Rec. Tmv. ", VoI. XXX, PI. I, Nos. 30, 31, 32; PI. Ill, Nos. 141, 154; VoI. XXXVII,
PI, I1' Nos. 59, 60.

"J.E.A. ", VoI. I1, PI. XXXIII, No. 123; PI. XXXIV, Nos. 139, 142.
HILTON PRICE.- Nos. 790--795.
LANZONE.- " Dizionario ", VoI. I, pp. 653, 654.
NEWBERRY.- " Scambs ", PI. XI,I, Nos. 18, 35.
" Timins ", PI. VI, No. 102; PI. VII, Nos. 121; PI. VIII, Nos. 5, 7, 13, 24; PI. XI, No. I1;
PI. XIII, No. 16; PI. XIV, Nos. 20, 25; PI. XV, No. 2, 7; PI. XVI, Nos. 6-6 (1), 12-17;
PI. XX, No. 22.
PETRIE.-

"B.D.S. ", pp. 19, 23, 25-27; PI. XII, Nos. 808-838; PI. XIV, Nos. 894, 895; PI. VI, rev.
of 630; PI XV, No. 1028; PI. XXX, Nos. 955, 1421, 1469, 1553 (2).
" H.S. ", No. 1736.
" S.O. ", PI. LIV, 25.C.2.; PI. LV, 26.A.46.

P.S.B.A. : VoI. XXI, p. 154, PI. I1, No. 29.
Vienna: PI. I, Nos. 3b, I1, 16; PI. I1' Nos. 31,34,65,81 ; PI. Ill, Nos. 148, 166a, 182, 182; PI. IV,
Nos. 203b, 211, 241, 277, 290, 306.

(l) No. 7 shows two passant, man-headed sphinxes faeing eaeh other.
(') No. 8Jti i.~ anoeilLted with an o'itrieh, while No. 1028 has the head of a Set-animal (Nineteenth Dynllsl'YI
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5. -Amulets Portraying the Sphinx

The following list gives references to a certain publications of amulets portraying the sphinxall with the body of a lion unless indicated to the contrary. Details are provided in each casp; and, taken
as a whole, present a general idea of the class of objects now under discussion :-

BUDGE.-

"Fitzwilliam", No. 216.

Couchant, man-headed. Undated.

CARNARVON and CARTER.- " Five Years' Exploration at Thebes" (1912), p. 76, No. 13; "Human-headed
sphinx, cut out of a sheet of copper ".
HALL.- "C.E.S.B.M.", Plate opposite to p. XV.
Dynasty.

Couchant, hawk-headed, Rameses H, Nineteenth

HILTON PRICE.- Nos. 1790, 1795. Couchant, man-headed; No. 2537. Pasi'ant, man-headed. Undated.
LEXA.- " La Magie clans l'Egypte Antique", Vo!. Ill, PI. I,XVII, No. 141.
Undated.

Couchant, ram-headed.

LOFTIE.- " An essay on Scarabs", No. CXXVI. Couchant, hawk-headed, Rames£s Il.
PETRIE.- " Amulets", p. 40, No. 184, man-headed; also hawk-headed, winged. A~cording to PETRIE,
Sixth, Eighteenth and Twenty-sixth Dynasties. No. 185; Female-headed sphinx, with:
(a) body of a "bird" and (b) body of a "cat". According to PETRIE, Sixth Dynasty.
Ptolemaic Period.
"H.S.", No. 1497. Couchant, hawk-headed, Rameses Il.
"S.C.", PI. XLII, No. 114, Couchant, hawk-headed, Rameses 11; No. 115. Couchant, manheaded, Rameses Il; PI. XLV, No. 19.8.34. Couchant, man-headed, Seti Il, Nineteenth
Dynasty.
REISNER.- " Amulets", PI. IX, No. 12102. Couchaut, ram-headed. Shabaka, Twenty-fifth Dynasty;
No. 12016. Passant, man-headed, Seti I; pp. 169-171, Nos. 12329-12343 (cf. PI. XXI);
Couchant, ram-headed. Undated (No. ]2328 came from the area of the Great Pyramids
at Giza in 1884).
The Greyfriar (Charterhouse School Magazine): Vo!. V, p. 162, No. 3. Couchant, man-headed. Undated.

[intentionally blank]

APPENDIX III.-A LIST OF OBJECTS FOUND IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
OF THE GREAT SPHINX AND WHICH ARE NOW
IN THE CAIRO MUSEUM

Journal No.

Description

515
1476-1477

A plume from the crown of a statue of Osiris
...
Two Qed emblems surmounted by the head-dress
of Osiris ...
.
Ten Ded emblems
.
A Qed emblem ...
.
Three Ded emblems
.
Sevent~n heart amulets
.
Five heart amulets...
...
A heart amulet
.,.
.
Twenty-one heart amulets
...
Three heart amulets
.
Twenty-eight Eyes of Horus
.
A square plaque bearing in the centre an Eye of Horus
Twenty-one Eyes of Horus
... ...
An Eye of Horus
...
... .. .
An Eye of Horus
...
Eleven Eyes of Horus
.
A figure of Ta-wer.t
.
A figure of a hawk
..
A crouching ape, crowned with the disk of the moon
A standing figure of an ape
..
A .figure of the God.dess Neith
...
Two figures of the God.dess Neith
.. . ... ... , ..
Six figures of the God Thoth
..
Ra, without a solar disk
...
Ra, without a solar ijsk
.. .
...
Nine figures of the God Ra, similar to the above .
..
Three figures of the Goddess NepthYR
Three figures of the Goddess Selk
.. .
... ...
Four figures of the Goddess Isil', crowned with her
name symbol ...
...
...
Four figures of uraei
...
...
A figure of a frog ... ... .. .
...
...
'"
...
Three figures of frogs
A figure of the God Ptah
...
A figure of the God Iy-m-hotep
...
A figure of a hawk
..
A ushabti-figure bearing the name and one title of a
certain Ankh-pa-krouti ... ... ...
...
Two ushabti-figures similar to the above
...
A ushabti-figure bearing the name of Ankh-pa-krouti
but giving different titles
.

1478-1487
1488
1489-1491
1492-1508
1509-1513
1514
1515-1535
1536-1538
1539-1567
1568
1569-1589
1590
1591
1592-1602
1677
1678
1679
1680
1681
1682-1683
1684-1689
1690
1691
1692-1700
1701-1703
1704-1706
1707-1710
1711-1714
1715
1716-1718
1719
1720
1722
1977
1978-1979
1980

11aterial

Date

Bronze

1858

Lapis lazuli

...

...

'"

...

"
Carnelian
"

Lapsis Jazuli
...
Carnelian...
.
Root of emerald
.
Steatite ... ...
.
"
... ... , ..
Lapis lazuJi
"

.

Carnelian...
"
"

...
.,.

.
...
...

. ..

...
Red jasper '" ..
Brown jaspff
.
Lapis lazuli
.
Steatite ...
.
Root of emerald .
Lapis lazuli
...
Black stone
...
"

•••

'0.

"

. ..

,J

...
...

. ..

"

...

,.,

"
"

...

.
. ..

.
.

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

... . ..
... . ..
Root of emerald ...
"
"

"
Red jasper
Carnelian...
Steatite ...

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

"

...
...

... ...
......

1858
1858

"

...

...

1858

Faience

...
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1981
1996
1997
1999
2000

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006-2007
2009
2010
2067
2068
2091
2549
2565
2612
2880
2881
2882
2906
2907
2917
2918
2919
2920
2921
2922
2923
2925
2927
2928-2930
2931-2933
2940
3092-3099

Description

Material

Date

A ushabti-figure of a Priestess of the Sun-god, named
Sheb Sothis ... ... .. . ... ... .. . ... .. . . .. Faience ...
A figure ofthe God Anubis of fine workmanship. Found
at the bottom of a tomb-shaft
.. Bronze ...
A figure of the God Osiris, at his feet are two uraei,
crown ed with the diadems of Upper and Lower
.
Egypt respectively...
"
.
A figure of the God Osiris
"
.
"
... ......
..
A figure of the God Osiris
"
.
A figure of the Goddess Bastet standing with her arms
at her sides ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
"
'"
.
A figure of the Goddess Bastet in the form of a catheaded woman ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
"
'"
An regis with the head of the Goddess Isis lacking the horns
"
". ......
A figure of the Goddess Isis wearing the horns of a cow
"
.
A figure of the Apis bull... ... ... ... ... ... ...
"
.
Two figures of the Apis bull ... ... .. . .. . .. . .. .
"
A ushabti-figure of a person named c==. "== J3.. Wood

=

..--JJ C:!=

l \\

i:lI

A ushabti-figure of a person named ~
Y~ ~
A figure of the Apis bull ... ...
'"
...
A small figure of the God Osiris
...
.
The" Inventory Stela" (see p. ll3)
'"
.
A scarab bearing a representation of a king standing
'"
.
betwef'n two uraei
A scarab
.
A scarab bearing a proper namf'
.
A figure of the Goddess Isis wC31ing the disk and horns
'"
...
A figure of the God Anubis
'"
...
A figure of the God Thoth
A figure of the Goddess Ta-wer.t
...
A figure of the God Aubis
..
A figute of the God Ra crowned with the solar rlisk
..... .
.. . .. .
A figure of the God Ptah
A figure of the Goddess Nepthys
.
.. . ...
A figure of the God Thoth
A figure of the God Ptah
.
.. .
...
A figure of the God Thot h
.. . ...
...
'"
...
A figure of the Goddess Ta-wer.t
. ..
A coucbant lion ... ... ... '"
A figure of a bull (Apis 1)
.
A group of three crocodiles made from the same mould.
Three figures of the Goddess Sekbmet crowned with
the solar disk
..
A figure of the God Osiris
.
Eight statlWttes of the Gods: Isis, Anubis, Thoth,
Khonsu, Neith (I), Selk and Ta-wer.t ... ... ...

(l) Neith is here represented as suckling two crocodiles.

"

Bronze

...
...
Limestone

...

.
...

"

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

"
"
"

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

"

1858

Faier.ce
...
White carnelian
Root of emerald
Grey faif'JlCf~

"

"
Blue faience
"

"
GIey faience
Blue faience

"

"

185R

"

Bronze" ...
Faience ...

.
.

...

1858
1858
1858
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Description

3100
3101
3102-3103
3104-3105
3106

A figure of the Godde8s Ta-wer.t ... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Neith suckling two crocod.iles.
Two figures of the God. Anubis ... ... ... ... . ..
Two figures of the God Khnwm
... ... ... ...
A figure of a hawk-headed God weaflng the
Double Crown ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A figur~ of the God Ptah-Khonsu
... ... ' "
'"
A figure of the God Thoth ... ... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the God Ptah
... ... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the God Ptah-PatiqlH>, standing on the
backs of two crocodiles (1)
... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Nepthys
... ... ... ...
A figure of a seated cat ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the God Ptah-Patique
... ... ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Nepthys
... ... ... ...
An amuletic figure of the Double Lion GOfl ... ...
A figure of the God Anubis ... ... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the God Khn wm
... ... .. . ... ...
A figure ef a hawk-headed God crowned with the
Double Crown ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
A figure of the God-Ra crowned with the solar fJ.jsk
A Derl amulet ... ... ... ... ... .. . .. . ... ...
A Ded amulet ... ... ...
... ... '" ... ...
An-amulet in the form of a serpent's head
... ...
Three amulets in the form of serpents' hpads ... ...
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
... ... ...
An Eye of Horus
... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ...
The" Shen " amulet
... ... ... .. . ... ... ...
A Sem" amulet ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ...
A Ded amulet ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A Ded amulet ... ... ...
... ... ... ... .. .
An-" angle" amulet
. .. ...
... ... ... .. .
A tablet of Thoth with a small column in rplief ...
A "Menat" amulet ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ...
Two figures of frogs ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... .. .
A figure of a frog ... ... ... ... . .. ... ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Isis crowned with the symbol
of her name ... ... ... ... ...
... ... .. .
A scarab inscribed with the name of the Scribe,
Amen-ern-Apt
...
... ... .. . ... ... .. .
'J'hirtef n Eyes of Horus ... ... ... .. , ... ... .. .
... ... ...
Five amulets in the form of head-rests
...
Three amulets in the form of papyrus columns
Three tablets of Thoth ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Two "Scm" amulets
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A table of Thoth
... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .
Nine angles and nine triangles
... ... ... ... .. .
Four amulets in the form of serpents' heads ... ...

3107
3108
3109
3110
3121
3122
3123
3124
3125
3126
3127
3128
3129
3130
3131
3132
3133-3135
3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
3141
3142
3143
3144
3145-3146
3147
3148
3495
3542--3554
3555-3559
3568-3571
3572-3574
3575-3576
3517
3578-3586
3587-3590

Material

...

...

.

H

...

...

...

...

Date

... ... ...
... ... .. .
... .. . ...
... ... ...

1'858
1858
1858
1858

... ... .. .

.. . ... ...
.. . ... ...

1858
1858
1858
1858

... ... .. .
... ...
... ... ...
.. . ... ...
.. . ... ...
... ... .. .
... ... .. .
... ... ...

1858
1858
1808
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

.. .

...
...
.. .
...

1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1859
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858
1858

... ...

1858

Hard white stonc ...
Hard stone ... ...
Hrematite
... ...
Hard stone ... ...

1859
1859
1859
1859

"
"
"
Hrematite

1859
1859
1859
1859

Faience

"

"
"

"
"

"
"
"
"

"
"

"

"
"

"
"
"

"

'"

'"

...

'"

.. .

...

... ... ...
... ... ...

.. . ... ...

"
... ." ...
"
Carnelian
... ... ...
Hromatite
... ...

Grey stone
...
Root of emeralrl
Black jasper ...
Carnelian
...
Lapis lazuli ...
Hrematite
...
Root of emerald
Whitt' carnelian
Root of emerald
Brown porphyry
Lapis lazllli

Carnelia.n

...
.. .
...
...
...

.. .

... ...
... ...
... ...
...

...

.. .

...

18~

(1) On the back of this group is a figure of the Goddess Isis.
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Journal No.

Description

3591-3603
3604-3606
3607
3608
3609-3611
3612-3614
3615
3616

3768-3770
3771-3773
3774-3776
3777-3778
3779
3780-3781
3782
3783
3784
3785
3786-3788

Thirteen divine head-dresses in the form of two plumes.
Three amulets of a similar form to the above ...
A seal; symbol of eternity ... ... .., ... ...
A table of Thoth with a small column in relief
'"
Three " Menat " amulets... ...
Three figures of frogs
.. .
.. .
A figure of a hawk ...
...
...
A figure of the Goddess !sis, crowned with the disk and
horns
.
A figure of the Goddess Isis crowned w:th her name
synlbol... ... ... ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Neith
...
...
A figure of the Goddess Isis crowned with her name
syulbol... ... ... ...
...
.
A figure of the Goddess Selk
Two figures of the God Thoth
'" ...
.
A kneeling figure of a genius with the h€ad ofa hawk
Nineteen vases ... .., ..
Five figures of frogs ...
...
Twenty-eight Eyes of Horus...
.
.
Three vases
.. . ... ... ...
Four figures of calves bound for sacrifice
Four figures of genius ... ... ... .... ...
A figure ef the God Ptah-Patique
A figure of the God Thoth ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Ta-wer-t
A figure of the Goddess Isis, seated, crowned with
thl} disk and horns
...
.
An amulet... ... ...
..,
.
Five Ded amulets, all made flOm the same mould ..
..,
.
Fifty-7even Qed amulets
.., '"
... '"
... .. .
Three Ded amulets ...
Eleven-figures of the followir g Gods: 2 Khonsll,2 Isis,
2 Amon, 2 Nepthys, 2 Horus, 1 Selk ...
Three figures of the God Amon ... ...
Three seated figures of the Goddess Isis
Three figures of the Goddess Nepthys
Two figures of the God Anubis
A figure of the God Khnwm... ...
Two figures of the God Thoth
A figure of Horus the Son of Isis
A figure of the God Khonsu
A figure of the Goddess Selk
A figure of the God Ra; the sun-disk is lacking
Three " Menat " amulets ...

3789-3791

Three amulets of the form '0

3792-3795
3796-3801
3802-3806

Four seals havi g a square base
Hard ston e
Six seals, pyrimic1.al in form and having a square base. FaierCf'
Three head-dresses formed of the two plumes 0.. ... Hard stone

3617

0..

3618
3619
3620
3621-3622
3623
3624-3642
3643-3647
3648-3675
3B76-3678
3079-3682
3683-3686
3687
3688
. 3689
3690
3691
3692-3696
3697-3753
3754-3756
3757-3767

Hard stone
Lapis" lazuli
Root of emf'rald

,.,"
I,apis lazlIli

"

• ..

0..

0 ..

"
"

..

.

"
"
Hani "stont:'

"
"
Faience
Red pastr (1)
Faiencp.
,j

"
"

"
"

..
"
Carnelian
...
Faience

"

"

"
"
"

"

"

"

"

..
"

"

DAte

1859
1859
]859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
]859
]859
]859
1859
j859
1859
]859
1859
1859
1859
]859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
]859
]859
]859
1859
]859
]859
]859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
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3807-3814
3815-3821
3822
3823
3824-3825
3826-3830

Eight tablets of Thoth ... ...
'"
. ..
Seven "Shen "amulets . .. .. .
.. .
...
An amulet III the form of the sun in its horizon cQ:l
A figure of a hawk ... ... ... ... ... ...
..,
Two amulets in the form of serpents' heads
..,
Five libation tablets with and without Eyes of
Horus (sic) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Two scarabs with the legs folded under the body ...
A funerary scarab ... ... ... ... ... .., ... . ..
Two amul~ts in the form of a hawk's head crowned
with the solar disk ... ... ... .. . ... .., ...
A figure of a Goddess kneeling and placing her hand
on her head in a gesture of mourning.
She has
no distinguishing head-dress
...
Six Eyes of Horus ...
..,
An un inscribed scarab
...
A scarab with the legs folded under the body... ...

3831-3832
3833
3834-3835
3836
3837-3842
3843
3844
3845
4405
4406-4407
4408-4410
4411-4412
4413
44.14
4415
4416
4417
4422
4423
4424

Date

Red "paste (~) ...
Lapis lazuli
Carnelian ...

1859
1859
1859
1859
1859

Faience ...
.
Hard stone
.
Root of emerald

1859
1859
1859

Faience

1859

Hard stone

Blue faience
...
Faience ...
...
Green porphyry ...
Black stone, spotted
with white... ..,
Blue paste
.
Root of emerald
.
Red paste
...
Faience ...
..,
Black stone
...

A scarab bearing a conventional design
...
An Eye of Horus
... ... ...
.. .
Two Eyes 6f Horns
.. . .. .
.. .
Three Ded amulets
... ...
. ..
Two sMrabs with the legs folded under the body
.
A vase... ... .., ... ... ... ... ... ... .., ..
An amulet in the form of a divine head-dre~s of two
plumes... ...
...
.
"
A mason's plumb
..,
.
"
...
A " Shen "amulet
..,
...
.
"
.
An amuletic figure of the Double Lion-God
... Faience .. ,
.
An un inscribed scarab ... ... ... ... ...
. Brown porphyry
An amulet in the form of two human fingers...
. Black stone ...
A very beautiful heart scarab, bearing eleven lines of
inscription, and the name of a certain son of
"

f lr f~
~ ~

4421)
4426
4427
4428
4429
4430
4431
4537
4538
4539
4540-4541
4542
4543

Material

(? 1) son of his mother:

m.. ·

l

~

.

•••

'0'

.
. ..

Green stonr, highly
polished

A figure of the God Ptah
.. Bronze
...
A figure of the God Ptah
.
"
...
.
A figure of the Apis bull
A figure of the Apis bull
.
"
A sphinx
... ... ... ...
.
A human mask with incrusted eyes
..,
.
"
...
A head of a sceptre, surmounted by an erect uraeus.
"
.
.. , Carnelian .
An amulet in the form of a serpent's head
A figure of the God Ra; the sun-disk is lacking . Lapis lazuli
A figure of the Goddess Nepthys
.
"
Two Ded amulets
. .. .. .
.. .
.
"
A " Shen "amulet
'" ..
"
A vase... ... ...
... ...

. ..

'"

"

•••

'0'

'0'

"

'00

•••

•

"

.
••

......

1859
18G9

1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859

1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
18G9

",'

1859
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4629-4630
4544
4545
4546
4547-4548
4549-4551
4552-4555
4556-4557
4558
4559
4560
4561-4562
4563-4564
4565
4566
4567
4568
4569
4570-4573
4574
4575-4581
4582
4583
4584-4585
4586
4587-4589
4590-4593
4594-4595
4596
4597-4598
4599-4600
4601
4602-4604
4605-4607
4608
1609
4610
4611
4612
4613
1614
4615
4616
4617
4618..:.4628

THE GREAT SPHINX AND ITS SECRETS

Description

Material

Two amulets in the form of two human fingers
. Hard stone
.
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
.. Hrematite
.
A " Menat" amulet ... ... ... ... ...
.
. Lapis lazuli
A tablet of Thoth, dEcorated. with a small column. Root of emerald ...
Two amulets in the form of the sun in the horizon Red paste (?) .
Four Ded amulets ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Faier..ce ...
.
Four ~arabs having the legs folded under th", bod.y. Various hard materials ...
Two calves bound for sacrifice
... ... ... ... ... Red paste (1)... ...
A pyrimidal-shaped seal havil' g a square base
.. Faience ... '"
.
.
A figure of a frog ... ... ... .. . .. . ... ...
. Black stone ...
A figure of a hawk-headed God crowned with the
Double Crown
...
. Faience ... ...
Two Ded amulets
'"
. Lapis lazuli
.
.
Two Ded amulets
'" '"
. Carnelian...
'"
...
'" Faience ... '"
A Ded amulet
A Ded amulet
'"
'" Red paste (?) ...
A ~se
. Lapis lazuli '"
A vase
... Carnelian... ...
A vase...
'" '"
... Green porphyry
Four vases
... ...
... Hard stone ...
An Eye of Horus .. . .. . .. . ... .. . '" .. . .. . Faience ... ...
Seven Eyes of Horus
... '," ... '" '" .. . .. . Hard stone ...
. .. . .. .. . ... .. . Faience ... '"
A figure of the God Khn wm
A figure of the God Amon
... ... ... '"
.
"
... ......
An amuletic triad of Isis, Horns and Nepthys
..
"
'"
.
An amulet similar to the above examples...
.
"
... '"
... ... ... ... ...
. Hard stone
Three figures of frogs
.
Four figures of calves bound for sacrifice
. Red paste (1) ..
Two amulets in the form of a head-dress of two plumes. Black ston e
.
A figure of the God Thoth ... . • ... ... ... ... Lapis lazuli
.
Two figures of the God Ra with a solar disk... ...
"
Two figures of the God Thoth
... ... ... ... ..
"
A figure of the Goddess Isis crowned with her name
synlbol
.
Three amulets in the form of papyrus sceptres
. Hard "stone
Three mason's plumbs
..,
.
"
A " Shen "amnlet
.
"
A " Shen " amulet
.
"
'"
...
A scarab with the legs folded under the body; very Black stone, highly
fine work ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.... ..
polished
A scarab similar to the above but not such fine Black stone, highly
workmanship
.
polished
.
.
A scarab ... ...
. Faience ...
An amulet in the form Qf the sun in the horizon . Red paste (?)
.. .
... Faience ... '" ...
An amulet in the form of a serpent's head
A belt buckle
..,
. Red pafte (?) ... .. .
A belt buckle
.
"
...
An Eye of Horus
... Faience
Eleven uninscribed scarabs
... Hard stone

Date

1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
]809

]859
]859
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Description

Journal No.

Material

Date

-------1----------------------1----------1-----4631

n

All inscribed scarab, set in a very fine gold mount,
Inscribed:

\I

4747

~

Itl59

A fragmentary square base and part of a statue of
a kneeling person, clad in a long robe. Inscribed:

Jl1

Jl1

c::::=.

0

~~
~

~

<>-==>

~

~~

~~

I
I~
w
~~
---

n

J:---...
MNVV\

"-.)
(¥\

4748

... Hrematite and gold

~

Limestone

...

...

1859

... ... ... Limestone

..,

...

1859

...

1859
1859

... ... ... ...

*8
MNVV\

~

r;;;;;;?'\

A damaged piece of sculpture, representing the Godde~s
Isis receiving the homage of a king. Inscribed:

C~~ ~ ~ J

and another figure of

Isis, with the two cartouches :

K
~~
NWW\

(\
~

t~
:c=r
c::::=.

... ... ...

.,

.

ca

"---/ '-../
4757
4758

An amulet in the form of two human fingers ...
An amulet in the form of two humar fingers ...

... Black jasper (1)

...

"

...
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Description

Journ&1 No.

4759-4761
4762-4768
4769-4774
4775
4776-4781
4782
4783-4787
4788
~789-4791

4792-4794
4795-4798
4799-4800
4801-4808
4809-4811
4812-4814
4815-4817
4818-4819
4820
4821
4822
4823
4824-4838
4839-4843
4844--4846
4847-4853
4854-4855
4856
4857
4858
4859-4860
4861-4863
4864
4865
4866
4867
4868
5135
5136-5138
5139--5150
5'151
5152
5153
5154tH55

5156
5157

Material

Black jasper
...
Three amulets of the same form as the above...
Seven un inscribed scarabs
Hard stone
...
Six figures of calves, bound for sacrifice
Red-paste (1)
...
A figure of the God Bes
Faien ce ...
...
Six vases
Green porphyry
..
A vase ...
Carnelian... ...
.
Green porphyry
..
The two plumes of Amon
An amulet in the form of two ostrich plumes...
"
..
Three tablets of Thoth
Black jasper
...
Three " Sem "amulets
"
..
Four amulets in the form of papyrus sceptres...
Root of emerald
.
Two "Menat" amulets
...
Lapis lazuli ...
.
Eight uninscribed scarabs
.. Various hard. materials
"
Three scarabs having the legs bent under the body...
"
Three figures of frogs
.. . ... .. . ... ... .. . ...
Three amulets in the form of the sun in the horizon
Red paste (1)
...
Two" angles" ...
...
'"
Black jaspl'r
...
A mason's plumb
'"
"
..
A " Shen "amulet
...
"
..
An amulet in the form of a serpCllt's head
Carnelian... '"
.
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
Hrematite...
.
Fifteen Eyes of Horus
Hard stone
.
'"
Faience ...
.
Five Eyes of Horus
'" '" '" Red paste (1)
...
Three belt buckles
Seven Ded amulets
... ...
Faielcce ...
...
Two De-d amulets
'" '"
Red paste (1)
...
One fled amulet
Carnelian
..
An u~inscribed scarab
'"
Red paste (1)
.
An uninscribed scarab mounted in a gold ring
Red jasper and gold
Two seals, pyrimidal in shape
Black stone
. ..
Three amulets in the form of a cartouche...
Various stones
.
Faience ... ...
.
A figure of a hawk wearing the Double Crown
"
.. . ... .. .
Two Eves of Horus ... .. . ... .. . ... ... .. . .. .
A figur~ of the Goddess Isis crowned with her name
symbol ... ... ... ... ...
Lapsis lazuli
.
"
..
A figure of the Goddess Neith
A pierced cylinder with figures of divinities
Faience ...
.
A. beautiful scarab bearing an effaced inscription
Green stone, polished
Three fine uninscribed scarabs
Various hard materials
'"
"
Twelve unir scribed scarabs ...
A figure ofIsis the Mother wearing the Double Crown. Green faience...
.
"
.
A figure of the Goddess Bastet (I)
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
Black jasper ..
A scarab bearing a figure in relief
Green faience ..
A scarab
... ... ... ... ... ...
.
"
...
A. scarab bearing an effaced inscription (2)
Hard gr~,en stone :::
A scarab ... ... ... ." ... ... ... ... ...

(1) Catalogue No. 39005.
(I) Perhaps Gnostic in character.

:::1

Date

1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
185!l
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
1859
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Journal No.

Description

IH58
5159
5160
lH61
5162
5163

...
.
..,
.
A scarab bearing the lIame of Amon-Ra
..
.
A scarab
An uninscribed scarab
"0
...
...
...
A stone from a ring, on one side, and on the other
side, a damaged inscription ... ... ... ... ...

5169-5174
5175-5185
5186
5216
5217
5387

5388

5389
5390-5391
5392
5412
6367-6369

An uninscribcd scarab

An uninscribed scarab
"0

...

...

6413
6414
6415

...

0..

0..

..

•

...

0"

6416
6417
6418
6419
6420-6422
6423
6424
6425
6426-6427
6428
6429
6430
6431-6432

"0

0

..

Six figures of calves bound for ~acrifice ... ... ...
Elevcn scarabs, the legs bent under the body...
.
A stone from a ring engraved with the Eye of Hoius .
A heart-scarab. Inscription almost illegible ...
.
A scarab bearing the name of Heru, son of Ptah-iri-sis(?)
A ~quare 8tela. Upper register showsdeceasHJ., Uun efer,
standing before Osiri~. Second register: The offering formula, terminating in a mention of the age
of the deceased: 51 years, 10 months and 17 days.
A steIn, of the same form and. workmanship as the preceding. Upper register: deceased, Pinefer, ad.oring
Osiris. Second register : offering-formula, giving
age of the deceased: 57 years, 10 months, 5 days.
A figure of a hawk, in profile
0............ ..
Two kneeling fignres of hawk-headed genius· ... ...
A figure of the God Soped in the form of a mummified
..
hawk 0" . . . . . . . " . . . . . . 0.. ..
A kneeling figure of a hawk-headed genius
..
Three canopic jars; lids in the form of heads of the
Son s of Horus ..
A scarab bearing the names of Rameses II
An oval amulet, covered with gold-leaf, inscribed with
the name of Amon ... ... ... ... ... 0.. ...
A band of gold, with a figure of the Goddess Hathor in
sunk relief ... ..0 ... ... .., ... ... ... . ..
A figure of a ram worked on a small piece of gold leaf.
An amulet in the form of a collar, terminating in the
heads of Hawks
A Qed amulet
.. .
.. . ... .. .
An ankh
...
.
A " Menat" amulet
.
A "Menat" amulet
.
Three vaseR ... .. .
... .. . .. .
.
An amulet in the form of a. head-rest
An amulet in the form of a serpent's head
.
A figure of the Goddess Isis crowned with her name
symbol... ... ... 0.. ... 0..
. ..
Two figures of the Goddess Selk
...
A figure of the God Thoth
..
A figure of a hawk
..0
...
A cartouche ..
Two figures of Horus the Child
.. . .. . ...
0

6411
6412

Material

..

•

...

...

...

•

.00

...

...

0

..

..

0

0

...

•

..

Datc

Amethyst
.
Reel ja'sper
.
Blue faience
.
Grey faience ..
Hard grey stone

1859
1859
1859
1859
1859

Hard stone, mottleJ
green and hrown ...
Red paste (1) ... . ..
"
.
Red jasper
.
Hard. white stone ..
Brown stone ...

1859
1859
1859
1869
1859
1859

Limestone

1859

Blue "faience

1H39
11:159

0

"

185~)

Wood
......
YeJlow faience

1839
1859

Hard white limestone
Faiellee ... .., ...

1860
1860
1860

"

1860
1860

GclJ

"
"
"
""

.

Porphyry ..
Carneliall
...
Hrematite .
Carneliall ..
0

Lapis lazuli

"

"
"

"
Faience

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
18GO
IBM

1860
1860
1960
1860
1860
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6434
6435-6437
6438
6439
6440-6444
6445
6446-6454
6455-6459
6460-6463
6464-6465
6466
6467-6468
6470
6881
8052-8059
8060-8062
8063-8067
8068-8069
8070-8072
8073-8077
8078-8082
8083-8084
8085-8090
8091
8092
8093
8094-8095
8096
8097
8098
8099
8100-8101
9419-9425
£426-9427
9428-9431
9432
9433
9434--9436
9437-9443
9444-9447
9448-9449
9450
9451-9462
9463:--94G4
9950
9956-9960
9961-9986
9987-9989

THE GREAT SPHINX AND ITS SECRETS

Description

Material

A figure of the Goddel':s Bastet
Three figures of the Goddess Ta-wer.t
.An amulet in the form of an erect uraeus
A square amulet bearin g a figure of a fish
Five warabs having the legs bent under the body ...
A golden ear-ring on which are threaded two beacs.
Nine Eyes of Horus ...
Five amulets in the form of papyrus Eceptres ...
Four warabs
Two amulets in the form of divine hrad-dresses
An amuletic " angle"
Two vases ,..
A figure of Isis the Mother crowned with the di~k and
horns
A figurfl of a semi nude woman arran gin g her hair ...
Eight Eyes of Horus
Three uninscriberl. Ecarabs
Five scarabs having the legs bent under the body ...
Two amulets in the form of two human fin gers
Three vaEes ...
Five amulets in the form of divine head-dresses
Five" ShEn " amulets
Two amulets in t.he form of the sun in the horizon.
Six seals with Equare bases ...
A figure of a vulture
A figure of the God Thoth
... 1
A figure of the God Khn wm ...
Two amulJts in the form of serpeds' heads
A figure of the Goddess Isis
A figure of the Goddess Selk
..-.
A figure of the Goddess Nepthys
A figure of the God Thoth
Two figures of the God Horns
Seven Eves of Horus
Two uni~scribed scarabs ...
Four scarabs having the legs bent. under the body
A scarab
A nse ...
Three vases
Six figures of various Gods
Four amulets in the form of divine hcad-r.ress(s ...
Two amulEts in the form of serpents' heads
A Ehuttle
Twelve fragments of a collar formed of square amulets.
Two amulets in the form of two human fingers
A libation basin, of the Old Kingdom style. InEcribed
with the name of Nub-hotep ,..
Five Eyes of Horus ...
Twenty-six Eyes of Horus
...
Three scara bs having the legs bent under the body ...

Date

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860

Faience

"
"
"
Various
materials
Gold
Faience
Green jasper
Faience
Blaek jasper

"
Red paste

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1850
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860

Faience
Gold
Various materials

"
"
"
"
"
" (1) ...
Red paste
Various materials
I~a.pis lazuli
Faierce

"
Carnelian
...
Lapis lazuli
"
"
"
"
Hard stone

"

White" stone
Carnelian ...
Hard stone
Lapis lazuli
Hard stone
Carnelian ...

" materials
Various
Stone

Va~ious materials

, Han]

"
stone

·.. 1

1860
1860
1860
1860
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Journal No.

9990-9H91
9992-9997
9998-10003
10004-10009
10010-10012
10013-10016
10017-10021
10022-10023
10024~10025

10026-10028
10029-10031
10062
10851-10856
10857-10861
10862-10864
10865-10867
10868
10869-10871
10872-10878
10879-10881
10882-10886
10889
10901-10906
10907-10908
10909-10910
10911-10912
10913·-10915
10916
10917
10918
10919-10920
10921-10925
10926
11533-11534
11535
11536
11537
11538
11539
12181-12183
12184-12186
12187
12188-12193
12194-12195
12196-12197

Description

Two un inscribed scarabs...
...
Six Qed amulet.s
.
Six vases ... ...
...
...
Six amulets in the form' of di,ine head-dresses
Thre3 amulets in the form cf head-rests
...
Four seals with square bases...
...
Five seals ... ... ... ...
.
Two figures of the God Set
. .
.
Two figures of frogs ... ...
.. . .. . . ..
.. .
Three emblems of divinities
... ... ... '"
.
Three amulets in the form of papyrus sceptres
..
A diorite statue of the King Khafra, seated on his
throne. Behind his head is the divine hawk in an
attitude of protection (I)
..
Six Eyes of Horus ...
...
Five unir.scribed warabs
...
Three vases ... ...
.. . .. .
.. .
...
... ...
...
...
Three Qed amulets
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
.
Three scarabs having the legs bent under the body ..
Seven figurrs of Gods: 2 Isis, 2 NepthY8, 3 Ha
.
Three heap.s of serpmts ... ... .. . .. . ... ... .. .
Five broken amulets: 2 vulturrs, 1 phallus, 1 soul,
1 winged serped... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A head-rest, made in three sections, the base is missing.
Six uninscribed scarabs ... ... ... ...
...
Two figures of calves bound for sacrifice
...
Two amulets in the form of serpents' heads
...
Two amulets in the form of papyrus sceptres
...
Three Eyes of Horus
.
A vase:.. ... ... ...
...
An uninscribed heart scarab...
. ..
A figure of a frog .. . ... .. . .. . .. . ... . .. .. .
Two figures of the God Ra ... . .. ... ... ... ...
Five figures of Gods 1 Nepthys, 1 Isis, 1 Thoth, 1 Ra
An amulet in the form of two human fingers... ...
Two Eyes of Horus ... .. . ... ... .. . .. .
...
A figure of a hawk-headed crocodile ... ...
..
.
A scarab havin g the legs bent under the body
An amulet in the form of a divine head-dress...
.
A tahlet of Thoth ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
.
An amulet bearing a representation of four Gods
.
Three inscribed. scarabs ... ... ... ...
.
Three square amulets
... ... ... .. .
.. .
...
A figure of the Goddess Bastet ... ...
Six figures of the Goddess Bastet from the same mould.
Two Eyes of Horus
.
Two vases ... ...
.

(1) This is the world·famous statue of Khafra.

Material

Date

Hard stone
...

"

..,

Various materials ...

"

"
"
" (?) ...
Red paste
Various materials ...
~

,

"

...
'0'

Diorite ... ...
Various materials ...
"

'0.

"

...

" ... ...
Hrematite
Various materials ...
Lapis lazuli ...
Carnelian ... . ..
Gold
.
Alabaster .
Various materials ...
Red paste (?) .
Carnelian
..
Gree n jasper
.
Faience ... ...
Blue faiel ce ..
Basalt
.
Green Jasper .
Lapis lazuli
.
Various materials ...
Faier.ce ... ...

"

"
Hrematite
"
...
Green Jasper ...
Faience ...

"
"
"
"

"
"

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860.
1860
~860

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
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Description

Journal No.

12198
12199
12200
12201
13161-13162
13163
13164
13165
13166-13167
13168-13170
13171-13172
13173-13177
13178-13180
13181
13182
13183
15161-15164
15165
15166
15167
15168
15169
15170
15171-15172
15173-15174
15175-15176
15177-15178
15179
15211 bis
15212 Ms

15219-15270
15271
15272
15273
15274
15275-15276
15277
15278
15279
15280-15281
15282
15283
15284-15291
15292
15293

An amulet in the form of a fish '"
A figure of the God Ptah-Patique
A figure of a frog
A figure of a cat
Two Ded amulets
A va;;
A group of seven Gods: 3 Ra, 3 Isis, 1 Thoth
A triad of Isis, Horus and Nepthys
Two uninscribed scarabs ...
Three Eves I)f Horus
Two am~lets in the form of head-rests
Three amulets in th(' form of the plumes of Alllon,
and two tablets of Thoth
Three scarabs with the l('gs bent under the body ...
A frog-heacl.ed scarab, with the legs bent under the body
A figure ef a hawk, head-dress lacking
A figure of an ape ' 0 '
Four figures of Gods: 1 Bastct (seated), 1 Bastct
(standing), 1 Bcs, 1 Bastet (1) crowned with two
plumes .0.
A figure of the Goddess Isis "0
A figure of the Goddess Mut ...
An Eye of Horus
0'0

A vase .
A vase .
An un inscribed scarab
Two inscribed scarabs
Two figures of frogs
Two figures of ibis
.
Two figures of cats .
A square amulet bearing a head of Hathor between
two apes
A statue of Khafra, seated upon a throne (headless)
A damaged statue of Khafra ...
Fifty-two figures of cats ...
A standing figure of a cat
A figure of a pig
A figure of the Goddess Bastet
A figure of Isis the Mother ...
Two figures of the Goddess Mut (one broken)
A figure of the Goddess Bastet
A figure of the Goddess Mut .0.
A figure of the Goddess Bastet (seated)
Two inscribed scarabs
A damaged figure of the Apis bull
A group of six figures of Bes
Eight Eyes of Horus
An Eye of Horus
An amulet representing the Goddess Ta-weLt before
an Eye of Horus

Material

Date

Faience

"
"

:::1
"0

"
Camelian
...

"
Faience
" stOIlS
Hard
Faience
Hrematite
Various I'Itones

"
Hard stone

...

' '1

"
Limestone
Faience

"
" and b 1a c k
I vory
enamel (sic) ...
Alabaster ...
Terra cotta
Green porphyry
Faience

"
"

"
"
Diorite

"
Faience
"
"
"
"
"

"

"
"

"

"
"
"
"
"

1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1860
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
]861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
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Description

Journal No.

15294
15956
15957-15958
15959
15960
15961
15936
15964-15965
18220
19588-19600
19601-19612
19612
19613-19619
19620
19621
19622
19623
196U-19630
19631-19636
19637
19638
19639
19640
19641
19752-19755
19756
19757
19758
19759
19760
19761
19762
20<130-20431
25017

Da·te

Matetial

A figure of the God BeR, standi ug on a papyrus heal1.,
and carryin g a chilll. in his mouth
. .. Terra cotta
A scarab
...
... Black stone
Two scarabs
. Grey stone
. Porcelain ...
Three divinities: Horus, Nipthys and Isis
A. hawk
...
"
...

...

. ..

Threc gods...

...

.

Two rld (stability)
.
The sarcophagus and. lllunuuy of Khufu-allkh (OIJ
Kingdom) :... ... ... ... ...
.
Thirteen uninscribed heart-warabs
..
Twelve f::Carabf', with the legs bent. undcr the botly .
.
Seven amulets in the form of two human fingers
Seven my~ tic fingers...
.
...
A Ded amulet ... ...
...
An-amulet in the form of a papyrus sceptre
A vaf'e
.
An amulet bearing a figure of the Qed bet.ween
two figures of the God Ra .. . . .. ... .. . . ..
Seven figures of God.s : 3 Moui (sic)J 1 Horus the Son of
Isis, 2 Isis, 1 Khn wm
... ... ...
.
.
Six triads of Isis, Horus and Nepthys
A figure of an ibis .. . ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...
...
... ...
A figure of the Double Lion God
.. .
. .. .. .
A figure of a frog . . .. . ...
An amulet in the form of the two plumes of Amon
An Eye of Horus
...
.. .
. ..
.. .
Four inscribed. :;-carabs
...
...
...
An amulet bearing an inscription. On the reversr, a
...
.
hawk and an erect uraeus
.
A figure of the God Ptah-Patique...
. ..
A vase... ... ... ... ... ... ...
An illl imcribed scarab
.. . .. . .. . .. .
'"
A sma II vase
. .. ... ... ... ... ... .. .
.
..
An ooEis of the head. of the Goddess Bastet 0)
Fragments of a bas-relief, representing a standil g man,
holding a baton... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A square stela bearing the names of a certain Nakht,
and his family, Twelfth Dynasty
..
Ushabti-figures ... ... ... ...
.
10 102 ushabtis, very coarse
..

20 54 ushabtis, inscribed

n

D
-<:2>-

;J

~ ~...

...

30 1 usliabt'i, inscribecl. as the preceding ... ... ...
40 1 ushabti, front. inscription effaced, back inscription as above
... ...
'"
. ..
50 9 ushabtis, uninscribed
...
...

60 2 ushabtis, inscribed

~

t

~ ~ n ~?

"

.0.

...

. ..

"

•••

.0.

'0'

1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861
1861

" stone
Black

1861
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862

Faience

]862

Red. granite ... ...
Black and red stone
Various materials ...
Black ston(' ... ...

"
Faience

"

"
"
"

J'

•.•

•••

• ••

Black and grey stonc
(?)
..
Faience ... '" ..
"

'0'

•••

Terra-cotta
.
Black stone
.
Root of emerald
Grey stone
...
Faience ...
0

...

..

1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862
1862

Limestone

1862

"
... , ..
Blue porcelain or grey

1862
1881

"
"
"
"
"

1881

1881
1881
1881
1881
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Description

Journal No.

01\ 1

(1)

70 2 ushabtis, inscribed on back:

==c:::=>
rwvvv.

25699
25700

~~~~~~~

"
Serpentine
Carnelian ...
Basalt
Black stone
Lapis lazuli
White faience ...
Various materials
Black stone
Hrematite
Blue terra cotta
Green faience ...
Blue terra cotta
GNen "faience ...
Basalt
Green faience ...

b T ...

"

A figure of a hawk wearing the Double Crown
Yellow faience
A figure of the God Thoth in the form of an ibis.

A scarab inscribed:

J

Blue stone

t ~

... Faience

25702

A scarab inscribed : ~

'~ ~

25703
25704
25772

A scarab with a damaged inscription as No. 25702 ...
A figure of the God Bes
A base of statue P), bearing the name of Queen

B~b::'"

!~

~

25776

A bas-relieffrom the tomb of

26109

Cartouche of Khafra ...
A figure of the Goddess Isis, seated and suckling
the infant Horus
A ushabti-figure, bearing t.he name:

1881

D1

Fifty-seven un inscribed uslwbti-figures
An un inscribed heart-scarab, fine workmanship
An uninscrihed heart scarab
.
An unimcribed heart scarab .
Amulet in t.he form of two human fingers
A figure of a hawk ...
A triad of Isis, Horus and Nepthys
Five Eyes of Horus ...
Amulet ...
Amulet "a pillow" ...
Small columns with lottus-flowers ...
A figure of the Goddess Isis, seated, an d sucklin g Horus
A scarab
A little calf ...
A figure of the God Shu ...
A scarab
A figure of the God Ra ...
A seated figure of the Goddess Bastet. On the back

";;:::;7

26511

1881

AlabaElter ...

Before him is the feather
25701

Blue porcelain or grey
~~~~~~~. Faience

~
nn ~~~
€)
~~ ;v-m-m

is inscribed:

Date

!iE:i!iE:i~!iE:i!iE:i~~

801 uslwbtl:, feet lacking, inscribed on back "I~

25018
25019
25020
25021
20522
25023
25024
25025
25027
25028
25690
25692
25693
25694
25695-2569
25696
25697
25698

Material

1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881

"

1881

"
"

1881
1881

Limestone

1881

with the

~ ~~ ~~~

"
Green faience ...

"

1881
1881
1881
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Description

Joumal No.

27443
27454
27455
2748:-l

Material

A sphinx, Found in the excavations of the Great
Sphinx, between the brick wall and the staircase Limestone
A Roman statuette of the Goddess Isis, the right hand
holding a baton. Found in thc debris beside the
. o. Bronze
staircase leading to the Temple of the Sphinx
A statuette of the Goddess S~khmet, seated in front
of an obelisk
..
"
Fragments of a seated statue, inscribed with the name:
...

27490
27492
27505
28018
28019

...

...

... Diorite

Head of a statue of the Ancient Empire
. ..
...
A small statuette of the Ancient Empire
A Qed amulet in repousse work ...
.., ..
An unins<;rib€d flat scarab ...
A stela of King Ay. On it is represented the King and
0

0"

the Goddess

28161

...

'C/db,

c

cc

...

..

0

, and 9 lines of inscription Limestone

Two half-columns. On one, the King
and Isis. On the other, he
(Twenty-first Dynasty) (I) "0

"

A sculptured fragment, representir g 1he God Osiriso

28163

~n

28164

A statue (lacking the head and feet) of a priest. He
carries before him an image of PtaL. His name

lr
bl e,
ollenng-ta
0

0

Obet1.. 1,..
~

lllSCfJ

1
f

~
I I I (1)
~

U

0

"0

is destroyed, but that of his son is: ~ ~

28165
28166
28171

0

JJl ~ j

r:

ann

~~

"

1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1886
1887
1887

"
"

28173

A has-relief, representing a certain ~

f

1887
1887

1887

1887

t\.

28172

I\IV'NV\

1887

1887

...

Below: six lines of text relating to purchase of
land. Reign of PSllmtik ... ... ... ...
...
"
. .. Diorite
Seated statue with the head and neck lacking

1888
1888

seated

before some offerings

(1)

"

"

An oblong piece of stone with an offering-list ..
A fragment of a bas-relief, representing a priest of
Khafra seated before his offerings... ... ... . ..
The npper part of a stela. Upper register: Osi'ris and
Isis adored by

1886

adores Osiris
adores Ptah

28162

A

Rose granite ...
Ivory
.
Gold
.
Green jasper .

Date

This statuett,e was found in the Temple of Isis near the Great Pyramid.

.. Limestone

1888
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Description

Journal No.

28175

30189

A fmgment bearing the name

30345
30409
30411
30437

:~:::

44fi93
496G2

i}

0

~. Late Fourth Dynasty .

50045
5004fi

H.. H

~

1888

H'

...

...

H.

H.

IVVV'o/V\

~~

H.

...

H.

H.

'H

...

...

H.

...

H.

H.

H'

...

H.

...

H'

...

1888
1893
1893

"
"
"

H.

•••

1888

"

Faience

...

1893

Limestone
Green faience ...

1893
1893

Limestone

1893

H'

H'

Grey granite
Blue faience
Limc'3tonc

"

"
"

H.

H.

1913
1926
1927
1927
1927
1927

Below is a horizontal inscription,

rear1.ing : ~

51271
51272
51876

H'

H.

\

50047

H

A small stela bearing two vertical lines of inscription
giving the r ame of a certain"Khou-setn-Thoth"(sic)
A small figure of a couchant hare
A small table of offerings, bearing the name of Hapi
A figure of Horus standing and holding two crocodiles
H.......
H'
'H
...
...
...
in his hands
A small stela, of coars:) work. It bears two lines of
Demotic inscription ...
A Qed amulet, surmounted by the Atef-crown...
A stela, on which is represented the Sphinx, it IS
named Hor-em-akhet. An imcription of four
vertical lines has been effaced ... .. . ... .. . .. .
A fragment of a large stela (n, bearing two horizorJal
lines of inscription with the title of RamesesVI...
A usltabti-figure bearing seven lines of coarsely incised
inscription
A block of limestonf>, bearing an insCliption in Greek.
A stela bearing an inscription in Greek ... ... ...
A block of stone bearing a fragmentary inscription
in Greek
...
Four fragments forming part of a stela. It bore an
inscription in Greek, apparently a poem H' . . .
A small votive stela, with a rounded top. It bears a
representation ofthe Sphinx above which is a hawk
crowned with the Double Crown. It is inscribed
H'

50042
50043
50044

(Pasf>bekhanll 11) Limestone

Asareophagils bearing the namcofa priest of Men-kaw

'H

30836
33974

Date

I!!

Ra
30234

Material

H'

~ ~

~

---lJ

"C7

'H

~

'H

H'

O:I:::3
IVVV'o/V\

H'

I I
...

0

0

~ ~

H'

'H

~

Jr
'H

Limestone

A block of limestone, the top of which is somewhat
rounded. It bears a figure in sunk relief
"
A figure of a sphinx... ...
Bronze
A figure of a sphinx ... .
"
A stela found uear the Great Sphinx, bearing a decree
by the inhabitants of Busiris in honour of the
H'
...
H'
Stratagus Geneus Pompius Sabinus
Limestone
H

H.

H.

H.

'"

H.

•

H.

H.

H

1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
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Journal No.

52481
52482
52483-52491
63835-53843
53844
63845-53846
63847-53848
53849
53850-53851
63852-53853
53854
53855
53856
li3857
r>3858
53859
53860
53861
li3862
53863
53864
53865
53866

A group of ten miniature sphinxes, painted red (Ptolemaic Period)
.
An altar (?) bearing six lines of a finely incised Drmotic inscription ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A model jar bearing the Cartouche of Amenhotep 11.
Amulets of coarse work .
A figure of the God Bes
...
...
.. .
...
Two figures of the God Bes
Two damaged figures of the Goddess Bastet
A figure of the Goddess Hathor ...
Two figures of the Goddess Hathor
Two figures of the God Thoth
A figure of the God Anubis ... ...
A figure of Ptah-Patique
A figure of Ptah-Patqiue... ... ...
A figure of the Goddess Ta-wer.t ...
A figure of the God Anubis ... . ..
A figure of the Goddess Ta-wer.t .
A figure of the Goddess Ta-wer.t .
A figure of the God Thoth
A figure of the God. Anubis ... ...
A figure of the God Bes
A gold plate with embossed hieroglyphs
A " Menat " amulet ... ... ... ... ...
A vase bearing a vertical imcription, reading:

~ ~
0

53867-53909
53910-53913
53914
53915-53918
53919-53922
53923-53930
53931
53932
53933-53938
53939-53940
53941-53943
53944
53945
53946-53947
53948
53949
53950-53951
53952-53953
53954
53955
53956

!

C~ ~ ~ CD ~J . .

Forty-three inscribed ushabti figures
Four Ded amulets
A seal(?) amulet
Four Ded amulets
Four Ded amulets
Eight12ed amulets
An amulet in the form of a papyrus sceptre, on thr
top of which are two squatting figUrES (cats?)
An amulet in the form of a papyrus sceptre
.
Six Ded amulets
Two~mulets in the form of serpents' heads
Thr€e Ded amulets ... ... ... ...
A triac!of Isis, Horns and Nepthys
A figure of the God Khnwm... ...
Two Eyes of Horus ... ...
...
A figure of the God Khn wm
...
A triad of Isis, Horus and Nepthys
Two figures of Horns, wearing the Double Crown ...
Two figures of Horns-Ra, crowned with the solar disk
An Eye of Horns
A figure of the God Shu
A figure of the God Thoth

Material

Date

Plaster

1928

Limestone

1928
1928
1929
1929
1929
1929
1926
1929
1929
]929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

Alaba~ter

...
Blue fnirnce

"
"

..
"

"
"
"
"

"
....
"
"
"

WOOf}"

Gold

"
Blite faience

1929

"
"

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

.
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
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53957-53959
53960-53962
53963
53964
53965
53966
53967-53968
53969
53970
53971
53972
53973
53974
53975
53977
53978
53979
53980
53981
53982
53983
53984

Date

Blue faience ... ' "
Three figures of the God Khonswoo. ... ... ...
... ...
...
Three figures of the Goddess N~pthys ..
"
... ...
A figure of the Goddess Maat
... ... ... ...
"
...
... ' "
... ...
A figure of the God Shu
"
.
..
God
...
...
..
.
figure
of
the
Double
Lion
A
'"
"
...
A figure of the God Amon ... ' " ' " ... ' " ...
"
... ...
...
...
Two figures of the God Thoth
'"
... ... ... '" ... ' " Lllpis" lazuli ' "
A Qed amulet ...
... Hard greenish stone
... '"
A frog amulet ... ... ...
...
...
... ... ' "
A fine large heart scarab
"
...
A large scarab, with loop for attachment below
"
Lapis lazuli
An amulet in the form of a papyrus sceptre
Hard greenish stone
An unillscribed scarab
... ... ...
Hrematite
... ...
An amulet in the form of a papyrus sceptre
... Hard green stone
An amulet in the form of a papyrus sceptre
... ...
... Carnelian
...
An Eye of Horus
... ... .. .
...
An Eye of Horus ... ...
"
...
... ... ... Hrematite
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
... Red jasper ...
...
... ... ...
An Eye of Horus
Hard green stone
... ... ...
An Eye of Horus ...
Hrematite
...
..
.
"angle"
amulet
...
...
...
An
Hard green stone ...
...
...
A " Shan ., amulet
"0

0

'00

"0

'0'

'0'

"0

'0'

.. 0

..0

0"

0"

.. 0

"0

"0

.. 0

0"

0"

0

"0

..

.. 0

"0

.. 0

.. 0

0

..

"0

0

..

"0

"0

.. 0

•• 0

.. 0

.. 0

0

..

.. 0

0"

.. 0

0

..

0

..0

..

"0

0 ..

.. 0

'0'

.. 0

"0

..0

/-

"0

0"

.. 0

0

"0

..

0"

.. 0

.. 0

"0

0

"0

...

..

.. ,
...
An amulet of the form
...
An Eye of Horus
...
...
A "Buckle of Isis " ... . .
A heart amulet ...
... ...
...
An amulet in the form of a rlivilH' hl'arl-rlress ..
...
...
...
A heart amulet
...
...
...
A "Buckle of Isis " ...
A rlamagcrl figure of the Godrless his (?) .. ...
An amulet in the form of a serpel1t'.~ hl'ad
...
An Eye of Horus
...
A "Buckle of Isis" o.
...
A scarab with a hawk's hearl (1)
...
A "Buckle of his"
...
... ... ...

0

.. 0

0

..

"0

.. 0

.. 0

.. 0

.. 0

..0

..0

0"

"0

"0

0

"0

..

0

.. 0

0

..

0 ..

"0

"0

..0

.. 0

"0

0

0

0

..

0"

0"

.. 0

0

..

0

..

.. 0

0

..

0

..

...

...
...

...
0

..

...
0

..

...

"0

0"

.. 0

0

"0

.. 0

0

"0

..0

"0

"0

..

"0

..

Hrematite
... ...
Hard green stone
Red jasper
...
Canielian
...
Hrematite
...
Carnelian
...
Red jasper
... ...
Lapis IllZuli
...
Carnelian
...
Hrematite
... ...
Red jasper
... ...
Lapis lazuJi ... ...
Red jasper
...
Hrematite and red
gasper
... ...
Red jasper
...
Serpentine
...
.. 0

..0

"0

0"

0 ..

.. 0

0 ..

0 ..

"0

0"

"0

0

..

"0

0

0

•••

0"

"0

"0

.. 0

"0

"0

0"

0"

0"

0"

.. 0

0"

"0

"0

"0

"0

0"

"0

"0

0"

.. 0

"0

.. 0

.. 0

"0

0

'0'

..

"0

"0

"0

"0

..0

"0

"0

... ...
... ...
... ...
.. 0

...
0

"0

0

..

..

0"

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

"0

Two Eyes of Horus , ..
... ... ... .. .
A scarab with a loop for attachment
... ...
A hl)art scarab ...
... ...
... ...
A scarab with a loop for attachment ...
"
Two Eyes of Horus ...
... ...
Hrematite
A Qed amulet ... ... ... _..
... ' "
Lapis lazuli
A scarab with a loop for attachment
... ... ... Hrematite
A Ded amulet
... ...
...
. ...
... , Lapis lazuli
A «Shen " amulet ...
...
'"
"
A figure of a baboon ID an attitude of adoration ...
"
... ...
A figure of the Goddess Isis
" (?)
...
A figure of the Goddess Neith
...
A figure of the God Horus ...
...
... ...
(?)
.. 0

I

.. 0

"0

.. 0

"0

0"

"0

"0

0"

"0

53985
53986
53987
53988
53989
53990
5399L
53994
53997
53999
54000
54001
54002
54003-54004
54005
54006
54007
54008-54009
54010
54011
54012
54013
54014
54015
54016
54017

Material

Description

Journal No.

...

..01

.. 0

"0

I

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
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Journal No.

54018
54019-54020
54021
54022-54023
54026
54027
54028
54031
54033
54036-54075
54076-54095
54096-54128
54170-54184
54186

A figure of a baboon in an attitude of adoration ...
Two amulets in the form of papyrus sceptrrs
...
An amulet in the form of a head-rest
...
...
Two amulets in the form of papyrus scept.res
...
An Eye of Horus
... ... ;.. .. . .. .
...
A heart amulet ...
.. . .. .
....
...
An Eye Horus .. .
.. . .. .
.. .
...
An amulet in the form of a serpent's head
...
An Eye of Horus
... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . ...
Forty amulets of thin Gold foil. Details impressed.
Twenty amulets of thin gold foil ... ... ... ... ...
Amulets, two bracelets, finger and toe-covers of thin
gold
..
Fifteen inscribed usltabti-figures
...
Six scarabs on a single base. On the reverse is inscribed:

C !]
0

55301
56691-56692
56693-56722
56723-56728
56729-56731
56732
57195
59458
59459
59460
59461
59462
59463
59634
65829
29/12/28/1
31/12/28/10
3/2/29/2
10/5/30/1
12/11/30/4
22/7/3l/2
10/5/33/1
10/5/33/2

Material

(?)
(?)

Hrematite...
"

...

...

'"

...

'0.

Carndian...

"
"
"
Golrl"
"

1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929
1929

•.••

• ••

Blue faience ...

...

1929
1929
1929

"

'0'

.

A lintel of Amenhotep n
.
Two moulds in which bread was baked
...
Vases of various forms
.. .
...
...
Small dishes
.. .
...
.. . ...
Flint scrapers ...
...
... ...
An oval plaque, inscribed with the name of Amenhotep JI
Door- jambs, lintel and threshold of Tutankhamon,
usurped by Rameses n. Painted red, with original
cartouches coloured blue ... ...
...
A slab bearing a Greek inscription
..
Part of a large vase, painted blue, with red lines ..
A stela of Thothmes IV. The King is represented offering two flowers to the Goddess Isis ... ... ...
A stela of Thothmes IV. The King offers wine to
the God Ptah. Behind him stands the Queen
Nefertari
...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
A stela of Thothmes IV. The King presents offerings
to a Goddess (Isis ?). Behind him stands Queen
NefeItari
.
A block bearing the remains of one or two inscriptions
in Greek
.
A heavy stone chisel...
...
A stela bearing six lines of inscription in Greek
...
A drum of a small column (?), bearing one line of lightly
incised inscription (Aramaic)
..
A large figure of a hawk (headless)
." ..
Fifteen ushabti-figures
..
Head of a statuette of a King. Obelisk at back. Traces
of red paint
..
A box of sealings, shreds and flints, of Khafra...
.
Foundation deposit ... ... .. . ... ... ... .. . ...
A block bearing the Cartouche of Thothmes IV
.
An offering-table
..

Dato

"

'0'

.0.

Limestone
Red pottery

...

...

...
...

1929
1931
1931
1931
1931
1931

.
...

1931
1933
1933

,,

. . ...

"

'0 • • • •

~

Flint... ...
Alabaster...
Limestone
"

Red pottery

1933

Limestone

1933

"

i933

"

1933
1933
1935

"
Dolerite
(?)
Limestone
""

.0.

".
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THE GREAT SPHINX AND ITS SECRETS

Description

Material

A fragment of a stela, bearing a representation of a
Limestone
sphinx, and above it a winged disk ... ...
A block bearing a series of cartouches
... ... ...
"
A block of stone bearing some hieroglyphs
... ...
"
A fragment of a freize, with a decoration in relief ...
"
... ...
A stela bearing a crude figure of a sphinx
"
A small, rectangular stel ll, of very rough, late (1) work.
It bears a representation of a man adoring
ahawk-god ... ...
...
... ...

...

...

... ... ...

"

Date
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